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Introduction 
MARTHAKYRILLIDOUAND FRED M. HEATH 
LIBRARIES In the 500 years since the inven- ARE THE CRUCIBLE OF GENIUS. 
tion of the printing press, libraries have been at the center of a remark- 
able flowering of the human intellect, serving as repositories of the hu- 
man experience while promoting structured inquiry and critical thinking. 
Libraries are fundamental to the intellectual experience and the natural 
creativity of the mind; they are core services at every postsecondary insti- 
tution. Indeed, there are no great universities without great libraries. What, 
however, defines a great library? What constitutes excellence or effective- 
ness in research library services? How does a library evaluate-for itself 
and its diverse constituencies-whether it is delivering the best possible 
services for the considerable investments made in its operations? 
Library Trends, in a ground-breaking issue under the editorship of 
Thomas Shaughnessy of the University of Minnesota, first addressed this 
question in 1996. In his introduction, Shaughnessy observed that a focus 
on inputs had traditionally driven the research university community. There 
was in place, he suggested, a belief that higher investments or expendi- 
tures somehow implied better outcomes or higher quality (Shaughnessy, 
1996). The question of the relationship between expenditures and qual- 
ity was joined. That important issue of Library Trends added sparks to the 
ongoing research of library effectiveness with far-reaching implications. 
Research libraries have always placed value in describing and evaluat- 
ing their institutional resources and services. The Association of Research 
Libraries (ARL) has probably the best statistical data series in the history 
of higher education with data describing libraries back to 1908. The com- 
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mitment to assessment was strengthened in 1994 when ARL adopted as a 
strategic objective “to describe and measure the performance of research 
libraries and their contribution to teaching, research, scholarship, and 
community service.” By this action, the Association of Research Libraries 
demonstrated the previously stated desire by major research libraries “to 
maintain the useful approaches of the past and explore responses to the 
challenges of the present and future” (Pritchard, 1992, p. 4) . The 1990s 
was an era of exploration, discovery, and revelation not only for libraries 
but for the whole world, in many ways changing the established paradigms 
under which long-held assumptions were based and forcing libraries to 
focus on the basic reason of their existence. At a meeting in Tucson in the 
winter of 1999, research librarians from around North America met un- 
der sponsorship of the Association of Research Libraries to discuss the 
issues pervading library service quality. The New Measures initiative was a 
joint undertaking of AlU’s Research Library Leadership and Development 
Committee and its Statistics and Measurement Committee. At that meet- 
ing, the participants affirmed the need for alternatives to expenditure 
metrics as measures of library performance (Blixrud, 1999). 
There emerged a general consensus that rising demands for evalua- 
tion and accountability required library administrators to develop alter- 
natives to the focus on inputs or expenditure metrics. A few months later, 
at the ARL annual meeting, the New Measures group considered and 
endorsed a pilot project proposal by Texas A8cM University. That proposal 
entailed the use of a protocol well-grounded in the business community- 
SERVQUAL-to assess service quality in research libraries. The launch of 
the Texas A8cM project served as the genesis of this issue of Lzbrary Trends. 
As events evolved, from among thirty volunteer ARL libraries, twelve were 
selected to participate in the first phase of the pilot project. The January 
2000 Midwinter American Library Association meeting brought together 
project planners, participants from the twelve ARL libraries, and invited 
researchers in library service quality. There it was agreed that the next 
annual meeting of ARL in October 2000 would feature a symposium of 
leading researchers on library service quality. At the symposium, the ARL/ 
Texas A8cM initiative would be discussed along with other important re- 
search efforts in North America, as well as projects from the United King- 
dom, Europe, Australia, New Zealand, and elsewhere. Presented here in 
this volume is the latest thinking and research on library service quality as 
it is being articulated by leading researchers and professionals in the field 
and presented at the October 2000 symposium. 
The planned symposium was given further impetus and validity when 
the A€U/Texas A&M project was awarded a three-year grant by the US .  
Department of Education Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary 
Education (FIPSE) to further develop the service quality protocol and to 
extend its application beyond research libraries to other postsecondary 
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settings. In spring 2001, more than forty higher education institutions 
and their libraries have expressed an interest in participating in this three- 
year pilot effort and test the emerging protocol. 
As observed, the Texas A&M pilot project had its origins in the gap 
theory of service quality developed by the research team of Parasuraman, 
Zeithaml, and Berry (1985). Their ground-breaking research led to the 
development of the SERVQUAL protocol. While gap theory has several 
layers of complexity, at its simplest, service quality can be measured by the 
gap between customers’ desired service levels and the perceived level of ser- 
vice delivery. Further, from the perspective of the authors, in the defini- 
tion of service quality, on4  the perceptions of the customers matter. De- 
signed initially for the for-profit sector where it remains an acknowledged 
industry standard, SERVQUAL has also been widely applied elsewhere. In 
fact, over eighty doctoral dissertations have been written in the past de- 
cade to assess its applications to fields as diverse as ecology and historical 
preservation. Danuta Nitecki (1995), one of the contributors to this issue, 
initially explored the study of its application to libraries. 
The SERVQUAL instrument, regrounded and evaluated within the 
research library community by the Texas A&M University research team, 
emerges as the LibQUAL+ protocol. The first articles of the issue treat 
aspects of the development of LibQUAL+. Colleen Cook and Fred Heath 
describe the process by which “gap theory,” as expressed in SERVQUAL, 
was re-grounded for the research library environment through a series of 
interviews with faculty, graduate students, and undergraduates at partici- 
pating universities across North America. Sixty interviews were conducted 
altogether and were then transcribed, loaded into a software analysis pack- 
age, coded, and analyzed. The results of those interviews helped to pre- 
pare the Web-based questionnaire that undertook to measure, in the us- 
ers’ own words, their assessment of library service quality. The users’ pen- 
chant for self-reliant access to library resources is addressed at some length 
and calls into question some long-held assumptions about user behavior. 
Five thousand respondents from twelve pilot institutions were cap- 
tured by the Web-based questionnaire referred to above as part of the 
quantitative evaluation of the protocol developed. The quantitative data 
were analyzed by the Texas A&M team. Bruce Thompson and Colleen 
Cook report their findings of an overarching construct of library service 
quality as well as the four dimensions that define the construct: aflect of 
service, reliability, access to information, and library as place. The affective be- 
haviors-staff demeanor, knowledge, and responsiveness-and reliability 
are as important in libraries as they are in the business world. Compre- 
hensive collections remain important, and faculty and graduate students 
often fault their libraries for the absence of in-place collections. Increas- 
ingly, however, there emerges an expectation of ubiquitous access to infor- 
mation, regardless of format or mode of delivery. As a place, the physical 
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library still serves many clients in a myriad of practical fashions while it 
diminishes in centrality for others. 
Steve Hiller from the University of Washington compares the find- 
ings of LibQUAL+ with triennial surveys performed at the University of 
Washington. He compares the two methods and discusses the design, con- 
tent, and delivery mechanisms. He reiterates the value of LibQUALt as a 
standardized instrument for interinstitutional comparisons and discusses 
the cost savings of a Web-based survey. He finally compares the University 
of Washington Libraries’ survey with LibQUALt in such areas as response 
and rrpresentativeness of survey population, similarities and differences 
in results, and whether the right questions are being asked. His analysis 
provides a useful external check to the emergent paradigm now being 
tested by ARL and Texas A&M, lending important corroboration while 
suggesting opportunities for further study and affirming the importance 
of both standardized and locally developed assessment tools. 
Patience Simmonds and Syed Saad Andaleeb of Pennsylvania State 
University, Erie, describe their own attempt to use SERVQUAL dimen- 
sions to predict and explain the use of physical library facilities in an era 
of rapidly expanding electronic access. Their article explores the tenuous 
relationship among expectations, perceptions, and behavior. In their ar- 
ticle, the concept of library asplace, also examined by Hiller and Cook and 
Heath, is analyzed from a different perspective. Resources and familiarity 
with the library were significant explanatory variables. An examination of 
the standardized beta values shows that one’s familiarity with the library 
had the greatest impact on library use, followed by resources, tangibles, 
and gender. Their findings echo the preoccupation of Web-based infor- 
mation service providers with a concept known as “stickiness”-i.e., the 
extensive use of known information resources as one’s familiarity with 
them increases. 
Other authors make clear that there are many lenses through which 
to view the issue of library service quality, and different methodological 
approaches by which to attempt its measurement. Shelley Phipps of the 
University of Arizona approaches the issue of service quality from the per- 
spective of the learning organization. Transformation of research librar- 
ies, she observes, proceeds from the commitment to the voices of users 
certainly, but also to the voices of staff and of library processes themselves. 
The learning organization then acts upon the information it receives “ex- 
perimenting, seeking new perspectives and new methodologies, and de- 
signing new organizational systems that involve, engage, develop, and in- 
crease the commitment of staff and partner with customers to design the 
future they need that includes library values and vision.” 
Rowena Cullen, head of the School of Communications and Infor- 
mation Management at the Victoria University of Wellington, offers an 
overarching view of efforts to study user satisfaction in libraries and gives 
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an explanation as to how user satisfaction relates to service quality. In 
her study, she discusses a model of user satisfaction as both a micro-level 
response to individual transactions and at the macro-level as an outcome 
of service quality. She cautions that there is a lack of resolve in the pro- 
fession to address the gap between users’ expectations and our profes- 
sional perceptions of these. The lack of resolve may be due to limita- 
tions imposed by our reliance on measures of “objective reality” that 
have not always met customer needs. Cullen emphasizes the need for a 
culture of assessment and, foremost, the need for action that is long 
overdue. 
Pioneers in the arena of library service quality-Danuta Nitecki, asso- 
ciate university librarian at Yale University, and Peter Hernon, professor 
at Simmons College-offer added perspectives. Developing an argument 
that differs from Cullen in emphasizing the affective aspects of satisfac- 
tion versus the cognitive aspects of service quality, their article also exam- 
ines the relationship between these two concepts and underscores the 
importance of the local context in the assessment paradigm. The value of 
service quality assessment as a local planning issue is a primary focus of 
the article. Caution, they stress, is essential in designing a process of nor- 
mative cross-institutional data collection or of making generalizations from 
it. Higher education and library perspectives are also to be developed in 
relation to recognition and certification programs such as the Malcolm 
Baldrige National Quality Award and IS0  9000. 
As we learn from Roswitha Poll, director, University und  
Landesbibliothek Munster, Germany, concerns about library service qual- 
ity are not limited to North America. Her article reports on work cur- 
rently underway in Germany using the Balanced Scorecard approach, a 
concept for an integrated quality management system across four per- 
spectives: users, finances, internal processes, and potentials (innovation). 
Poll indicates that “the basic model of the Balanced Scorecard adapted to 
the conditions of academic libraries, deviates from the original model in 
placing not the financial, but the user perspective foremost. Libraries do 
not strive for maximum gain, but for best service.” But, as Poll reminds us, 
the basic concept is not to look at the different quality aspects separately 
but rather as part of an integrated system. 
In his article, Ian Winkworth of the University of Northumbria, 
Newcastle, England, catalogs the pressures for accountability in the United 
Kingdom and the rise of public service performance measurement across 
the nation. The role of the Standing Conference of National and Univer- 
sity Libraries (SCONUL) in the development of academic library perfor- 
mance measures is discussed, and their practical application in local situ- 
ations is described. The need for satisfactory frameworks for performance 
measurement is reiterated in this article as well as the promising potential 
of international collaboration on assessment efforts. 
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Philip Calvert of Victoria University of Wellington reports the findings 
of a remarkable cross-cultural study of university library student expecta- 
tions of service quality between China and New Zealand. The results of 
his study show that there exists a global set of customer expectations that 
can be used to measure academic library service quality and consists of 
three dimensions: staff attitudes, the library environment, and services 
that help users find information. Calvert asserts that these dimensions are 
similar across user groups, across different organizations, and across dif- 
ferent countries. His study of customer expectations in New Zealand and 
China also finds that “national culture is not a major precursor of atti- 
tudes to service quality so it will not impede efforts to set international 
measures of service quality.” Echoing the sentiments of Ian Winkworth, 
Calvert suggests the need to examine the international applications of 
LibQUAL+ and other instruments. 
This issue of Library Trends concludes with the contribution of John 
Carlo Bertot of Florida State University and an examination of the chal- 
lenges of service quality assessment in a networked environment. He of- 
fers an overview of statistical and performance methods that librarians 
may find useful in assessing networked-based services. His article suggests 
a framework for network-based assessment that may allow library adminis- 
trators to demonstrate the uses of their electronic resources and services. 
His own conclusion, that library researchers and practitioners must en- 
gage in a perpetual cycle testing theory and developing proven method- 
ologies in order to advance the service quality assessment, underscores 
the messages of the other authors and effectively serves as the theme of 
this issue of Lzbrary Trends. 
Measuring library service quality can be both a project as well as a 
process to be continually enhanced and improved. The findings reported 
in this volume and their implications have far-reaching consequences for 
the future of libraries and their evaluation and assessment. Library ser- 
vice quality is a concept that is becoming less elusive and increasingly rec- 
ognizable and actionable. As standardized protocols like I,ibQUAL+ are 
emerging and flourishing side by side with local implementations empha- 
sizing quality improvements, there is a distinct possibility that libraries will 
be in a position to develop a better understanding of what constitutes and 
determines various levels of quality in certain environments. 
Understanding library qualitywill possibly lead us to develop not only 
an understanding of preferred and best service practices but also toward 
widespread recognition of standards for library quality, especially to the 
extent that users have an overarching preconceived notion of library qual-
ity. For example, to the extent that users are expecting libraries to en- 
hance their self-reliance in seeking information, libraries will be much 
better off acting in concert and cooperatively to empower users to achieve 
basic levels of self-reliance in their information-seeking behaviors through 
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services such as cooperative online reference and information literacy in- 
struction programs. 
At the same time as basic levels of library service quality are achieved 
in a cooperative library environment, the expectations for highly special- 
ized services for the local community of users will increase, together with 
a recognition that innovation and local differentiation of resources and 
services is increasingly important. Whether all higher education and re- 
search institutions will be able to afford to engage in sustainable global 
library cooperative programs, and at the same time develop highly spe- 
cialized services for their local user communities, is as much an issue of 
wise deployment of resources as it is an issue of political willingness to 
continue to perceive libraries as the crucible of genius and civilization, a 
symbol for knowledge and wisdom, a portal for lifelong learning and dis- 
covery. 
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Users’ Perceptions of Library Service Quality: 
A LibQUALt Qualitative Study 
COLLEENCOOKAND FREDM. HEATH 
ABSTRACT 
SERVICEMARKETING HAS IDENTIFIED THE CUSTOMER or user as the most 
critical voice in assessing service quality. Before assessments can be made 
of service quality in ARL libraries, it is essential to investigate what con- 
notes service quality in the minds of library users. Today the dimensions 
of library service quality among the ARL cohort are not fully understood 
from the user perspective. The LibQUAL+ project attempts to identify 
those dimensions and measure the gaps between expected service and 
perceived service in each dimension. This article describes the interviews 
conducted with users of research libraries across North America in the 
first round of work on the still-evolving LibQUAL+ instrument. The inter- 
views provided a rich pool of information about the users’ own behaviors, 
their perceptions of what a library should provide, and their interactions 
with that important resource as they pursued their diverse objectives at 
their respective universities. Analysis of the interviews contributes to the 
identification of the dimensions of library service quality, which will be 
further tested in future iterations of the LibQUAL+ tool. 
SCENARIO 
I hurried back to the uniuersity library from a n  interuiau I had just conducted 
with a graduate student in health sciences an order to meet my colleague for our end-
ofthe-day debrifing session. The student with whom I had spoken was passionately 
self-reliant-typical ofthe graduate students 7ue interviewed-and he had taken to 
the purpose of my visit with a n  earnest goodwill. We spent two hours on a late 
afternoon exploring the concept of service quality in a research library jrom his 
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perspective. On the whole, he valued his experiences at the unizwsity, one of the 
finest public institutions in North America. For the most part he recognized that its 
libraries were well-funded, boasting the comprehensive collections and rich array of 
databases that allowed him to pursue his independent methods of information-
seeking largely without impediment. 
But sometimes the system got in his way. Instead of removing barriers to his 
quest, libraries seemed to be a party to their erection. A system that appeared so 
complex and rational could sometimes break down completely. He explained that 
his interdisciplinary research often required document delivery from other libraries 
across the vast campus. He would go to the departmental library to pick up the 
items he ordered only to find that all did not go as expected. “And then you  get this 
crappy looking fax  thing that’s really ugly. That’s usually what happens. And then 
they put all those stamps on it about copyright notices and eveything. I can under- 
stand that, but do they have to put it over the text? That’s what they do sometimes” 
{I37:622-625*). 
He kept saying that what he wanted was “ubiquity of access,” a concept that 
resonated with me thefirst time he said it and became more meaning@ to me each 
time he used it. Would it be too much, he asked, for the modern research library to 
ensure that he could obtain access to the information he required at any time of the 
night or day, without regard to its format? (137:198-209). 
Just what were all these interviews with some of the brightest students 
and most highly sought-after faculty in North America telling us about the 
necessary components of service quality in the research library? And just 
what, if anything, did a carelessly placed stamped notice, obliterating the 
muddy text of a fax transmission, have to do with service quality? 
PROBLEMSTATEMENT 
Service marketing has identified the customer or user as the most 
critical voice in assessing service quality. Before assessments can be made 
of service quality in Association of Research Libraries (ARL) libraries, it is 
essential to investigate what connotes service quality in the minds of li- 
brary users. Today the dimensions of library service quality among the 
ARL cohort are not fully understood from the user perspective. 
Many service marketing and library and information science research- 
ers have defined service quality in terms of the Gaps Model of Seruice Qual- 
ity, based on a service quality model posited by Parasuraman, Zeithaml, 
and Berry (1985). Their construct describes five gaps that produce “dis- 
connects” in service quality. Library researchers, adhering to the desire to 
accentuate a user-driven perspective, have focused their attention upon 
*This and subsequent notations refer to individual interviews cited in the appendix 
with the page numbers where the comments appeared in the LibQUAL+ report- 
e.g., 137:622-625 refers to Interview 37 of a Graduate Student in the Health 
Sciences whose comments are on pages 622-625 of the report. 
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the fifth gap-i.e., “The quality that a consumer perceives in a service is a 
function of the magnitude and direction of the gap between expected 
service and perceived service” (Parasuraman, et al., 1985, p. 46). 
In an age of accountability, it is more important than ever for library 
administrators in the continent’s largest libraries, who-in the aggregate- 
spent more than $2.5 billion in 1999 on operating expenses, to be able to 
evaluate how well service is provided from a user perspective. With data 
assimilated across libraries, research library administrators can turn to 
model service providers for best practices and can gauge their own per- 
formance across appropriate peer groups. 
METHODOLOGY 
Much research in service quality has been conducted in the commer- 
cial sector, and a modest body of literature is growing in the library and 
information science sphere as well (Andaleeb & Simmonds, 1998; Coleman, 
Xiao, Bair, & Chollett, 1997; Cook & Thompson, 2000, in press; Cook, 
Heath, & Coleman, 1999; Edwards & Browne, 1995; HCbert, 1993; Nitecki, 
1995).A protocol, SERVQUAL, developed in the 1980s by Berry, Zeithaml, 
and Parasuraman (Parasuraman, Berry, & Zeithaml, 1988, 1991; 
Parasuraman et al., 1985, 1994; Zeithaml, Parasuraman, & Berry, 1990) 
for evaluating service quality from the customer perspective has led the 
field of service quality assessment. As de Ruyter, Bloemer, and Peeters 
(1997) noted: “On an operational level, research in service quality has 
been dominated by the SERVQUAL instrument, based on the so-called 
gap model” (p. 390). 
To develop a theory for the construct of library service quality from 
the user viewpoint, grounded theory, whose central feature is “a general 
method of [constant] comparative analysis”(G1aser & Strauss, 1967, p. viii), 
was followed. In this methodology, “theory may be generated initially from 
the data, or if existing (grounded) theories seem appropriate to the area 
of investigation, then these may be elaborated and modified as incoming 
data are meticulously played against them” (Strauss & Corbin, 1994, p. 
273). Using the dimensions identified in SERVQUAL as a starting point, 
the concept of library service quality from the user perspective was ex- 
plored. The SERVQUAL dimensions are: 
tangibles: physical facilities, equipment, and appearance of person-
nel; reliability: ability to perform the promised service dependably 
and accurately; responsiveness: willingness to help customers and 
provide prompt service; assurance: knowledge and courtesy of em- 
ployees and their ability to inspire trust and confidence; and empa- 
thy: caring, individualized attention the firm provides its customers. 
(Parasuraman et al., 1988,p. 23)  
Aseries of sixty interviews with a diverse set of library users was conducted 
at nine ARL libraries in spring 2000. Faculty of all ranks and graduate and 
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undergraduate students from a variety of disciplines were interviewed 
through a series of open-ended and unstructured questions based on Lin- 
coln and Guba’s (1985) recommendation for naturalistic inquiry studies: 
To put it another way, the structured interview is the mode of choice 
when the interviewer knows what he or she does not know and can there- 
fore frame appropriate questions to find it out, while the unstruc- 
tured interview is the mode of choice when the interviewer does not 
know what he or she doesn’t know and must therefore rely on the re- 
spondent to tell him or her. (p. 269) 
A major tenet of grounded theory is its insistence upon safeguarding 
multiple perspectives through process. As Strauss and Corbin (1994) noted: 
“Perhaps not every actor’s perspectives can be discovered, or need be, but 
those of actors who sooner or later are judged to be significantly relevant 
must be incorporated into the emerging theory” (p. 280). Grounded theo- 
ries are rooted directly and indirectly in the actors of the phenomenon 
studied. 
To gain an understanding of the context of the actors in research 
libraries, each person interviewed was first asked to list the libraries that 
he/she had used throughout his/her academic experience. Interviewees 
were then queried regarding their concept of service quality in the re- 
search library environment. The dimensions of service quality identified 
in the SERVQUAL instrument served as a basic set of issues that were 
initially explored, but neither the exact wording nor the order of ques- 
tions was predetermined. In keeping with grounded theory and the un- 
structured interview format, the answers to open-ended questions served 
as guideposts to further questions. Dexter (1970) described such inter- 
views as a conversation with a purpose. Grounded theory methodology 
insists that “no matter how general-how broad in scope or abstract-the 
theory, it should be developed in that back-and-forth interplay with data 
that is so central to this methodology” (Strauss & Corbin, 1994, p. 282). 
Thus insights gained from one interview were incorporated into subse- 
quent interviews and explored until saturation was attained and no new 
information was forthcoming. Each interview was transcribed and ana- 
lyzed using Atlas TI, a software package for performing content analyses, 
particularly amenable to grounded theory analysis. 
PARTICIPANTS 
The member libraries ofARL are among the most important research 
facilities in the world. While encompassing a cadre of public and special- 
ized libraries, ARL membership is composed primarily of libraries from 
North America’s preeminent universities. The membership shares a com- 
mitment to excellence in support of research and instruction. In large 
measure, that commitment is acknowledged by the post-secondary world. 
The 11 1 libraries that comprise its academic library membership are 
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generally regarded as the apex of an important pyramid of more than 
3,000 post-secondary libraries on the continent. Their richly diverse col- 
lections support the missions of the institutions of which each is a part 
and draw scholars from around the world who seek to mine their trea- 
sures. 
The faculty at these universities are also regarded as among the very 
best teachers and researchers in North America. Their reputations in the 
classroom and laboratory and their impressive lists of presentations and 
publications are testaments to their collective accomplishments. Interest- 
ingly, they also share common origins. As the investigators moved around 
North America interviewing faculty about their views on research library 
quality, they found that the professorate uniformly completed their gradu- 
ate degrees from institutions that were Research I or I1 universities, most 
of whom were also institutional members of ARL. Indeed, thirty-two of 
the thirty-eight faculty interviewed held their terminal degrees from AEU 
member institutions. Among the thirty-one institutions represented, doc- 
toral pedigrees include Harvard University; M.I.T.; UCLA, the University 
of California, Berkeley; Johns Hopkins University; the University of North 
Carolina; the University of Texas; and the University of Virginia. 
As a result, it should not be surprising that they should share a very 
common set of expectations as to what constitutes quality in an academic 
library. It could also be posited that, through a mentoring relationship with 
graduate students and by transmitting their own values to the undergradu- 
ates from the classroom lectern, those perspectives would be shared in large 
measure throughout the academic community. A rigorous defense of deep 
comprehensive collections and responsive bibliographers was among the 
values the investigators expected to encounter. While in the main those 
expectations were affirmed, other expectations also surfaced. 
As might be expected, many faculty have worked in several universi- 
ties en route to their current jobs. Their impressions of quality library 
service are determined not only by their years of graduate study-the pe-
riod of most intense use-and the resources of their home institutions, 
but by the other stops along the way. In fact, when measuring the quality 
of library collections, or setting the standard for exemplary attentive ser- 
vice, faculty often recall experiences at places other than their current 
place of employment. Experiences were not limited to North American 
universities. In setting their standards for service expectations, faculty re- 
call their tenure at such universities asAlbert Ludwigs University in Freiburg 
(IlO), the Eberhard Karls University in Tubingen (12,144), Ulm Univer- 
sity (118),and Trinity College in Dublin (159), to name a few. 
As leading researchers in their fields, they have necessarily made use 
of national libraries and special collections in North America and abroad. 
The Library of Congress headed the list of most frequent stops (12:1, I19:1), 
with the National Library of Medicine frequently mentioned (112:l). But 
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the use of national libraries includes as well the Bibliothcque Nationale 
de France (17:1), the British Library (18:16), and the Archivio Segreto 
Vatican0 (19). 
From the sixty interviews conducted (see Appendix), thirty of those 
richest in content were selected to provide the texture and substance of 
the following analysis. Thirty interviews were considered sufficient to cover 
the range of issues among research library users. The remaining inter- 
views can be used for an independent, stepwise, or split-half reliability 
check on the results of the analysis to answer the need for confirmability 
in naturalistic inquiry. The thirty interviews studied were chosen to repre- 
sent the widely diverse population of users of research libraries and thus 
included sixteen males and fourteen females, of whom nine were full pro- 
fessors, five associate professors, five assistant professors, six graduate stu- 
dents, and six undergraduates. 
The following analysis is framed in three parts. The first section, 
“Who am I?-the User” investigates the constituents of the research li- 
brary of the twenty-first century and offers defining characteristics of 
the user. The second section, “What is the Library?” examines the di- 
mensions of library service quality that constituents identify as impor- 
tant. The domains of service affect, reliability, ubiquity of access, and 
collection adequacy are investigated. The final section, “What is It that I 
want from the Library?” addresses the complex role that library as place 
plays in the minds of users and its relationship to the general construct 
of library service quality. 
I. Who am I - the User? 
I want to be confident and self-reliant in using a library. When I have ques- 
tions, I want to be treated with dignity. 
A major focus of library service quality-as central to the issue as the 
library itself-is the user. Interviews established that the user expects the 
library to provide service with respect for users having various levels of 
expertise and sensitivities, and to promote wide and easy access to a broad 
spectrum of informational resources in traditional local library collections 
and access to electronic resources and remote print collections. How is 
the user characterized? 
First, the user of research library collections, whether an undergradu- 
ate, graduate student, or faculty member, wants to be self-reliant and con- 
fident in navigating the library. Self-reliance is built in many ways, but in 
the interviews two means dominated the responses. Self-reliant users are 
forged formally through bibliographic instruction and informally through 
mentoring relationships of faculty and librarians with students and through 
trial and error. Albeit inefficient, independent trial and error is, indeed, 
the most commonly followed strategy to building self-confident user be- 
havior. 
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Interviews revealed primarily two behavioral strategies for creating 
self-reliance. The first is exemplified in users who interact with librar- 
ians with the goal of building their own information gathering skills. 
Once equipped with a skill set in navigating the library, often a minimal 
set, their goal is to venture off on their own as quickly as possible to find 
what they need. These users interact with librarians on a seldom, and 
only as needed, basis. Repeatedly, users reiterated that they do not want 
to bother librarians whom they see as very busy people. Other library 
users do not want to display their own ignorance. Some users also feel 
that the encounter with a generalist librarian is inadequate for their 
needs. A specialist librarian who shares the discipline vernacular with a 
user is the only assistance that can be trusted to yield results. There is a 
spectrum of user approaches to librarians from the wary and sometimes 
tentative undergraduate to the confident faculty member; ultimately, all 
seek self-reliance. 
A second method to self-reliance also emerged from the interviews. 
Some users seek out a trusted librarian colleague to establish a point of 
contact for assistance. These users develop an enduring relationship with 
a librarian and are confident that, when they are in need, assistance will 
be delivered. This group has a goal of self-reliance in navigating the laby- 
rinthine information universe on their own terms. However, these terms 
include a librarian interface in some circumstances. They differ from the 
previous group in that they do not feel a need to do everything them- 
selves. These users still want to be confident in finding what they need or 
in obtaining the service they desire. To be self-reliant within the informa- 
tion-gathering process, proficiency may be sought through an intermedi- 
ary-a trusted established human point of contact within the library. 
SELF-RELIANCE 
Most faculty are very comfortable in finding the information they need 
on their own. One assistant speech professor reported “97% of the time I 
do my own search . . . . I often find my searches are much more fruitful 
than letting somebody else do it” (112:16-17;176-217[SR7]).But how did 
this professor achieve this level of self-reliance? “ [TI hey [the library] had 
someone you could hire to do the searches as I do them. That was critical 
. . .” (112:12:265-268[SR8]). More than once an interviewee described 
this learning experience, quoting the adage, “teach me to fish and I will 
feed myself for my whole life” (155286-299: [SR68]). On those occasions 
when a faculty member has to ask a question, he/she will often want assis- 
tance only to get started, “Well, that’s the other side of it. Sometimes Ijust 
want them to get me pointed a little bit” (149:34:539-54S[SR52]). For fac- 
ulty, the availability of Internet resources builds independence as well, 
but the librarian can still maintain a role. One professor commented: “Well, 
first thing, I would turn to the best search engines that are out there. 
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That’s not a person so much as an entity. In this sense, librarians are search 
engines Cjust] with a different interface” (156:14:145-154[SR711). 
The same drive for self-reliance is evident in the graduate student 
cohort as well. One graduate student commented: “By habit, I usually try 
to be self sufficient. And I’ve found that I am actually fairly proficient. I 
usually find what I’m looking for eventually. So I personally tend to ask a 
librarian things only as a last resort. Part of it, again, is because of this self- 
sufficiency streak I have” (137:26:340-343[SR31] ). 
Undergraduate library users also have a goal of self-reliance in using 
the library but often hesitate to ask for help to a palpably different degree 
from faculty and graduate students. A first year undergraduate explained: 
“I try to teach myself to do that rather than coming up here and asking” 
(I14:10: 130-1 40[SR9]) .Navigating the library system is daunting for many 
undergraduates. One undergraduate commented, “I think students have 
a lack of confidence. Students don’t want to look dumb. Probably five 
times out of ten, when a student goes to ask a librarian something, they’ll 
say I know this is a really stupid question or I know I should know where to 
find this book, but . . . . They always preface it with some sort of self-degrad- 
ing remark, and I think sometimes students are just too embarrassed to 
admitwhat they don’t know” (151:41:523-528[SR57]). How do undergradu- 
ates want to be treated when asking a question? “Not too sentimental . . . 
not too condescending. Well, even a little condescending would be kind 
of good. . . . [Like] another human being would go out and show you how 
to use something to help you out. Not rude comments or anything like 
that. . . about me not knowing how to use it” (114:9:101-13[SR9]). Often 
students will not pursue a question: “I figured that if I can’t find it, then I 
just won’t find it” (114: 19:264277 [SRl 01) . 
Having long understood the drive for self-reliance on the part of us- 
ers, librarians have traditionally sought to build user skills through biblio- 
graphic instruction. The effectiveness of formal bibliographic instruction, 
particularly of the in-library tour variety, was often questioned by faculty 
and students: “But people [library staff] have come, they have made over- 
tures. It’s not a problem with communication, a lack of people trying to 
reach out. I’m really surprised and impressed at that. But it’s true that I 
haven’t picked up the ball [in library bibliographic instruction] (19:34:319- 
324[SR6]). Another professor has long instructed her students in using 
Medline and would avail herself of the opportunity to have a librarian 
come into the classroom to teach, but not because she understands the 
intrinsic value of formal bibliographic instruction: “Because anything that 
reduces the amount of time I have to spend in instruction frees up time 
for me to be more productive in the areas I get rated on with my research” 
(I1 2:20:244251 [SR8]. An associate professor explained: 
I have the feeling they [students] may not have used it [formal li- 
brary orientation], and I think they may just have been a little too 
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young for it, too unprepared. They’re brand new at the college and 
she’s going through stuff that I didn’t even know about how to use 
these databases and so on. I never really followed up with them 
rarians]. They [students] all had to write papers, that’s why we 
did that. But I’m not sure whether they used any of the services or 
no t .  . . . I think the important thing is, at least they knew the library 
was there, they knew the staff was friendly, and they probably at least 
felt they knew how to ask questions. And you know really that’s the 
most important thing, making the students feel comfortable in the 
library. (144:28:288:306[SR39-40]) 
Very customized bibliographic instruction woven into the fabric of 
classroom instruction seems to be more effective in teaching information- 
seeking skills. One professor explained: 
There is almost no  literature on how to motivate students to learn 
how to use libraries. Librarians told me that the typical student here 
would do  this only because they had to. Intrinsic motivations are 
only going to guide a few people like us [in learning how to use 
libraries). The librarians and a couple of real deconstructionist profs 
are there in libraries . . . they live in libraries, they wish they could 
have just hooked one up to their veins, and that’s about it. There 
would be a small percentage who would just do it for intrinsic rea- 
sons and everybody else does it because they have to. When they 
have to and only then . . . . [The] best way to break that wall down 
doesn’t seem to be going to the library for the orientation, because 
wc are doing that already. That doesn’t seem to have any magic 
result. But, why don’t we bring librarians into the classroom more 
and notjnst for orientations? So I worked out a deal with Mary, who 
is the bibliographer who does normal orientations. We’d go in and 
get people familiar with her and do the normal orientations at the 
beginning of the semester. Then she would come back mid-semes- 
ter when we had mini-roundtables for the students to pitch their 
research topic ideas to each other. Mary worked with the students 
through several sessions. In December, the class asked whether Mary 
was going to be there for our final project presentations. I didn’t 
really mean to impose on her time that far . well I floated the 
invitation to her and she said that she had been thinking about that 
very thing. So Mary was actually there. So what I’ve done is try to 
break down the whole idea that the library is a place that you go. 
It’s a resource that you tap into for the whole idea of answering 
questions, forming them and answering them, and the librarians 
aren’t the custodians of anything there. It’s not like you go up to a 
counter and order your scoop of ice cream, and they dispense it 
out of a container. They [librarians] are a part of the thinking pro- 
cess; the research is part of the thinking process. (116:13:165- 
212 [SRll-121) 
Some users develop self-reliant habits by establishing a collegial work- 
ing relationship with a trusted library staff point of contact. It was note- 
worthy that this type of working relationship was often associated with 
mixed feelings of guilt on the part of the user. 
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If Joe were to leave . . . I think that it takes somebody on the library 
staff with a commitment beyond the usual to do it. I’m kind of two 
minds about this, because (a) it’s great, it’s fabulous, it’s wonderful 
and (b) I’m probably using, shoot’n up more than my share of the 
cannon balls here . . . of the library’s resources. I’m one of those 
captains who’s constantly shooting off too many guns, ripping up too 
many sails, and there is a little feeling of guilt about that, but it seems 
to me that’s an extremely important thing . . . that librarians really 
have to be involved as much in the learning process [or] they simply 
[will be reduced] to asking “What may I help you find, or let’s take a 
look at this whole scavenger list that your professor has given you” 
. . . that kind of role, like waiting behind the counter for people to 
show UP. (116:15:216-233[SR12-13]) 
Another professor commented on her librarian point of contact: “[She 
was] always dashing about in a bit of a whirlwind, but she was very useful 
and very good. She would get things or get back to you or connect you. So, 
I’ve gone to her even when I think, my God, I wonder if I’m being lazy” 
(122:21:187-197 [SR20]). 
The effectiveness of bibliographic instruction in building self-reliant 
user behavior is seen as a function of timing and need. An undergraduate 
student mentioned, “I feel that libraries like this can be pretty daunting to 
freshmen, and they become less so through people’s academic careers 
when they actually have to use them and negotiate them. And when you 
have to is when you actually do, because then you’re motivated to do it, 
and you know it’s not going to necessarily be the easiest thing in the world 
and you’re gonna have to sometimes be assertive to get what you n e e d  
(139:30:491-496 [SR34] ) . 
II. What is the Library? 
In response to a question about the relationship between undergradu- 
ates and those who dispense information services in research libraries, 
one person replied “The way that librarians handle these people is a big 
factor.” The interview was with a journalism professor, and the talk had 
turned to the impact of technologies on his profession and upon librar- 
ies. Always complex, he felt research libraries had become even more in- 
tricate and imposing to young students: “Now that’s not to say that we 
need to send the librarians to charm school, just that they are really great 
at handling these people as they come in, like a good retail sales person” 
(116:23:447-463 [AA13]). A recurrent theme throughout the interviews, 
his observation recalled the SERVQUAL dimension of empathy-the car-
ing individualized attention a firm provides its customers (Parasuraman 
et al., 1985). That value clearly has its counterpart in the research library. 
His choice of a retail metaphor was coincidental. Unlike several other 
interview subjects, he had no prior exposure to the literature of service 
quality. Nor had he intended to diminish the professional skills of the 
librarians as, repeatedly, during the course of the interview, he underscored 
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the critical role of librarians in the process of critical inquiry. But he was 
not the only one to recall the importance of a caring relationship across 
a service counter between a library employee on one side and a library 
user on the other. A student worker understood the importance of al- 
ways connecting a user with someone in the library department able to 
answer a question, to ensure “they [users] are not walking away feeling 
like they did not get the help they need” (I39:29:455-464 [A41]). Ayoung 
undergraduate half a continent away had a similar assessment. When he 
had worked in the library, he recalled, his “supervisor made it very clear 
that customer service was the most important thing to work on. That was 
important, to be helpful. That is why we’re here” (160:8:79-83 [A77]). 
But, he continued, there were important differences from the retail sec- 
tor. “I view it [the library] more as a bureaucracy,” he said, comparing 
his experiences. “I have more authority in a retail setting of what I can 
do for customers because it is a service and the goal is to make a sale. 
Whereas with a bureaucracy. . . it’s not our product at the desk  (160:84 
99 [A78]). 
Indeed, the problem may be that the student employee-so frequently 
encountered by the user-has little sense of ownership of the library mis- 
sion (I35:26:471-485 [A31]). “A lot of the people you deal with are stu- 
dents that are working for extremely low pay because there are no jobs in 
this area,” said one graduate student. So, you have the basic graduate 
students and undergraduate students that are making six to ten dollars an 
hour and . . . that’s the kind of service you get. . . .You can ask one person 
and get nothing and you can ask another person and get great help” 
(127:18:288-296[A201;127:34:562-577 [A21]). 
Several interviewees stressed that a caring, empathetic response was 
especially important for undergraduates. “They’re really scaredjust to walk 
in that door,” said one full professor. “Some students just have a block 
about doing that” (128:39:526-521 [A25]). An undergraduate was one of 
several interviewees affirming that point of view: “Undergraduates going 
to an institution that is prestigious feel embarrassed if they don’t know 
how to use something like the research library, and librarians can seem 
sort of stand-offish” (I50:6:75-80 [A56]; see also 151:44:530-552 [A59-60]). 
“It becomes less important as you go up the higher education ladder” 
was the general assessment (12:17:48-51 [All). One observer offered a 
perceptive explanation for this dynamic, contrasting the library experi- 
ence with the classroom. “Once you’ve broken the ice in the classroom,” 
he suggested, “that’s everybody’s turf. . . . I don’t walk into a class think- 
ing ‘this is my classroom.’ . . .I have a role to play and I hope the students 
feel the same. You are on foreign turf when you go [into the library] . . . . 
There are some demeanor issues that are important, that librarians should 
understand as faculty intuitively do” (116:25:484491 [A141 ; 116:32:577-
590 [AIS]). 
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For impressionable undergraduates, disconfirming acts can be espe- 
cially problematic and can have an impact on perceptions of service qual- 
ity far out of proportion to the frequency of their occurrence. One associ- 
ate professor, generally favorably disposed to the level of library service at 
his university, offered one example of the ripple effect of a negative en- 
counter. The incident involved a keyword search he recommended a stu- 
dent make on a certain database. Unfortunately, he recalled, the librarian 
on duty was unfamiliar with the database, questioned the search and 
whether the instructor “was at all up on what I was talking about.” He 
continued: 
When somebody goes to a staff member of the library and gets told 
something completely different from what I’ve told them [and] then 
the staff member questions whether the professor really knows what 
the hell it is he’s talking about, . . . that can be very damaging to the 
student especially. . . . That came up while I was chair of the Senate’s 
Library Committee. (116:20:412-423 [A13]) 
For graduate students, this is less of an issue, suggested another. “A 
graduate student,” she observed, “is an academic in training. To do that 
you’ve got to seek information-seeking skills or you are in the wrong busi- 
ness. So, clearly, they are becoming more self reliant in that way, but I 
think they still need help” (146:50:616-622 [A51-52]). For faculty, the situ- 
ation is much the same. Secure in the command of her discipline, a fac- 
ulty member is also comfortable about what she does not know. Far more 
than a student, she is more comfortable saying “I really want to find some- 
thing out about Japanese and let me tell you the truth: I haven’t worked 
with this language at all” (122:20:177-184 [Al6]). The difference in confi- 
dence levels can make the expectation of an empathetic reception across 
the service desk less important. 
In a curious way, some of the problem may also stem from perceived 
differences in the role users assign to librarians versus the role that they 
routinely accord to staff in retail or other sectors. One empathetic gradu- 
ate student mused upon the differences in roles of librarians and retail 
staff. He wished that he could feel his information-seeking behavior was 
not intrusive: 
Anytime that I have been to a reference desk, they are usually field- 
ing multiple phone calls, and typing stuff in, and I feel like a fifth 
wheel. I sort of try to stand at the side and wait until they are done 
and by the time they are finished, I feel a little bit sheepish about 
asking them a question because-it’s like, “wow,” they just did all 
this stuff and now I’m asking them something else. (P37:33:397-
418 [A35]) 
That aura of approachability is an issue that emerged several times 
during the interview process. Perhaps the goal should be that espoused by 
a West Coast assistant professor: 
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I would hope that they would be sort of calm and professional. I 
think the most important thing is that they be people who are highly 
flexible, tolerant of ambiguity, because it is the unusual question, I 
think, that reference librarians are approached with, that is actually 
easy. . . to categorize . . . . If you approach somebody you want to feel 
like they were somebody who could calmly and professionally sort of 
redefine what you bring them in some way that provides useful infor- 
mation back. (156:27:308-320 [A70]) 
Knowledge and Courtesy 
In the Gap Theory of Service Quality, a dimension closely paralleling 
empathy is the affective trait, assurance-defined by the SERVQUAL au- 
thors as a trait of knowledgeable and courteous employees who have the 
ability to convey to customers both trust and confidence (Parasuraman et 
al., 1985).Conversely, when the customer or library user has an expectation 
of courteous or knowledgeable service disconfirmed, the results can have a 
very negative effect. “Ihave not been happy with the quality of service at the 
Reference Desk,” one young female associate professor observed. “Often 
they are too engaged in trivial pursuits to help. I am sometimes appalled by 
their responses to my graduate students” (12: 16:4346 [A1 ] ) . 
The instructor, in fact, made little distinction between a retail en- 
counter and an information transaction in the library. “Iwant to be treated 
with respect. I want you to be courteous, to look like you know what you 
are doing and enjoy what you are doing. . . . Don’t get into personal con- 
versations when I am at the desk” (I2:28:92-98; 12:31:104109 [A2]). A 
professor at another research institution shared a similar frustration with 
a librarian who appeared unwilling to go the extra step. Her need was for 
a recent volume of a journal, she recounted, but “there was nothing be- 
yond 1996, and the librarian . . . said ‘I don’t know if we have it; go look in 
the card catalog to see if we have it,’ or something like that. But to me she 
didn’t follow through on the problem. That’s kind of an incomplete thing. 
So I guess there is a sense here that people can help you find what they 
have, but perhaps not go beyond that. They will help you find what’s on 
the shelf, but not go beyond that. . . . A more knowledgeable bit of help 
would have helped. .. ” (19:13:75-86; 19:14:88-96 [A4]). In a faithful echo 
of the SERVQUAL,assurance dimension, she added that those working at 
the reference desk should be “respectful” and “knowledgeable.” What she 
was looking for was evidence of “a commitment to following 
through . . . . Everything can’t be found, but being knowledgeable and 
being committed to giving what they know. I guess those two things to- 
gether” (19:27:251-259 [A51 ). Students echoed the same disconfirming 
experience (I39:10:132-157 [A371). 
One graduate student laid her decision to leave one graduate pro- 
gram for another university squarely at the feet of a librarian: 
The personality of the librarian created a lot of institutional prob- 
lems. So even though [the library] had some good resources there, 
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you couldn’t access them and he was not interested in helping you to 
access any other resources you might find within the . . . area. In a 
very specialized field, if the librarian isn’t willing to give you that first 
heads up on what resources you have, you’re sunk. So the library was 
about a sixth of the reason why I left. . . . I could never find what I 
needed and every time I tried to talk to the librarian, he tried to tell 
me, “go to Russia.” (155:26:286299 [A67]) 
Every disconfirming act chronicled during the interview series was 
counterbalanced by a far larger number of examples of successful service 
encounters. One instructor summarized her own experiences as follows: 
I’ve always been quite impressed, even if they are students, with people 
working a position. If they don’t know the answer to a question, they 
know who to refer me to, and that means a lot to me. Nothing is 
more frustrating than when you’re urgently looking for something 
and someone says, “Well, I don’t know how to help you, can you 
come back tomorrow?” But everybody whom I’ve come across, any- 
where-in the Main Library, Science Library, Health Sciences-on 
this campus, they’ve all been quite knowledgeable, and they don’t 
leave you without some direction.” (112:36:504513 [A7]) 
The library user is expecting a “friendly encounter,” observed another. 
The ideal encounter is with a librarian or staff member “who has sugges- 
tions for you” (I22:20:177-184 [A16]).One faculty member offered a spe- 
cific example of how content mastery and demeanor can be combined: 
I think demeanor is really important and I think sometimes it’s over- 
looked, sacrificed for content. I brought a group of juniors and se- 
niors over who were writing a senior paper. And it was a combination 
of demeanor and content. It was not being ovenvhelmedwith so many 
things that they weren’t sure what the relevance was . . . . Then the 
utility of these things was made . . .very clear through example and 
through discussion of what they could be used for. And then the 
demeanor was very important because the librarian who made the 
presentation was very accessible, took questions, involved the stu- 
dents after lecturing to them. It was active as opposed to passive learn- 
ing. It was very effective. And also, [she] made [it] clear that she was 
a resource that they could continue to use. (141:23:269-288 [A43]) 
The Margin of Excellence 
For the SERVQUAL authors, the third affective construct in the de- 
livery of quality service is responsiveness, or the provision of prompt ser- 
vice and a perception on the part of the customer of the service provider’s 
ready willingness to help (Parasuraman et al., 1985). Faculty attitudes in 
this regard were instructive. The great majority of faculty interviewed cur- 
rently had or could recall successful one-to-one relationships with librar- 
ians upon whom they could rely to facilitate their own information-seek- 
ing behavior. But when asked to assess librarians, as a group, as a profes- 
sion, they were often less charitable. One senior professor spoke of a huge 
gulf-a “temperament breach”-between librarians and their users 
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(143:16-22 [A31); another spoke of the “walls” between the librarians 
and “the rest of the academy” (116:16:256-284 [A12]). It is, the former 
insisted, a “conservative, circle-the-wagons mentality” that had dire im- 
plications for service quality. “Librarians don’t go to faculty offices,” he 
continued. “Librarians won’t bring their works in progress to faculty. 
They want you to validate conclusions they have reached. They have a 
huge contempt for faculty knowledge” (I4:8:16-22; I4:9:2432 [A3]). His 
own way of coping with this dynamic, he explained, was to “walk behind 
the fences” the librarians had erected and to engage those who could be 
useful to him. “You discover what you expect to find,” he concluded 
simply (14:9:24-32[A3]). From the librarian who exhibited a casual dis- 
interest in the availability of a recentjournal title needed by a professor, 
a simple gesture of ‘lust let me check and see if we have that” would 
have sufficed, she said. “That would have been very helpful at that point, 
and it would have made [the encounter] satisfactory for me” (I9:14:88- 
96 [A4]). 
Again, for every instance of a service encounter negatively perceived 
by the user, there were many more confirming examples (I47:12:131-154 
[UA 501). Where the uncaring librarian mentioned previously failed to 
go the extra mile, another faculty member used as an example of respon- 
siveness an e-mail she received three days after visiting the reference desk. 
A much-needed article was finally obtained after a journal reference was 
discovered to be mistitled and the correct one identified (45:15:177-184 
[A47-481). Another instructor commented upon the commitment to ser- 
vice quality excellence at her institution. “1 think this school has demon- 
strated such interest in being competent, in providing the best possible 
services, and that has been my impression of the library system here . . . . 
I think this system here is really unique in that way. I’ve never anywhere 
else had that kind of interaction with the people running the library sys-
tem” (I12:37:520-533 [A7]). 
In sharp counterpoint to the perceptions of the professor who vented 
his frustrations over librarians’ reluctance to approach the faculty, another 
recounted a collaborative effort of faculty and librarians on his campus to 
bring the latter into the classroom as partners in the learning process. 
Over time, the process evolved into a semester-long interactive process 
involving students, instructor, and librarian. In what the instructor called 
his “mini round table,” the librarian would join in sessions with the stu- 
dents where research projects were shared. The students not only benefit- 
ted from the librarian’s familiarity with databases and sources, but were 
able to interact with her to reap the benefits of trial search inquiries she 
performed on their behalf before setting off on their own critical inquiry. 
So productive was the learning process, he recounted, that when the time 
came at the end of the semester for the students to share their research 
results with him and their colleagues, the class requested that the librar- 
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ian, a key partner in their endeavors, attend the final presentations as 
well (I 16: 14:200-212 [A1 11). 
For the faculty member who has spent a career mastering a disci- 
pline, the role of the subject specialist is also vital. Even for the most se- 
nior professor, whose command of a discipline is shared by only a few 
closely-networked colleagues around the world, there are trusted librar- 
ians with whom a close working relationship is vital. One senior history 
professor summed up the situation as follows: 
I think it’s very important for my colleagues in the library to under- 
stand the kinds of questions that we ask. That they understand how 
we work with documents, how we work with sources. I think it’s very 
important that they have at least a familiarity with the languages that 
we use even if they don’t have any particular expertise in them. I 
think it’s not only important for them in the direct ways that they 
help us through collection development or through collection ac- 
quisition [but that] they also sense that they are advocates too. They 
need to understand how we work in order to make sure when we are 
not there that library policy is consistent with our goals and the goals 
that we set for our students. (154:22:147-160[A62]) 
For herself, added one associate professor, librarians are “far and away 
the single most important sources for me about what to look at and where 
to go to find it. And they are really the gatekeepers of knowledge. And 
so. . . the human element is absolutely the most important in terms of 
where I go and what I look at” (141:27:333-359 [A44]). 
Comprehensive Collections 
As it has been since the great library at Alexandria, the research li- 
braries of the world are symbols of inestimable importance to the life of 
the mind. It should come as little surprise that no discussion of library 
service quality with its primary clientele would fail to highlight the issues 
of library resources and their interaction with them. One senior professor 
of history observed that research libraries remain at the center of the 
intellectual process: 
It used to be that we could send [students] to the library and we 
could assume that they were mostly coming into contact with works 
published by academic presses, the university presses, or by rigorous 
commercial presses. I think that is still the case, but so many of them 
have come to think of the web as a resource . . . . [They] need to be 
taught that much of what exists on the web is the product o f .  . . . 
entities whose standards for research and publication are not always 
equivalent to those that my colleagues and I abide by. So I let them 
know that there is such a thing as ajuried publication. [These publi- 
cations] insist that anything that gets published is read by two, some- 
times three, four, or more specialists in the field and that when a 
book is published, it’s not error-free but it has certainly been read 
and critically assessed and revised according to critical standards. 
(154:31:238-255 [A62-631) 
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For the great majority of faculty, the research library is still a central 
place, and comprehensive collections are still required by most to fulfill 
their instructional and research responsibilities (I41:14:165-174 [Cly]). 
This section assesses the changing definition of comprehensive collec- 
tions in research libraries, the roles of technology in the life of students 
and faculty, and the implications of a steadily expanding information uni- 
verse. 
Thp Importance of Cornprehpnsive Collations 
The same professor who so eloquently explained his decision to in- 
form his students of the differences between the collections housed in 
the research library and the information encountered on the Internet 
also had a clear appreciation of the uniqueness of North American collec- 
tions. He always enjoys, he related, showing his European counterparts 
the richness of his home university holdings: 
One of the things I always make sure I do is to take them to the 
library where thcy can see the open stacks, where they can see how 
large the collection actually is, where they can see in fact that we 
have the equivalent of the entire Congressional Record for the French 
National Assembly going back to 1789 and if one wanted one could 
pick one of these lovely leather bound volumes up, take it over to the 
copy machine, crack the spine and, for a nickel, photocopy to the 
heart’s content. And this just brings tears to them because they have 
nothing like this . . . . I think one of the things I love about academic 
life in the United States is that, as a culture, as an academic culture, 
we tend to appreciate the extraordinary importance of libraries and 
the life of the mind. That’s such a tremendous resource and such a 
precious resource and-in my experience-such a unique resource 
in terms of the western world. It’s something we need to preserve 
and cultivate. (I54:34:281-299 [A63]) 
For most faculty, the older research libraries that have benefitted from 
sustained investment over time are still the most satisfactory, for that en- 
sures an unbroken access into the deep past (12:5:16-29; I12:9:97-104; 
112:10:106-113 [C4]). One professor spoke respectfully of the role of his 
predecessors in building the collections he used and how, now, he “had 
taken over from them” the responsibility for their future development 
(154:14:70-75 [C27]). Journals were aparticular focus (I22:12:79-80 [Cg]). 
One professor recalled fondly her experiences at one of North America’s 
largest research collections, where she was almost always able to find the 
journals she needed, and where impasse was taken as a personal affront 
by the librarians. “People cared if they didn’t have it,” she observed. “It 
was kind of like, ‘Oh!’, because there was this assumption that ‘Oh, golly, 
we don’t have that?”’ (19:38:357-368 [C3]). For the most part, deep rich 
collections of books and journals are uniformly valued and often play a 
fundamental role in a professor’s choice of positions (I12:5:16-29 [C4] ; 
112:14:148-152 [CS]). For most, deep collections are key to their academic 
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success. Graduate students and faculty generally agreed that it was difficult 
to imagine succeeding in environments where the comprehensive collec- 
tions with which they were familiar were unavailable. A senior history pro- 
fessor made clear that his success could be attributed to the library: 
I sometimes wonder about colleagues in other places. We meet at 
conferences all the time and. . . I wonder how they do it. I sense that 
if I were in an institution that didn’t have the rich collections as this 
library and the very effective staff members that this library has that 
I would imperceptibly slip in my discipline . . . .And I think I provide 
a qualitatively different and qualitatively better experience for my 
students because I am a research scholar and what my students get 
depends heavily on the work other people have done, what they’ve 
written, what they’ve published. (I54:20:113-134[C28]) 
One young music professor volunteered that her most recent book 
could not have been written at her previous institution. The depth of the 
local collections and the richness of other holdings in her geographical 
area created the possibility of publication (147:23:353-360 [C21]). A gradu-
ate student echoed the sentiments of the professor above when she talked 
of the importance of browsing the holdings related to her dissertation 
research (150:21:267-2’78 [C24]; I18:44:453-462 [UA 191). Even a business 
professor who, for the most part, conducted his research using World Wide 
Web resources, found the retrospective collections of his library to be es- 
sential: “All the models I am working on are things that were invented in 
the 20’s through the 60’s” he said, “and they have been forgotten by today’s 
academics and industry people . . . . In all fairness, the only time . . . I’ll be 
using the library and actually coming here and perusing shelves is looking 
for stuff [older print materials] like that” (I52:25:366-382 [C26]). 
Only one professor brushed aside the importance of comprehensive 
collections, observing that even the most extensive collections were in- 
complete and that he was able to pursue his interests from the local hold- 
ings without too much reliance on interlibrary loan (14:133:45-48 [C3]). 
Budgetary Issues 
The issue of sustained investment over time is not lost on educated 
library users. One faculty member contrasted her experiences at another 
research university with her more constrained present experiences. For- 
merly, she recalled, she was able to count on the availability of materials 
whether they were old or current. ‘You could tell that things were being 
acquired steadily,” she said (I9:9:45-48 [C3]). Soon after her arrival at her 
current university, she became disappointed in the depth of library hold- 
ings in her field. “There was a lot of talk about budget cuts and cutting 
back on journals. And that left a lasting impression . . . that there were 
nice people in the library, but they couldn’t do anything because they 
didn’t have much money. . . . There’s been an implicit assumption on my 
part that, however nice they were, they were powerless in the situation” 
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(I9:493-500 [C4] ) , Others were more understanding: “I really appreciate 
the tight budgets the library is under and, the more that I serve on the 
senate library committee, the more keenly I’m made aware of the fact 
that funds just aren’t keeping track in any real way with what we need to 
do” observed one full professor (I28:2:306-309 [ClZ]). 
Almost without exception, faculty and graduate students had come to 
understand the costs of procuring library materials, especially the rising 
costs of journal titles. Nevertheless, the fight for the retention of current 
journals and the acquisition of missing titles was high on many lists 
(11:36:202-206 [C2]; 12:37:152-155 [C3]; I9:38:357-368 [C3]). One pro- 
fessor commented on his own university’s commitments in the face of 
adversity: 
You talked about great libraries versus second-tier libraries and my 
sense is that there is a kind of subliminal boost that you get from 
knowing that the university cares enough about this sort of stuff to 
go beyond the bare minimum of what you could get away with . . . . 
And the fact that the stuff is here and easily accessible can lead to 
serendipitous discoveries . . . .I think one has to pay some attention 
to the value-added aspects of going overboard, of providing more 
than the bare minimum. (I46:54:662-681 [C20]) 
The technological revolution, another added, was changing the face 
of libraries, redefining roles, changing the way collection development 
worked, increasing the need for costly computing. As a result, he argued, 
“these are exactly the wrong years for library budgets to be cut. These are 
the years when we need to be investing in libraries, expanding library 
roles . . . and to make sure the budgets expand commensurately” 
(154:59:548-555 [C30]). 
Ability to Influence Collections 
Equally important to sustained investment over time that assures the 
deep rich collections necessary for research is the ability to influence the 
ongoing shape of library holdings (12:36:143-147 [UA5]). One professor 
of philosophy placed these two issues in perspective: 
I shape the collections a lot . . . .Even though it is a big library [it] 
has had its up and down periods. [There was] a period in the 60’s 
and 70’s when they didn’t have so much money and the collections 
are thin in those years . . . . Nobody was paying attention to philoso- 
phy for a period of years back then. So yeah, I work closely with our 
bibliographer and with the rare books guy . . . . I send them stuff all 
the time. And they give me the impression that they have the money 
to respond. (I49:40-43:586-621 [C22-23] ) 
Where collections are deep, access by other means becomes accept- 
able and helps to define the quality of the library (I56:6:45-60 [C32]). “I 
can’t think of a document or book that’s been critical to my research that 
I haven’t been able to track down or have access to in some way,” recalled 
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a distinguished professor (128:25:338-341 [C12] ) . The improvement of 
interlibrary loan in recent years has likely reduced the stress somewhat, 
but does not completely compensate for thin collections (I50:21:267-278 
[C24]; I49:41:595-599 [ C 2 3 ] ) .“I have had history and sociology of science 
graduate students tell me to check a school’s library before you enroll in a 
Ph.D. program,” said one graduate student, “because they often have to 
use interlibrary loan to get stuff‘ (151:46:555-571 [C25]). 
The Future Role of Electronic Access and Its Relationship to Print 
To be sure, some members of the higher education community con- 
tinue to live in the primarily print world with which they are comfortably 
familiar (129:33:315-337 [C13]). However, for many, the issue now is ac-
cess. In the minds of most faculty, the great libraries are those that are able 
to ensure timely access to information in their respective disciplines with- 
out regard to format (112:9:97-104,112:10:106-113[C4]). Access, however, 
is not a mere substitution of electronic versions for print but rather the 
delivery of information when needed, wherever needed, in the medium 
of choice. 
Even the most devout defenders of print recognize the relentless in- 
cursion of electronic text into scholarship. While many embrace it, others 
view the development more cautiously (154:23:160-173 [C28]). One pro- 
fessor shared her own anxieties: 
We’re in the midst of this enormous, really revolutionary transition 
to electronic communication. But I think it’s really, at this point, a 
very incomplete revolution. We’re still very much . . . in the sort of 
preliminary stages of the transition. And as an instructor and also as 
someone who uses electronic resources in my research, I am pain- 
fully aware of how uneven both people’s knowledge and usage and 
access to this stuff is. (141:1:36-41[ClS]) 
Others have embraced the new technologies wholesale. One senior 
professor observed that “over time, my own library use has become in- 
creasingly electronic . . . . Something has to be really vital for me to look 
for it physically nowadays. I can usually satisfy my lust for indulgence with 
full text online sources” (I46:9:58-72 [C19]). Another professor catego- 
rized the modern online public access catalog (0PAC)-with its accurate 
view of local collections-and OCLC World Cat-that “gives me a virtual 
collection that is the collection of North America that isn’t institution 
specific”-as the two most important electronic developments for him, 
followed closely by the indexes of the periodical literature (I54:26-29208- 
224 [C291). 
UBIQUITYAND EASEOF ACCESS 
“You don’t want anything until you really need it.” With these words, 
a young assistant professor expressed the expectations of most of those 
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interviewed regarding the libraries on their respective campuses 
(I45:19:231-240). Deep comprehensive collections in libraries with exten- 
sive hours and reliable catalogs have been the means through which re- 
search libraries have traditionally met those expectations (I12:9:97-104 
[UA 101).The technological revolution of the past decade represents some- 
thing of a double-edged sword. On the one hand, the technologies per- 
mit research libraries to address the needs of their communities in new 
and innovative ways. On the other hand, the possibilities introduced by 
the information technologies contribute to a ratcheting up of user expec- 
tations while introducing a new set of reliability issues that inevitably im- 
pact upon service quality. One senior professor personalized the situation 
that many agreed they confront: 
In those days, when there was no choice, people made regular trips 
to the library. It was part of your daily or weekly [routine]. You 
went in and you looked at the current journals and you scanned 
the tables of contents, or people did Current Contents and things 
like that. So i t  was actually less disruptive because you had to do it 
all the time. Now that I hardly ever go, . . . I have to think about 
where I’m going to be and why I’m going to be there. It’s not some-
thing I would really expect to do on a regular basis. (I46:25:316-323 
[UA 471) 
Half a continent away, an associate professor expressed the same 
frustrations on the online side. Whenever he or his students encounter 
electronic alternatives to print, they must learn whether the online of- 
fering faithfully replicates the information in the original and whether 
i t  spans the historical offerings of the original or only of the most recent 
decades. “I think for students that’s a problem,” he said. “A lot of them 
think ‘I’ve searched this online; that’s all I need to do”’ (158:44:371-386 
[UA 771). 
The interviews revealed that, while many people cared deeply for, 
and evinced a preference for, printed materials, the electronic alterna- 
tives were increasingly impacting information-seeking behavior. Full-text 
electronic resources, database accessibility at the desktop, and improved 
responsiveness of interlibrary lending transactions were all things that 
users considered in evaluating access to information (146: 1094-93 [UA 
451). “If I could have the option of printing it off for storage, such as 
with an electronic document, so much the better. To me, that’s the ideal” 
(112:13:140-146 [UAlO]). “Collections,” it appears, have taken on a new 
meaning, with JSTOR occupying a place as significant to many as bound 
journals on the shelf (I49:21:347-361 [UA 531).One scientist recounted 
her experiences at a former institution where canceled journals were 
replaced by electronic document delivery that generally was fulfilled 
within the hour. This ability to obtain faxed copies so quickly in lieu of 
the originals she described as “paradise” (118:11:55-64). 
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HOURSOF OPERATIONA D BRANCHLIBRARIES 
Ubiquity and ease of access require that libraries provide convenient 
hours of operation at both main and branch libraries. Of course, the ideal 
goal would be that libraries “would be open 24hours a day, . . . seven days 
a week” (I1:22:160-162 [UA2]). For many faculty, however, the electronic 
access to the desktop and document delivery to the office have made that 
less important. Increasingly, access to the physical space seems to be a 
graduate and undergraduate issue (11:43:300-311 [UA3-41) . Indeed, the 
desire for extended hours was usually expressed in terms of student needs 
(I2:23:2-76 [UA4]; 19:10:53-67 [UA7]; I12:39:591-595 [UA12]; 146:38:495- 
500 [UA 48]), many of whom made use of library study facilities into the 
early morning hours (114:22:325-347 [UA13]). “They won’t necessarily 
have access from home,” observed one scientist of her students. “They 
won’t necessarily have access from their own computer address on cam- 
pus, so they will have to go to the library to have access . . . ” (I18:53:539-
544 [UA30]). 
As a rule, libraries will adjust their hours during intersession and holi- 
day periods to the lower volume of use. Unfortunately, those budget-sav- 
ing decisions are not always well-received by those who would like to make 
heavy use of the libraries in off-peak periods (149:39:582-584 [UA 541; 
150:28:380-391 [UA 581; 158:66:670-691 [UA 781). “The problem is that 
when the semester is in you’re usually really full. You’re up to here with 
marking and so on. It’s when that’s all finished that you say ‘now I am 
going to find out what people are doing’ or read up on the last issue of 
this or whatever and it’s closed” (122:49:695-709 [UA23-241). Another se- 
nior professor expressed the same sentiment, but gave his current institu- 
tion high marks for being open “when I have the free time to spend in the 
library” (I29:46:548-563 [UA 301). Reduced hours of specialized service 
points, such as special collections and maps, was also a concern of users 
(I50:36:531-534 [UA 591; 155:32:390-399 [A68]). In some libraries, cer- 
tain service desks may be closed or staffing may be severely curtailed dur- 
ing periods of lighter use. As one annoyed graduate student observed, “I 
teach at 8:30in the morning. I take classes myself. By the time I get around 
to research, it tends to be around five o’clock in the afternoon. The bulk 
of my research is done between 5 P.M. and 10 P.M. And the Slavic office is 
closed” (155:32:390-399 [UA 711). 
One subject on which there was wide division was the issue of branch 
libraries. All books in one location was one graduate student’s definition 
of ubiquity of access (137:15:211-218 [UA 331). Adherents of branch li- 
braries tended to be found among those whose disciplines were tradition- 
ally defined and who tended to have experienced specialized collections 
and dedicated staff in their doctoral preparation or early career develop- 
ment (14:10:4042 [UA5]; 112:5:16-29 [UA 91). Those who found branch 
libraries an impediment to their research activity largely came from the 
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more interdisciplinary fields or had little experience with branch libraries 
in their formative educational experiences (I18:60:593-599 [UA21] ) .Most 
seemed to accept the logic inherent in branch libraries and planned their 
research accordingly. “It seems to me, actually, impractical to feature hav- 
ing everything under one roof. I mean look at the size of this institution. 
. . . I think it  absolutely depends upon the size of the institution” 
(I28:34:415-427 [UA 271). In the end, confessed the graduate student 
who yearned for a simpler world, it was necessary to accept the distributed 
research library: “Ijust use what I can get. And the way that libraries are 
structured and all the campuses I’ve been to, it involves going to lots of 
different libraries and using lots of different libraries and lots of different 
services” (I37:49:585-588) [UA 341). 
INTERLIBRARYLOANAND DOCUMENTDELIVERY 
It appears that most graduate students and faculty are willing to pace 
their research efforts, working on available materials from local collec- 
tions while inserting loaned materials as they become available (127:25:381-
389 [UA25]; I47:6:51-65 [UA 481). For the most part, interlibrary loan is 
now seen as an acceptable and important component of the research pro- 
cess (129:50: 532-534 [UA 291; I46:34:435-465 [UA471; 150:20:254260 [UA 
571; I54:16:80-87 [UA 661). The standard for delivery of a requested in- 
terlibrary loan that most would seem to find acceptable was one week, 
with some provision for more rapid turnaround in priority cases (I1:10:40-
41 [UA2]; 12~24~78-83 [UA4]; I12:13:140-146 [UAlO]; 122:32:320-342 
[UA22]; 145:9:98-110 [UA 411).  
“The service is just terrific,” observed one senior professor of history 
of ILL service at his university. “I am amazed by the speed in which most 
of these things appear. Interlibrary loan . . . isjust superb. I have no com- 
plaints about the library at all” (144:ll; 15:96-99, 110-119 [UA 401). One 
professor was so impressed with the improvements in ILL in recent years 
that he said he now finds himself requesting things only when he antici- 
pates deliverywill coincide with cycles of the school years when he can use 
them effectively (154:45:390-405 [UA 691).An interesting side issue, wor- 
thy of further investigation, is the possible inefficiency inherent in the 
interlibrary loan process. As one graduate student observed, whereas the 
browsing of physical collections allows her to cull unwanted materials, she 
is unable to do that with her interlibrary loan requests: “I would have to 
request fifty items that would all take seven to ten days to arrive, half of 
them I would probably send back thirty seconds after I looked at them” 
(150:22:272-275 [UA 57-58]). 
Document delivery also has a place. One campus received praise in 
several quarters for its fee-based delivery program that allowed delivery 
of locally-owned or electronically procured materials to the faculty of-
fice (128:20:277-284 [UA 261; I29:45:522-539 [UA 291). The availability 
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of books on demand, giving the user a bound copy to retain, is a recent 
innovation that one faculty member singled out for special praise 
(149:50:726-733 [UA 551 ) . Observations about shortcomings are limited 
to lengthy wait times, the breakdown of “rush” processes, and the poor 
quality of materials delivered by fax (I12:25:302-308 [UAll]; I37:54:622- 
631 [UA 34-35]). 
One alternative to institutional interlibrary loan is the reliance upon 
one’s own informal networks. Networking often arises in response to per- 
ceived shortcomings in the local ability to provide information in a timely 
manner, either through in-place collections or document delivery. But 
sometimes it serves to complement formal library services that are viewed 
to be working well. One chemistry professor related how, if he really needed 
something quickly that was unavailable locally, he would ask his staff to 
contact chemistry colleagues at nearby institutions and arrange for a faxed 
copy. In that fashion he could count on having the needed item in a couple 
of days (I1:9:32-34 [UAZ]). Another scientist revealed that, if she could 
not find material on the shelf, or was unwilling to pay the service charges 
levied by the library, she would “call a colleague at [another institution] 
and say ‘would you please print it out and send to me?’ Or call a colleague 
in Germany and [ask] ‘can you fax this to me?”’ (I18:34:304317 [UAlS]). 
THEROLEOF THE LIBRARYWEBPAGE 
One of the important advances in facilitating access to library infor- 
mation is the role of the library Web page. As one senior professor ob- 
served, “over time my own library use has become increasingly electronic 
so that the amount of time I actually spend in the physical library is get- 
ting smaller and the amount of time I spend at my desk on the web . . . is 
increasing” (I46:6-7:45-48 [UA 441). Well-designed Web pages and the 
search engines made available through them are popular with all types of 
users. “I have found stuff on that Web page I didn’t know to look for. And 
it’s easy to navigate through. It feels like they are always upgrading it, 
improving it. After all, I spend all my time in my office. I don’t have time 
to leave very often”(I12:34:488-493 [UA 121).For those engaged in inter- 
disciplinary studies, Web pages help to break down the geographic barri- 
ers of branch libraries, centralizing collections bibliographically, and bring- 
ing databases and full text to the desktop (137:10:182-185 [UA 321; 
145:48:576-585 [UA 43-44]; 15425204-208 [R28] ) . Improved remote ac- 
cess through authentication systems that allow faculty and students access 
from home or while traveling are especially popular: “I appreciate being 
able to sit at my desk in my office, or even at home, and being able to look 
through all these things” (137:12:189-198 [UA 32-31). Even powerful data- 
bases and full-text that are accessed through or mounted on dedicated 
library workstations are regarded with increasing disfavor. As one profes- 
sor observed, “a lot of the CD-ROM stuff is so boring because you have to 
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go into the library to get it and then you do your search and so on. It’sjust 




The interviews with research library users affirmed the importance of 
the reliability dimension identified by the SERVQUAL authors. In their 
research, reliability is defined as the ability to perform a promised service 
dependably and accurately (Parasuraman et al., 1985).In the world of the 
research library, there are many aspects of library operations where unre- 
liable services can be viewed as impediments to self-reliant behavior, as 
barriers to the ubiquity and ease of access that users seem to value so 
highly. Included in issues of concern over reliability are accurate records, 
management of collection?, and functionality of equipment essential for 
library use that library users have defined as important. While many of 
those interviewed praised the reliability of the libraries in these areas, this 
section-in order to more efficiently make the necessary points-will con-
centrate on the deficits in functionality or performance. 
Accurate &cords 
An alternative title for this section might be “a libraryfine is not nearly 
as bad as a car accident,” a phrase used by one library user to describe a 
library record-keeping error-overdue materials-that can plague borrow- 
ers (122:42:569-613 [Rg]).However, for libraryusers there are several other 
areas of record-keeping that can impact the information-seeking behav- 
ior of users: cataloging accuracy, circulation records (is a book actually on 
the shelf if the catalog indicates its availability?), recall notices, binding 
records, and the like. Perhaps the most frequently occurring complaint is 
the unavailability of books found in the catalog and noted as available 
(19:19:156-160[R2]). “That’s really frustrating,” said one faculty member 
who acknowledged her own lack of patience. ‘You look for it, and you 
think: ‘It says it’s here, and I got the number right, and it’s not there.’ 
That can be frustrating” (122:16:170-173 [R7]). Availability of printjour- 
nals for the period of time they are away at the bindery was an issue for at 
least one professor, apparently a limitation of the local electronic catalog. 
He did acknowledge that the increasing availability of current issues in 
electronic form would diminish the severity of the problem (I1:39:220- 
235 [R2]). Inaccurate overdue notices also came in for their share of criti-
cism. “I had gotten overdue notices for books that I knew I had turned 
back in,” said one graduate student. “And it had gotten to be almost a 
comedy of errors” for which library staff would later apologize (137:45:530- 
541 [R17]). 
Even in those cases where library records were accurate, an apparent 
unawareness of user behavior patterns can be a source of irritation. One 
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faculty member recounted her dissatisfaction with recall notices sent 
through campus mail during the summer or holiday times. Not only are 
others deprived of access, she observed but, to evade the fine for non- 
response, it is necessary “to bring in some kind of documentation that 
shows you were away on university business. That’s not very respectful 
treatment of faculty” (I9:42:500-511 [R4]). “I have not figured out why,” 
said another, “if we do everything online [why] there are not generated 
electronic recall notices as well as paper ones” (I47:36:550-556 [R26]). 
Follow-through was also an issue. It is particularly irritating, said one 
faculty member, to go to the trouble to fill out a search form for a lost or 
misplaced book and never receive any further communication: ‘You put a 
search on a book and it’s just gone; it’s not reacquired . . . . There’s more 
of a problem of lost books, of books that are gone and nobody knows why 
and nobody’s doing anything about it” (I9:12, 20:62-63, 171-179 [R2-31). 
“I put something on reserve,” recalled another, “and it didn’t show up, 
and somebody complained. I went back and said I’ve asked for this to be 
put on reserve and they had lost the form. So I had to do it again” 
(I22:28:273-278 [R7]). Sometimes the rules are regarded as so user-un-
friendly they constitute an impediment to service: 
You either get them copied yourself on machines that basically Moses 
would have used, or you let this little copy center do  it. The copy 
center can only take payment of cash [or] a check that can only be 
for twenty dollars or less. . . . For a big copy job like I did for a class 
the other day, [the cost] was 45 bucks . . . . They would not take a 
check or a credit card . . . and there’s no parking on this campus so 
you have to hoof it out to where your car is, and it took me four 
hours to deal with something like that. . . .They are not trying to sell 
you something; they are trying NOT to sell you something. (I27:17, 
41:273-282, 611-614 [R12-131) 
Equipment 
It seems almost everyone who was interviewed had some anecdote 
about machine malfunctions that had adversely affected their ability to 
use library resources. Those complaints included, but were not limited to: 
photocopy machines, microform readers and reader-printers, and micro- 
computers (137:61:687-733 [R19]; 150:49:343-366 [R34]). “I want better, 
reliable machines,” insisted one associate professor. “We have some anti- 
quated photocopy machines. Similarly we have horrible and unreliable 
microform reader-printers” (I2:32:113-120 [R2]). Unreliable and slow 
microcomputers, as well as limited numbers, was a complaint frequently 
encountered (114:6:77-78 [R5]; 151:21:257-261 [R35]). One faculty mem- 
ber found the numbers of microcomputers in the library to be inadequate 
and their performance unreliable. ‘You get things that don’t work or you 
have to wait,” she said. “That’s why you use them in your office before 
coming. You have to wait; there could be a line of people there, or because 
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the computer will be slow, or won’t work or will be stuck on something I 
don’t know” (122:43:622-646 [R9]). A student, otherwise highly compli- 
mentary of his libraries, reserved his fury for the balky networked print- 
ers. “Printing is the issue that . . . makes me irate,” he offered. “I would 
expect that to be high quality, top notch, so that you don’t have any prob- 
lems with it. I think that there are three of them out there, and I don’t 
know how all three of them manage to go down all at once” (114:25:389- 
408 [R6]). “I will never, ever, use the [microform] printer,” said another 
user, “because I’ve never seen one that works right. . . . They don’t have 
very good upkeep of them” (I37:59:662-668 [R19]). 
One professor compared unfavorably the limited number of public 
microcomputers available for viewing the library’s holdings to the card 
catalog, with its thousands of drawers accommodating many simultaneous 
users. Peak periods lead to long queues with the microcomputers. With 
the old catalog, she said, “as long as you can get to the drawer, you can get 
it, you can find a place to put it on your knee, and you can find the book 
and go on” (19:26:226-243 [R3]). “In modern America,” said another frus- 
trated user, “people don’t like to wait in line . . . for anything. They want 
the stuff they want. . .N O W  (127:11:196-207 [Rll]) .  
Online public access catalogs, providing access to local collections 
and to electronic databases and full-text materials, received much com- 
ment. Indeed, for one senior professor, “a good catalog is the only tool 
that I really need from librarians” (129:36:354390 [R14]). Most of the 
user assessments were positive, but others had things to say about reliabil- 
ity issues. Interestingly, some of the newer catalog software is regarded as 
functionally inferior to earlier versions (I27:9:159-166 [RlO]). “Formats 
change too much,” observed one faculty member not fully comfortable 
with the electronic environment (12:32:113-120 [R2]).Part of the prob- 
lem is, of course, the level of the user’s information literacy. “The prob- 
lem with electronic means,” observed one professor, “is they’re too stupid 
to be integrative. You have to supply all the [information]. You have to ask 
the right question or you don’t get the right answer” (146:52:639-656 
[R25]). Increasingly, electronic catalogs are regarded as utilities, and any 
downtime is greeted with hostility. “If you’ve got a paper due and your 
professor hasn’t had time to mess with you being late, that’s not good” 
said one graduate student who encountered server failure at a critical 
juncture. “So,basically, I was unable to get the resources and, by the time 
they got it back up and I came back, the materials were gone” (I27:10:177- 
191 [RlO]). Another graduate studentwas critical of the time it takes some 
of the new systems to back up data, resulting in extended downtime that 
impeded his access (137:61:687-733 [R19]). Insufficient numbers of pass- 
words to permit ease of access to high demand databases, whether through 
library computers or off-site, was another issue cited by users (116:21:424 
431 [R7]). 
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Management of Collections 
Discerning faculty at several institutions noted the problem of 
reshelving library materials in a timely manner (I12:31:444449 [R5]). 
Insufficient attention to stacks management and to inventory and shelf 
checks was also noted on several occasions (116:21:424-431 [R7]; I45:40:469- 
473 [R24]; 151:18,25:248-250,310-326[R3435]). Student workers on cam- 
pus mentioned that inefficient intra-university document delivery unnec- 
essarily tied up documents in lengthy transit periods (135:21:388-400 
[R16]). “There is a serious delay at the library,” said one full professor, 
“between when you return a book and when it appears on the shelf, and 
it’s very hard to locate a book within that twilight zone. And sometimes it 
appears to take several weeks” (I44:31:409-421 [R22]). 
III. m a t  is It that I want from the Library ? 
The interviews suggested that the user of an academic research li- 
brary is, in the main, a self-reliant person whose confidence and expertise 
increase with time. Assessment of library service quality is based on inter- 
actions with libraries in several dimensions: affect of service, provision of 
comprehensive collections, ubiquity and ease of access to information, 
and reliability. But what of the physical library itself? Does it still have 
meaning, or is it becoming an anachronism tottering on the brink of irrel-
evance? 
As that question was posed to users, it became apparent that perhaps 
there were two layered responses to that question. In the first place, users 
pragmatically still agreed in the value of library as place. In the main, this 
was a threshold concept: for most users, libraries as physical entities were 
part of the physical landscape, useful for specific purposes of research 
and study but otherwise taken largely for granted. Only when libraries fell 
below that acceptable threshold limit, becoming impediments to self-reli- 
ant information-seeking behavior, did physical libraries trigger a 
disconfirming perception. At the other extreme, however, for many, the 
library served as symbolic affirmation of the life of the mind, of an intel- 
lectual vocation within the academy. 
Library as Place 
When asked of the relative importance of libraries as place in the 
current technological setting, an associate professor agreed that they were 
indeed still important places as learning environments and places of study. 
But, he suggested, libraries were largely taken for granted until a certain 
threshold was reached. “I guess you’d call them satisfiers,” he said. “[Als 
long as they are not negatives, they won’t be much of a factor. If they are 
negatives, they are big factors” (I16:28,33:503-535, 596-602 [L4, L51). 
The press of academic business will often drive faculty from their of- 
fices in search of more facilitative space (122:40:489-521 [L6]). The noise 
and congestion of home or dorm life will likewise drive students to the 
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library in search of a respite. That is not to say that undergraduates would 
use university libraries by choice. As one graduate student put it, “most 
undergraduates, at least at this university, would not come here unless 
forced to” (127:511-516 [LS]). Other students corroborated that view 
(I39:12:179-182 [L14]). Indeed, offered one student, there were emerg- 
ing attractive alternatives to the academic library: “If you’re looking for a 
personal bookjust to read, then I think maybe you would just go out to 
Barnes and Noble, or go someplace where it seems like it would be a little 
bit easier instead of going to a big library where there’s . . . millions of 
books” (139:13: 182-187 [L14] ) . 
Even for undergraduates, however, personal circumstances influence 
library behavior. As one faculty member observed: “The poorer your situ- 
ation, the more you need the public spaces to work in. When I was an 
undergraduate, I spent most of my time in the library, just using it as a 
study space” (146:24:293-314 [L19]). And a graduate student added, “I 
think I use the library less for studying and writing as a grad because I live 
off campus and because I don’t feel like this is my home base like the way 
I felt my alma mater [library] was my home base as an undergrad” 
(I50:18:210-226 [L24]). 
Nevertheless, for many students, the physical building is an essential 
part of academic life. For urban commuting universities especially, librar- 
ies play a particularly important role, serving as a home away from home 
for the length of the academic day (12:33:124127 [Ll]) .  As one professor 
observed of his university: 
Because it’s a metropolitan school [it] has a lot of students that use 
the library for studying . . . . One of the problems that we’ve had 
here has been high-priced study space. We've built floors to hold 
books and they hold students studying, and it’s probably not the most 
efficient use of the investment in infrastructure, but it’s essential 
because so many of the students here commute. Between classes, the 
library is a convenient study space. (I29:22:209-222 [LlO]) 
For these users, the library building serves as an arena for those issues 
identified in the ubiquity of access section above. 
The demands of users for library space are usually restrained. Librar- 
ies above the minimum threshold need only to be “comfortably functional” 
(I16:28:503-535 [L5]). Probably the expectation threshold is defined by 
the campus facilities as a whole (116:28:503-535 [L14]). Disconfirmation 
likely occurs only when library facilities fall discernibly below norms set by 
other campus facilities-such as classrooms, dormitories, or cafeterias- 
or when they fail to meet a specific assigned mission such as the study 
needs of commuter students (135:8:219-224 [LlO]; I37:38:458-478 [L13]; 
155:15:152-168 [L28]). Good lighting (112:32:467-480 [L2]), comfortable 
furnishings (19:25:211-224 [L2]; I37:38:458-478 [L13]), quiet study 
(158:68:707-711 [L33]), pleasant ambience (122:40:489-521 [L6]), and 
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safety (I58:68:707-711 [L33]) were among the qualities that various users 
required of a library building. “I wouldn’t want to study back there,” said 
one female student, “because it was so dark that I wouldjust feel like I’m 
all alone in this big library” (139:22:318-343 [L15]). Diverse study environ- 
ments, from soft seating to carrels and group study rooms, were also enu- 
merated during interviews (112:32:467-480 [L2]; I14:5:47-73 [L3]). Ad- 
equate signage to ease way-finding was also noted as desirable (139:11:159- 
172 [L14] ). Adequate numbers of up-to-date computers are also required 
(112:33:484486 [L2]). All he wanted, said one graduate student, was a 
space “where it’s reasonably comfortable. Where I can stay for an hour or 
two and pore through the journals that I took off the shelves . . . . Or if I 
brought a laptop with me, that there happens to be an Ethernetjack there 
that I can plug into. I put a little more stock into creature comforts, I 
think (137:40:484491 [L13]). 
Library as Symbol 
Beyond the threshold concept of the library as a place that enables 
information-seeking behavior of students and faculty alike, there was also 
in the language of interviewees a recurrent reference to something more, 
something richer. In some instances, the difference was only a matter of 
degree; that is, descriptions of favorite libraries were little more than ex- 
tensions of the threshold concept, much in the way one might describe a 
favorite restaurant or vacation spot. One faculty member described a Swiss 
monastic setting where the baroque reading room of the small library was 
furnished with comfortable worktables and awash in natural light from 
high windows and skylights. The attentive and knowledgeable staff that 
attended to her needs only added to the vividness of the recollection 
(147:28:414441 [L21 I ) .  Another compared a particularly special place in 
her main library to the Cathedral of Learning at the University of Pitts- 
burgh (I28:11:117-123 [Lg]). “One of my cherished rituals,” said one his- 
tory professor, “is going up the steps and through the gorgeous doors of 
the library and heading up to the fifth floor to my study. . . . I have my 
books and I have six million volumes downstairs that are readily available 
to me in an open stack library that is efficiently operated and a staff that is 
almost uniformly and consistently responsive to my needs” (154: 13:6&70 
[L27]). Still another faculty member offered the vision of the graduate 
student study room at the university where he earned his doctorate. Far 
less imposing than the monastic reading room, it was a place where he 
could work quietly at large tables, surrounded only by other like-minded 
students. It was, he recalled, a large well-lit room with floor to ceiling 
windows overlooking a particularly scenic lake (149:16:251-302 [L23] ) . 
Yet, for others, libraries served as an affirming symbol of the life of 
the mind and of the vocations that faculty and graduates had chosen as 
career paths. The symbolic importance of libraries was something that 
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even undergraduates observed. “It draws on my sense of antiquity,” said 
one pre-professional student. “You have that. . . sense ofjust being around 
that many limitless books, that much knowledge” (I14:3:33-36 [L2]). A 
first year graduate student used the example of the main reading room at 
New York Public Library: “It’s a beautiful room and it really almost im- 
parts some of the intensity of what a library is all about-huge masses of 
knowledge . . . ” (1127:19:321-326[L7]). The library as a “contemplative” 
environment was a term offered by two graduate students, including one 
disabled student who appreciated safe and accommodating reading and 
study space (I34:12:39-40 [LlO]; I37:458-478 [L13]). Observing the ac- 
cess to libraries by all citizens regardless of socioeconomic status, one pro- 
fessor added that, for himself, “there’s a sort of democracy of a library 
that we have not approached in our political system . . . .I think there may 
be some symbolic [significance] there for people for whom libraries as a 
place, a physical place of importance as opposed to those who see it as 
useful as long as they need that place to get information”(I58:54, 58:534 
539, 563-573 [L32]). 
For many faculty, libraries are often an affirmation of a chosen lifestyle. 
“Igrew up in a small college town,” said one professor. “As a kid I had free 
run of the college library. . . . [I]t was my favorite place, and so I have 
always loved being in the library around books, the excitement of .  . . the 
treasures that are there that are fun for me to check out . . . . Being in the 
library is just an essential part of being an academic” (I29:95-98, 99-
101[L9]). Another faculty member spoke of a library’s “spiritual” aspects: 
“I really like being in the archives, . . .holding the piece of paper that the 
person I’m studying actually wrote on . . . . .The place itself is an asset, is 
part of the experience . . . . To sit in the middle of all that knowledge” 
(I41:33:434451 [L17]). For one scientist, whose own research is now ac- 
complished largely in electronic mode, the library is an affirmation of the 
purpose of an academic life: “The fact that it is here and easily accessible 
is really important to me. That’s what a university is about. I could work in 
a little research lab and do my thing, but I wouldn’t have all this other 
stuff going on” (146:26:327-341 [L 191). The affirming role that libraries 
play in the life of the mind is perhaps best summed up by a West Coast 
history professor who offered the following: 
My daily routine involves coming to the university . . . and going di- 
rectly to my library study. . . .There are people that I see everyday, or 
that I nod to, or wave to, or smile to, and we all have a sense that we are 
doing something that is very important and enriching and good for us 
and for our students . . . . I think even if it were possible, and I’m 
convinced it is not, . . . to duplicate the collection in some virtual 
form, that we would still be missing the sense of being part of a shared 
enterprise in which, as scholars, . . . or as scholars in the making, the 
library provides. It is one of the great third places between the home 
and the place of work. (I 54:12,40:60-66, 325-338 [L26-L28]) 
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Despite the marvels of the technological revolution, the library seems still 
to have a place in the hearts of most library users. 
SUMMARY 
Interviews with users of research libraries across North America pro- 
vided a rich pool of information about their own behaviors, about their 
perceptions of what a library should provide, and about their interactions 
with that important resource as they pursued their diverse objectives at 
their respective universities. Analysis of the interviews revealed a penchant 
among all users for self-reliant, autonomous, information-seeking behav- 
ior. Such behavior was palpably different among various user groups. New 
undergraduates just learning to navigate the complicated labyrinth that is 
the modern research library certainly had different expectations regard- 
ing how a library should facilitate self-reliance than the full professor, se- 
cure in the command of her discipline and its information resources. For 
users at every level of expertise, the extent to which libraries facilitate self- 
reliant information-seeking behavior seems to be related to their percep- 
tions of library service quality. The relationships among perceptions, satis- 
faction, and assessments of quality established by de Ruyter et al. (1997,p. 
401)-i.e., that perceptions of quality are the most important indicators 
of satisfaction-seem to be confirmed qualitatively. A question meriting 
further investigation is whether successful self-reliant information-seek- 
ing behavior is a component of service quality or is the result of service 
quality. Future rounds of research with the LibQUALt instrument may 
permit investigation of this question. 
For users, the research library is expected to work simultaneously on 
several different levels to facilitate their information-seeking behavior as 
reflected in Figure 1. In the analysis, the mass of content relating to affec- 
tive issues is revelatory. Interviewees spent more time expressing their 
concerns and expectations for the delivery of respectful and caring ser- 
vice than other factors. Critically important were library staff who were 
informed, courteous, and engaged in their roles as they interacted with 
users. Users expected to be received with dignity and a solicitous under- 
standing of their needs and their command of the information labyrinth. 
While varying with discipline and level of information need, there 
was universally a respect for comprehensive collections. At a practical level, 
collections are there to answer information needs. But they also serve as 
an affirmation of the purpose and mission of the research university and 
of the life of the mind for which the primary university community has 
opted. Increasingly, the revolution in information technologies has fos- 
tered wide and easy access to information. Rich physical collections re- 
quire facilities that are open adequate hours, are well-staffed, and are easy 
to negotiate. Electronically accessible information should be easily avail- 
able at the desktop, whether at the office, in the home, or in the library 
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Ubiquity and Ease of Access Self-reliance Library as Place 
Figure 1.Dimensions of Library Service Quality. 
itself. Document delivery and interlibrary loan are acceptable complements 
to local access if they are easy to accomplish and rapid in delivery. And, 
importantly, the library systems that support self-reliant information-seek- 
ing behavior should perform reliably. Public catalog records, circulation 
data, and interlibrary loan transactions should be accurate, free from the 
errors that spark disconfirming experiences, impact negatively upon satis- 
faction, and influence assessment of library service quality. Equipment 
such as photocopiers and microcomputers should be available in adequate 
numbers and perform as expected when needed. 
CONCLUSION 
A traveler crossing San Francisco Bay over the Golden Gate bridge moves 
easily toward a destination almost unaware of the engineering feat that made 
the journey possible. For the engineers responsible for planning, siting, 
and constructing a bridge, the details that must be considered are almost 
endless. The length of the span, the height of clearance for traffic beneath, 
the number of vehicles per hour, emergency islands for disabled vehicles, 
the design of toll collections, and the nature of access to and exit from the 
bridge from neighboring thoroughfares are among the many factors that 
must be considered by the designers. When the bridge works as the design- 
ers intended, the traveler engages the bridge on few, if any, of those dimen- 
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sions. If asked to consider the contribution of the bridge to the journey, 
there would likely be ready acknowledgment that it provided a welcome 
alternative to a circuitous land route around the bay or a lengthy queue 
awaiting a ferry. On the other hand, when the bridge fails to meet expecta- 
tions of a timely and incident-free commute due to mechanical repairs, 
accidents, traffic snarls, or other factors, then it is reasonable to expect that 
judgments regarding service quality would be rendered. 
And perhaps so it is with the library. It is an essential component of 
the research university environment. For undergraduate students, gradu- 
ate students, and faculty alike, the library is supposed to function well 
across a number of dimensions, enabling them to move self-reliantly in 
their specific information-seeking behaviors. As the price of the toll is 
more important for one traveler, and the length of commute more impor- 
tant for another, library users approach the various dimensions of service 
with differing expectations. When it works well, the library is a place that 
enters into the consciousness of the user little more than the span over 
open water enters into the awareness of the traveler; the library is merely 
an entity that facilitates a more important undertaking. When expecta- 
tions are not met-whether it be inadequate collections, insufficient hours, 
or otherwise-perceptions of service quality can be altered. 
Yet, simultaneously, a higher order factor may be at work as well. It is 
unlikely that any traveler, in recalling the ideaof a bridge, conjures up the 
cloverleaf intersection of one interstate highway over another. Rather, the 
Golden Gate Bridge, Verazanno Narrows, or similar structures as architec- 
turally resplendent as they are functional come to mind as quintessential 
expressions of bridges doing what they were designed to do. 
And so it may be with libraries. The symbol of the library that is called 
up in the mind’s eye-whether it is the small monastic librarywith its read-
ing room awash in the afternoon light or the sprawling stacks of a modern 
research library containing the cumulative works of human accomplish- 
ment-is a representation of a structure working as it should in support of 
the life of the mind. Further, the symbol represents not only one library 
performing as it should but expresses as well the overarching notion of 
library service quality that resides in the mind of the beholder. It is these 
constructs that the LibQUALt instrument undertakes to measure. 
In the interviewing process, the dimensions of service quality as pro- 
mulgated by Parasuraman et al. (1988)-responsiveness, reliability, assur- 
ance, empathy, and tangibles-did clearly emerge from the user perspec- 
tive in research libraries. All were domains richly represented in discussions 
with users regarding their views of what constitutes library service quality. 
Responsiveness, assurance, and empathy seem to merge into a general need 
for an affective relationship between the library and its constituents. The 
definition of a satisfjmg affective relationship seems to change over an aca- 
demic lifetime from an undergraduate to a full-fledged professor engaged 
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in research and teaching. Reliability emerges as a significant component of 
service quality from the perspective of library users. Services should be pro- 
vided as promised at the promised time. Communications should be accu- 
rate. Intrinsic to the tangibles dimension is the role played by equipment in 
the modern library. When equipment fails, the library fails as awhole. Users 
see equipment only as a means to an end, never the end itself. The content 
is in the conversation, the telephone is only an instrument. 
While the dimensions of service quality established by Parasuraman, 
Zeithaml, and Berry reemerged from the analysis in the library context, 
three others, perhaps unique to the research library context, were com-
pelling: ubiquity and ease of access to collections, the library as place, 
subsuming dual concepts of utilitarian space and of the library as a symbol 
of the intellect and, finally, the overwhelming drive on the part of users to 
be self-reliant and confident in navigating the information world. Whether 
self-relianceis a component of library service quality or a result of service 
quality is unclear and will be investigated in further research. Ubiquity 
and ease of access, the library as place, and self-reliance emerged from 
the interviews with users as inescapable elements of the construct of qual-
ity library service. As such, these dimensions will be explored in further 
LibQUAL+ evaluation studies in an iterative process of building and test- 
ing theory of library service quality. 
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APPENDIX 
Interviews (I)cited 
I1 Professor (Chemistry) (1999) 

I2 Associate Professor (English) (1999) 

I4 Professor (Engineering) (1999) 

I9 Associate Professor (Education) (1999) 

I12 Assistant Professor (Speech) (1999) 

I14 Undergraduate (Pre-professional) (1999) 

I16 Associate Professor Uournalism) (2000) 

I18 Assistant Professor (Chemistry) (2000) 

I22 Associate Professor (Education) (2000) 

I27 Graduate Student (Remote Sensing) (2000) 

I28 Professor (Literature) (2000) 

I29 Professor (Geography) (2000) 

I34 Graduate Student (Education) (2000) 

I35 Undergraduates (Political Science/Speech) (2000) 

I37 Graduate Student (Health Sciences) (2000) 

I39 Undergraduate (Education) (2000) 

141Assistant Professor (History) (2000) 

I44 Professor (Anthropology) (2000) 

I45 Graduate Student (Sociology) (2000) 

I46 Professor (Biochemistry) (2000) 

I47 Assistant Professor (Music) (2000) 

I49 Professor (Philosophy) (2000) 

I50 Graduate Student (English) (2000) 

I51 Undergraduate (History) (2000) 

I52 Professor (Marketing) (2000) 

I54 Professor (History) (2000) 

I55 Graduate Student (Slavic Studies) (2000) 

I56 Associate Professor (Medical Education) (2000) 

I58 Associate Professor (Communications) (2000) 

I60 Undergraduate (Liberal Arts) (2000) 
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Psychometric Properties of Scores from the 
Web-Based LibQUAL+ Study of Perceptions 
of Library Service Quality 
COLLEENCOOKAND BRUCETHOMPSON 
ABSTRACT 
BASEDON DATA PROVIDED BY 4,407 PARTICIPANTS,the present study inves- 
tigated the psychometric integrity of scores on thirty-four items of the 
LibQUAL+ evaluation of perceived library quality. The study investigated 
LibQUAL+ score structure, score reliability, score correlation and concur- 
rent validity coefficients, scale means, and scale standardized norms. If 
both generic and specialized norms were eventually developed for a large 
sample of users at ARL institutions, LibQUAL+ norms could then facili- 
tate the ultimate application of LibQUALt-i.e., identifylng areas of po- 
tential improvement at a given library, and identifylng similar libraries 
with more favorable profiles whose behavior might then be modeled in 
pursuit of providing better service to library users. 
INTRODUCTION 
When most of us visit a surgeon prior to an operation, we probably 
are concerned about our physician’s collection of surgical instruments, 
diplomas, and reference reprints on surgical procedures. But we probably 
are concerned about other things in addition to the physician’s collec- 
tions. We care at least as much that our surgeon is focused on our needs, 
empathic regarding our interests, and dedicated to providing quality ser- 
vice on a consistent basis. 
Although users of research libraries may not have life-threatening 
interests at stake, many library users do feel that service quality is vital to 
Colleen Cook, Texas A&M University, College Station, TX 77843-4225 
Bruce Thompson, Texas A&M University, Department of Educational Psychology, College 
Station, TX 77843-4225 
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their abilities to obtain academic degrees or external funding and is criti- 
cal in creating and disseminating knowledge. Libraries ignore user per- 
ceptions of library service quality at their peril. In the modern research 
library, the singular use of resource-based metrics as the only index of 
library quality can no longer be regarded as reasonable. 
So it is not surprising that libraries confront “pressure . . . to assess 
the degree to which their senices demonstrate criteria of ‘quality.’ . . . 
The emphasis on these measures and services provided to library clien- 
tele requires librarians . . . not to equate ‘quality’ merely with collection 
size” (Hernon & McClure, 1990, p. 155).As Nitecki (1996b) noted: “A 
measure of library quality based solely on collections has become obso- 
lete” (p. 181). As a matter of fact: “In recent years, LIS [Library and Infor- 
mation Science] researchers have drawn on marketing and other litera- 
tures to focus attention on expectations and an alternative view of quality, 
one representing the user’s or customer’s perspective on the services used” 
(Nitecki & Hernon, 2000, p. 259). 
These dynamics led the Association of Research Libraries (ARL) to 
institute its “New Measures” initiatives. One of the “New Measures” initia- 
tives is the LibQUALt study being conducted by ARL and the Texas A&M 
University Libraries (Cook & Heath, 2000a; Cook, Heath, & Thompson, 
2000a). Continuing phases of the LibQUAL+ study are being supported 
in part by the Fund for the Improvement of Post-Secondary Education 
(FIPSE). 
Briefly, the first iteration of the LibQUALt protocol was developed in 
Spring 2000. The initial phase of the study involved participation with 
Texas A&M University and twelve additional institutions: 
-University of Arizona 
-University of California, Santa Barbara 
-University of Connecticut 
-University of Houston 
-University of Kansas 
-Michigan State University 
-University of Minnesota 
-University of Pennsylvania 
-University of Pittsburgh 
-Virginia Tech 
-University of Washington 
-York University 
In its first phase, the protocol built on the use of the twenty-two items in 
the well-established SERVQUAL instrument (Parasuraman, Zeithaml, & 
Berry, 1985, 1994). 
The SERVQUAL protocol ostensibly measures perceptions of  service 
tangibks, reliahili$ responsiveness, assurance, and empathy (Parasuraman, Berry, 
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8c Zeithaml, 1991). Within this model, “only customers judge quality; all 
other judgments are essentially irrelevant” (Zeithaml, Parasuraman, & 
Berry, 1990, p. 16). 
However, the twenty-two items of SERVQUAL have not yielded the 
expected five-factor structure when the instrument has been used within 
the library setting (Cook & Thompson, 2000, in press; Niteki, 1996a). 
Furthermore, it is critical to ground any evaluation of library service qual- 
ity within the perceptual schemata evoked by users in their thinking about 
libraries. Thus, one of the initial steps in the LibQUAL+ inquiry involved 
conducting in-depth interviews with users at several of the institutions in 
our study. 
The findings of this qualitative work have been described elsewhere 
(Cook & Heath, 2000b) and resulted in our adding nineteen items to the 
LibQUAL+ measure used in Spring 2000. The LibQUAL+ items will con-
tinue to evolve as the project moves forward. Revisions will continue to be 
informed by qualitative work plus quantitative analyses such as those re- 
ported here. 
In short, LibQUAL+ is (1)not SERVQUAL, and (2) not (at least yet), 
a fixed core of unchanging items. LibQUALt is instead grounded in the 
epistemological view that, in the behavioral sciences, dynamic “theory 
building and construct measurement are joint bootstrap operations” 
(Hendrick & Hendrick, 1986, p. 393). The results described here apply to 
LibQUALt in its current form, but the reader is cautioned that this tool 
will continue to evolve as we collect new iterations of data from an increas- 
ing number of users and an even broader array of libraries. 
The present inquiry was conducted to address five questions: 
1. Can a meaningful and replicable structure underlying user percep- 
tions of library services be identified? 
2. Can psychometrically stable scores on LibQUALt dimensions be gen- 
erated? 
3. Are scores on different LibQUAL+ dimensions of user perceptions cor- 
related with each other and user overall ratings of library service qual- 
ity? 
4. 	Do comparisons of LibQUAL+ subscale and total scores across user 
types suggest that LibQUAL+ scores are psychometrically valid? 
5. Can standardized norms potentially be developed to assist librarians 
in understanding user perceptions of library service quality and tar- 
geting areas of needed or desired improvement? 
METHOD 
Participants 
Under the guidance of a lead library contact at the twelve institu- 
tions, random samples of 600 faculty, 600 graduate students, and 900 
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undergraduate students were randomly selected at each institution. How- 
ever, some institutions elected to oversample some respondent groups. 
Undergraduate students were uniformly oversampled because it was an- 
ticipated that their response rates would be disproportionately lower. 
For the analyses reported here, the 4,407 participants were divided 
into two subsamples (n,= 420; n2= 3,987) based on LibQUALt adminis- 
tration format. Descriptions of the samples are available elsewhere (Cook, 
Heath, & Thompson, 2000b; Cook, Heath, Thompson, & Thompson, in 
press-a; Cook, Heath, Thompson, & Thompson, in press-b; Thompson, 
Cook, & Heath, in press). 
PROCEDURE 
Each randomly selected participant received an e-mail from the li- 
brary administration at the home campus. This message requested par- 
ticipant assistance in improving library service quality by responding to a 
brief survey. The participants were informed that the survey was being 
administered on the Web. The invitation to participate included a hot 
hyperlink to the Web survey UlU.  However, participants were also told 
that they could access the Web site by typing the URL address into the 
destination box on the Web browser of their preference. 
The URL initially sent the participants to the servers at ARL, which 
then connected the users to servers housing the survey at Texas A&M 
University. The first page of the survey included a colorized logo furnished 
by each of the participating universities. Thus, the survey appearance was 
somewhat individualized for each school. 
Prior to responding to the forty-one LibQUALt items and some addi- 
tional items, users were first asked to provide general demographic infor- 
mation. This was done to allow subsequent descriptions of the samples, 
and a direct explicit comparison of respondents with the institutional pro- 
files of each campus. Cook, Heath, and Thompson (2000) provide a thor-
ough meta-analysis of reasonable response rate expectations and influ- 
ences in Web-based surveys. In the current political season, when national 
surveys of 600 voters are (reasonably) generalized to 150 million Ameri- 
cans, it is intriguing that some continue to focus more on sample size than 
on sample representativeness. 
However, as Thompson (2000) emphasized, the representativeness 
of the respondents is what counts in research. Response rate counts only 
to the extent that it may (or may not) bear upon sample representative- 
ness. As Krosnick (1999) emphasized in his recent survey of the paper- 
and-pencil response-rate literature: “But it is not necessarily true that rep- 
resentativeness increases monotonically with increasing response rate . . . . 
[R]ecent research has shown that surveys with very low response rates can 
be more accurate than surveys with much higher response rates” (p.540). 
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As regards the present participants, Thompson (2000) reported the evi- 
dence regarding sample representativeness. 
INSTRUMENTATION 
For each of the forty-one LibQUAL+ items, users were asked to rate 
their minimum expectations, perceptions, and desires regarding library 
quality. There were two formats for responding, each associated with one 
of the two subsamples. 
Cook, Heath, Thompson, and Thompson (in press-b) provide more 
information, including pictures of selected Web pages regarding both re- 
sponse formats. Arnau, Thompson, and Cook (2001) present taxonometric 
analyses suggesting that user perceptions of library quality are continu- 
ously scaled. 
The subsample of 420 respondents, drawn from York University and 
Texas A&M University, answered the survey using graphical sliders. For 
each item, these portray a continuum, and the respondent clicks and drags 
the slider along the continuum to a given point to communicate ratings. 
This may have the advantage of providing more precise ratings data. 
The subsample of 3,987 respondents provided their ratings data us- 
ing a “radio button” (hereafter “nonslider”) response format. In this re- 
sponse format, for each item on each rating (i.e., minimum, perceived, 
and desired), participants were presented nine equally spaced small circles, 
and they clicked on the appropriate circle for a given response to darken 
it and thus communicate their ratings. This Web response format is analo- 
gous to the use of a nine-point Likert scale. On the average, the partici- 
pants using the nonslider response format took 71.2 seconds less to com- 
plete the survey (M,,,,,, = 12.5 minutes [SO = 5.01; MNONSLIDERS11.3= 
minutes [SD= 5.51). 
RESULTS 
Dimensions of Perception 
The first analysis investigated the dimensions underlying users’ per- 
ceptions of library service quality. This analysis invoked separate principal 
components analyses of the two subsamples (Hetzel, 1996). The analyses 
summarized here followed the guidelines presented by Thompson and 
Daniel (1996). 
Based on reliability item analysis and factor analyses for both prior 
related data sets (Cook & Thompson, 2000) and the present data (Cook, 
Heath, & Thompson, 2000b), a subset of thirty-four of the original forty- 
one LibQUAL+ items was retained for further analyses. Retention of a 
smaller subset of items allows for addition of new items in the next phase 
of LibQUAL+ item evolution while still maximizing score psychometric 
integrity. 
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Gorsuch (1983) has noted that: “A prime use of factor analysis has 
been in the development of both the theoretical constructs for an area 
and the operational representatives for the theoretical constructs” (p. 350). 
In short, “factor analysis is intimately involved with questions of valid- 
ity. . . . Factor analysis is at the heart of the measurement of psychological 
constructs” (Nunnally, 1978, pp. 112-13). 
The KMO sampling adequacy coefficients for the two analyses were .95 
for the slider subsample and .97 for the nonslider data. These values strongly 
suggest the ample adequacies of the sample sizes for both analyses. 
Both the eigenvalue-greater-than-onerule (A,= .98 and A, = .94, re-
spectively) and “scree” plots suggested that four factors should be extracted. 
Of course, as LibQUAL+ evolves with the addition and deletion of items, 
in an ongoing renewal process informed by both qualitative work and 
empirical analysis, the structure measured by the protocol may change as 
well. The pattern/structure coefficients rotated to the varimax criterion 
in both analyses are presented in Table 1. 
Scow Keliabality 
An important element of evaluating score integrity involves the evalu- 
ation of score reliability. Coefficient alpha (a)can be computed for this 
purpose (Reinhardt, 1996). Some researchers deem coefficients of .7 or 
higher acceptable (Nunnally, 1978, p. 245), though higher values are de- 
sired, particularly as scores are applied in making higher stakes judgments 
(Pedhazur & Schmelkin, 1991). 
Item analyses can be conducted as part of such inquiries (Thompson 
& Levitov, 1985). First, items are expected to “discriminate” between higher 
and lower scorers on a scale. To evaluate this item behavior, item scores 
(e.g., here “1”to “9” for the nonslider data) are correlated with scale scores, 
and reasonably large positive values are desired. However, these “discrimi- 
nation” or “item-total correlation” coefficients would be inflated if scores 
on a given item were correlated with scores on a scale to which the given 
item scores also made a contribution. 
For this reason, “corrected” discrimination coefficients are computed 
by correlating item scores with scores on a given scale computed without 
using the given item. For example, in the present study, the corrected 
discrimination coefficient for item 28, a Reliability scale item, was com- 
puted by correlating nonslider item 28 scores (ranging from “1”to “9”) 
with scale scores computed using the remaining six of the seven items 
constituting this scale (ranging from 6 x 1= “6”to 6 x 9 = “54”). 
Second, it is important that “if item deleted statistics can be com- 
puted for each item. Good items hurt score reliability the most when they 
are not included. For example, for the nonslider data, the LibQUAL+ 
Reliability scale score alpha was 363, but if item #5 was omitted, it became 
229. This suggests that item 5 was a very good item for the Reliability 
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Table 1.Varimax-Rotated Pattern/Stmcture Coefficients for Slider (-420) and 
Nonslider (-3987) Data. 
i 
19Willingness to help users .82 .10 .24 .18 .82 .ll .15 2 2 5  
18Readiness to respond to user .76 .19 .27 .16 .79 .I1 .18 .28 
24 Deal with users in -.71 .19 .23 .23 .78 .24 .20 .14 
caring fashion 
20 Employees have knowledge 2 .10 .26 .20 A .16 .22 .22 
34 Employees who are courteous .18 .14 .18 -.76 .19 .19 .14 
9 Employees instill confidence & .14 .11 A .18 .17 .25 
11Employees understand needs JjQ .14 2 .20 .20 .24 .31 
41 Giving users individual & .28 .17 .24 -.66 .22 .34 .13 
attention 
15 Instruction in use, when a .22 .34 .18 .61 .18 .20 .28 
needed 
28 Performing services right .61 .17 .24 .33 -.58 .19 .32 .36 
13 Users' best interests at heart .46 .20 .58 .24 -.58 .28 .24 .38 
.L31) Employem haue-.ueat--- ---&---.-32 .@! .,1Q -.*48.. .so ' .:g 70: 
appearance 
16 Maintain error free records -& .12 .29 .38 .40 .18 .30 .36 
39 A meditative place .13 .82 .01 .14 .16 & .18 .02 
30 A haven for quiet and solitude .17 .84 .04 .09 .16 .82 .16 .08 
40 Space that facilitates quiet .2O 82 .05 .14 .18 .80 .20 .05 
12 A contemplative environment .19 .81 .22 . lo  .20 .79 .15 .19 
4 A place for reflection .10 a .34 .03 .12 2 .08 .30 
14 Comfortable and .24 .72 .24 .15 .25 .17 .24 
inviting location 
29 Space group/individual study .15 .64 .ll .33 .15 .66 .28 .13 
22 Center intellectual interaction .09 .72 .12 .22 .19 .63 .31 .05 
21 A secure and safe place - -.45 .02 .12 .36 .14 .26.41 .35 
(continued on page 592) 
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Table 1. (continued from page 591). 
qtt11.1 Fnrtnr4 \'I m $1~drr Firt n1-J 
I 1 ' 1  1 y 1 1  ,, '?*\;\ 
~ 1 1 ' 1 1 1  11 I \ '  r r lLllllf ~ O l l ~ ~ 1 l t  I I l l  I 11 - -~ ~~~ ~ ~~~~~ 
37 Complete runs ofjournaltitles .20 .21 . I 6  .7! .IS 2 1  .15 .11 
27 Comprehensive print .25 .15 .41 .54 .20 .26 .69 .17 
collection 
36 Interdisciplinary needs .28 .16 .09 .68 .26 .21 .64 .15 
addressed 
10 Resources added to collection .17 .10 .35 .50 .24 .13 .54 .31 
25 Fulltext delivered .ll .32 .08 .50 .24 .23 2 .12 
electronically 
35 Modern equipment .40 .26 .ll 2 .28 .29 .48 .23 
32 Librarymaterialsin the stacks .32 .10 .33 .43 .28 .22 2 .25 
2 Providingservices as promised .36 .12 .66 .25 .35 .13 .21 .72 
5 Service at promised time .27 .04 .64 .15 .34 .19 .19 2 
3 Keep users informed .19 .18 .67 .23 .32 .14 .13 .65 
1 Convenient access collections .17 .20 .66 .12 .22 .20 .32 .60 
17Timelydocumentdelivery 3.5 .07 .38 .31 .10 .38 3 
Note. Pattern/structure coefficients greater than .4are underlined. 
scale, because not using this item hurts the score integrity on this scale. 
The results of these various analyses are presented in Table 2. 
Scale Rdationships 
Table 3presents product-moment correlations of scores on the scales 
with each other and with total scores computed with all thirty-four 
LibQUAL+ items. Also presented in the table are correIations of subscale 
and total LibQUAL+ scores with scores on participants' rating of overall 
library quality. 
This latter perception was collected at the end of the survey as a sepa- 
rate item. The correlations of LibQUAL+ scores with these global quality 
ratings are essentially concurrent validity coefficients. 
Mean LibQUAL+Dqfmences 
Also of interest were comparisons of LibQUAL+ means. These com- 
parisons were made across both (a)'LibQUAL+ scales, and (b) various 
demographic variables. 
Comparisons Across Scales. The LibQUAL+ scales involve different numbers 
of items. To allow direct comparisons of scale means, for the purposes of 
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Note. Subscale and total score alpha coefficients are underlined. Total score results 
are computed as regards a single score produced using all 34 items. 
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Note. Sample sizes are reported in parentheses. All correlation coefficients are 
statistically significant at a = .001. 
these comparisons, subscale scores were divided by the number of scale 
items (e.g., 7 for the Reliability subscale) sothat all means would fall within 
the same “1”(low) to “9”(high) score interval. 
Figure 1 presents box-and-whisker plots for the four LibQUALt 
subscales for the 3,987 nonslider participants. Box-and-whisker plots 
present the score median as a bolder horizontal line within a box. The 
upper boundary of the box represents the third quartile (i.e., 75th per-
centile) while the lower boundary of the box represents the first quartile 
(i.e., 25 percentile). The location of the “whiskers” indicates the extreme 
score boundaries. 
10-r4 
Library as Access to
Service Reliability
Place Collections 
Figure 1.Box-and-Whisker Plots for LibOUAL+ Subscales Each Scaled “1”to “9.” 
0 
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Comparisons Across Demographic Variables. To facilitate comparisons across 
demographic variables, the LibQUAL+ scores were converted to so-called 
T-scores (i.e., scores with means of 50and standard deviations of 10). Some 
of these comparisons were expected to be trivial. For example, there seems 
to be no theoretical basis on which to expect female and male users to 
perceive libraries differently. On the LibQUAL+ nonslider scores, the mean 
total scores across gender were trivially different (i.e., MF= 49.9; SDF= 9.8, 
versus %= 50.1; SDM= 10.2,p = .461). Table 4 presents comparisons of 
LibQUAL+ subscale and total score means across frequencies of library 
use, across participant role groups, and across participant disciplines. 
LibQUAL+ Norms 
Norms are used quite frequently in education and psychology. Norms 
tables allow the conversion of observed scores for a person into derived 
scores. These tables are developed by administering a given measure to a 
large representative sample of a target group. For example, an educa- 
tional achievement test might be administered to a normative sample of 
1,000 high school seniors whose demographic profile (e.g., gender, 
ethnicity, geographic location) closely matches that in the most recent 
U.S. Census. 
Once a generic norm table is in hand, observed scores can be con- 
verted into normative scores or standard scores. For example, if high 
school senior Patrick got 87 items correct out of 93, the norms table 
could be consulted to determine that a score of 87 in the normative 
sample equaled a Tscore (i.e., scores with means of 50 and standard 
deviations of 10) of 73. Or the norms table might indicate that Patrick’s 
score of 87 correct answers was higher than 93 percent of the 1,000 high 
school seniors in the normative sample (i.e., Patrick’s percentile rank 
was 93). 
Furthermore, specialized norms can also be developed. Separate edu- 
cational norms are frequently provided for both urban and nonurban 
school districts. For example, if Patrick resided in a rural school district, 
the rural norms might be relevant for some interpretations. These rural 
norms might indicate that his 87 correct answers corresponded to a T-
score in this normative group of 71 while his percentile rank was 90. 
Table 5presents illustrative generic norms for LibQUAL+ total scores. 
Similar norms could easily be derived for LibQUALt subscale scores. The 
table indicates, for example, that a LibQUALt total score (computed by 
adding together the 34 items and then dividing the sum by 34) of 6.05 
equaled a T-score of 45.14 in the sample of 3,987 participants, which was 
higher than 27 percent of the 3,987 total scores. 
Consider, for example, that the Table 5 norms were deemed repre- 
sentative of users at all ARL libraries. If, in a future sample, an ARL library 
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Table5. Illustrative Table of Norms for LibQUALt Total Scores Based on Nonslider 
Data (n= 3987). 
R m  
\rr)rr “ t i I r a  
7 
’ v r r i r .  
K‘!W 
\ r r r r r  ‘ 1 3 1 ~ 
r 
\ ( o r <  
R A T \  
+ r t i (  ‘ ; ! ) I ( ,  
T 
i r r u t .  
3.38 1 20.12 3.94 2 25.38 4.26 3 28.39 
4.50 4 30.60 4.65 5 31.98 4.75 6 32.97 
4.90 7 34.34 5.00 8 35.28 5.10 9 36.24 
5.18 10 36.93 5.26 11 37.71 5.33 12 38.36 
5.40 13 39.00 5.47 14 39.68 5.53 15 40.23 
5.62 16 41.06 5.65 17 41.40 5.71 18 41.88 
5.77 19 42.25 5.79 20 42.71 5.82 21 42.99 
5.88 22 43.53 5.93 23 43.94 5.97 24 44.33 
6.00 25 44.63 6.03 26 44.91 6.05 27 45.14 
6.08 28 45.35 6.10 29 45.61 6.14 30 45.97 
6.18 31 46.28 6.20 32 46.50 6.24 33 46.83 
6.26 34 47.11 6.29 35 47.38 6.32 36 47.66 
6.37 37 48.06 6.39 38 48.26 6.42 39 48.57 
6.45 40 48.81 6.47 41 49.04 6.50 42 49.31 
6.53 43 49.58 6.56 44 49.86 6.58 45 50.08 
6.61 46 50.31 6.62 47 50.46 6.65 48 50.68 
6.58 49 50.96 6.70 50 51.14 6.73 51 51.43 
6.74 52 51.55 6.76 53 51.79 6.79 54 52.06 
6.82 55 52.28 6.84 56 52.47 6.86 57 52.68 
6.88 58 52.89 6.91 59 53.16 6.93 60 53.34 
6.95 61 53.49 6.97 62 53.71 7.00 63 53.99 
7.02 64 54.21 7.05 65 54.46 7.07 66 54.63 
7.09 67 54.83 7.12 68 55.09 7.15 69 55.36 
7.17 70 55.53 7.19 71 55.74 7.21 72 55.95 
7.24 73 56.19 7.26 74 56.46 7.29 75 56.74 
7.32 76 57.01 7.35 77 57.29 7.38 78 57.56 
7.41 79 57.84 7.44 80 58.12 7.48 81 58.44 
7.50 82 58.70 7.54 83 59.05 7.57 84 59.32 
7.61 85 59.70 7.65 86 60.04 7.68 87 60.31 
7.72 88 60.71 7.76 89 61.14 7.81 90 61.58 
7.86 91 62.02 7.93 92 62.68 7.98 93 63.12 
8.01 94 63.47 8.09 95 64.16 8.17 96 64.95 
8.29 97 66.09 8.42 98 67.25 8.68 99 69.67 
could re-express the rating as a normative score of T=50.68.Furthermore, 
the staff could then say, “if perceptions of use were compared to those of 
all ARL libraries, we would score higher than approximately 48 percent of 
all the ratings provided in the normative sample.” 
To make the use of norms even more concrete, Figure 2 presents T-
scores for three respondent groups for one of the schools (pseudonym 
“Higher University”) in the LibQUALt phase one study. For the present 
heuristic purposes, imagine that the Table 5 norms and the related ge- 
neric norms for the four subscales were created from an independent 
normative sample measured at some prior time and not created using 
data involving the current respondents from Higher University. 




Library as  Access to 	 LibQUALIService 	 ReliabilityPlace Coikctlons 	 Total 
Figure 2. Hypothetical Comparisons of T-scores of Three User Groups 
at “Higher University” on LibQUAL,+ Subscale and Total Scores 
Note. The 10th through 90th percentiles (i.e., deciles) are indicated on each score 
by horizontal lines widest for the 50th percentile (i.e., the median) and narrowest 
for the 10th and the 90th percentiles. 
The normative comparisons presented in Figure 2 suggest a number 
of conclusions. First, relative to the normative sample, the current respon- 
dents at Higher University rated the HU Library at or below the 50th 
percentile (or median) on all LibQUAL+ dimensions, including the total 
score. Second, respondents were most homogeneous in their ratings as 
regards the Service and Reliability subscales. Third, faculty were uniformly 
most critical of the HU Library. For example, the mean rating by faculty 
of Access to Collections (A4= 43.9, as indicated by the location of the 
triangle in Figure 2) was only higher than roughly 20 percent of the rat- 
ings in the prior normative sample on this LibQUALt dimension. 
DISCUSSION 
The present study was conducted to address five research questions: 
1. Can a meaningful and replicable structure underlying user percep- 
tions of library services be identified? 
2. 	Can psychometrically-stable scores on LibQUAL+ dimensions be gen- 
erated? 
3. Are scores on different LibQUALt dimensions of user perceptions cor- 
related with each other and with user overall ratings of library service 
quality? 
4. 	Do comparisons of LibQUAL+ subscale and total scores across user 
types suggest that LibQUAL+ scores are psychometrically valid? 
5. Can standardized norms potentially be developed to assist librarians 
in understanding user perceptions of library service quality and tar- 
geting areas of needed or desired improvement? 
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The answers to all five questions appear to be “yes.” However, these an- 
swers warrant some further elaboration. 
LIBQUAL~DIMENSIONS 
It is striking that the factor structure reported in Table 1was gener- 
ally replicated so well across the two independent subsamples. The factors 
appear to be meaningful. The items are generally “univocal” (i.e., “speak” 
primarily through a single factor). And the results are consistent with re- 
lated analyses using different methods and the wider set of all forty-one 
items (cf. Cook, Heath, & Thompson, 2000b). 
Score Reliability 
As reported in Table 2, the LibQUALt subscale and total scores had 
impressive reliability coefficients. Especially noteworthy were the 
reliabilities for the LibQUAL+ total scores which were .952 and .958 for 
the slider and nonslider data, respectively. 
Of course, it is important to bear in mind that tests are not reliable 
(Thompson & Vacha-Haase, 2000). As the APA Task Force on Statistical 
Inference recently emphasized: 
It is important to remember that a test is not reliable or unreliable. 
Reliability is a property of the scores on a test for a particular popu- 
lation of examinees . . . . Thus, authors should provide reliability 
coefficients of the scores for the data being analyzed even when the 
focus of their research is not psychometric. (Wilkinson & MA Task 
Force on Statistical Inference, 1999,p. 596) 
The important implication is that each time LibQUAL+ is adminis- 
tered, it will be necessary to conduct analyses to assure that each given 
data set is psychometrically sound. This will be particularly important as 
items are added and deleted during continuing refinement of the proto- 
col. 
Score Correlations 
It is certainly important that LibQUAL+ scores correlated highly with 
independent global ratings of library quality as reported in Table 3. And it 
is important that LibQUALt subscale scores were all highly correlated 
with total scores. 
However, the large correlations among the LibQUAL+ subscale scores, 
ranging from .546 to .773,suggest that a single dimension may be used to 
characterize user perceptions. The “corrected” item discrimination (item- 
score-to-total-score correlations) presented for LibQUAL+ total scores in 
the last two columns of Table 2 are also consistent with this view. For the 
slider data, these corrected item discrimination coefficients ranged from 
.45 to .72, and for the nonshder data ranged from .50 to .73. The service 
items tended to be most highly correlated with the total scores, suggesting 
that perceptions of service saturate the ratings. 
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Tables 1,2 ,  and 3 suggest that users simultaneously think about library 
quality both using first-order subscale dimensions and at a second-order 
aggregate level. This interpretation is supported by “higher-order” factor 
analyses we have reported elsewhere for both these and other data (Cook, 
Heath, & Thompson, 2000b; Cook & Thompson, in press). 
Figure 3 graphically presents a hierarchical LibQUAL+ factor model. 
The model posits that selected items measure one of the four first-order 
factors (e.g., Affect of Service, Library as Place). However, the first-order 
factors are themselves correlated and aggregate at the second-order level 
into a single overarching Service Quality perceptions factor. We believe 
users think simultaneously at both levels. If our view is correct, for most 
applications, both LibQUALt subscale and total scores will be necessary 
to summarize user perceptions. 
Service Quality 
Access to 1 /Reliability
Collections 
Figure 3. A Hierarchical LibQUALt Factor Model. 
Mean Comparisons 
It is heartening that, as expected, LibQUALt scores did not differ 
across gender. It is also heartening that user perceptions did not differ 
much across user frequency of library use, as reported in Table 4. Only 
users who reported using the library “never” differed appreciably in their 
ratings of the libraries. 
Users also tended to be fairly homogeneous in their views across role 
groups. There was the most variation (eta* = 4.1%) on the Library as Place 
subscale. The undergraduate students tended to be most favorable (T- 
score mean = 53.1) and the faculty the least favorable (T-score mean = 
47.7) as regards this dimension. 
Regarding user disciplines, observed differences were relatively small. 
The largest differences (eta2 = 3.1%) occurred on the Library as Place 
subscale. Business respondents were most positive (T-score mean = 53.1) 
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and Humanities respondents were most negative (T-score mean = 46.9) 
on this dimension. 
Regarding comparisons across subscales, the 3,879 respondents rated 
all four dimensions fairly highly, as reported in Figure 1.However, respon- 
dents were somewhat more homogeneous and rated somewhat more highly 
perceived Service and perceived Reliability. It is noteworthy that Service 
and Reliability items tended to be most highly correlated with LibQUALt 
total scores, as reported in Table 2. 
LibQUAI,+ Norms 
Table 5 and Figure 2 illustrate the development and use of norms for 
LibQUALt. Although only generic norms for total scores were presented 
in Table 5, generic norms were also computed for the four LibQUALt 
subscales. Furthermore, specialized norms have been developed and may 
also be useful. For example, norms can be developed by (a) user group 
(e.g., faculty, graduate students), (b) discipline, or (c) campus type or 
setting (e.g., urban, private). 
The potential to develop norms for specialiLed comparisons across 
ARL members hints at the potential of the LibQUALt protocol. If both 
generic and specialized norms were eventually developed for a large sample 
of users at ARL institutions, LibQUALt could then be used to make a 
seriesof intelligent comparisons with various reference groups. Such com- 
parisons could then facilitate the ultimate application of LibQUAL+: iden- 
tifying areas of potential improvement at a given library and identifying 
similar libraries with more favorable profiles whose behavior might then 
be modeled in pursuit of providing better service to library users. 
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Assessing User Needs, Satisfaction, 
and Library Performance at the 
University of Washington Libraries 
STEVEHILLER 
ABSTRACT 
THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES triennialOF WASHINGTON HAS CONDUCTED 
faculty and student library surveys since 1992. Surveys are sent to all fac- 
ulty and a random sample of graduate and undergraduate students. Re- 
sults have revealed significant variation within and between user groups 
concerning library satisfaction, use, priorities, and importance. There were 
2,749 responses to the most recent survey in 1998, including more than 
1,500completed surveys returned from faculty. These large-scale surveys, 
while extraordinarily valuable, have proven costly and time-consuming to 
design, administer, and analyze. The ARL LibQUAL+ pilot offered an op-
portunity to employ a different methodology and design that focused on 
quality of service and library support through a Web-based survey. This 
article discusses issues and results associated with these different ap- 
proaches. 
INTRODUCTION 
The University of Washington Libraries (UW Libraries) has utilized a 
number of approaches during the past decade to assess the effectiveness 
of service programs and library support of faculty and student research, 
teaching, and learning. Among the most valuable methods employed have 
been large-scale surveys of faculty and students conducted every three 
years beginning in 1992. Focus groups, usability and observational stud- 
ies, targeted surveys, and interviews are also used to assess library pro- 
grams and services as well as user needs. Results from the triennial surveys 
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have played a critical role in supporting the transition to a user-centered 
library (Wilson, 1995) and in creating a culture of assessment (Lakos, 
1998).The large representative data sets generated by these surveys have 
also proven to be powerful information sources in the campus political 
environment. Survey results and analyses can be found at the UW Librar-
ies’ Web site on user surveys: http://www.lib.washington.edu/surveys/. 
These surveys, though quite valuable, are expensive and time-consum- 
ing to design, administer, and analyze. Participation in the ARL-sponsored 
SERVQUAL (now LibQUALt) pilot provided an opportunity to use a well- 
established survey tool with a different methodology, design, content, and 
delivery mechanism. It also aiforded the chance for interinstitutional com- 
parisons using a standardized survey instrument. Another attractive feature 
was the ability to gain experience with a Webbased survey that might re- 
duce survey costs associated with printing, mailing, and data entry. 
This article will compare the UW Libraries’ surveys with LibQUAL+ 
results from the University of Washington in such areas as response and 
representativeness of survey population, similarities and differences in 
results, and whether the right questions are being asked. 
USERSURVEYS 
Library user surveys have become widespread in academic libraries 
during the past twenty years. Surveys have often been used as a tool to 
assess service quality and user satisfaction. The Association of Research 
Libraries issued four Systems and Procedures Exchange Center (SPEC) 
kits on user surveys and studies between 1981 and 1994 (Association of 
Research Libraries, 1981, 1984, 1988, 1994).A substantial body of litera- 
ture has been developed on surveys and service quality, led by studies and 
reviews from such library educators/professionals as Hernon and McClure 
(1990); Van House, Weil and McClure (1990);Hernon and Altman (1998, 
2000); Nitecki and Franklin (1999); and Hernon and Whitman (2001). 
Library applications of the SERVQUAL instrument have been covered by 
Nitecki (1996),and Cook and Heath (1999),among others. Rapid changes 
in library services and operations, demands for internal institutional ac- 
countability, and assessment expectations by external accrediting agen- 
cies have contributed to further development and application of user sur- 
veys within academic libraries during the past decade. 
User surveys can be designed and administered in a number of ways. 
Self-administered surveys are often employed to reach a large number of 
potential respondents with a minimum of direct contact and cost. Indi- 
viduals are given or sent surveys to complete and return and the responses 
turned into data that can be analyzed. Surveys can range from broad and 
comprehensive to those narrowly focused on specific services or activities. 
When properly designed and administered, user surveys can provide both 
quantitative and qualitative data directly from the target population. 
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UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES’ SURVEYOF WASHINGTON 
METHODOLOGYAND DESIGN 
The University of Washington Libraries began an active program of 
assessing user needs, satisfaction, and the impact of library services and 
resources in 1992. Prior to this time, user input to the UW Libraries was 
generally informal and unsolicited through such channels as suggestion 
boxes and anecdotal comments from service desks. Other opportunities 
for user comment came through the Faculty Senate Council on University 
Libraries, a biennial meeting between subject selectors and faculty liai- 
sons on collections-related issues and some earlier in-library surveys that 
focused on specific activities within the library unit. The catalyst for the 
development of a broad-based survey of faculty and students came from 
the UW Libraries’ first strategic plan in 1991 that called for a user-cen- 
tered approach to services. Specifically, the strategic plan recommended 
that the libraries: “Develop and implement a study to identify user popu- 
lations, their information needs and how well they are being met” (Uni- 
versity of Washington Libraries, 1991, p. 15). 
The Task Force on Library Services was appointed by the Director of 
Libraries in late 1991 to design and implement a user survey that would 
provide information on the following: 
determine who users and potential users are; 
how and why the library is used (or isn’t used); 
what sources are used for library-related information; 
what faculty and students’ library-related needs are; and 
how satisfied faculty and students are with the libraries. 
The literature on academic library user surveys available at the time 
of the early 1990s revealed a wide spectrum of applications and uses (see 
Association of Research Libraries, 1984, 1981, 1991; Van House, Weil, & 
McClure, 1990). Some common characteristics of these surveys were: 
distribution within the library to users was more prevalent than mailed 
surveys; 
focus on physical use of the library (e.g., “what did you do in the li- 
brary today?”) ; 
concentration on specific services (especially the online catalog); and 
interest in user satisfaction. 
The task force designed the initial survey in 1992 in consultation with 
library staff and the University’s Office of Educational Assessment (OM).  
The decision was made early in the design process to survey all user groups, 
distribute the survey through the mail in order to reach potential nonus- 
ers, and provide similar survey content for each group to enable 
comparisons. The survey would be sent to all faculty and a random sample 
of graduate and undergraduate students. While distributing the survey to 
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all faculty would increase costs, it would also facilitate survey promotion 
and publicity, obtain sufficient number of responses to do analysis by aca- 
demic subject areas, and foster positive political outcomes. 
Survey questions were similar for faculty and graduate students, with 
about 75 percent consistency between faculty and undergraduates. Ad- 
equate space was provided for survey respondents to write comments. 
Content evolved with each subsequent survey in 1995 and 1998, and some 
aspects of survey design changed. Rapid changes in library services and 
programs during the 1990s and usefulness of the data provided by some 
questions were prime factors in survey revision. However, there was a core 
group of questions in each survey that dealt with: 
information sources needed for research, teaching, and learning; 
reasons and frequency of library use; 
campus computer network connectivity; 
use of electronic resources; 
instructional needs and effectiveness; 
library unit use; 
satisfaction; and 
services availability or satisfaction. 
The initial survey in 1992 was pilot tested in March with a group of 
faculty and students, revised, and then mailed mid-way through the Spring 
quarter to 3,900 faculty and a random, nonstratified, sample of 1,000gradu-
ate and 1,000 undergraduate students (sample size was based on an ex- 
pected 50 percent return rate). An incentive (entry into a drawing for 
bookstore gift certificates) was offered to students who returned completed 
survey forms. Two weeks after the initial surveys were mailed, students 
were sent a second survey form, while faculty were sent a reminder notice. 
Completed surveys were returned to the Office of Educational Assessment 
(OEA) who arranged for data entry. Data were made available in SPSS 
format and results were available in early September 1992. 
Subsequent surveys in 1995 and 1998 generally employed a similar 
methodology and design. Survey design work began in January of each 
year, pilot testing took place in March, and surveys were mailed in late 
April to early May. The undergraduate sample was increased to 2,000 for 
1995 and 1998, and the 1998 survey also included a specialized set of ques- 
tions for faculty and graduate students in the biological and health sci- 
ences, and one for faculty and students in the fine arts. Focus groups were 
also held prior to the 1998 survey to provide input from users on their 
perception of issues and concerns. The bookstore gift certificate drawing 
was extended to all groups beginning with the 1995 survey. Reminder 
notices were sent in 1995 but not a follow-up survey form. In 1998, a sur- 
vey accompanied the reminder letter. Both the cover letter and survey 
form included the name, phone number, and e-mail address of a librarian 
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as a contact person for questions or clarification. The few questions re- 
ceived generally requested another survey be sent to replace a lost one. 
Sending this type of survey to nearly 7,000 faculty and students is not 
inexpensive. Direct survey costs (not including library staff time) in 1998 
totaled $19,000, about $7 per returned survey. Survey costs in 1992 and 
1995 were about $12,000. The 1998 costs were distributed in the following 
manner: printing 30 percent; mailing 30 percent; data entry 30 percent; 
other 10 percent (consultation, incentives). Staff time for the 1998 survey 
was estimated at approximately 500 hours, including analysis and report- 
ing. 
LIBQUAL+ 
The UW Libraries was one of twelve libraries that participated in the 
ARL-sponsored LibQUAL+ pilot administered in Spring 2000 (Cook, 
Heath, & Thompson, 2000a, 2000b). Survey design and methodology were 
handled primarily by a team from Texas A&M where a SERVQUALbased 
library survey had been used several times (Cook & Heath, 1999). In addi- 
tion to the twenty-two basic SERVQUAL questions which covered the stan- 
dard dimensions of accountability, assurance, reliability, responsiveness, 
and tangibles, nineteen additional questions were added to test two addi- 
tional dimensions: access to collections and the library as place. Thus, 
there were forty-one questions that used the SERVQUAL three-column 
response format of minimum, perceived, and desired. Another fourteen 
behavioral questions, two on frequency of library use, and an overall ser- 
vice quality question were also added which used just one response col- 
umn. The survey also collected demographic data. 
The survey team at Texas A&M determined that the survey be adminis- 
tered to a random sample of 600 faculty, 600 graduate students, and 900 
undergraduates at each institution based on an anticipated return of 200 
surveys from each group. The UW Office of Educational Assessment ex- 
tracted the sample from the faculty and student databases, and e-mail ad- 
dress lists created for each group were sent to the UW Libraries. The UW 
Libraries systems office created separate mailing lists for each group. A cover 
letter from the director of the UW Libraries was sent by e-mail to each 
participant. The letter included information about the survey and the 
university's reasons for participation, and also provided a URL address where 
respondents could complete the survey. The initial message was sent May 2 
and a reminder notice was sent on May 11.Almost immediately after the 
initial e-mail notification was sent, there was a steady stream of messages 
back to the director and the local survey coordinator. LibQUAL+ imple- 
mentation at the University of Washington ultimately generated more than 
fifty e-mail messages, most coming from faculty members. The messages fell 
into two basic groups: technical problems trying to complete the survey, 
and comments, usually negative, on survey design and content. 
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Direct expenses were $2,000 for the UW Libraries paid as a partici- 
pant in the ARL project. This worked out to be about $5 per completed 
survey (excluding surveys from library staff). Library staff contributed about 
150 hours to the project, including responding to e-mail messages, analy- 
sis, and report writing. 
SURVEYRESPONSEAND REPRESENTATIVES 
Survey return rates for the 1992, 1995, and 1998 UW Libraries’ sur- 
veys and the 2000 LibQUAL+ survey are shown in Table 1. 
A second survey mailing appeared effective in raising the response 
rate as seen in the 1992 return rates for students and for all groups in 
1998. The number of faculty surveyed varied according to criteria used to 
define the faculty pool, but all surveys included tenure track and research 
faculty as well as full-time lecturers. The overall response rate as shown is 
slightly understated as undeliverable surveys were not subtracted from 
the total sent out. Undeliverable survey rates ranged from approximately 
.5 percent of faculty to 2 percent of undergraduate students. Response 
rates to the LibQUALt survey were substantially lower. The definition of 
faculty was the same as used in the UW Libraries’ 1998 survey. LibQUALt 
response rates were calculated by matching the number of completed sur- 
veys against the number of e-mail addresses to which the survey message 
was sent. Approximately 1percent of these messages were undeliverable. 
Representatiueness of Survey Respondents 
The large number of responses to the UW Libraries’ surveys gener- 
ated correspondingly large data sets, especially for the faculty survey. As 
Table 2 shows, the faculty survey respondent population in 1998 was rea- 
sonably representative of the population as a whole when grouped by broad 
subject areas. Faculty in the Health Sciences were slightly 
underrepresented, while those in the Humanities/Social Sciences/Fine 
Arts group were somewhat over-represented compared to the actual popu- 
lation. Response rates by academic schools ranged from 31 percent in 
Business to 54 percent in the Social Science departments within the Col- 
lege of Arts and Sciences. 
Graduate student responses (Table 3) were similar to the facultywith 
Health Sciences respondents again lower than their percentage of the 
actual population while those from Humanities/Arts/Social Sciences were 
slightly higher. Response rates by academic schools ranged from 24 per- 
cent in Dentistry and 28 percent in Education to 62 percent in Nursing 
and ’72 percent in Social Sciences. Health Sciences does have a larger 
proportion of faculty and graduate/professional students located away from 
the main UW campus, and this may be a factor in the underrepresentation 
of respondents from those areas. 
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Determining how representative undergraduate respondents are is 
more complicated. Undergraduates in earlier UW Libraries’ surveys ap- 
peared to identify with certain academic majors (business, engineering) 
before they were actually accepted into those programs, thus skewing re- 
sponses by academic areas. Year in school appeared to be a more reliable 
measure. Table 4 shows undergraduate population and respondent popu- 
lation by year in school. Again, the respondent population is reasonably 
similar to the entire population. Freshmen were somewhat 
underrepresented in the 1998 survey and sophomores underrepresented 
in the LibQUAL+ survey. 
Compared to the population as a whole, and UW survey respon- 
dents in 1998, the LibQUALt respondent pools, although significantly 
smaller than those generated by UW surveys, appear reasonably repre- 
sentative when grouped by broad academic areas for faculty and gradu- 
ate students, and by class for undergraduates (for a discussion on repre- 
sentativeness and  response rates, see Thompson, 2000).  The 
underrepresentation of Health Sciences and overrepresentation by those 
in the Social Sciences mirrors the respondent population achieved in 
the large-scale UW Libraries’ surveys. This is probably reflective of the 
way faculty and students in these areas use libraries as well as the larger 
proportion of the Health Sciences population located away from the 
main Seattle campus. 
SURVEYRESULTS 
Results from the UW Libraries’ surveys provide an effective record of 
changes in the way that students and faculty used library and information 
resources during the 1990s. These results also documented significant 
variations within groups (i.e., between academic areas) and between groups 
(i.e., faculty and undergraduates) in some areas. Information from these 
surveys has been used extensively by the University of Washington Librar- 
ies to revise existing programs and services and promote new ones. Survey 
results showed: 
high satisfaction levels; 
a shift toward remote use and increased importance of electronic re- 
sources; 
continuing importance of libraries as place for students; and 
increased complexity of finding and using information for teaching, 
learning, and research. 
Although the University of Washington Libraries’ surveys and the 
LibQUAL+ survey differs substantially in design and content, it is interest- 
ing to compare results where questions were similar. The large respon- 
dent pool for the 1998 UW Libraries survey can serve as a benchmark for 
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viewing the LibQUALt results based on a much smaller sample. For ex- 
ample, UW Libraries’ surveys results revealed that faculty generally viewed 
the libraries through a collections-related focus, while undergraduate stu- 
dents placed a high value on the library as a place. Even though the ques- 
tions and design in these surveys differ, would LibQUAL+ results also show 
similar responses? Results from the UW Libraries’ survey in 1998 and the 
LibQUALt survey in 2000 will be compared in the areas of overall satisfac- 
tion, opening hours, collections importance, the library as a place, and 
remote use of library services and resources. These areas are often barom- 
eters of service quality. 
Ouerall Satisfaction 
Responses to overall library satisfaction questions on the 1998 survey 
showed faculty had the highest satisfaction while undergraduate students 
the lowest (see Table 5). The LibQUAL+ survey phrased the questions as 
overall quality of services but still produced similar results although the 
difference in Likert scales (1 to 5 in UW Libraries, 1 to 9 in LibQUAL+) 
can lead to a different type of response. For LibQUALt, the differences 
between undergraduate scores and graduate and faculty ones were sig- 
nificant at the .10 level using t-tests. 
Library Hours 
The 1998 survey asked whether libraries were open when needed on 
evenings, weekends, summer, and interim periods. Graduate students, as 
the case with the previous two surveys, had the lowest satisfaction with hours 
while faculty had the highest, as shown in Figure 1.Undergraduate student 
satisfaction had slipped from 1995 when it was similar to faculty satisfaction. 
When asked to choose from a list of priorities, more than 37 percent of 
graduate students and 42 percent of undergraduates chose increased li- 
brary hours as a priority compared to 17 percent of faculty. Graduate stu- 
dents also wrote more comments about hours than any other group. 
The LibQUAL+ question was concerned about expectations and per- 
ceived level of service related to whether the library had convenient busi- 
ness hours (which is a somewhat different question from that used in the 
UW Libraries survey). As Table 6 shows, graduate student minimum expec- 
tations for convenient business hours exceeded their perception of library 
performance. Faculty minimum expectations were lower, and the gap be- 
tween expectations and performance, while small, was positive. Undergradu- 
ate students had both the highest perceived value (7.13) and most positive 
gap (.63).One likely reason for this positive response in LibQUAL+ was the 
Undergraduate Library’s move to 24 hour opening in autumn 1998. 
Collections 
A valuable part of each one of the UW Libraries’ surveys is asking 
users to identify their library priorities from a list of ten to twelve choices. 
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The list of potential priorities is compiled from comments provided on 
the pretests as well as areas the libraries are interested in. The first survey 
in 1992 showed that all three groups had the same priorities in their top 
three choices (build collections, network bibliographic databases, and 
improve the online catalog), while in 1998 the top three priorities for 
undergraduates were different than those for graduate students and fac- 
ulty. Faculty, in particular, showed an almost exclusive focus on collec- 
tions/information resources-related areas as shown in Table 7. 
The LibQUAL+ survey reinforced the primacy of collections and in- 
formation resources for faculty. This was the only area where faculty had 
negative gap scores (resources added to the collection on request, full- 
text delivered electronically to desktop, and complete runs of journal 
titles). Faculty minimum expectations were generally higher as well. Gradu- 
ate student results also showed high expectations for collections-related 
questions and negative gaps for full-text delivered electronically and com- 
plete journal runs. Undergraduate students had lower expectations and 
positive gaps in all collections related areas. 
Reviewing mean scores for six collections-related questions on 
LibQUAL+ showed higher mean scores for faculty and graduate students 
in minimum expectations (see Table 8).However, the differences between 
undergrads and faculty were not significant at the .05 or .10 level accord- 
ing to t-tests. There were differences at the .05 level between grad stu- 
dents and undergraduates in complete runs ofjournal titles and compre- 
hensive print collections, and at the .10 level for timely document deliv- 
ery and interlibrary loan. 
Library As Place 
A consistent theme revealed through each of the UW Libraries’ sur- 
veys has been the different perspectives of faculty and students on the 
library as a place. Faculty use of the library is primarily collections driven, 
while students view the library as a place to do work, including finding 
and using information resources. This difference shows up dramatically 
in responses to a 1998 survey question on reasons for visiting the library 
(Figure 1) as well as other questions dealing with priorities and needed 
services. 
LibQUAL,t clearly showed similar differences between faculty and stu- 
dents on the library as a place (see Table 9). On seven questions related to 
the library as place, the differences in minimum expectations were signifi- 
cant at the 0.01 level except for “safe and secure space.” With the excep- 
tion of “secure and safe space,” faculty minimum expectations were gen- 
erally below 5 and gaps between minimum and perceived were larger than 
1.O. While graduate student expectations were higher than those of fac- 
ulty, they were still lower than those of undergraduates. Both student groups 
were concerned about quiet study areas. 
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Figure 1. Survey. Reasons for Visiting the Library (Percentage of Faculty and 
Undergraduate Students who Visit at Least Weekly by T p e  of Use). 
Remote Use 
The 1995 UW Libraries' survey revealed for the first time that, among 
k & L y  w h o  sat6Th'C?yU&ii tnC library aflkasfweekly, more were' aoing so 
remotely than physically visiting the library. This trend continued in 1998, 
and Table 10 shows degrees of remote use among all groups both in the 
1998 survey and LibQUAL+. Responses to other survey questions in 1998 
revealed that more than 97 percent of faculty had access to the Web 
through a desktop computer. While remote use is not itself a measure of 
service quality, this information is critical for planning and delivering elec- 
tronic services and resources. 
In general, LibQUAL+ results tended to correlate with results from 
the libraries' surveys which had a much larger number of respondents for 
each group, especially faculty. Differences between groups, especially 
Table 10. T p e  and Frequency of Library Use Among Faculty and Students Who 
Use Library at Least Weekly. 
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LibQUAL+ Faculty 54.5% 81.1% 
1998 Faculty 47.3% 73.4% 
LibQUAL+ 1998 Grad 77.0% 80.2% 
1998 Grad 77.9% 66.1% 
LibQUAL t Undergrad 66.7% 48.8% 
1998 Undergrad 70.3% 45.5% 
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faculty and undergraduates, that were evident in earlier UW Libraries’ 
surveys, were also found in the LibQUAL+ results. 
Subgroup Analysis 
One of the benefits of a large respondent pool is the ability to do 
analysis on differences within the group. While there may be a set of simi-
lar characteristics that define a group, there may also be significant varia- 
tion within that group. Academic user communities are not homogeneous 
in the way they use libraries nor in their needs for library resources and 
services. In addition to differences between faculty and students, there 
may also be significant differences between those in different academic 
areas or by gender or some other demographic component. These have 
important implications for identifying user needs, concerns, and issues 
that may be missed in analyzing aggregate results. 
The number of respondents to the UW Libraries’ 1998 survey, espe- 
cially for faculty, was sufficiently large to examine the degree of variation 
within the group and between subject areas. The sample size and response 
rates of the LibQUAL+ survey generally precluded analysis by academic 
area and made it difficult to find differences among demographic charac- 
teristics. Increasing the LibQUAL+ sample size and the response rate would 
provide larger data sets that could be used to examine variation within 
and between groups. Factors related to the low response rate for LibQUALt 
include survey length, complexity (e.g., the three-column response), per- 
ceived redundancy, technical problems, behavioral issues associated with 
Web-based surveys, and how related survey content is to actual library use 
and issues of the respondent. While the LibQUAL+ sample appears repre- 
sentative of each group as a whole, it is not large enough to perform sub- 
group analysis. 
How important is it to have a respondent pool large enough to do 
analysis at the subgroup level? UW Libraries’ surveys have consistently 
shown significant differences in how faculty from different academic ar- 
eas use libraries and in their needs for library resources and services. They 
also show surprising uniformity in areas such as connectivity arid remote 
use where differences might be expected based on traditional use pat- 
terns. Although graduate student response numbers are lower, they were 
similar to faculty in the same academic areas. 
Satisfaction responses, while showing some variation, generally do not 
differ significantly by academic area. Priorities, on the other hand, clearly 
do as shown in Figure 2. The 1998 results showed significant variation 
among academic areas in the top four overall priorities, especially for de- 
livery of full text to the desktop and preservation. 
Variation within undergraduate responses to the UW Libraries’ 1998 
survey were more difficult to determine. There were some gender differ- 
ences, especially in areas related to computer access and library instruc- 
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Figure 2. 1998 Survey. Faculty Top Priorities by Academic Area. 
tion as well as differences by class year. Figure 4 shows the importance of 
UW Libraries and the World Wide Web to the work of undergraduates by 
year in school. The differences between first year and upper division stu- 
dents were significant at the .05 level using a simple t-test. However, 
LibQUALt survey results did not show any statistical differences in re- 
sponses either by gender or class year. 
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Figure 3. 1998 Survey. Importance of World Wide Web and UW Libraries by 
Undergraduate Class (Scale of 1not important to very important). 
The importance of different resource types such as journals, books, 
bibliographic databases, and foreign language materials also showed sig- 
nificant variation between academic areas. When asked to rank these re- 
source types on a scale of 1 (not important) to 5 (very important), faculty 
in all academic areas ranked journals as very important (ranging from 
4.37 in Fine Arts to 4.97 in Dentistry). 
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A large number of responses also enables analysis within smaller sub- 
groups. For example, the 1998 faculty survey had 241 responses from those 
in science departments. Table 11 shows mean scores by department on 
responses to questions dealing with type and frequency of library use and 
importance of resource types. Only departments with at least twenty re- 
sponses were included. 
Table 11. 1998 Survey (Faculty). Importance of Resource Types. 
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(Mean scores, scale of 1 not important to 5 very important) 
While currentjournals are important to all groups, the importance of 
books, earlierjournals, and bibliographic databases showed variation within 
each group. Understanding the importance of these resource types to 
different subject areas is useful in allocating the collection-development 
budget as well as making decisions on what materials to house on-site or 
in storage. 
There were also significant differences in the frequency of physical 
visits to the library by science faculty. Perhaps it is not surprising that dis- 
tance from the library appeared to play an important role. Not only did 
the departments located closest to their primary library visit those librar- 
ies more often, the frequency of their physical visits exceeded the fre- 
quency of library use from an office computer. 
A comparison between large-scale user surveys done by the UW Li-
braries and the LibQUALt survey administered to UW faculty and stu- 
dents shows good agreement in population representation and in broad 
result categories at the group level. However, the ability to do subgroup 
and intragroup analysis can provide valuable results and efforts to increase 
the number of responses if the Webbased LibQUAL+ survey should con- 
tinue. 
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ASKINGTHE RIGHTQUESTIONS 
Whether the survey results are statistically reliable, representative, 
valid, or significant, doesn’t necessarily mean that they provide informa- 
tion that can be used to assess and improve library service quality. It is also 
important to examine whether these surveys are asking the right ques- 
tions in the right way to the right group. Survey design is a complex and 
evolving process that requires substantial interaction between the survey- 
ing group and the surveyed population. At many large academic research 
institutions, user communities are diverse and differ in their needs for 
library resources and services. It is essential to recognize that these differ- 
ences exist when designing and administering surveys. Undergraduate 
students, based on their understanding or experience, may respond quite 
differently from faculty to some questions, making it difficult to do cross 
group comparisons. It is also important to remember that surveys are just 
one method of acquiring user input. While surveys offer the prospect of 
obtaining quantifiable data from large populations at reasonable costs, 
they need to be employed in the right situation. Surveys should be de- 
signed from the user perspective. Questions should be short, simple, and 
clear to the user. Complex issues may be better addressed using other 
techniques. There should be sufficient motivation for faculty and students 
to take the time to complete a survey. 
The evolution of SERVQUAL to LibQUALt is a positive step. The 
ability to move away from the twenty-two question SEKVQUAL core pack- 
age to a design that provides a library focus, and perhaps a simpler format, 
is welcome. Grounding the survey based on user-provided information on 
library needs and use is critical to maintain currency and relevancy (Cook 
8c Heath, 2000). Such qualitative data obtained at regular intervals en- 
ables the library to keep on top of user issues and concerns. The library 
and information environment is changing rapidly. The continued growth 
in remote use of library services and resources and in user self-sufficiency 
calls for new ways to measure user needs and library performance that 
can be done quickly, inexpensively, and flexibly enough to catch environ- 
mental changes. The ARL New Measures Initiative plans to provide librar- 
ies with tested tools that can help provide information that will assist in 
meeting these challenges. 
The underlying concept of developing a standard instrument to mea- 
sure service quality across libraries is a powerful one and certainly one 
deserving institutional support. However, it cannot supplant local efforts 
to work closely with faculty and students to assess user needs and library 
collections and services. There are local issues at each institution that prob- 
ably cannot be effectively addressed in a standardized survey tool. 
The University of Washington Libraries expects to continue both its 
participation in LibQUALt as well as utilizing a variety of ways to assess 
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user needs and library performance, including the deployment of locally 
based large-scale user surveys. 
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Usage of Academic Libraries: The Role of Service 
Quality, Resources, and User Characteristics 
PATIENCEL. SIMMONDS ANDALEEBAND SYED SAAD 
ABSTRACT 
COMPETITIVE providers; widely PRESSURES FROM DIFFERENT INFORMATION 
available information resources; rising costs of books, serials, and elec- 
tronic resources; and emerging new technologies and services providing 
information to potential library users raise questions about the role of 
academic libraries in present times. There has been some deliberation 
about the necessity to better understand and define the needs and expec- 
tations of library users to provide the appropriate kind and levels of ser- 
vice to provide satisfaction and service quality. But whether satisfaction 
with services is likely to explain the use of actual facilities is a moot ques- 
tion-i.e., the link between user satisfaction and usage of the brick and 
mortar facilities may be tenuous. This study proposes and tests a model to 
explain the use of academic libraries. The explanatory factors include 
service quality factors, resources, and user characteristics. Students in three 
academic libraries were surveyed in Erie, Pennsylvania, over a period of 
three semesters. Of the 210 questionnaires that were distributed, 188were 
returned. The model was significant and explained some of the variation 
in library usage. 
INTRODUCTION 
The academic library has been described as the “heart” of the learn- 
ing community, providing a place for students and faculty to do their re- 
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search and advance their knowledge. The librarians and library staff pro- 
vide numerous services to these users, addressing their diverse needs, char- 
acteristics, and interests. 
However, with the advent of online catalogs, CD-ROMs, online data- 
bases, other electronic resources, new methods of document delivery, and 
access to information, the role of the academic library has begun to change. 
Students do not have to be physically present in the library in order to 
access the library’s resources. With the Internet and the availability of new 
technologies and numerous indexes, abstracts, and databases, the range 
of services that academic libraries can provide has increased dramatically. 
Users can access the libraries’ resources without stepping into the library 
building. They can also very easily access other libraries’ resources, such 
as online catalogs and unrestricted databases. The Internet has opened 
the resources of libraries to students and faculty worldwide. 
The new technologies and electronic resources available today raise 
the question whether the library as a place has become a dinosaur. Do 
users need a physical library if almost everything can be accessed elec- 
tronically? Are students still using libraries the way they are supposed to 
use them? How many students actually still use the library and why? And 
consequently, should librarians play a different role from what they have 
always played, especially if libraries are becoming mere data warehouses? 
In fact, many librarians today do not exactly know their users because of 
the changes introduced by technological advancements. It was easier when 
library users walked through the doors of the library, and the library staff 
could actually take some sort of count of these users. The library staff was 
also able to develop a library-user relationship with some of the users. 
Today it is far more difficult to say for certain how many of their students 
actually visit the physical library to use the resources. It is also difficult to 
estimate how many utilize the services and expertise of the library staff in 
the library building. 
With emphasis being placed on electronic resources, and users being 
more interested in access rather than actual ownership, libraries are fac- 
ing greater competition from many sources like bookstores and informa- 
tion from publishers and vendors who try to provide some of the same 
services that libraries provide. These competitors sometimes provide their 
services faster and more efficiently, while virtual libraries are easily avail- 
able through the Internet. Some students also seem to know more about 
other libraries than their own institutions’ libraries. 
By providing quality services and satisfaction to users, academic and 
research librarians can distinguish their services through friendly, help- 
ful, and knowledgeable advice and the best technological resources avail- 
able. Because academic library users have varying needs and expectations, 
it is the responsibility of the library staff to know these needs and expecta- 
tions and strive to meet them. In this regard, Millson-Martula and Menon 
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(1995) maintain that one of the elements of quality service is when users’ 
personal needs and expectations are incorporated into the development 
of programs and services of libraries. Whether this will lead to greater 
usage of library facilities is, however, unclear given the options available 
to the users. This research, therefore, addresses the usage of academic 
libraries. In particular, it addresses the role of service quality and other 
factors offered by an academic library to explain library usage. 
LITERATURER VIEW 
Much has been written about access and ownership, but there has 
not been very much written about the factors that influence students ac- 
tually to use libraries. Some of the library and information science litera- 
ture examines library usage and academic success. Other researchers ex- 
amine library use and instruction, while still others discuss library skills, 
usage, and grade point average. 
Studies focusing specifically on usage of libraries by students are few. 
Jennifer Wells (1995) states that, “the effectiveness of libraries has often 
been measured by the volume of library materials available to clients, the 
amount of use of services and resources, and the apparent or quantified 
satisfaction of clients. Very little research has taken into account the ob- 
jectives of the clients” (p. 121).Wells’s article deals mostly with library 
usage of undergraduate students and their academic achievements. She 
examines the number of times each student visited the library and whether 
there was any correlation between the library visit, the grades achieved, 
and the diversity of resources the student used in the library. Her study 
does not ask the students why they use the library, but what resources and 
services they used in the library, and the impact these had on their aca- 
demic success. 
Other sources discuss library use by different categories of students. 
According to Onwuegbuzie and Jiao (1997), “libraries represent one area 
in which international students have to adjust. The previous library expe- 
riences of these students is a critical determinant of how much adjust- 
ment to the United States library system is needed” (pp. 258-59). Some of 
the reasons why international students used the library include: studying 
for tests, reading books on reserve, checking out books, using computer- 
ized indexes and online facilities, and meeting friends. These library us- 
age characteristics of international students are also pertinent to other 
students. 
Providing quality services in academic libraries is now a major issue 
among academic librarians; they see the library more in terms of the pro- 
vision of and access to service quality than as just a physical place. Tech- 
nology and automation have also changed the way people perceive librar- 
ies. As a result, the role of libraries and librarians is also changing. Librar- 
ians themselves have been re-evaluating their role as reflected in many 
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discussions and papers. They emphasize the provision of good library ser- 
vice as more important to the user than the mere physical library build- 
ing. This perspective is evident in several recent studies (Edwards &Browne, 
1995; White &Abels, 1995; Hernon & Calvert, 1996; Nitecki, 1996; Coleman 
et al., 1997). Access to information provided by libraries is seen as more 
important than the materials physically available in a library. According to 
Birdsall (1994): “The electronic library operates within an electronic col- 
laborative environment with an emphasis on access to information regard- 
less of its location” (p. 41). 
Andaleeb and Simmonds (1998) identified several factors that influ- 
enced user satisfaction; these factors included responsiveness, competence 
and assurance (which translated to demeanor), tangibles, and resources. 
However, they did not investigate whether quality services leads to increased 
usage of the library itself. This study examines whether, and the extent to 
which, service quality factors along with resources and user characteristics 
affect library usage. 
RESEARCH DATAAND CONSTRUCTS 
This article is based on data collected earlier for a different study 
(Andaleeb & Simmonds, 1998) in which the researchers examined the 
relationship between library service quality factors and user satisfaction. 
While this study is based on the same data set, it explores the links be- 
tween service quality factors, resources, and user characteristics to library 
usage. Library usage is defined as users’ beliefs about the extent to which 
they use library facilities. It was measured on seven-point Likert scales 
using two items: “Iuse my library a great deal” and “Ispend a lot of time at 
the library.” The coefficient alpha of the two-item scale was 3 3 .  The other 
constructs and their measures were retained from the earlier study (see 
Andaleeb & Simmonds, 1998). _-
RESEARCHMETHODOLOGY 
The researchers first consulted secondary literature to find out what 
had been written on library service quality and user satisfaction. Informa- 
tion was also directly gathered from people who used the library during 
the research period. People were interviewed in depth about their per- 
ceptions of library service. Participants taking part in this pre-study were 
presented with open-ended questions, which allowed them to express their 
opinions fully. Since the interviews with these participants were thorough, 
the researchers were able to explore “the diverse issues while narrowing 
the factors down to several important ones that seemed to best explain 
user satisfaction with library service” (Andaleeb &Simmonds, 1998, p. 159). 
A questionnaire was designed, pre-tested, and then administered to 
approximately ten respondents using the services of the library at that 
time. The feedback enabled the researchers to improve questions relevant 
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to the study. The survey was revised based on the information provided by 
the participants in the pretest. Questions which were unclear or ambigu- 
ous to the respondents were eliminated, and the final version was distrib- 
uted to the students. 
Sampling 
A total of approximately 210 questionnaires were distributed to all 
the participants using systematic sampling; 188were returned. The survey 
was personally distributed by the researchers to student users who were 
physically in the library building at the time of the study. The survey was 
conducted over a period of one year and included data collected from 
spring, summer, and fall semesters. The demographic profile of the re- 
spondents is presented in Table 1. The response rate (89.5 percent) of 
the study was high. Respondents were assured of confidentiality. Further- 
more, the letterhead of a very credible educational institution was used to 
assure respondents that the study represented institutional research. Re- 
spondents were also informed that key results would be made public. The 
above considerations may explain the reasonably high percentage of re-
sponses without follow-up. 
Results 
Multiple regression analysis was conducted using the five-factor struc- 
ture used in the previous study and two additional variables-familiarity 
with the library and gender. While the full model was significant, not all 
independent variables were significant (see Table 2).  
A restricted model was thus run with an F-statistic of 10.80 (p  < ,001). 
The restricted model explained about 17 percent of the variation in the 
dependent variables as indicated by the R‘ value (see Table 3) . It may be 
noted from Table 3 that each of the independentvariables in the restricted 
model had a significant effect on library usage. Interestingly, only one of 
the service factors-tangibles-had a significant effect on library usage. 
There was also a marginal effect on the gender dummy variable with a 10 
percent probability of making a Type I error (i.e., rejecting a true null 
hypothesis of no effect). This finding suggests that females use the library 
marginally more than males. Resources and familiarity with the library 
were also significant explanatory variables. An examination of the param- 
eter estimates (especially the standardized beta values) suggests that one’s 
familiarity with the library had the greatest impact on library use, followed 
by resources, tangibles, and gender. 
DISCUSSION 

This discussion suggests that the use of academic libraries is influ- 
enced most by a user’s perceived familiarity with the library and its re-
sources; those who are more familiar with the library are more likely to 
use academic libraries. If library usage is to be increased, it is important 
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Table 1.Demographic Profile of Respondents. 
D<TlclylJ p f l ”  \ 
~ ~~ 
Vi( ,c ! t i r i l ( \ l ’ f , t i  I ri1,i:r 
--__ ~ - I 
Sex 
Male 91 48.4 
Female 90 47.9 
NA 07 3.7 
Age
Under 20 60 31.9 
20-24 91 48.4 
25-29 17 9.0 
30-34 04 2.1 
35-39 05 2.7 
40+ 05 2.7 
NA 06 3.2 
Educational Level 
Freshmen 37 19.7 
Sophomore 36 19.1 
Junior 53 28.2 
Senior 41 21.8 
Graduate 14 7.4 
Other 01 .5 
NA 06 3.2 
Majors 
Business 47 25.0 
Science & Engineering 43 22.9 
Humanities& Social Sciences 85 45.2 
NA 13 6.9 
that libraries find ways to familiarize users with the library. This might 
involve ongoing training as well as access to helpful and knowledgeable 
library staff. There is also the need for librarians to make sure that users 
know how to use library resources not only in the confines of the library 
building, but even when they access the resources remotely. Many stu- 
dents are now accessing library online catalogs and electronic resources 
remotely from their dormitory rooms, computer laboratories, home com- 
puters and, for some adult students, workplace computers. Even with ba-
sic library instruction, many users find it difficult to comprehend and 
manipulate the many complexities of information research. Many instruc- 
tion librarians are aware of how easily users forget what is shown to them 
after the basic library instruction class. Whatever is taught to users in 
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Table 2. Regression Analysis: Full Model (Dependent Variable: Library Usage). 

I >  5.1’. PI 
- I” 
Tangibles .179 ,092 ,138 .ns 
Resources .305 .131 .171 .05 
Familiarity .255 .089 .205 .01 
Gender .325 ,174 .129 .1 
Responsiveness -.059 ,100 -.052 ns 
Demeanor -.057 .142 .048 ns 




Table 3. Regression Results of Restricted Model (Dependent Variable: Library 
Usage). 
h \ ( *  
-
R I’ ‘ -~~~~ 
Resources .305 .131 .171 .05 
Familiarity .255 .089 .205 .01 
Tangibles .179 .092 .138 .05 
Gender ,325 .174 .129 .I 
Constant .022 
R‘ = .17 
F 4,182= 9.07, p < .001 
orientation or course-related instruction sessions has to be reinforced with 
other effective search techniques to make it easier for them to utilize those 
techniques when they are working independently away from the library 
environment. 
Emphasis on instruction and knowledge on how to use these resources 
can help to increase library usage and also to enable them to evaluate 
more effectively the resources they find when they do research. Academic 
librarians often hear users say, “everything can be found on the Web.” It is 
frustrating to try to explain to users that not everything can be found on 
the Internet that is research-worthy. Librarians should teach users how to 
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learn to distinguish between materials found on the Internet using typical 
search engines, such as Yahoo, Google, etc., and materials which libraries 
have purchased from vendors, but which can be accessed through the 
Web. Instruction on how to critically evaluate both print and electronic 
resources would also help users appreciate the multitude of sources cur- 
rently available for research, and increase user satisfaction with academic 
libraries. 
In addition to familiarity, it is also important to note that the per- 
ceived quality of the library’s resources is a key variable explaining library 
usage. Because academic library users frequent their libraries to find solu- 
tions to their academic problems and needs, it is imperative that libraries 
have the right kinds of resources available; otherwise, users will go some- 
where else. In today’s changing environment, resources mean much more 
than the size of the library’s collections. Access to resources may in fact be 
seen as vital to judging resource adequacy. Consequently, academic librar- 
ians must monitor the needs of the academic environment by remaining 
networked into their academic institution’s curriculum, resource needs 
of teachers, student preference for how needed information is packaged 
(i.e., CD-ROMs, journals, microfiche, audio visuals, Internet, etc.) , and 
related administrative use of information (i.e., career planning and devel- 
opment, and so on). By focusing on needed resources and delivering what 
users want, librarians can play a proactive role by developing a variety of 
resource access options for the users that meet cost and efficacy criteria. 
The findings also suggest that library usage is influenced by tangibles- 
a clean and visually appealing library. Clearly, the physical appearance of 
the library must be made appealing to bring users to the facilities. This 
finding also suggests the need for additional studies that explore what 
constitutes “visual appeal.” The findings should provide input to design- 
ers and refurbishers about architectural layout, color tones, amenities, 
and so on that enhance visual appeal. Some users in academic institutions 
find it extremely difficult to study or do any significant research in their 
dormitories. Many of them have problems with roommates, loud noises in 
their rooms, and so on. For them, and others in similar situations, the 
library is more conducive to research and studying. Some adult students 
in particular welcome the atmosphere of the academic library, which acts 
as a solace from their busy lives in the workplace, family lives, and other 
nonacademic obligations. Consequently, the library environment must be 
appealing to all users. 
Curiously, responsiveness, competence, and demeanor of the staff did 
not have significant effects on library usage as indicated by the signifi- 
cance tests in the full model. Perhaps these variables work through other 
mediating variables to explain library usage. 
The explanatory variables in the restricted model explained about 17 
percent of the variation in the criterion variable. This is a clear indication 
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for additional research to identify other important variables explaining 
library usage. However, the model does suggest that librarians should fo- 
cus on the significant variables until further studies are conducted and 
additional important variables are discovered. 
To follow up on the low coefficient of determination, the correlations 
between the independent variables were examined for multicollinearity. 
These coefficients were low. Moreover, the high tolerance values (352-
,966) and the low values of the Variance Inflation Factors also indicated 
the near absence of multicollinearity. These assessments provide further 
indication that there are other variables, not included in our model, which 
should add to our understanding of library usage. Perhaps access to the 
Internet is a significant variable: those who do not have access are more 
likely to use the library while those who do might prefer to access infor- 
mation directly from their computers. Another factor that we hypothesize 
is perhaps the cost of access to information. If electronic access to needed 
materials represents a significant cost (either because of costs of going 
online or because of charges that are directly proportional to the amount 
of information requested), library usage may be greater. These conjec- 
tures must be tested in future research. If academic librarians arc inter- 
ested in producing lifelong learning through instruction on how to use 
library resources, then they must actively examine the needs and expecta- 
tions of library users and aim to fulfill these. 
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Beyond Measuring Service Quality: Learning from 
the Voices of the Customers, the Staff, 
the Processes, and the Organization 
SHELLEYPHIPPS 
~ ~ ~~ 
ABSTRACT 
As ARL LIBRARIES BEGIN SERIOUSLY TO ASSESS how well they are anticipat- 
ing, meeting, and delighting students and faculty, the primary focus should 
be on understanding customers’ needs, learning quick and clean meth- 
ods of data gathering and analysis, improving critical processes, and de- 
veloping internal capacity to be successful in the future. To transform the 
work and how it is accomplished, libraries must begin listening and acting 
on the voices of customers, staff, work processes, and the organization for 
the purpose of learning new directions and partnering with customers. 
The purpose of sharing macro data among ARL libraries should be to 
provide benchmarking information for the overall improvement of aca- 
demic libraries. The purpose of gathering service quality data should be 
to identify what is working well and what is not and to increase knowledge 
of customer requirements. Data gathering must be easy, meaningful, and 
clearly related to customer satisfaction for staff to commit to using perfor- 
mance measures. Involving staff in strategic library-wide and unit level 
strategic planning will be key to building this commitment. Methodolo- 
gies, such as LibQUAL+, can work as “pointers” to the need to study spe- 
cific processes. Gathering data from the process itself is one of the most 
efficient methods for measuring performance and is also useful for help- 
ing staff recognize the need to change and enhance services. Using these 
data to develop performance and learning goals supports continuing cus- 
tomer focus. As the customer perspective is integrated into planning and 
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decision-making, practicing the disciplines of the learning organization 
will ensure the development of the organizational capacity to respond to 
this new picture of reality. 
INTRODUCTION 
As the Association of Research Libraries undertakes the development 
of “new measures,” the intent and expected outcomes must be clear. This 
new initiative involves more than the application of new measures. The 
effect of this effort appropriately includes the design of new methodolo- 
gies that focus libraries on customers. It is recognition that customers are 
key partners in our enterprise and will, in fact, determine the future of 
research libraries. Collecting data from and about customers will help in 
the design and development of the future mission critical work processes 
and service priorities of academic research libraries-many of which may 
not be in the current portfolio or are not appropriately staffed and orga- 
nized for the greatest efficiency. As these new methodologies are exam- 
ined, it is critical to recognize that they are part of a major culture change 
for libraries. Satisfaction arid other customer data, such as needs assess- 
ment results, will be gathered that have major relevance and meaning for 
staff and a change in the organization ofwork. Previously, ARL input data 
was understood and shared within a small group of administrators who 
drew assumptions from it and who created administrative budget strate- 
gies at the campus level to justify funding increases. The utilization of 
outcome data from the customers’ perception of expected service quality 
should lead to a wider sharing and internal use of this information for the 
purpose of improving processes and to engage in formal organizational 
learning. 
Service quality measurement is but one step in the process of trans- 
forming libraries so they can participate as full collaborators and leaders 
in the necessary and positive transformational changes in higher educa- 
tion. The library of the twenty-first century must be a new entity. Educat- 
ing staff in the utilization of new measures will increase the required ca- 
pacity for organizational learning that will support the creation of this 
new library. 
Leading in these new directions will be challenging. Different leader- 
ship skills and different organizational systems that support staff in their 
efforts to understand and embrace these changes will be critical to suc- 
cess. Staff will need to re-focus their efforts on performance for custom- 
ers; redesign work to be cost-efficient and of improved quality; and de- 
velop new analytical, technical, and teamwork competencies that will en- 
able future success. 
The need for culture change is clear and fundamental. Despite claims 
to the contrary, academic libraries are internally focused-choosing and 
planning work priorities based on present competence, traditional work 
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processes, and limited resources. Analysis of results for customers is not a 
common practice. There is an underlying fear that expectations may de- 
velop that cannot be met. Libraries often have been content with meeting 
minimum expectations. Through LibQUfi+ and needs assessment in- 
struments, the “desired” expectations, as regards level of service quality 
and new services, will be more fully understood. Without this understand- 
ing, the capability to be viable in the future will be limited. Desired expec- 
tations are changing rapidly in the technology-enabled environment within 
which library services are offered. There is a real possibility that the cor- 
porate world will develop the capabilities to appear to exceed even the 
highest expectations of library users. There is a danger that this will result 
in a shift of resource allocation and customer loyalty. As faculty and stu- 
dents perceive that the retrieval of relevant information from alternate 
sources is easier, faster, and sufficient for their present needs, their sup- 
port of the library, as central to research and teaching, will diminish. The 
private sector competition has and will continue to recognize the market 
share to be gained from this customer group, and libraries as they are 
presently configured will increasingly be marginalized within the educa- 
tional and research process. 
Despite concern and some progress on implementing improvements, 
in many libraries, present work processes are not cost efficient, and the 
allocation of resources does not reflect strategic preparation for this radi- 
cally different future. There is a lack of understanding of how work can be 
organized to avoid bottlenecks, backlogs, and redundancy. There is little 
awareness of the actual time or cost involved in delivering products and 
services. There are too many positions devoted to unnecessary supervi- 
sion, management, and administration. The need for resource realloca- 
tion is understood, but the skills to conduct cost studies and lasting qual- 
ity improvement initiatives are lacking within the profession. 
New measures and a focus on customers are first steps in the right 
direction for inventing the future libraries that future customers will need. 
The development of a new culture of research librarianship is critically 
intertwined with these new initiatives. In this new customer-focused cul- 
ture, every staff member cares about results. They partner with customers 
and seek to understand what is needed now and in the future. They know 
what future to prepare for and know when their work is progressing to- 
ward desired results. They know how to analyze their work processes for 
continuous improvement. All staff members make radical changes in how 
they organize and manage their work processes, and they learn the new 
skills and knowledge required for new services and products. And last, 
they are fully supported by an organization designed to tap their full po-
tential and commitment and reward their efforts to succeed. 
This article will examine these four aspects of culture change: 
(1) listening to the voices of the customers by developing cooperative 
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partnerships with them; (2) listening to the voices of the staff by creating 
systems that support staff performance for the future; (3) listening to the 
voice of the process by learning continuous improvement methodologies 
to identify whether work processes are effective and efficient; and 
(4) listening to the voice of the organization by turning libraries into or- 
ganizations focused on creating the desired future and maximizing the 
capacity to achieve it. 
LISTENINGTO THE VOICEOF THE CUSTOMER:DEVELOPING 
COOPERATIVE WITH CUSTOMERSPARTNERSHIPS 
The advent of the globalization of the market economy has been de- 
scribed as the customer’s victory. “We are moving from a long-standing 
period in which what was scarce was the product, to a period where what 
is scarce is the customer” (Dupuy, 1999, p. 38). No longer can successful 
organizations focus inward on their own capabilities and processes; they 
must understand the complex relationship they have with customers and 
cooperate with them to develop new products and continuously improve 
according to changing demands and technological potential. Libraries 
have moved from an environment where they had a virtual monopoly on 
information access to one where databases, Web resources, and vendors 
are plentiful and customers have choices. Libraries are no longer the sole 
providers of access to comprehensive collections of research articles. Elec- 
tronic and print books are available from dot-com enterprises with a faster 
turnaround time than libraries have traditionally provided. Information 
that appears to be relevant, accurate, and timely abounds on freely ac- 
cessed Web sites. This has led to the need for the development of a formal 
and extensive capacity to listen to customers and to become listening or- 
ganizations. “Listening (in our organizations) is a set of behaviours, of 
arrangements, of co-operative efforts; it includes how employees’ careers 
evolve, and through this their status in the company, their benefits, their 
privileges. In order to truly listen to the customer, one must begin by tak- 
ing a closer look at all of these various domains. In many cases, listening 
can be quite painful” (Dupuy, 1999, p. 43). 
It is critical to recognize that academic research libraries are part of 
the global economy. One need only look at the effect of Internet access to 
Web-based information on reference services in academic libraries; at the 
complexities of the competing economic models of “ownership” among 
international publishing conglomerates, vendors, authors, and libraries; 
at the progressive evolution of “distributed learning” and the creation of 
“internet universities”; or at the current challenge faced when recruiting 
and retaining the technologically talented. The content (information), 
the methodologies (technology), and those employed (staff) within the 
library business, are affecting and affected by the globalization of the 
economy. Commitment to professional values and a service and educa- 
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tional ethic is foundational in this changing environment. Survival is an 
explicit goal in an era of competition if there truly is a value-added quality 
to the library’s contribution to the educational enterprise that must be 
preserved. 
LIBQUAL,+:A FIRSTSTEPIN DEVELOPINGCOOPERATIVE 
PARTNERSHIPSWITH CUSTOMERS 
The adaptation of the LibQUAL+ instrument is a key initiative that is 
critical to learning what is important to customers and how they perceive 
library services in relation to their expectations. First, it represents the 
first national effort on the part of research libraries to focus directly on 
the voice of the customer-to move from the inward focus on inputs and 
production capability to outputs and outcomes. Second, it has been de- 
signed and piloted in the spirit of sharing benchmarking information 
among cooperating libraries. This is a welcome new direction from “col- 
league competition” toward an expanded view of academic research li- 
braries as part of a larger system engaged in cooperation in an environ- 
ment that is increasingly characterized by boundless/placeless opportuni- 
ties for offering higher education. 
LibQUAL+ also creates a new culture of cooperation by providing 
incentive to redefine relationships with the benchmarking partners. 
LibQUALt provides information that can lead to widespread improve- 
ment in research libraries nationally and internationally. In order to com- 
pete with the growing capability of the corporate world to serve library 
customers, LibQUAL+ enables us to learn from one another and share 
successful approaches. It also provides a connection with the combined 
set of customers that demonstrates a caring attitude, an expectation for 
feedback, a commitment to quality improvement, and a dedication to 
partnering in transforming the educational process. 
LibQUALt must be used as it is intended-as learning from the voices 
of our customers-at the macro-level. The goal is to develop a valid reli- 
able instrument for pulse-taking, for eyeballing, for gaining a picture at 
the 30,000 feet level, of what customers view as important and how they 
experience the library’s capability to meet their needs. 
“Unfortunately, marketers in the 1990sseem to have developed a form 
of ‘satisfaction myopia’ too often focusing on the physical characteristics 
of their product or service offerings rather than the benefit (or satisfac- 
tion) delivered to consumers. Whenever such a misorientation is present, 
customer satisfaction is likely not to be a top priority” (Vavra, 1997,p. 12).  
One of the valued attributes of the LibQUALt approach is that it provides 
an opportunity to test how the customer defines satisfaction and moves 
from our own internally focused definitions of success. Ultimately, suc- 
cess, in the form of customer loyalty and vocal support for budgetary re- 
quests, will be measured by the perception of the positive difference made 
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in the research, teaching, and learning processes on campus. LibQUAL+ 
provides one important view into those perceptions. 
It will be critical, however, to construct and apply additional methods 
for informing the summary data from LibQUAL+ surveys. It would be 
unfortunate if results were used to draw inferences or conclusions based 
on this macro-data without recognizing that assumptions and beliefs of 
the current culture limit and skew the interpretation. Testing the macro- 
data with various subcommunities of customers, letting their voices de- 
scribe their problems, barriers, needs, and wants, must be the next steps 
after reviewing the results of this comprehensive broad survey. The macro- 
data gives clues. This is helpful. The aggregated responses may be a symp- 
tom of a very different problem than what may be initially assumed. The 
actual response may be related or not to the specific dimension on a radar 
chart display. For example, a question related to “Full-text delivered elec- 
tronically to individual computer” is contained in the dimension, access to 
collections, where respondents in the pilot data indicated performance as 
less than expected. Is the problem that the electronic material is not owned? 
Or is there difficulty in using the access systems designed by the library or 
provided by vendors? Or, is the problem the lack of staff support for mount- 
ing reserve material? Or, is the problem related to lack of lanpbles in ex- 
ternal campus offices-computers that can network and download? What 
kind of full texts do customers expect to be delivered-books as well as 
journals? The answers could be all, some, or none of these. Without test- 
ing the assumptions about the macro data, little can be learned regarding 
the particular need and the appropriate response. 
Another example of the need to collect more granular data can be 
noted in a question about “Complete runs of journal titles’’-where, in 
the summary aggregate pilot data, the pilot group fell below minimum 
expectations. Are “complete runs” wanted at the expense of monograph 
titles? Are the respondents utilizing the complete runs recently purchased 
from electronic vendors? Are they aware of these electronic full runs or 
do they want them in print? Have they been frustrated, recently, by some 
missing issues in one or two journals they use heavily? 
In these examples, LibQUAL+ points a finger in a direction that needs 
further research. It is only by feeding back the summary data to specific 
different customer groups and individuals that the picture will gain clar- 
ity. Seeking the assumptions behind their responses, listening to their de- 
scriptions of their experiences, and understanding their personal and 
cultural perspective is a critical next step. Then the professional knowl- 
edge and larger system picture within the library, the values and vision, 
and the understanding of the total environment in which the library must 
choose priorities and make decisions, needs to be brought to bear. This 
larger context includes financial impact assessment, strategic implications, 
publishing trends, technological capabilities, competing customer de- 
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mands, staff competencies, and the service quality capabilities of estab- 
lished processes. In this entire context, there can be an assessment of 
what must be done to improve the ratio of customer expectations to their 
perception of current library performance. The goal must still be to im- 
prove the ability to satisfy the customer, but the many variables involved 
will be clarified and the strategic actions chosen will be based on the real- 
ity of their needs. Innovative alternatives might be designed that go well 
beyond original customer expectations. The vision, values, and unique 
competence contributed by the library to the educational process will be 
a part of the solutions developed. An example of the importance of spe- 
cific follow-up resulting in a more innovative service than originally ex- 
pected by faculty is the offering of access to electronic journal articles. If 
responses showed dissatisfaction with “complete runs of journal titles,” 
and the actual concern in specific departments related to the lack of ac- 
cess to important back files, the approach taken by the library would not 
be the same as if the problem was the lack of actual titles judged impor- 
tant to current research in the field. The library might develop new 
consortia1 agreements to address the first issues, but it may purchase new 
electronic databases that drastically improve accessibility to current litera- 
ture in a field to address the latter. The financial implications of the two 
solutions differ greatly. 
Following up on LibQUALt information also provides an excellent 
opportunity for developing meaningful cooperation with customers. Vali- 
dating their experience from their point of view, genuinely seeking un- 
derstanding, sharing the library’s perspectives-both the limitations pres- 
ently faced as well as the commitment to creatively reduce those limita- 
tions-can lead to a collective effort, with loyal customers, to expand the 
library’s capabilities. What personal experience demonstrates and the origi- 
nal SERVQUAL research indicates is that customers want prompt service 
and employees who are courteous, knowledgeable, and inspire trust and 
confidence (Parasuraman, Zeithaml, & Berry, 1988,p. 23). Customers do 
not always expect an instant response with 100 percent quality or 100 per-
cent availability. Customers of libraries do expect to be able to utilize ser- 
vices and collections to be successful in their teaching, research, and learn- 
ing. It is from this perspective that they respond to surveys such as 
LibQUALt. Demands on their time and expectations for their own work 
influence their desire for reasonable wait times, increasing ease and reli- 
ability, and increased access to resources. They are also influenced by their 
awareness of the current capabilities of technology (Osborne, 2000, p. 
347).What they expect as they interact with other retail and service indus- 
tries, they are highly likely to expect of libraries. LibQUAL+ provides an 
excellent opportunity to listen to the voice of customers; establish proac- 
tive caring relationships; and gain customers’ cooperation in increasing 
the capacity of libraries to meet their expectations in the future. 
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LISTENINGTO THE VOICEOF THE STAFF:CREATINGSYSTEMS 
THAT SUPPORTSTAFF FOR THE FUTUREPERFORMANCE 
Once customer needs are understood, at the macro and more de- 
tailed levels, we need to listen to the voice of the staff in libraries. If caring 
to succeed with customers is going to permeate the new culture, organiza- 
tional systems that support staff efforts need to be designed and imple- 
mented with staff members’ full involvement. These systems need to sup- 
port staff to focus on performance, know how to measure progress, and 
help them develop the new knowledge and skills needed to improve ser- 
vice quality. Key systems need to be integrated into the organizational 
structures to develop this new culture: 
a strategic planning system that fully involves and utilizes the knowl- 
edge and experience of staff, and 
a performance effectiveness management system that provides sup- 
port for goal setting, measuring, and positive support for performing 
and learning. 
ENGAGINGSTAFF STRATEGICIN LIBRARY-WIDE 
LONG-RANGE PLANNING 
It will be very difficult in this complex and ever-changing environ- 
ment for a few “hero-leaders” to determine the strategies necessary for 
success with customers and stakeholders. Expectations change quickly. 
Trends develop in months rather than years. If only those in administra- 
tive positions analyze data, scan the environment, and promulgate the 
plans, widespread organizational commitment will be less than sufficient, 
agility will be hampered, and the ability to proactively create the neces- 
sary future will be limited. It is the staff and librarians on the front lines 
who will form these partnerships with customers. The entire organiza- 
tional competence must be utilized. All staff must be involved to plan 
successfully for the future. 
Leaders must design and implement databased, customer-focused, 
strategic planning processes that involve staff in order to increase staff 
commitment to engage in the many new efforts that will have the most 
important strategic impact on outcomes for customers. Staff must be in- 
volved in learning about customer needs, current dissatisfactions with the 
whole library, and future customer priorities as part of strategic planning. 
Cross-functional efforts to identify and reduce the “biggest” barriers to 
customer success, or create new approaches to address the “highest” pri- 
ority needs of customers, enable the organization to take advantage of the 
breadth and depth of competencies that exist in its various units. Giving 
staff the opportunity to serve on cross-functional teams outside the bound- 
aries of their work unit, and utilize skills otherwise not recognized, or 
learn skills that will be needed in the future, will expand organizational 
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competence. Encouraging this level of commitment and involvement will 
also lead to the creation of promotion and compensation systems that will 
enable retention of those who are key to success in the future. As staff 
assume full responsibility for the various levels of the planning process, 
the organization taps into the full intelligence and creativity otherwise 
lost in a hierarchical planning process. 
Staff-driven strategic planning processes such as Hoshin planning or 
management by planning,’ utilized at the University of Arizona, begin 
with an analysis of the current and future external environment, includ- 
ing analysis of customer input and assessment of needs. The strategic long- 
range planning team then sets five-year strategic goals with multi-year 
performance measures and annual targets for Quality Standards (see 
h t tp :/ / www.1i b r ary. ari z on a. e d u/  1ib r a ry / teams/ s1rp/ sy11abus/ 
measure.htm1). After the five-year plan is drafted or revised, an annual 
plan is developed. This consists of cross-functional and functional team 
projects focusing the year’s major critical work on preparing for the fu- 
ture, solving the biggest customer problems, and positioning the library 
to intentionally move forward toward the multi-year quality standards. 
SUPPORTINGSTAFFIN CARINGABOUT PERFORMANCEAND 
LEARNINGABOUT MEASUREMENT 
Research library organizations must design internal systems that help 
staff keep current with customer needs, understand the real causes for 
dissatisfaction, discover what would increase satisfaction, and focus staff 
efforts on improving services and creating new products. Library perfor- 
mance management systems need to support this staff focus on custom- 
ers. The systems must call for staff to directly interact with customer groups, 
assessing needs and learning about concerns and service expectation short- 
falls. The systems must also empower and encourage accountability at the 
work group level to perform and measure success from the customers’ 
viewpoint. 
One effective way of doing this is to begin utilizing team or work unit 
structures that increase capability for success. Structures that increase 
shared accountability, foster interdependence and collaboration, provide 
for synergistic learning, and allow for increased innovation and produc- 
tivity are called for (Katzenbach & Smith, 1993;Scholtes, 1998).Creating 
teams or work groups is not enough, however. In order to be high per- 
forming, teams must be provided with a formal framework for focusing 
and evaluating their efforts from the customer perspective. Helping teams 
to create a strategic performance framework will be most important, a 
framework in which team members gather data from customers, create 
quality standards, plan individual and team projects to meet these stan- 
dards, and take ownership for measuring the results and for continuously 
improving. 
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Increasingly, libraries are asked by external stakeholders to define 
and account for success, to demonstrate positive outcomes, and to keep 
up with changing demands. Communicating this urgency to demonstrate 
actual outcomes to staff on the front lines is critical. The organizational 
infrastructures and performance systems created in the past do not facili- 
tate this new mandate for external focus on measurement of results and 
continuous improvement. Traditionally, some departments-for example, 
serials, special collections, and media-were structured to organize or 
provide service around certain information formats-an internal focus. 
Others were structured to encompass certain work processes-such as ref- 
erence, instruction, or access-that may limit thinking about alternative 
modes for delivery of customer service or actual priority needs of custom- 
ers.As rapid changes occur in the environment, organizing principles are 
needed that anticipate the directions for changes and enable the creation 
and delivery of new service responses. The University of Maryland has 
created such a unit called “Service Plus” while others are developing “In- 
formation Commons,” perhaps leading to an infrastructure with a much 
clearer focus on outcomes and future customer needs that cannot be fore- 
seen today. The important aspect of these units is that flexible staff with 
diverse talents, committed to a common service goal and an agreed upon 
approach, work together to understand needs, innovate if required, and 
offer high levels of service quality. These are the characteristics of full-
fledged teams. Teams are accountable to customers and capable of solv- 
ing problems without management directives. Using data, an understand- 
ing of good practice, and the library’s vision, teams are empowered to 
make decisions. 
Teamwork that truly increases performance requires the development 
of new skills and abilities. Staff need to be trained and supported in the 
development of teamwork skills. Implementing a performance effective- 
ness management system that can guide staff in creating team quality stan- 
dards from the customers’ point of view and help staff learn which data to 
use to measure progress and success is essential. In a customer-partner- 
ship culture, performance systems should guide staff to hold themselves 
mutually responsible for engaging in efforts to attempt to exceed custom- 
ers’ expectations. Teamwork requires collaborative planning, synergistic 
learning, and accountability to measure results. 
Many current performance systems have an inward focus. Goal set- 
ting processes start from “what is the present capability?” rather than “what 
does the customer group need the most?” A management by objective 
framework, which results in setting specific management-determined tar- 
gets, in practice leads to limit-proscribed performance. Frameworks that 
focus teams on continuously increasing performance and expanding ca- 
pabilities will better support the new culture where caring to exceed cus- 
tomer expectations is always the goal. Many performance appraisal sys-
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tems focus on evaluation of past performance. Embedded in these sys- 
tems is a foundation of reward and punishment. Systems are needed that 
focus on the future, on support for individual growth and learning, and 
on progress in developing positive relationships with, and outcomes for, 
customers. 
The University of Arizona Library is attempting to move in the direc- 
tion of this new culture by implementing a team-based Performance Ef-
fectiveness Management System (PEMS) (see Appendix) .z In the past, 
performance appraisals focused on individual ability and contributions 
based on existing expertise and specialization. Individual capability was 
delimited by “professional,”“technical,”“clerical,” or “managerial” job clas- 
sifications and hierarchical and departmental relationships. Goal setting 
examined internally determined measures of success as set by administra- 
tion and/or negotiated with the department. 
In the PEM, staff members engage in creating their teams’ strategic 
frameworks and establish quality standards for service that would be ex- 
pected by customers. There is a shared responsibility for utilizing the skills 
and talents of all members of the team to work toward meeting those 
standards. All members are encouraged to develop and apply new skills 
regardless ofjob classification. Teams increase performance through syn- 
ergy, focusing on high quality standards, and paying explicit attention to 
defined performance measures (Phipps, 1999,pp. 11415). 
To succeed in such a new culture, teams or alternative work units 
must be guided by the organization’s infrastructure and support systems 
to focus on continuous quality improvement. If systems are not in place to 
support a culture of as~essment,~ staff will not be able, willing, and com- 
mitted to utilize data to transform their work efforts as needed by chang- 
ing customer demands. 
Gathering, analyzing, and utilizing customer data is only one part of 
a larger complex transformational culture change that is needed to en- 
sure the ability of academic research libraries to survive and compete. 
Staff must want to be successful for customers because of the intrinsic 
reward of being involved in making a meaningful contribution. Recruit- 
ment and hiring systems need to be effective at selecting staff with this 
potential motivation. Work goals and requirements need to help staff rec- 
ognize that they are part of a whole that is carefully structured to contrib- 
ute to the improvement of the educational and research processes of our 
campuses. Performance appraisal systems need to provide a continuous 
feedback loop that demonstrates to staff whether their efforts are success- 
ful in meeting customer needs. 
The Performance Effectiveness Management System calls for teams 
and individuals to seek feedback to learn how to increase effectiveness 
and to focus on learning new knowledge and skills that will help the li-
brary be successful in the future. In this kind of performance system, data 
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are collected by the teams, and macro-data are analyzed by the whole 
staff. Individuals set goals aligned with team and library quality standards. 
Peer team members review each other’s progress with the intention of 
helping each other succeed. As individuals succeed in achieving their goals, 
the team succeeds with customers. 
In the traditional hierarchical culture, data are collected and used in 
central administrative units. Indicators of problems or progress are not 
understood throughout the library. Recognition of possible trends or “red 
flags” does not permeate the organization and therefore does not usually 
drive the annual planning processes of the units. In this culture, those 
who are farthest from the customer utilize the data, largely for justifying 
budget increases, losing the opportunity to involve those who partner with 
and serve customers directly. As new measures are explored, it must be 
recognized that it is the efforts of staff that are being measured indirectly. 
They deserve to be involved in the interpretation and use of those mea- 
sures to plan their work (for an interesting history of hierarchical organi- 
zational structure and its tenets, adapted from the Prussian Army and 
introduced to American business as a way to prevent train wrecks, see 
Scholtes, 1998, p. 2) .  
Team or unit and individual efforts are key to continuous improve- 
ment-using data as feedback help staff learn, grow, and increase perfor- 
mance that relates to customers’ changing expectations. Using these data 
to plan the year’s work is a key link to developing continuing partnerships 
with our customers. 
LISTENINGTO THE VOICEOF THE PROCESS:TECHNIQUES THAT 
ENSURETHAT WORKPROCESSES AND EFFICIENTARE EFFECTIVE 
Introduction and Background 
Data from the LibQUAL+ instrument contributes to a fuller under- 
standing of desired outcomes and emphasizes listening to the voices of 
customers. Designing systems that involve staff in strategic planning pro- 
cesses, the creation of performance management systems based on mea- 
surement and feedback for continuous improvement recognizes the im- 
portance of the voice of the staff. To gain further understanding of how to 
achieve the outcomes customers need, the ability to listen to the “voice of 
the process” is central. 
Involving staff in process improvement research is one way to ensure 
that the library is listening to the voice of the process. Continuous process 
improvement is not a technique so much as it is a method for developing 
a change in attitude about how work is accomplished efficiently and effec- 
tively. It is an effective tool for developing staff commitment to producing 
results for customers. A process improvement study reveals a process’s 
shortcomings. The study steps lead to recognition of inefficiencies or prob- 
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lems with quality improvements that result from the way tasks are orga- 
nized, staff is deployed, work is scheduled, or training is conducted. Bottle- 
necks, delays, errors, redundancies, non-value-added work, and unneces- 
sary variation or unpredictability become evident. Often, using this meth- 
odology, problems are unearthed that, when remedied, actually contrib- 
ute to exceeding customer expectations and/or reducing the costs associ- 
ated with producing the desired results for customers. 
“Before one can improve any system, one must listen to the voice of 
the system (the voice of the process). Then one must understand how the 
inputs affect the outputs of the system. Finally, one must be able to change 
the inputs (and possibly the system) in order to achieve the desired re- 
sults. This will require sustained effort, constancy of purpose, and an envi- 
ronment where continual improvement is the operating philosophy” 
(Wheeler, 1993, p. 21). 
The concept of continuous improvement is embedded in Total Qual- 
ity Management (TQM). “If Total Quality Management has a distinctive 
strength, it is its capability of providing an integrative methodology for 
accomplishing ‘more with less’ through complex organizational action” 
(Harwick & Russell, 1993, p. 499).One of the basic tenets of TQM is that 
of focus on the customer, making its relevance to organizations faced with 
the “customers’ victory” in the global economy very timely. “TQM as cus-
tomer-leadership methodology should be understood as a strategy for the 1990s 
and beyond, involving long-term changes in institutional culture and institu-
tional structure that begin and work through change in institutional process” 
(Harwick& Russell, 1993,p. 504, emphasis in original). Undertaking pro- 
cess improvement constitutes an action methodology that institutional- 
izes employee involvement and illuminates the relationship between what 
work is done and what results are produced for customers. 
Continuous process improvement is also referred to as paying atten- 
tion to the Gemba-a word used by the Japanese, derived from two Chi- 
nese words meaning “specific work” and “place.” “Gemba is the assem- 
bly of critical resources and the flow of work that contribute to those 
efforts that directly add value to the customer” (Scholtes, 1998, p. 76). 
The Gemba is the “mission critical” processes and their supporting re- 
sources-staff expertise, staffing allocations, technology and partnerships 
with suppliers and customers-within an organization. The Gemba’smea-
sure of success is the delight of external customers and continued cus- 
tomer loyalty. The success of all other work in the organization (work in 
administrative, financial, and technical support functions) is how well it 
serves the Gemba. By conducting process improvement studies, the key 
relationships between organizational structures and systems, work pro- 
cess design and staff productivity, as evidenced by outputs and outcomes, 
is more fully understood. Listening to the voice of the process leads to a 
realization that work design, process simplification, and appropriate use 
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of innovative technology are absolutely key to meeting customers’ ex- 
pectations. 
Overview of Process Improvement Activities 
A successful process improvement study depends, in large part, on: 
discovering customer expectations 
analyzing where and why the process falls short of those expectations 
creating and implementing solutions so the process will meet or ex- 
ceed customer expectations 
A first step in a successful study is discovering, through customer in- 
put, the quality standards or specifications that will meet customers’ needs; 
listening to the voice of the customer will provide the information needed 
to determine the standards or specifications that are satisfactory to cus- 
tomers. This discovery process can also generate ideas for what might de- 
light the customers or exceed their expectations. For instance, customers 
may be concerned with accuracy of information received, reliability of 
service, or timeliness of access. They can be asked to estimate specific 
minimum and desired levels of each quality. They can describe how the 
service is used and what outcome they derive. This information can be 
useful in determining whether additional effort, resources, or enhanced 
technology that enable surpassing the present expectations will be wel- 
comed or seen as non-value added. 
“While specifications may be used to define when one is in trouble 
with regard to the voice of the customer, specifications do nothing to de- 
scribe or define the voice of the process” (Wheeler, 1993, p. 23). Specifica-
tions derived from customer input do not indicate what is actually hap- 
pening in the work process that may have contributed to after-the-fact 
feedback from an instrument such as LibQUAL+. If organizational focus 
is limited to whether or not customers perceive that quality standards or 
specifications have been met, a failure to detect the changes signaling 
that a process cannot be counted on to produce a consistent desired re- 
sult or operate at its maximum capacity can occur. It is of little value to 
discover where services and products fall short of customer expectations 
if causes cannot be analyzed and increased quality cannot be provided to 
customers. 
Libraries need to begin utilizing methods that analyze data from a 
process, over time, so the data can pinpoint problems. Where the quality 
is unacceptable or undesirable, root causes can be discovered and solu- 
tions sought that actually eliminate the problem. Current problem-solv- 
ing methods that are not data based, and that focus on isolated events, do 
not have the analytical power of the statistical process control methodol- 
ogy utilized in process improvement research. 
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Recognizing that variability is to be expected in work processes, statis- 
tical process control charts teach us to separate “potential signals from 
the probable noise. . . .Before one can use data to justify any action, one 
must be able to detect a potential signal within the data. Otherwise one is 
likely to be interpreting noise” (Wheeler, 1993, p. 31).Using this method- 
ology allows us to predict the level of service quality by concentrating on 
the behavior of the underlying process and measuring whether the pro- 
cess is within normal variation or influenced by special causes affecting 
the process. It leads to taking action for improvement that is directly re- 
lated to the discovered special cause and not associated with normal varia- 
tion. Taking action that addresses normal variation will often lead to addi- 
tional problems or no change in the desired outputs. Discovery of how 
work is organized and staffed, what resources are allocated, how training 
is conducted, and how work schedules are affecting the capability of the 
process, leads to an understanding of how the work design and human 
resource systems in an organization have led to limitations in service qual- 
ity. Too often these limitations have been blamed on people as “personnel 
problems.” The human resource system is then engaged to appraise, judge, 
and punish, when what is actually needed is a process improvement study. 
Listening to the voice of the Gemba processes, and filtering out tradi- 
tional perceptions or mental models of how work should be organized 
and accomplished, can be very revealing. In fact, many processes in librar- 
ies today are unpredictable and the quality of the resultant product or 
service can vary either drastically or normally. Not meeting a quality stan- 
dard where variation in the process is normal may be attributed to a lack 
of sufficient staff. If the variation shows that the process is out of control, 
a change in process or elimination of steps or previously unidentified spe- 
cial causes can bring the process back to normal without an increase in 
staff. When customers say they expect “reliability,” they may be communi- 
cating that they expect minimum variation in the services and products 
they receive. “The distinction between predictability and unpredictability 
is important because prediction is the essence of doing business. Predict- 
ability is a great asset for any process because it makes the manager’s job 
that much easier. When the process is unpredictable, the time series will 
be unpredictable, and this unpredictability will repeatedly undermine all 
of our best efforts. In fact, attempting to make plans using a time series 
which is unpredictable results in more frustration than success. Predic- 
tion requires knowledge, explanation does not” (Wheeler, 1993, p. 24) 
(see Control Chart in Step 5, below). 
The control chart is the main tool that assures this predictability. It 
focuses data so that staff studying the process will ask the interesting and 
important questions: “What is happening, why, and what can be done to 
eliminate special causes that are affecting the quality of the output?” The 
voice of the customer can be used to define what is wanted from a process; 
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the voice of the process defines what you will get from a system (Wheeler, 
1993, p. 79). 
At the University of Arizona Library, process improvement teams have 
discovered ways to reduce the number of staff on a process while improv- 
ing quality by: 
eliminating non-value-added steps 
redesigning the steps in a process 
introducing more efficient technologies 
improving staff training 
scheduling the appropriate level and number of workers to handle 
the peaks and valleys of work demands 
outsourcing to a more cost-efficient provider 
restructuring work teams to better utilize staff time 
Several of these studies resulted in cost savings and all resulted in im- 
provements to senice quality. The library has been able to reallocate over 
$300,000 in salary monies to reclassi9 staff, improve salaries, fund new 
positions, and refresh technology. At least five professional positions from 
technical processing have been moved to front line direct services and to 
the Digital Library Initiative. These savings were realized even while order 
processing, cataloging, shelving, and interlibrary loan cycle time improved, 
often dramatically. 
It has been the experience at the University of Arizona Library that 
the following steps in a process improvement study can lead to analysis of 
root causes and the application of solutions that can change the percep- 
tions of customers about their ati is faction.^ 
The Steps Involved in a Process Improvement Study 
1. Gather information at the individual and small group level through 
focus groups, interviews, and short focused surveys on what expecta- 
tions, experience, and concerns the customer has with the processes 
under study. Include in this assessment a picture of what would be 
ideal from the customers’ perspective as well as examples of events or 
episodes that led to their present evaluation of services or products. 
Sometimes customers cannot pinpoint a problem, but they can de- 
scribe recent experiences as well as what it would look like if the pro- 
cess were getting the best possible outcome. 
2. 	Determine what qualities of the product or service they value most; 
LibQUALt dimensions can be helpful here but there may be other 
desired qualities. These expectations should be tested with customers. 
For example, if timeliness is identified as an expected quality, deter- 
mine what turn around time would be considered “acceptable” and 
what would be “desirable.”5 
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3. 	Map the present workflow. Detail the steps associated with accomplish- 
ing the process. Many insights surface during the process mapping 
that point out possible problems. This step often reveals duplication 
of effort, lack of clarity as to who does what, differing methodologies 
utilized by each staff member for completing a step in the process, 
and the identification of “non-value-added” checking or approval of 
work that is 98% correct to begin with. This step often reveals that 
some staff do not know to whom their part of the work is handed off, 
and what is done after they finish their part. Not knowing what is re-
quired for the next steps to be efficient makes it difficult to ensure 
that those required steps are consistently taken. Or, as sometimes hap- 
pens steps are eliminated in one part of the process to achieve an 
efficiency and the relationship to the following steps is not understood. 
The process of mapping allows the staff to hear the actual “voice of 
the process” at the step or task level (Lawton, 1993, pp. 108-11)  .6 
4. 	Gather all available data from and about the process that is related to 
the qualities desired by the customer. This can include information 
related to, for instance, 
downtime of machines 
time it takes an item to completely go through the entire workflow 
number of “problems” referred to a supervisor 
an analysis of complaints 
volume of transactions/items processed per day/week/year 
charting of peak periods and slow periods 
Gathering and charting these data will often demonstrate that staff 
perceptions of how a process works are sometimes inaccurate, espe- 
cially as relates to the variability or predictability of the process. The 
inaccurate perception is not the fault of the staff. The way time is 
estimated often states an average time based on batching or aggrega- 
tion of transactions. This gives no picture of the actual time it takes for 
each piece or full transaction to be accomplished. Costs related to 
staffing and staffing allocations are also significant data to identify if 
there is a goal to be cost-effective in producing the Gemba services. 
5. Use tools to display the data in such a way as to make the patterns, 
trends, and interpretations grounded in reality. Using statistical pro- 
cess control charts can be very helpful in analyzing time series data 
and pointing to the actual occurrences of variation and limits of the 
current process (see Figure 1 ) .  
Figure 1 indicates that the time it takes to process a book for the 
hold shelf varies unpredictably: between 120 hours and 600 hours or 
between 5 days and 25 days. This picture can hardly be said to afford 
the customer a reliable service from the standpoint of wait time. Just 
informing customers of this actual wait time is not helpful. It would be 
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Figure 1. An Example of a Statistical Process Control Chart. 
*Ucl-upper control limit 
**Avg-average 
***Lcl-lower control limit 
misleading the customer to indicate that the average wait period is 
360 hours or 15 days since, for eleven occurrences, the wait was less 
than that and for twelve occurrences it was more than that. If staff 
perceived less than fifteen days to be the “usual” time, they would be 
misinforming the customers. Utilizing control charts helps us see the 
process at this level of specificity and begin to understand the service 
quality from the customers’ viewpoint. Once the study eliminates as 
many causes as possible, the process is in control, and a predictable 
time period can be communicated to customers with assurance that 
the time goal can be met and is within their expectations. 
6. 	Involve those who carry out the task in the analysis of the charts. This 
will often disclose that staff are aware of problems but feel unable to 
change the situation. The chart provides a mirror of the actual pro- 
cess. It provides them a view they do not often see but intuitively un- 
derstand. They are used to thinking in terms of a perceived average 
time, and the chart lets them see that the Quality Standard set by 
customers is rarely met. Recognition that this is the current capability 
of the process leads to conversations about why this is happening and 
the root cause analysis phase begins. 
7. Once all causes are identified, engage staff in designing new processes, 
suggesting the elimination of or changes in steps, and training for, 
and learning, new methods that are the most productive for accom- 
plishing the steps with the customers’ desired level of quality or time- 
liness. Use deep brainstorming to discover how technology may help 
streamline these processes or how new processes can add value to the 
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service in line with customer expectations. Staff welcome the ability to 
streamline and improve but, previous to this research, no study meth- 
odology had been taught to them that allows them to do so in a way 
that maximizes the possibility of implementing the results. Staff are 
very used to applying temporary fixes, putting out fires, and not hav- 
ing the benefit of seeing how their set of processes adds up to the 
product or service they provide customers (The Customer is AlwaysDwight, 
1989). 
As staff begin the redesign process, they must be supported in un- 
derstanding how what they do, what technology is chosen, and how 
the steps in the process are to be implemented, result in outputs that 
contribute to the desired level of quality contained in customer feed- 
back. 
8. Choose the optimal solutions, train staff, pilot test their implementa- 
tion, evaluate the new results from the customers’ perspective, and 
take action to embed these changes in the work processes. Following 
the “Plan, Do, Check, Act” cycle, continue to listen to the voices of 
customers and the voice of the process, adjust and innovate. Aim at 
providing predictable, ever-improving, quality service that addresses 
changing demands and needs(Shewhart, 1939; Ishikawa, 1985) .7 
This brief description is offered to demonstrate how utilizing the pro- 
cess improvement approach can enhance and support the transforma- 
tion of academic research libraries. Learning to value and utilize assess- 
ment techniques for the improvement of services is one necessary step in 
that transformation. Staff involved in these studies shift their attention 
from an internal daily task focus to an external customer jocus. They also learn 
the value of data and analysis in understanding how their work contrib- 
utes to outcomes for customers. They begin to make decisions “based on 
facts, research and analysis.” The skills and attitudes they develop then 
transfer to all parts of their work and begin to permeate the culture of the 
organization. 
The result can make all the difference between an organizational 
culture that values inputs-“old measures”-and one that is focused on 
and values the quality and “match” of outputs to outcomes for customers’ 
“new measures.” 
LISTENINGTO THE VOICE BECOMINGOF THE ORGANIZATION: 
ORGANIZATIONSFOCUSEDON CREATINGTHE DESIRED 
FUTUREAND MAXIMIZINGTHE CAPACITY ITTO ACHIEVE 
Some staff think that, by utilizing new measures that are customer- 
focused, libraries will be driven to “just do what the customers say,” or be 
driven by “a business model focused on competition and the bottom line.” 
These are actual concerns raised when discussions of this topic occur at 
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AlU/OLMS workshops where the Systems Model for Organization Design 
has been presented. This model is based on the SIPOC (Supplier, Input, 
Process, Output, Customer) model developed by Deming and others and 
clearly depicts the customer as influencing the actual processes and the 
output of any organization. Producing outputs for the customer and orga- 
nizing to create outcomes for customers is the focus of this model. The 
model also clearly depicts that the library’s mission and vision should be 
leading forces that help shape the libraries’ work design and choice of 
outputs and outcomes. 
This niodel points to the importance of understanding the difference 
between being customer-focused in a Learning Organization context and 
being driven by the “unexamined” articulated needs of our customers arid 
stakeholders. The model assumes a subtle but profound difference be- 
tween responding to customer needs for the sole purpose of meeting a 
quality standard, and responding to customer needs for the purposes of 
organizational learning and the ability to continue serving customers in 
the future. The recognition of this difference is implicit in a sound defini- 
tion of a learning organization: one that “is continually expanding its ca- 
pacity to create its future” (Senge, 1990, p. 14). Developing the capacity 
to create the desired future, discovering how to tap staff‘s commitment 
and capacity to learn at all levels of the organization leads to the genera- 
tive process of learning.“Learning in organizations means the continuous 
testing of experience, and the transformation of that experience into 
knowledge-accessible to the whole organization, and relevant to its core 
purpose” (Senge et al., 1994. p. 49). In a learning organization, the cus- 
tomer relationship is just one part of a complex system of meaningful 
relationships. 
As libraries enter into the process of discovery and measurement, 
they “participate more deeply than we imagine in shaping the world that 
we perceive” (Senge et al., 1994, p. 27).The development and implemen- 
tation of LibQUALt and other new measures places libraries as part of a 
larger system; a system that encourages the development of a shared com- 
mon vision questions the organization’s present views of reality and fos- 
ters learning, as individuals and as groups, and are the practices of a learn-
ing organization-shared vision, systems thinking, mental models, per- 
sonal mastery, and team learning (Senge, 1990). 
Research libraries have a shared vision. This vision is embedded in 
the Keystone Principles: information must be available free of marketing 
bias, commercial motives, and cost to the individual users; there is a re- 
sponsibility for creating innovative systems for dissemination and preser- 
vation of existing and new knowledge; and that libraries are intellectual 
commons for the conimunities they serve, where people and ideas inter- 
act to expand learning and facilitate the creation of new knowledge.8 Lis-
tening to this vision should inform what is learned from customers. The 
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vision should also shape the analysis and solutions developed to create 
better services and products. 
In this environment of ever-changing technological capability, eco- 
nomic uncertainty, social and demographic shifts, and emerging politi- 
cal interests, customer input must be viewed as one set, but not the only 
set, of important information that should affect strategic planning. The 
discipline of Systems Thinking must be explicitly practiced. Libraries do 
not exist independently of this environment. Trends and events exter- 
nal to research libraries are critical to their success. These realities and 
their effect on us must be understood if the vision embedded in the 
keystone principles is to be actualized. There are stakeholders other than 
the library’s direct customers surveyed in the LibQUALt instrument- 
governing boards, alumni, citizens, and future students, to name a few. 
It should also be recognized that implicit or explicit partnering relation- 
ships with our suppliers are key to this success. Libraries must work on 
those relationships to ensure that suppliers help maximize the outcomes 
for customers. SPARC (Scholarly Publishing &Academic Resources Coa- 
lition is one such partnering relationship that ARL has initiated that 
demonstrates this systems thinking approach. In research libraries, there 
must be a clear view of how the parts, the units of work, relate to the 
actual provision of a service such as “Access to Collections.” 
If listening to the organization is practiced in a learning mode, the 
ability to question current assumptions becomes a well-developed skill. 
Practicing the discipline of mental modeleseeking data that allow ques- 
tioning of deeply held assumptions that shape current views, biases, and 
internal perceptions-can keep libraries in touch with reality. Discover- 
ing through LibQUALt can help examine service quality from the cus- 
tomers’ perspective. Process improvement efforts can help question per- 
ceptions of how successful current processes are, and mapping those pro- 
cesses depicts the reality of their capability. It is important to attain this 
grasp of reality in order to learn how to change with and for customers. 
The application of learning can be accelerated through the utiliza- 
tion of teamwork. The different skills and perspectives, from all parts of 
the organization, will lead to new ways of thinking and questioning. All 
staff need to be engaged in leading the organization. They bring untapped 
extensive knowledge, a variety of experiences and commitment to the vi-
sion and purpose. Charging teams with gathering data, assessing its mean- 
ing, and using it to change the way services are offered is practicing the 
discipline of team learning. Dialogues within teams, informed by the data 
they collected when measuring progress toward high performance quality 
standards, produce the synergy that is foundational to the development of 
new and innovative approaches. Without performance measures and a 
strategic framework for these dialogues, there is a risk of continued group- 
think and choices of strateges based on the beliefs of the most vocal or 
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those perceived as most influential. Learning and sharing learning, then, 
is a primary focus of‘teamwork. 
Last, if staff are to be supported in moving, changing, and transform- 
ing their work environment to truly develop a culture of assessment, build- 
ing compatible infrastructures that support the discipline of personal mas- 
tery will be necessary. Creating a supportive performance effectiveness 
measurement system can help each individual member of the staff assess 
her/his own personal current situation and develop goals that enable her/ 
him to achieve personal visions. By encouraging the alignment of indi- 
vidual performance and learning goals with team quality standards, staff see 
the connection between self-development and serving customers. They 
are provided the opportunity to experiment, to contribute, to help shape 
and move toward, the shared vision. Developing such a system is less about 
setting and reaching goals than it is about setting goals and learning true 
capability. In designing systems that support personal mastery, there is an 
opportunity to understand how organizational policies or allocation of 
organizational resources actually contribute to the inability of staff to reach 
peak performance capability. By designing a system that calls for reflec- 
tion, self-assessment, and peer support and advice, the learning organiza- 
tion contributes to the development of individual self-efficacy. A confi-
dent staff is a staff that willingly commits to continuous learning. A com-
mitted staff is one that can rise to the challenge of continuous change and 
appreciate the importance of the role played by the library in the accom- 
plishment of the larger institutional goals of education, research, and ser-
vice. 
Sharing responsibility throughout the organization results in the shar- 
ing of information at all levels (Senge, 1994). “Silo-ing” of information 
and data should not be encouraged. This keeps staff in the dark about 
why change and transformation are necessary. Withholding power from 
those who have much experience and knowledge to contribute is not an 
effective strategy for future success. Staff should be included in planning, 
budgeting, and decision-making. Their views and perceptions should be 
included and their involvement in following up on what customers report 
on the LibQUAL+ instrument should be expected. They need to learn 
how to gather more granular information and use that information to 
drive improvement in processes and innovation in services. Listening to 
the whole organization becomes a springboard for change and transfor- 
mation. 
CONCLUSION 
The creation of a new culture is a long journey. Many voices are 
needed to guide this journey and ensure arrival at the desired destina- 
tion. To hear these voices, strong customer relationships must be forged. 
Staff involvement must be designed into our organizational structures. 
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Gemba processes need to be understood and improved. Organizational 
learning systems, including new measurement methodologies, dialogue, 
team synergy, and support for personal mastery, must be developed. As 
new measures are implemented, new approaches must be taken to make 
them significant. New bottles call for new wine. New measures are not 
compatible with the structure and culture of traditional internally focused 
organizations. The purposes behind experimenting with and learning new 
measurement techniques should not be put in the background but should 
be at the forefront of all discussions and dialogues. 
Experimentation with new measures is for the purpose of discovering 
what needs to be done to achieve the shared vision of participating fully 
in the educational enterprise of the institutions of higher learning. The 
new measures chosen should ensure that there is access to scholarly and 
government information, that there are effective and easy ways of access- 
ing this information, and that communities of scholars and learners inter- 
act in the pursuit and development of knowledge. 
To do this, libraries must become cognizant of their current effective- 
ness. In the spirit of cooperation, libraries must develop benchmarking 
partnerships that lead to an increasing ability to continue to be effective 
as a group. Everyone in the profession, not just the leaders, must commit 
to make a difference and achieve the collective vision. Listening to the 
multiple voices of our customers, the staff, the Gemba processes, and the 
organization will be critical as new measures are developed. Each library 
must become a learning and listening organization. It must also become 
an acting organization-experimenting, seeking new perspectives and new 
methodologies, and designing new organizational systems that involve, 
engage, develop, and increase the commitment of staff and partner with 
customers to design the future they need that includes library values and 
vision. 
NOTES 
Hoshin planning or hoshin kanri is a system of planning that was widely used in Japan in 
the 1980s.The terms roughly translate into “target and means management.” Michael 
Brassard from GOAL/QPC called this system “Management by Planning.” It is very much 
a part of Total Quality Management and is a process for setting targets and orchestrdt- 
ing the future direction of the organization. Key concepts within hoshin planning are: 
budgeting to a plan, continuous improvement, and annual breakthroughs. It includes a 
vertical as well as horizontal organizational focus-a team at the top sets directions and 
cross-functional teams implement annual projects that support breakthrough develop- 
ments in a “critical few” strategic areas. It also includes wide involvement of staff in the 
form of input to the future vision, individual initiative and responsibility, a focus on 
discovering root causes, no ties to performance appraisal, a focus on quality and not 
profit, widely disseminated communication, and a focus on processes (see King, 1989). 
The University of Arizona adapted its planning process in the 1990sfrom Intel, which 
practiced Management by Planning, and defined it as: “Asystem through which man- 
agement accomplishesits primary tasks.” Hoshin planning: 
defines long-range organizational direction 
defines performance expectations based on customer requirements 
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aligns resources to accomplish the “vital few” university objectives 
integrates employee activities functionally and cross-functionally to maximize impact 
for the University (it does not optimize one part of the university at the expense of 
others) 
monitors results to ensure focus and accountability on a continual basis 
utilizes data-based decision making for planning and implementation 

-From the internal training manual “Management by Planning” 
‘ During 1997/98, a Strategic Project Implementation Team designed a framework for 
all teams to create Performance Measures and Quality Standards for their Mission Criti- 
cal Processes (see Appendix for details). This framework then guided the development 
of individual staff performance and learning goals. Charles McClure, Information Use 
Management and Policy Institute, Florida State University (then at Syracuse Univer- 
sity),was a co-consultant on this project and provided the terminology, the importance 
of aligning team and individual efforts with the strategic goals, and introduced the com- 
plexities of measurement. “Quick and clean” was a phrase McClure used over and over 
again to guide us away from the overwhelming challenges associated with formal data 
gathering. The other consultants on the project, Metawest, Inc., from Tucson, provided 
guidance to keep the focus of the framework on continuous improvement for custom- 
ers and helped develop ways of integrating the new frameworks into the teams via Team 
Leader Learning Networks. 
“A Culture of hsseasment is an organizational environment in which decisions are based 
on facts, research, and analysis, and where services are planned and delivered in ways 
that maximize positive outcomes and impacts for customers and stakeholders. A Cul- 
ture of Assessment exists in organizations where staff care to know what results they 
produce and how those results relate to customers’ expectations.” This definition of a 
“culture of assessment” applicable to libraries was originally developed by Amos Lakos 
(University of Waterloo) and Betsy Wilson (University of Washington) in 1998. It was 
revised and updated by Amos Lakos and Shelley Phipps (University of Arizona) for the 
ARL OLMS workshop given at the “Living the Future” Conference, Tucson, 2000. A 
copy is available from the AM, Office of Leadership and Management Services. 
The University of Arizona did not utilize a formal Critical Incident Technique, but those 
who wish to can consult Stauss (1993) who offers a straightforward description of what 
is involved. ‘ Two of these studies have been featured in the following articles: 
Larson, C. (1998).Customers first: Using process improvement to improve service quality 
and efficiency. Referenre Services Keuirw, 26(l) ,5MO. 
Veldof, J. R. (1999). Data driven decisions: Using data to inform process changes in 
libraries. Library and Information Science Research, 21( I ) ,  31-46. 
Lawton’s book is an invaluable guide to conducting process studies. “Mapping the Pro- 
cess’’ (pp. 108-111) outlines the main purposes: 
Document the “as is” (current) process for analysis 
Identify process ownership 
Define the relationship among products and activities 
Identify bottlenecks, the critical path, and disconnects (places where things fall 
through cracks in the process) 
Determine the difference between cycle time and value-added time 
Establish a basis for measuring process performance 
Take action, then evaluate the results 
Measure process performance 
Prioritize improvement opportunities 
Take action 
W. Edwards Deming antlJoseph Juran worked with Walter Shewhart at Bell Labs in 
the 1940s.Deming first used this model with the Japanese in the 1950s. Deming changed 
it to the “Plan, Do, Study, Act Cycle” and recently Ishikawa added two additional steps. 
Many variations of this basic model exist in the “quality” literature. 
“The Keystone Principles were developed by an informal group of librarians ener- 
gized by the discussion held during a fall 1999ARL./OCLC Strategic Issues Forum. The 
group agreed to write a statement articulating the traditional values of academic librar- 
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ies and how these values may be reflected in the new roles undertaken by libraries in 
the digital environment.” They are included in: Deiss, K. J. (Ed.). ARL: A Bimonthly 
R@ort on Research Library Issues and Actions from A X ,  CNI, and SPARC (Report No. 207). 
December, 1999, and available on the World Wide Web at http://www.arl.org/train-
ing/keystone.html. 
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APPENDIX 
University of Arizona Library Performance Effectiveness System: Outline 
of definitions of the Team Strategic Framework and Goal Setting Processes 
Current Situution/Future Analysieeach team assesses what it knows about 
its customers, its processes, its outcomes, its suppliers, the environment 
within which it is operating. This “assessment” is to be derived from data 
and information from customers as much as possible and informs the 
framework the team creates for its work for the year as a top priority. 
Vision-each team is asked to envision what it would look like if it were 
totally successful with its customers. A “creative pull” vision is encouraged. 
Example B: The Fine/Arts Humanities Team will be recognized as a 
proactive, innovative, and vital force in an information-intense global 
environment by using our professional knowledge and expertise to meet 
the specialized fine arts and humanities information and learning needs 
of customers on campus and in the State of Arizona . . . . and provides 
learning experiences that inspire intellectual curiosity leading to 
information literacy, scholarship, and life-long learning. 
Mission-each team is asked to define clearly what activities i t  will perform, 
what services and products it will provide for what customers, and what 
boundaries they lay claim to that differentiates their work from that of 
other teams. 
Customers-each team is asked to list and understand the relationship to 
its primary, secondary, tertiary customers and to identify who its other 
stakeholders are. 
Mission CdicaZArea+these are the activities that are critical for the team 
to perform if its customers are to be served and its mission is to be achieved. 
In sum, these “MCAs” should define the mission of the team. 
Perfomance Measures-these are the tools used to measure performance 
and evaluate progress. They are quantitative or qualitative indicators of 
the degree to which activities, services, and products are successful. Each 
team is asked to choose which are the most relevant measures they could 
use to assess success with customers and with stakeholders. 
Measures include: 




Cost per unit; Cost pcr customer; 

Return on Investment; and 

Skills/Abilities and Applications of Learning. 
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Quality Standardethese are the specific, measurable, desired levels of 
performance or quality that customers would expect when receiving a 
service or product. 
Data Gathering Methodologzes-these are the intended methods for gathering 
data and information to know whether your quality standard is being met. 
Methods include measurement of the process (cycle time, accuracy, cost) 
and measurement of customers’ satisfaction or rating. 
Future Team Competencies-this is a brainstormed list of the skills and abilities 
that the team will need in the future to meet and exceed customer 
expectations. 
Projects-these are the most important organized actions that the team 
can take to meet Quality Standards. Completion of projects should improve 
the team’s capability of meeting the Quality Standard. 
Individual Performance Goalethese are actions that individuals will take to 
achieve a result for customers related to the Quality Standard. They will 
be S*M*A*R*T goals: Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Results-Oriented, 
and Timely. 
Individual Learning Goals-these are the actions that individuals will take 
to learn new skills related to their performance goals or to the team’s 
future work. 
Example B: By October 1,  I will have learned the curriculum goals of the 
200 level courses in my discipline and learned what Internet products can 
support enhanced learning in these courses. 
Peer Developmental Reviewethese take place at least three (3) times per 
year scheduled according to the milestone dates in the goal statement; at 
least three (3) peers, one from the home team and others chosen according 
to their ability to support and provide feedback, participate as a group; 
individual prepares a progress report and requests feedback re: successes 
and barriers; individual documents feedback and develops plan for Next 
Steps; Team Leaders keep a file of this summary and monitor for 
performance problems. 
Perspectives on User Satisfaction Surveys 
ROWENACULLEN 
ABSTRACT 
ACADEMICLIBRARIES ARE FACING TWO MAJOR THREATS: a global digital 
environment and increasing competition. They must improve the quality 
of their services in order to survive. The article explores the relationship 
between service quality and user satisfaction and examines how user sur- 
veys have been employed in a number of previously published data sets. A 
model which demonstrates how satisfaction can be seen as both a micro- 
level response to individual transactions and at the macro-level as an out- 
come of service quality is proposed. Using an evidence-based approach, 
gaps between user expectations and perceptions are explored as well as 
the gap between user expectations and managers’ perceptions of these. 
Studies that include user surveys of electronic library services are also ana- 
lyzed in terms of customer expectations. Suggestions are offered about 
ways in which library and information service providers could make more 
use of the information derived from their own and other organizations’ 
user surveys to improve their services. 
INTRODUCTION 
Academic libraries are currently facing their greatest challenge since 
the explosion in tertiary education and academic publishing, which be- 
gan after World War 11. The global digital revolution is affecting both the 
traditional forms of the creation, organization, and dissemination of knowl-
edge, and the world of tertiary education itself. The alliance of business 
and universities to create a new paradigm of tertiary education, and the 
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emergence of the virtual university, supported by the virtual library, calls 
into question many of our basic assumptions about the role of the aca- 
demic library and the security of its future. Retaining and growing their 
customer base and focusing more energy on meeting their customers’ 
expectations is the only way for academic libraries to survive in this vola- 
tile competitive environment. 
The service quality model is focused on meeting these expectations 
and retaining customers: “Quality service is a competitive necessity for 
businesses and service organisations,” state Altman and Hernon (1998). 
“Assessing service quality is the first step in retaining customers in today’s 
competitive environment” (p.53).When library customers are faced with 
a variety of alternative channels of information delivery, many of which 
are more convenient and can compete on cost, libraries need to re-exam- 
ine the range and quality of services they provide and develop systems for 
consultation and cooperation with their customer and stakeholder groups. 
They need to ensure that their services both meet customer needs and 
customer expectations to the highest degree. That is, they need to com- 
pete both in terms of service quality and customer satisfaction. Even this 
may not guarantee survival. As Rowley (1996) asks: “What is the relation- 
ship between service quality, customer satisfaction, and purchasing or sub- 
sequent use of service?” (p. 416). What level of satisfaction is needed to 
ensure customer loyalty? 
This is a question that has not yet been addressed by many libraries or 
by much research in the field of LIS. It raises many questions about the 
applications of service quality models and user satisfaction surveys in li- 
brary and information services such as: 
what research has been done in the field of service quality and user 
satisfaction studies in the LIS literature? 
what has been learned from that research? 
how can research into service quality and satisfaction measures help 
libraries cope with an increasingly competitive environment and the 
new global digital environment by helping them retain customers? 
This article seeks to address some of these issues by examining past 
research and data sets where they are available, and by attempting to draw 
some conclusions out of a simple meta-analysis of this research. The aim is 
to undertake a simple critical appraisal of the evidence and to ascertain if 
there are some systematic findings emerging from this research that will 
help us understand better the relationship between service quality, satis- 
faction, and customer loyalty in the unique industry in which we operate. 
DISTINCTION QUALITYBETWEEN SERVICE AND SATISFACTION 
In a landmark monograph entitled Service Quality in Academic Librar- 
ies, Hernon and Altman (1996) use the SERVQUAL model to develop a 
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robust instrument for measuring service quality and satisfaction in aca- 
demic libraries. In this volume they cite many of the works from the mar- 
keting/management literatures which have become seminal in the LIS 
literature on service quality. They find no LIS research on service quality 
to cite although they make good use of the existing performance manage- 
ment literature. 
The SERVQUAL model used by Hernon and Altman and other re- 
searchers in examining service quality in the field of library and informa- 
tion services is derived from the work of Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and Berry 
(1988). In the SERVQUAL model, quality is defined as “perceived qual- 
ity” rather than “objective quality,” that is, it is dependent on the customer’s 
perception of what they can expect from a service and what they believe 
they have received, rather than any “objective” standard as determined by 
a professional group or in conventional performance measurement. The 
model is best known for its definition of gaps between customer expecta- 
tions and perceptions. Parasuraman et al. (1988) define five gaps from 
their research data: 
Gap 1. The discrepancy between customers’ expectations and 
management’s perceptions of these expectations. 
Gap 2. The discrepancy between management’s perceptions of custom- 
ers’ expectations and service quality specifications. 
Gap 3.  The discrepancy between service quality specifications and actual 
service delivery. 
Gap 4. The discrepancy between actual service delivery and what is com- 
municated to customers about it. 
Gap 5. The discrepancy between customer’s expected service and per- 
ceived service delivered. 
The first four gaps contribute to Gap 5-that is, the gap between 
customer expectations and customer perceptions of service received- 
and it is this last gap which has been the main focus of library research. 
There has been some interest as well in Gap 3, the discrepancy between 
service quality specifications and actual service delivery. In this article, 
some attention will also be paid to Gap 1, the discrepancy between cus- 
tomers’ expectations and management’s perceptions of these expectations, 
and the research literature will be examined for evidence regarding these 
gars.
The mature SERVQUAL model, derived from iterative testing of the 
original model in a variety of contexts, identifies five dimensions of per- 
formance which customer expectations focus on: tangibles, reliability, re- 
sponsiveness, assurance, and empathy. These are also explored by a num-
ber of researchers in the LIS field but are not the focus of this discussion. 
In Service Quality in Academic Libraries, Hernon and Altman (1996) 
also explore the question of user satisfaction and the part this plays in 
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user perceptions of service quality. The relationship between service qual- 
ity and customer satisfaction is a complex one. Service quality is variously 
defined as a component of customer satisfaction and vice versa. Hernon 
and Altman, for example, cite a definition of satisfaction derived from a 
number of marketing experts which Elliott (1995) gives as “the emotional 
reaction to a specific transaction or service encounter,” but they go on to 
indicate that “satisfaction may or may not be directly related to the perfor- 
mance of the library on a specific occasion.” As they explain, “a customer 
can receive an answer to a query but be unsatisfied because of an upset- 
ting or angry encounter. Conversely, although the query might remain 
unanswered, another customer might feel satisfied because the encoun- 
ter was pleasant, and the helper interested and polite” (Hernon &Altman, 
1998, p. 8). However, as Hernon and Altman note, Elliott also observes 
that service quality is probably “an antecedent of customer satisfaction” 
(p. 36), and that “higher levels of service quality result in increased cus- 
tomer satisfaction” (p. 40). 
A more complex model is later proposed, derived from Bitner and 
Hubbert, in which there are “two perspectives for viewing satisfaction that 
are relevant to library services. The first is seruice encounter satisfaction- 
customer satisfaction or dissatisfaction with a specific service encounter- 
and the second is ouerall smice satisfaction-customer satisfaction or dis- 
satisfaction with an organization based on multiple encounters or experi- 
ences” (Hernon & Altman, 1998, p. 182). 
Satisfaction therefore may involve long-term, as well as short-term, 
perceptions, and a personal reaction to service built up over a number of 
transactions ofvarying quality. In addition, it would seem that, in the com- 
plex interchange of customer expectations and perceptions across the 
services delivered by an organization, customer satisfaction at the micro 
level concerning an individual service will contribute to the dimensions of 
service quality (tangibles, reliability, responsiveness, assurance, empathy) 
and that a global or macro view of quality of service derived from all the 
services with which the customer has interacted, and integrating the five 
dimensions of service quality, will contribute to their overall satisfaction 
with the organization. 
Rachel Applegate (1993) has also explored this issue and uses the 
marketing and psychology literatures, and the concepts of material and 
emotional satisfaction, to identify the phenomenon of the “false posi- 
tive” emotional satisfaction-a concept familiar to us in the truism of 
library service that libraries generally achieve well in satisfaction ratings 
because “like motherhood and apple pie, they are considered to be a 
good thing. ” 
What is not clear is the interrelationship of material and emotional 
satisfaction with satisfaction at the micro and macro levels. To what extent 
do these concepts measure the same customer response and to what extent 
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Figure 1.Interrelationship of Customer satisfaction and Service Quality. 
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Figure 2. Impact of Satisfaction on Customer Loyalty. 
are they measures of separate responses to service quality. A tentative rela- 
tionship that might throw some light on the impact of satisfaction on cus- 
tomer loyalty is shown in Figure 2. 
Applegate concludes that much more research is needed in the field 
of library and information science to determine the factors or attributes 
of service that contribute to user satisfaction at the macro and micro lev- 
els, and observes that simple user satisfaction questionnaires do not pro- 
vide sufficient information for libraries to make changes in their practice 
or service delivery (Applegate, 1993,p. 535).This research is much needed 
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in order to define the level of user satisfaction that will keep libraries in 
business in the years ahead. But, like a number of other writers in this 
field, Applegate rightly observes that, over the years, a great deal of li-
brary and information science research has thrown light on these issues. 
From time to time it has been pointed out that the profession lacks the 
will or the ability to incorporate research findings into practice. Lack of 
incentives and the imprecise nature of the outcomes of providing infor- 
mation services have been suggested as reasons for this (Cullen, 1998).To 
this, Applegate adds lack of precision in overall satisfaction ratings. Com- 
parisons have been made with the field of health sciences, where the evi- 
dence-based medicine movement, and the Cochrane Collaboration have 
led a major change in the application of new knowledge to existing prac- 
tice. Librarians have played a major part in promoting the use of evidence 
in health information. 
Why is it that the LIS profession finds it so hard to accept the findings 
of research carried out in its own institutions and is so slow to act upon it? 
Hernon and Altman may have identified a partial answer. Commenting 
on the difficulties that service organizations have in motivating themselves 
to focus on service quality, they cite Johnson: 
Non-profit organizations that are focused on themselves rather than 
their customers display certain characteristics. They see their services 
as inherently desirable, blame customer ignorance or lack of motiva-
tion when their services are not used, relegate research about cus- 
tomers to a minor role . . . and assume that they have no  generic 
competition. (Hernon & Altman, 1996,p. 9) 
Many would agree that this attitude is prevalent in academic libraries 
although there is little research to support the assertion apart from the 
work of Edwards and Browne (1995). Such an attitude may even, para- 
doxically, be an outcome of the service ethic that takes many young pro- 
fessionals into the library/information professions. Most librarians cer- 
tainly see their work as “inherently desirable.” Whatever its cause, the re- 
luctance of library managers to take their users’ views into account will 
damage their institutions’ abilities to compete and to survive in the cur- 
rent environment. 
Perhaps librarians can apply the skills they have learned in the health 
information sector and use methods of critical appraisal to analyze the 
evidence available in the LIS literature. That is the approach taken in 
this article. While there is not generally a sufficient body of research 
using rigorous methodologies, reported in enough detail to make a full 
critical appraisal of evidence, there is a sufficient body of literature to 
draw some conclusions that might convince libraries and librarians into 
taking action. The focus is on service quality models and research into 
academic libraries except where there is relevant data in other studies. 
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THEROLEOF SURVEYS EVALUATIONIN LIBRARY 
While surveys are now an accepted part of a library’s evaluative pro- 
cesses and feature in most manuals of performance measurement, there 
is still some confusion in the literature about the role they play and how to 
interpret the results. The theoretical framework and conceptual approach 
to evaluation within which the survey will be applied is rarely addressed. 
The following examples show the value of such an approach. 
For example, in the estimable IFLA guide Measuring Quality: Interna- 
tionul Guidelines for Performance Measurement in Academic Libraries (Poll & te 
Boekhoerst, 1995), valid, rcliable, reproducible, and practical measures 
that will inform library decision making are applied to general library fa- 
cilities, collection quality and use, the library catalog, availability and docu- 
ment delivery, and reference service. These are followed by suggestions 
for user satisfaction surveys focused on: 
1. General user satisfaction which evaluates the service of the library as a 
whole. 
2. 	User satisfaction with individual services or components of those ser- 
vices-e.g., opening hours or attributes of the librarian (for example, 
“a positive, friendly and courteous attitude” (Poll & te Boekhoerst, 
1995, pp. 106-0s). 
The purpose of employing user surveys is described by the authors in the 
following terms: 
provides detailed information about the user’s opinion of the service; 
helps to clarify the librarian’s concept of the service as well as his/her 
assumptions about the users’ needs; 
indicates problems; and 
suggests solutions (p. 30). 
This model was adopted by the Council of Australian University Li- 
brarians, who carried out an investigation into some frameworks for a set 
of performance measures/indicators for use in Australian academic li- 
braries. The first three indicators that were developed as self-contained 
packages and published in 1995 were: Library/Clientele Congruence (i.e., 
satisfaction) Indicator; Document Delivery Indicator; and Proportion of 
Sought Material at Time of Visit. These three formed part of six broad 
categories: General Library Use and Facilities, Collection Quality, Cata- 
logue Quality, Availability of Items in the Collection (the last two indica- 
tors above were included here), Reference Service, and User Satisfaction 
(Byrne, 1997) and were derived primarily from the IFLA template with 
other inputs. Again, user satisfaction surveys are not integrated into an 
overall framework of evaluation. Measures of “perceived quality” (the 
congruence, or satisfaction, indicator) sit uneasily alongside measures of 
“objective quality. ” 
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A third example comes from a group of libraries which had already 
made serious attempts to use the professional literature to develop mean- 
ingful measures, including A Planning Process for Public Libram’es (Palmour, 
1980) and Output Measures for Public Libraries (Van House, 1987) both of 
which included user surveys as part of their methodology. In an attempt 
to develop more cost-effective and practical methods of capturing the views 
of users, and in order to benchmark some of the data between libraries, 
the New South Wales Public Libraries Evaluation Group (NSW PLEG) 
persuaded some of their colleagues to pilot a customer satisfaction survey 
in Sydney, Maitland, and Wollongong and some outer metropolitan and 
country areas in the state of New South Wales, Australia. The proposed 
instrument is designed to capture the user’s response to the library visited 
without much granularity, and most of the detailed data requested is de- 
mographic (albeit useful for marketing and future survey design). Although 
the NSW PLEG group’s survey instrument does not make explicit refer- 
ence to a service quality model, the study does appear to be one of the 
first reported from library practitioners that attempts to capture informa- 
tion about which services were of most importance to users, along with 
satisfaction rates for those services. The results show up some discrepan- 
cies in what patrons believe is important, and what the library is appar- 
ently doing well, and the authors suggest that the surveys developed form 
a valuable management tool. They also note that, in a competitive envi- 
ronment, it may not be possible to benchmark results as they had hoped 
(Garlick, 1998). 
Introducing their modification of the SERVQUAL model to academic 
library managers in Service Quality in Academic Libraries, Hernon and Altman 
(1996) focus on the need for library managers to integrate perception- 
based satisfaction and service quality measures into their library evalua- 
tion. Hernon and Altman use data collected from surveys and focus groups 
to refine the SERVQUAL model in order to develop a robust survey in- 
strument for use specifically in library and information services. The re- 
sulting instrument is capable of gathering information from users at both 
the macro and the micro level and asks users about their overall percep- 
tions of the library and the quality of its services, as well as their percep- 
tions of specific services and the characteristics of specific services. There 
is a great deal of granularity built into the model in order that user re- 
sponses to any aspect of service can be thoroughly examined. With this 
level of detail, user responses can contribute to a service quality analysis 
that both identifies measures of user satisfaction at the macro and micro 
level and provides information that supports a multivariate model of ma- 
terial and emotional satisfaction (Applegate, 1993, p. 533). 
Two later research projects have tested the validity of the standard 
instrument used in the SERVQUAL model. Nitecki’s (1996) doctoral re- 
search tested the SERVQUAL instrument on three aspects of library 
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service-interlibrary loan, reference, and closed reserve-and concluded 
that the instrument was useful in determining how well services match 
user expectations. 
Hernon and Calvert (1996) tested the validity of the SERVQUAL in- 
strument for evaluating academic libraries among library students and 
librarians, and came up with an instrument based on SERVQUAL but one 
that would offer libraries more choice about the customer expectations 
they might want to focus on and the priorities they might want to set in 
service delivery. It was also hoped that the findings from this study would 
identify a multi-method approach to measuring and understanding ser- 
vice quality from the perspectives of multiple constituencies-an aspect 
of library service not well handled in the original SERVQUAL model. 
The culmination of much of Hernon’s work in this area w’as issued in 
1998 in a manual published by the American Library Association in work- 
book format to encourage libraries to use the manual in this way (Hernon 
& Altman, 1998). Although it covers much of the material of S m i c e  Qual- 
ity in Academic Libraries (Hernon & Altman, 1996), Assessing Service Quality 
introduces a range of methods for surveying users, including the 
SERVQUAL instrument used by Nitecki. In this volume the authors present 
a more complex model of the interrelationship among satisfaction, ser- 
vice quality, customer expectations, and service delivery in an overlapping 
set of spheres. This model, and the way in which libraries are encouraged 
to select pertinent areas of library service for examination by means of 
user surveys in the service quality instrument outlined, shows a much bet- 
ter integration of satisfaction in the paradigm of service quality. 
ANALYSIS FROM SERVQUAL STUDIESOF THE DATAEMERGING 
The Gap between Customer Expectations and Perceptions of Service Quality 
In her report in the Journal of Academic Librarianship on the first 
SERVQUAL analysis that she carried out, Nitecki’s focus is on the dimen- 
sions of service quality resulting from the data, which she concludes tend 
to a three dimensional model rather than the five proposed by Zeithaml, 
Parasuraman, and Berry (1990), there being some overlap among reli- 
ability and responsiveness, and more obviously between responsiveness, 
assurance, and empathy. In the data provided in the article, there is evi- 
dence of significant gaps between user expectations and service delivery 
which are not commented on in detail. Negative scores range between 
-.178 and -1.888 (Nitecki, 1996, p. 186). Aggregate scores for gaps in 
service quality, as measured by the difference between the mean for indi- 
cators reflecting expectations compared with the mean of scores for per- 
ceived quality of service delivered are also predominantly negative and 
high, ranging from -.446 to -1.278. It is worth noting that the scores de- 
rived from Nitecki’s gap analysis do not correlate well with the overall 
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scores given for user satisfaction with the library’s service at a macro level, 
which range from 6.596 to 8.058 suggesting that the macro satisfaction 
score measures something other than an aggregate of satisfaction with 
individual services. 
Nitecki (1996) notes that the results seem to suggest that a higher 
overall rating of satisfaction correlates with users who “a) have not experi- 
enced a service problem within the past year; b) were satisfied with the 
resolution of problems experienced; c) indicated a willingness to recom- 
mend the library service they experienced to a friend, or d) suggested 
that the information they obtained from the service experience was more 
valuable to them than the information found among those users with op-
posite experiences” (p. 184). These observations tend to support the propo- 
sition that satisfaction at the macro level is more than an aggregate of 
satisfaction at the micro level over a range of services. 
While Nitecki is concerned to point out that in this project she was 
not using SERVQUAL as a measure of performance but testing the valid- 
ity and robustness of the instrument, it is still worth noting user responses 
to two key factors in the satisfaction ratings in reference service: “When a 
user has a problem, excellent libraries’ [or test library’s] reference ser- 
vices will show a sincere interest in solving it,” and “[e]mployees in excel- 
lent libraries [or test library’s] reference service will always be willing to 
help users,” both ofwhich show major gaps between expectation and per- 
formance. As Nitecki observes, “reference service providers should con- 
centrate on both showing sincere interest in solving user problems . . . . 
and staff willingness to help users” (Nitecki, 1996, p. 187). In the refer- 
ence literature, this is a key factor in the provision of accurate reference 
service. In a significant empirically based study on the quality of reference 
service and reference librarians’ accuracy in responding to users’ queries, 
Gers and Seward (1985) note: 
A second set of behaviours strongly associated with providing cor- 
rect answers is showing interest in the users’ question. The librarian 
who shows the least interest in the user’s question is likely to provide 
a correct answer 33 percent of the time. The librarian who shows the 
most interest in the user’s question is likely to provide a correct an- 
swer 76 percent of the time. (pp. 33-34) 
Dewdney and Ross (1994) also report that user satisfaction with the 
reference encounter is strongly correlated with similar behaviors, and that 
there is a strong correlation between friendliness and understanding of 
staff and the users’ overall satisfaction and willingness to return. It would 
seem that the existing research literature emphatically endorses the mes- 
sages emerging from the service quality research literature in LIS and 
that libraries ignore these messages at their own peril. Furthermore, com- 
paring service quality measures with other empirical measures enables us 
to draw some well-validated conclusions about the relationship between 
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“perceived quality” and “objective quality.” Other examples later in this 
article explore this question further. 
Some other research reports provide data which can be compared 
with Nitecki’s. An online and paper-based survey of library service using a 
SERVQUAL model carried out at the University of Illinois at Urbana- 
Champaign provides data for a gap analysis based on the difference be- 
tween the means for user expectations and perceptions of performance. 
Negative scores range between -.01 and -.92 (Schmidt & Searing, 1998, 
pp. 3-4). The averages of mean differences for service issues relating to 
staff activities are negative compared with a positive average score (ser- 
vice exceeds expectations) for indicators relating to collections, both print 
and electronic. 
A SERVQUAL analysis of Interlibrary Loan services at Carnegie Mellon 
University also resulted in some negative scores, ranging between -25 
and -1.71 for indicators which, in the SERVQUAL model, are generally 
aligned with reliability of service-again largely dependent on staff activi- 
ties and attitudes (Stein, 1998, p. 211). The mean overall quality rating 
received was 7.545. Stein (1998) notes that the mean for users who re- 
ported that they had not experienced a problem with the libraries in the 
past year was 8.090, while among those who did experience problems and 
whose problem was resolved, the mean rating was 7.571, and those whose 
problem was not resolved rated the library at 5.650 (p. 214). It would be 
useful to compare these data with Nitecki’s data on the same issue-over- 
all satisfaction rates of users who had no problem, had a problem which 
was resolved, and had a problem which was not resolved. 
In the most recent research report on the application of the 
SERVQUAL model to an academic library (in this case, Yale University’s 
Library), Nitecki and Hernon (2000) report that, based on analysis of the 
data relating to the gap 5 case, “the library did not surpass reader expecta- 
tions on any service attribute, but it did come close to meeting most ex- 
pectations” (p. 263). Eleven areas where gap scores exceed -1.0 are noted. 
These include the ability to communicate with library staff through the 
Web page, document delivery through IL or other methods, easy use of 
the online catalog, photocopiers and computer printers in good working 
order, clear and helpful directional signs and information about library 
hours, and reshelving of materials. The three scores greater than -2.00 
were for the following: online catalog as an accurate source of informa- 
tion about all materials held in the library, the ease in discovering in ad- 
vance when the library is open, and materials being reshelved promptly. 
Nitecki and Hernon (2000) comment: “It is important to remember that 
the judgements about the importance of the attributes and the percep- 
tions of services delivered are relative and are merely indicators of where 
priorities might be placed for improvement effort” (p. 263). 
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However, the quadrant analysis carried out by Hernon and Nitecki, 
which graphs expectations against performance, suggests a grimmer sce- 
nario; the attributes falling into quadrant 2 are those of most importance 
to users but are not perceived as services on which the library performs 
well. Twenty-six out of forty attributes fell in this quadrant. An overall 
customer satisfaction rating of 7.1 1is compared with an adjusted mean of 
ratings derived from individual attributes of 7.32. The authors conclude 
thatYale libraries are meeting, but not exceeding, customer expectations. 
This can be compared with the mean scores in the Carnegie Mellon 
SERVQUAL analysis of IL of 7.545. It is also worth noting that the lower 
scores in the gap 5 analysis at Yale tend to be attributes associated with 
“reliability,” the indicator that emerges in most of these studies as the one 
rated by users as most important. This may suggest that there is more 
room for concern about the gap 5 scores falling below -1.00 and defi- 
nitely about those falling below -2.00 than the authors indicate. 
Researchers into SERVQUAL and similar models in LIS are divided 
as to whether the SERVQUAL instrument can be used as a diagnostic tool 
or for ranking library performance (Cook, 1999). While Nitecki’s com- 
ment about the lack of normative data with which to compare her results 
holds true for the LIS field, in some other disciplines there is a body of 
data emerging that throws some light on the scores achieved by libraries 
in some of these studies, in particular in Gap 5-i.e., the gap between 
customer expectations and perceptions of service. Such comparisons could 
add considerable meaning to both research results and to future applica- 
tions of the model. For example, at Victoria University of Wellington, the 
SERVQUAL model has been used in a large number of MBA research 
projects in a wide range of industries. Geoff Durden, coordinator of the 
projects for many years, notes that, while there is no published cross in- 
dustry data available relating to SERVQUAL, from his own analysis of these 
projects over eight years, he is able to summarize findings of the gap be- 
tween customer expectations and perceptions of service as follows: 
A. Magnitude of Gap 5: 0 to -1 
Interpretation: relationship in good order with perhaps just one of 
the five dimensions exhibiting a significant gap between expectations 
and perceptions (usually assurance or empathy). Overall, perceived 
quality and satisfaction with the service is positive. These relation- 
ships need managing by a routine process of incremental improve- 
ment. 
B. Magnitude of Gap 5: -1 to -2 
Interpretation: relationship is flawed along one, sometimes two, of 
the five dimensions. Gaps between expectations and perceptions 
along these dimensions are at a level that results in a slightly posi- 
tive/neutral view about the overall quality of the relationship and 
satisfaction with the service. The relationship is in need of fairly ur- 
gent remedial action. 
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again these have a higher priority in the rankings of academic staff than 
library staff. Since most of the studies analyzed here took place, there has 
been a tremendous increase in the number and kinds of electronic services 
offered in libraries. From the tentative networking of online catalogs and 
CD-ROM indexes, electronic services now available include desktop links to 
a Web environment that offers users direct access to online database ven- 
dors, full-text articles available on demand, and instant access to electronic 
journals. As electronic access to a wide variety of publications becomes avail- 
able to academic library users, libraries seek to cancel print subscriptions 
on the assumption that “just-in-time” document delivery and access to aca- 
demic journals is more cost-effective than “just-in-case” print-based subscrip- 
tions with their accompanying costs of acquisition and storage. 
Not many research studies of library effectiveness have caught up with 
this change. One of the few that has is the Western Kentucky University 
( M U )  Libraries Satisfaction Survey reported by Perkins and Yuan (2000) 
in which a survey placed on the WKU Libraries’ home page gathered us- 
able responses from 247 participants. Participants were asked about their 
use and satisfaction with the libraries’ electronic resources, library center, 
use of library resources off-site, book and serial collections, and Internet 
databases. The data are not very clearly presented, the focus of the article 
being more about the way the surveywas set up. Respondents overall seem 
to have been satisfied with access to databases both within and from out- 
side the library and with the book and serial collections but less so with 
the libraries’ home page, with phone and e-mail assistance, and with ac- 
cess to CD-ROM products. (This article, which has the potential to add 
value to the literature, is an example of many which need editorial guid- 
ance in order to present findings in a meaningful way.) While some ad- 
ministrative changes were reported as taking place as a result of the sur- 
vey, it did not seem to be integrated into any overall analysis of service 
quality of library effectiveness. 
The SERVQUAL. analysis carried out by the University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign mentioned earlier also covered a full range of elec- 
tronic services. Many of these are areas where the gap between expecta- 
tion and perception of service is greatest. The online catalog has a poor 
satisfaction rating and does not appear to be meeting needs (user com- 
ments indicate dissatisfaction with the user interface), and there are mildly 
negative views of electronic full-text articles and Internet access. However, 
the largest gaps remain regarding basic service items (reshelving of mate- 
rials and hours the library is open) with scores at nearly -1. The authors 
comment that these last two areas are where additional staff resources 
would be needed to resolve the problem. The quality of the collection, 
the general service skills of staff, and users’ knowledge of resources are 
also indicators with negative scores on Gap 5. They are therefore points 
where the quality of service offered needs addressing, “by a routine process 
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the Zeithaml/Parasuraman model of SERVQUAL as described by Nitecki 
(1996), the first Gap is the discrepancy between the customers’ expecta- 
tions and managements’ perceptions of these expectations, derived from 
“executive perspectives on a service organization’s design, marketing and 
delivery of service . . . . the first four gaps are the major contributors to the 
service quality gap that customers may perceive” (p. 182). In the LIS field, 
there has been little overt attention paid to this aspect of service quality, 
but some studies outside the SERVQUAL framework nevertheless do con- 
tain data that might enable an analysis of any discrepancy between users’ 
expectations and management’s perceptions of these. One such data set 
is derived from a series of investigations carried out by Calvert and Cullen 
between 1992 and 1996. There is an assumption made in analyzing these 
data that, in stating their views on which aspects of service it is important 
to measure, librarians are reflecting their views of the expectations of us- 
ers and are not vexatiously imposing their own beliefs about service qual- 
ity in opposition to the views of their users. Data from both public and 
academic libraries are used here to illuminate this point. 
The first study in the series explored the views of three separate con- 
stituencies: librarians, local body councillors (elected representatives who 
are members of the city council which has responsibility for the local ameni- 
ties such as libraries), and users. Each group was asked how important 
they believed each of ninety-five aspects of library performance were. The 
ninety-five indicators covered a similar range of services to many service 
quality surveys. Although that study did not distinguish between librar- 
ians in management roles and para-professionals, it does provide some 
insights into potential discrepancies between user expectations and a pro- 
fessional/managerial view of these. Each aspect was rated on a scale of 1 
to 5 by respondents according to its importance to them. For each con- 
stituency, the aspects were then ordered from most important to least, 
and the ranked list compared using Spearman’s rho test. There was 3 8 0  
correlation between the ranked list of indicators favored by library users 
and that of the librarians (Cullen & Calvert, 1993). An earlier US .  study 
using the same methodology had found a .5’1correlation between library 
managers and users, and a .58 correlation between library service staff 
and users (see Table 1). 
It is worth noting that, while there are discrepancies in these lists, it 
would not be true to state that the library staff did not care about users’ 
views-they have focused heavily on community needs in their responses 
and would appear to believe that they are “listening” to their communi- 
ties. But they have a different view of these from the community itself. 
While small differences in scores among items in these ranked lists are 
not meaningful, larger variances in the rankings can be considered sig- 
nificant. For example, librarians rank users’ second favored indicator as 
being “Quality of books, magazines and other materials” at 16,their seventh 
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Table 1.Ranked lists of attributes: Public Libraries (Cullen & Calvert, 1993). 
I’SCI\. R,ilirlq I _i131;I ri ,ITI<‘ R.1 I ir i q 
Helpfulness and courtesy of staff Helpfulness and courtesy of staff 
Quality of books, magazines, Level of staff morale 
and other materials 
Competence of management Competence of management 
Ease of use and arrangement Match of service to community needs 
of library catalog 
Accessibility of buildings Match of stock to community needs 
(ramps for disabled etc.) 
Expertise of reference staff Extent of community awareness 
of library services 
Total stock of books, Accessibility of buildings 
magazines, and other materials (ramps for disabled etc.) 
Level of staff morale Range of services available 
whenever library open 
Match of hours open Ease of use and arrangement 
with user needs of library catalog 
Total money spent on books Quality of reference materials 
and other materials 
* Expertise of reference staff was ranked at 11 (Cullen & Calvert, 1993) 
favored indicator being “Total stock books, magazines and other materi- 
als” at number 37, their ninth indicator is “Match of hours open with user 
needs” at number 15, and their tenth favored indicator is “Total money 
spent on books and other materials” and is ranked at 19. These data match 
well with that reported by Garlick (1998), where users placed “Books for 
adults” and “Helpful staff‘ as their highest priorities by a significant mar- 
gin (p. 69). 
In the second study, the actual performance of these libraries was 
evaluated by library staff using the same indicators. Again, while the pur- 
pose of this study was not focused on service quality, the results tell us 
something about resource allocation and service delivery and the extent 
to which this matches the expectations of users. In other words, the re- 
sults provide insights into the gap between managers’ perceptions of user 
expectations and those expectations themselves, although it is not con- 
structed as a gap analysis survey. 
In the top ten indicators, two of the users’ preferred indicators in 
the first study-that is their expectations-are listed as being well per- 
formed by the group of libraries surveyed. “Helpfulness, courtesy of staff‘ 
is listed second and “Expertise of reference staff is listed ninth. “Quality 
of books, magazines and other materials,” “Total stock of books, maga-
zines, and other materials,” and “Match of hours open with user needs” 
come in the next ten (i.e., the top twenty in terms of performance). Most 
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of the rest of the users’ preferred indicators are below fifty in the ranked 
list of ninety-five indicators (Calvert & Cullen, 1994). 
Clearly, while some of the users’ priorities are being met, others are 
not. The professional argument has always been that users do not know 
what is good library service and cannot judge. The service quality model 
argues that this view should be re-examined and that libraries should start 
changing their priorities and align them more closely with those of users. 
These data support that view. It is interesting to note in passing that the 
question of “helpfulness of staff‘ and “willingness to help” remains a sig- 
nificant indicator in both service quality surveys and in some of these ear- 
lier studies and emerges as a critical factor in reference success. Both us-
ers and librarians seem to believe that this is an important aspect of ser- 
vice quality. And yet, in areas when libraries are made aware of users’ 
priorities in terms of service, they frequently find reasons for not altering 
resource allocations in order to deliver service at that level. Willingness to 
help users is thus treated as a micro level service quality issue rather than 
a macro level one. 
ACADEMICSTUDIESTHAT INVESTIGATETHE GAPIN USER 
EXPECTATIONS PERCEPTIONSAND MANAGERS’ 
A second series of research projects carried out by Cullen and Calvert 
(1993) investigated the same issues in academic libraries. As in the previ- 
ous studies, the perceptions of key groups of stakeholders (the governing 
body, senior library staff, library staff, academics, graduate students, and 
undergraduate students) were surveyed concerning the indicators which 
each group believed was important when judging the effectiveness of an 
academic library. The means of ratings given by all members of a constitu- 
ency were compared, and a ranked list of indicators prepared for each 
constituency. Correlations between the rankings of the groups of interest 
here were: 
Senior library staff: academic staff .69 
Senior library staff: graduate students .67 
Senior library staff: undergraduate students .67 
Library staff: academic staff .73 
Library staff: graduate students .72 
Library staff: undergraduate students .69 
The tables of ranked indicators (see Tables 2 and 3) show some of the 
same orderings as in the Public Libraries study. 
Despite the fact that, between the highest ranked indicator in each 
case and the tenth, the difference is never more than 514,  and individual 
placings may not be statistically significant. The rankings, and the indica- 
tors placed in the top ten in each list, can be considered to reflect the 
expectations of users and management’s perceptions of these. (Compari- 
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Table 2. Ranked lists of attributes: Academic Libraries (Cullen and Calvert, 1993). 
licnioi l . ihr-a i~St:iff Rxtiny O t t 1 c - r - 1.iIwnn St;iff R;t!inq 
~~ ~ 
Helpfulness and courtesy of staff Helpfulness and courtesy of staff 
Expert staff assistance to Expert staff assistance to 
users when needed users when needed 
Competence of management Competence of management 
Ease of use and arrangement Expertise of reference staff 
of library catalog 
Expertise of reference staff Proportion of library materials listed on 
computer catalogs 
Availability of reference staff when needed 
Ease of use of public catalogs Success in answering reference questions 
Use of planning procedures Ease of use of public catalogs
(short- and long-term) 
Extent to which users are Extent to which users are 
made aware of services available made aware of services available 
Match of goals objectives to Proportion of items wanted by
user group needs user finally obtained 
Success in answering reference 
questions 
Extent to which library achieves 
goals, objectives 
sons between subject areas-in the academic and student groups that were 
also investigated in the study showed far higher correlations than between 
the various constituencies.) Library staff again demonstrate their desire 
to be responsive to user needs and the indicator “match of goals and ob-
jectives with users” is very high on both library staff lists. But their aspira- 
tions and their perceptions of what users want are not close to reality. 
Staff, in fact, appear to be preferring indicators that reflect “objective 
quality,” that is, standard library performance measures. 
SERVQUAL STUDIESOF THE GAPBETWEEN USER 
EXPECTATIONSAND MANAGEMENT’S PERCEPTIONS 
These data can be compared with the findings of Edwards and Browne 
(1995)who address directly the problem of the gap between user expec- 
tations and management’s (or the professional’s) views of those expecta- 
tions. In their study, Edwards and Browne developed a ninety-three item 
service quality questionnaire by canvassing the views of professional li- 
hrarians and academics- This was sent to a randomly selected group of 
academics in four widely different Australian universities and a smaller 
group of senior librarians who were asked to respond to the question- 
naire as they thought their users would. 
In analyzing the results, Edwards and Browne conclude that the aca- 
demics and librarians agreed on the significance of the five broad dimen- 
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Table 3. Ranked lists of attributes: Academic Libraries (Cullen & Calvert, 1993). 
I 
 drniic5 tnfT ( h d t I ; H P  sf~lc~mts Sllldt‘lll\
L ’ l ~ r l ~ r ~ m d l l ~ t t v  
Expert staff assistance Match of hours open Provision of multiple 
to users when needed with user needs copies of items in high use 
Expertise of reference Expert staff assistance Match of hours open 
staff to users when needed with user needs 
Proportion of library Provision of multiple Equipment (e.g., photo- 
materials listed on copies of items in high copiers) kept in service 
computer catalogs use by good maintenance 
Quietness of study Proportion of library Quietness of study 





Helpfulness and Quietness of study Helpfulness and 

courtesy of staff environment courtesy of staff 

Total amount of Equipment (e.g., photo- Expert staff assistance 

library budget copiers) kept in service to users when needed 

by good maintenance 
Access to library Helpfulness and Number of seats per full- 
catalogs via networks courtesy of staff time student equivalent 
throughout the campus 
Match of hours open Expertise of reference Provision of adequate 
with user needs staff number of photocopiers 
Speed of provision of Proportion of items Proportion of library 

items through ILL wanted by user finally materials listed on 

obtained computer catalogs 

Proportion of items Speed of provision Speed and accuracy of 





sions of service quality (tangibles, responsiveness, reliability, assurance, 
and empathy) although the academics appeared to place greater weight 
on reliability and the librarians on assurance, the dimension which mea- 
sures the extent to which service providers are knowledgeable, courteous, 
and engender trust and confidence. This finding ties in with Hernon and 
Altman’s observation that nonprofit organizations see their services as in-
herently desirable and do not focus on service quality and certainly not in 
terms of “perceived quality.” 
Librarianship has high ideals, and these lead to perceptions that what 
libraries do has value. Perhaps it also leads to a somewhat paternalistic 
view that we know what patrons need and want and can be trusted to 
deliver it. This view may be interfering with a clear focus on customer 
satisfaction as a measure of service quality and may be preventing library 
managers from having confidence in users to decide their own needs and 
priorities. 
Edwards and Browne suggest that library users focus on more specific 
elements of service quality. In their analysis of the two groups’ responses 
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to the questionnaire (that is, users and librarians who were asked to respond 
as they thought their users would), Edwards and Browne point to a high 
level of consonance in the results, but noted some key indicators on which 
academics placed a greater weight than librarians. When items for which 
the means of all responses for each group differed more than .5 are listed, 
some key issues can be identified. For example, some aspects of computer- 
generated service fall into this category, as do issues about access to li-
brary materials (journals arranged by title; direct user access to databases; 
lists of materials on subjects; dedicated terminals for staff) and some re- 
lating to some issues that are commonly perceived to be issues of service 
quality (staff will try another source if the item is not available; staff pro- 
vide quick answers; large number of staff; reference shelves are tidy; staff 
can be relied on; staff locate missing items). 
In their conclusions, Edwards and Browne (1995)highlight the simi- 
larities between the perceptions of academics and librarians: 
The findings also show that the librarians in the sample had an accu- 
rate perception of their users’ expectations across the broad dimen- 
sions that research has found to be important in determining service 
quality. In addition, librarians were able to identify many of the at- 
tributes of service which the academics most strongly agrec are ex- 
pected of a quality information service. (p. 178) 
The authors follow this statement by commenting again on the gaps 
in perceptions about individual indicators of quality: 
In particular, librarians underestimated the level of expectation on 
items about computer based services, responsiveness in obtaining 
material, timeliness of service, and the arrangement of materials. They 
overestimated academics’ expectations for aspects of service involv- 
ing user and librarian relationships, and for user education programs. 
(P. 178) 
This is an important statement. The disparities in perceptions are of more 
significance than the congruities. One unhappy experience may be over- 
looked by a user but a series of incidents in which the user’s purpose on a 
specific day is frustrated will lead to low satisfaction scores on elements of 
individual services and lower satisfaction rates overall. Edward and Browne’s 
research deserves much attention and should be followed by many more 
such studies. But what are the lessons learned from current research? 
THEDIGITALLIBRARY 
One of the key issues to emerge in the Edwards and Browne study is 
that, while librarians focused on information provision regardless of for- 
mat (or believed that their users would perceive information in this way), 
users showed a greater than expected concern with format and with com- 
puter-based services. In the Cullen and Calvert study of academic librar- 
ies, there are only a few indicators that relate to electronic services, but 
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again these have a higher priority in the rankings of academic staff than 
library staff. Since most of the studies analyzed here took place, there has 
been a tremendous increase in the number and kinds of electronic services 
offered in libraries. From the tentative networking of online catalogs and 
CD-ROM indexes, electronic services now available include desktop links to 
a Web environment that offers users direct access to online database ven- 
dors, full-text articles available on demand, and instant access to electronic 
journals. As electronic access to a wide variety of publications becomes avail- 
able to academic library users, libraries seek to cancel print subscriptions 
on the assumption that “just-in-time” document delivery and access to aca- 
demic journals is more cost-effective than “just-in-case” print-based subscrip- 
tions with their accompanying costs of acquisition and storage. 
Not many research studies of library effectiveness have caught up with 
this change. One of the few that has is the Western Kentucky University 
( M U )  Libraries Satisfaction Survey reported by Perkins and Yuan (2000) 
in which a survey placed on the WKU Libraries’ home page gathered us- 
able responses from 247 participants. Participants were asked about their 
use and satisfaction with the libraries’ electronic resources, library center, 
use of library resources off-site, book and serial collections, and Internet 
databases. The data are not very clearly presented, the focus of the article 
being more about the way the surveywas set up. Respondents overall seem 
to have been satisfied with access to databases both within and from out- 
side the library and with the book and serial collections but less so with 
the libraries’ home page, with phone and e-mail assistance, and with ac- 
cess to CD-ROM products. (This article, which has the potential to add 
value to the literature, is an example of many which need editorial guid- 
ance in order to present findings in a meaningful way.) While some ad- 
ministrative changes were reported as taking place as a result of the sur- 
vey, it did not seem to be integrated into any overall analysis of service 
quality of library effectiveness. 
The SERVQUAL. analysis carried out by the University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign mentioned earlier also covered a full range of elec- 
tronic services. Many of these are areas where the gap between expecta- 
tion and perception of service is greatest. The online catalog has a poor 
satisfaction rating and does not appear to be meeting needs (user com- 
ments indicate dissatisfaction with the user interface), and there are mildly 
negative views of electronic full-text articles and Internet access. However, 
the largest gaps remain regarding basic service items (reshelving of mate- 
rials and hours the library is open) with scores at nearly -1. The authors 
comment that these last two areas are where additional staff resources 
would be needed to resolve the problem. The quality of the collection, 
the general service skills of staff, and users’ knowledge of resources are 
also indicators with negative scores on Gap 5. They are therefore points 
where the quality of service offered needs addressing, “by a routine process 
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of incremental improvement” to use Durden’s words, even if they are not 
quite at the “in need of fairly urgent remedial attention” (Durden, per- 
sonal communication with the author, September 26, 2000). These areas 
all turn up in user comments. As with many other studies, the authors talk 
about areas needing attention but, like many other commentators in the 
field, are too readily forgiving about shortcomings and too ready to ac- 
cept that lack of resources prevent the institution from providing the ser- 
vice quality that users seek. 
In the UIUC study, some electronic resources (e-mail reference ser- 
vices and the library Web pages) appear satisfactory to users. Overall elec- 
tronic resources appear to be accepted as part of the library’s system of 
information delivery, and some are well regarded. However, the few service 
quality surveys that cover some of the issues relating to service quality in 
relation to electronic resources and services do not provide enough infor- 
mation about the service quality issues in this area. The few articles which 
attempt to analyze not only the technicalities, desirability, and costs of de- 
veloping electronic library services, but also analyze some of the service 
aspects which will need to be monitored, and suggest some of the key is- 
sues, and even these fall far short of a comprehensive analysis. Issues iden- 
tified in the literature so far include: the effectiveness of information stor- 
age and retrieval tools, menus and search engines, systems for structuring 
and cataloging digital resources alongside print resources, security and au- 
thentication issues, archiving of electronic material, user assistance, and 
instruction (Mandel, 1997). All of these will impact service quality as per-
ceived by users of electronic resources as library clients. Sloan (1997) fo- 
cuses on the continuing need for intermediation and assistance for users of 
electronic services, and describes several instances of libraries using video- 
based interactive reference services and e-mail reference services for this 
purpose. Such systems must be designed with user needs and satisfaction in 
mind if they are to add value to the quality of library services overall (Sloan, 
1997). Harter (1997) also sees the need for electronic services to meet user 
needs by offering selected, cataloged, and classified high-quality informa- 
tion sources, supported by a professional intermediation and user assistance 
service, if digital libraries of the future are to offer the quality of service of 
the traditional research library. A futuristic study carried out by University 
of Maryland Libraries which attempts to identify the issues that the library 
needs to address in establishing the balance between traditional library 
sources and services and the electronic /digital library paradigm focuses on 
the development of electronic resources characterized by ease of use and 
richness of content. Integration of physical and electronic services and re- 
sources is seen as critical to quality of service and the ongoing mission of 
the University of Maryland itself. 
Bertot and McClure propose a model where service quality in rela- 
tion to networked electronic services is measured along with extensiveness, 
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efficiency, effectiveness, impact and usefulness, and adoption. These mea- 
sures are applied to technical infrastructure, information content, infor- 
mation services, support, and management (Bertot, 1999, p. 4).Some 
interviews and focus groups are suggested as a way of gauging user re- 
sponses to electronic services; however, the main focus is on transaction 
logging and network statistics. 
Ease of use of access systems to electronic resources, ready assistance 
for users through electronic mediation and the quality of the resources 
themselves are emerging as key issues in the field of electronic resources 
(Hump, 1997). These issues need to be tested in the next iteration of the 
SERVQUAL model to ascertain their relevance to users’ perceptions of 
service quality in the academic library and ascertain the role of electronic 
services in user satisfaction at the macro and micro level. Such research 
also needs to examine which aspects of the electronic service contribute 
to the five variables (tangibles, reliability, responsiveness, assurance, and 
empathy) and how libraries can ensure that these criteria are met in the 
new electronic environment. 
CONCLUSION 
In their article in American Libraries where they suggest the profession 
should learn “what matters most to [library] customers” or suffer the con- 
sequences of losing their customers, Altman and Hernon (1998) chal- 
lenge libraries to ask themselves: 
Has the library defined its service reputation and customer loyalty and 
developed the means to determine the extent to which customers share 
the same vision? 
Does the library incorporate the results of that measurement into the 
planning process and revise its customer service plan as needed? 
Are a variety of measures used to construct a well-rounded picture of 
service quality and of completely satisfied and loyal customers? 
Does the entire library (all units and staff) embrace service quality 
and work toward the same ends? 
Is the library committed to stop spending staff and dollar resources on 
activities that customers do not care about and reallocate them to things 
customers prefer (p. 54)? 
The research analyzed here tends to suggest that very few libraries could 
give a positive answer to any of these questions and do not understand the 
importance of service quality and customer satisfaction in retaining their 
customers in the context of the competitive global digital environment 
which threatens academic libraries today. Our examination of the research 
literature has shown that: 
1. there is a body of research into service quality and the role of cus- 
tomer satisfaction in the field of library and information studies that 
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shows consistent results and patterns of responses by users in different 
places and types of libraries; 
2. 	this literature indicates that there are significant gaps between users’ 
expectations and perceptions in some key areas of service, notably: 
quality of collections and access to these, the provision ofa study envi- 
ronment, services and equipment that meets the needs of students, 
and willingness of staff to help users; 
3. 	urgent remedial action is needed in some of these areas to increase 
user- satisfaction at the micro and macro level; 
4. there is also a gap between users’ expectations and our professional 
perceptions of these; 
5. our past reliance on measures of “objective quality’’ have not always 
met customer needs; 
6. 	there is a lack of resolve in the profession to address these two gaps 
that could lead to libraries not thriving as well as they might in a com-
petitive environment. 
The expectations of users are likely to change in the electronic envi- 
ronment, and these will impact at both the macro and micro level on 
service quality and overall satisfaction ratings. Overall satisfaction is likely 
to have a significant impact on the future of academic libraries and their 
competitiveness. Clearly, further research that would help integrate indi- 
cators evaluating electronic service delivery into the SERVQUAL model 
and other models of service quality and user satisfaction are urgently 
needed. Research that throws more light on the complex relationship 
between service quality and satisfaction at the macro and micro level is 
also much needed. But more than either of these, action is needed. Our 
research findings are clear, the gaps are clear, the significance of those 
gaps is becoming clearer, and action from the profession in reducing these 
gaps is overdue. 
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Service Quality: A Concept Not Fully Explored 
PETERHERNON A. NITECKI AND DANUTA 
ABSTRACT 
THISARTICLE EXAMINES SERVICE QUALITY AND IDENTIFIES issues meriting 
attention. The purpose is to guide the next generation of research on 
service quality in libraries and to ensure that the research has value to 
library planning and decision making. The difficulty of developing a pro- 
cess of data collection across institutions is also discussed. 
INTRODUCTION 
Over the years, those writing in the literature of library and informa- 
tion science (LIS) about quality have defined it differently. They have 
stressed the importance of developing and maintaining quality collections, 
have equated effectiveness (the extent to which goals and objectives are 
set and met) with quality, and looked at quality from the organizational 
perspective-that of the academic library or the parent college or univer- 
sity.As libraries embraced total quality management (TQM) ,other qual- 
ity management styles (e.g., continuous quality improvement), and a cul- 
ture of assessment, a number of them increased their commitment to sup-
port a customer orientation and to have customers who are satisfied with 
the service provided. It was only a matter of time before the concept of 
customer service, a concept independent of (and predating) TOM, was 
adopted and modified from the private sector. Customer service encour- 
ages retail and other organizations to meet or exceed those customers’ 
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expectations central to their mission, vision, goals, and objectives. In other 
words, the organization’s vision of its service role (and its inability to do 
everything for everyone well despite its best intentions) ultimately guides 
what services are provided and how they are offered. Service quality, in 
effect, draws on TQM and customer service as well as on marketing re- 
search. Fundamental to service quality is the belief that an organization 
exists to serve its customers, that is if it intends to survive and flourish in a 
highly competitive and ever-changing market. Service quality stresses that 
customers are worth listening to and that they are the best judges of the 
quality of the services they use. 
The purpose of this article is to examine the concept of service qual- 
ity in libraries-an environment that differs from the retail sector where 
service quality so often has been studied and the findings incorporated 
into practice. The article identifies some issues meriting attention, ad- 
vances an understanding of the concept, and analyzes how to measure 
service quality. Furthermore, the article underscores that service quality 
and satisfaction are not synonymous concepts. 
There are many reasons why libraries are interested in service quality. 
Some library parent institutions-universities, corporations, government 
agencies, and school boards-have made a commitment to be account- 
able to customers and compete for their loyalty. In such settings, libraries 
may have an externally imposed requirement to implement service qual- 
ity principles. Some libraries, however, have recognized that the manage- 
rial approach that service quality implies is a way to improve their ability 
to meet their mission of serving users regardless of external pressures. 
Service providers deliver services to benefit their customers and perhaps 
to attract new ones. Improvement of service requires an understanding of 
the benefit, the customers, and the actions of the service provider, and 
then using that knowledge for planning purposes. The application of ser- 
vice quality concepts encourages service improvement. 
There are many reasons why libraries should be interested in service 
quality. First, customers who share information about their expectations 
offer an opportunity for that library or other service provider to establish 
a closer personal contact with them. This relationship should result in 
libraries providing (and customers receiving) better service; after all, li- 
brary staff are more knowledgeable about their expectations and how to 
translate that knowledge into services that delight customers and create 
loyalty. At the same time, customers are better informed about libraries 
and their service offerings and, it is hoped, gain a realistic set of expecta- 
tions about what libraries can and cannot do. This mutually beneficial 
communication requires ongoing nurturing and continuous listening to 
customers. As problems are identified, they should provide feedback to 
the organization and be treated as opportunities for improvement and to 
raise the overall customer satisfaction with library services. 
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Second, external pressures from parent institutions call for account- 
ability and the use of basic business practices by libraries. These are de- 
mands not traditionally associated with managing libraries in nonprofit 
organizations. As Irene B. Hoadley (1999) noted: 
To say that a library is run like a business almost always carries a nega- 
tive connotation in the academic world. This should not be the case 
because there are business principles that can benefit how libraries 
are run. . . . Better accounting and money management are benefits 
to libraries. Another is the accountability characteristic of business 
operations that requires self-examination to determine if what is be- 
ing done is what really benefits the organization and those it serves. 
(P. 269) 
Fundamental to service quality is the need for cyclic review of service goals 
and objectives in relation to customer expectations. By viewing service 
quality within the context of planning and implementing a service plan, 
libraries can identify areas for improvement that are central to their mis- 
sion, goals, and objectives (Hernon & Whitman, 2001). 
Third, attention to service quality, in brief, enables an organization 
to develop a partnership with its customers to gain a competitive edge. 
Present-day libraries compete with other service providers and may see a 
sharp decline in internal use statistics but may experience an equally 
dramatic increase in remote electronic use. Furthermore, technology 
and competitors help libraries shape the expectations of younger gen- 
erations about information gathering, evaluation, and use. A library, like 
any service organization, must have a motivated staff committed to the 
provision of excellent service and empowered to work directly with cus- 
tomers to deliver such service on a continuous basis. The focus is no 
longer merely on collections and things that a library possesses; rather, 
the core activity of a library should center on service provision and im- 
provement and on building an ongoing relationship between users and 
library services. 
ASSESSMENT: CONCEPTA MULTIFACETED 
It is not possible to have one all-encompassing data-collection activity 
that answers any and all questions that might arise. Complicating matters, 
almost everything is assessable and measurable; measurement is a tool for 
the collection and analysis of data on which evaluators judge library per- 
formance against certain yardsticks (e.g., goals, objectives, performance 
and outcome measures, standards, and efficiencies). Simply stated, there 
are at least eleven questions about which assessment can be made: “how 
much,” “how many,” “how economical,” “how prompt,” “how accurate,” 
“how responsive,” “how well,” “how valuable,” “how reliable,” “how cour- 
teous,” and “how satisfied” (Hernon & Altman, 1998, pp. 51-55). Service 
quality addresses a number of these questions (pp. 58-59). Clearly, 
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individual libraries must decide for themselves how important service qual- 
ity (and customer satisfaction) are in relation to their other data-collec- 
tion activities. It may be that stakeholders (e.g., accrediting bodies)’ shape 
a library’s approach to accountability and somewhat to planning. How- 
ever, customers should be neither ignored nor slighted; their opinions 
are important and worthy of hearing. 
SERVICEQUALITYDEFINED 
Service quality has been defined from at least four perspectives: 
Excellence. Although the mark of an uncompromising student and high 
achievement, the attributes of excellence may change dramatically and 
rapidly. Excellence is often externally defined. 
Value. It incorporates multiple attributes, but quality and value are 
different constructs-one the perception of meeting or exceeding ex- 
pectations and the other stressing benefit to the recipient. 
Conformance to spec@xztions.It facilitates precise measurement, but us- 
ers of a service may not know or care about internal specifications. 
Meeting and/or exceeding expectations. This definition is all-encompass- 
ing and applies across service industries, but expectations change and 
may be shaped by experiences with other service providers.2 
Most marketing and LIS researchers have concentrated on the last per- 
spective. The Gaps Model of Serziice Quality reflects that perspective and 
offers service organizations a framework to identify services in the form of 
the gaps that exceed (or fail to meet) customers’ expectations. The model 
posits five gaps that reflect a discrepancy between: 
customers’ expectations and management’s perceptions of these ex- 
pectations (Gap 1); 
management’sperceptions of customers’ expectations and senice qual- 
ity specifications (Gap 2); 
service quality specifications and actual service delivery (Gap 3) ;  
actual service delivery and what is communicated to customers about 
it (Gap 4);  and 
customers’ expected services and perceived service delivered (Gap 5 )  
(Zeithaml, Parasuraman, & Berry, 1990) 
Although all five gaps may hinder an organization in providing high qual- 
ity service, the fifth gap is the basis of a customer-oriented definition of 
service quality that examines the discrepancy between customers’ expec- 
tations for excellence and their perceptions of the actual service deliv- 
ered. Expectations are desired wants-the extent to which customers be- 
lieve a particular attribute is essential for an excellent service provider 
(Parasuraman, Berry, & Zeithaml, 1991),and perceptions are ajudgment 
of service performance. 
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Jeffrey E. Disend (1991) correlates the Gaps Model with the concept 
of service quality. He maintains that poor service results if the gap, or 
difference, is large between what is expected and what is delivered. When 
what is delivered matches what is expected, customers find the service 
acceptable. If the service provided is better than what they expected, ex- 
ceptional service materializes (p. 108). Consequently, when expectations 
and perceptions are ranked on a scale, the gap is a number reflecting the 
difference between the two-expectation ranking minus perception rank- 
ing. If there is a poor service gap, a minus number occurs. If the number, 
by chance, is zero, service is acceptable (expectations match perceptions). 
If a positive value emerges (perceptions exceed expectations), the service 
organization has achieved exceptional service. In reality, this character- 
ization is too simplistic; even a minus number may signify exceptional 
service (see the section on Data Analysis, particularly coverage of quad- 
rant analysis) . 
The definition of service quality presented in the Gaps Model recog- 
nizes that expectations are subjective and are neither static nor predict- 
able (e.g., see Blanchard & Galloway, 1994). The model’s designers were 
influenced by the confirmation/disconfirmation theory, which involves a 
comparison between expectations and performance. Before using a ser- 
vice, a customer has certain expectations about it. These expectations 
become a basis against which to compare actual performance. After hav- 
ing some experience with a service, the customer can compare any expec- 
tations with actual performance and his or her perception is confirmed 
(if they match), negatively disconfirmed (if expectations exceed percep- 
tions), or positively disconfirmed (if perceptions exceed expectations) 
(Oliver,1976,1980,1997;Oliver & DeSarbo, 1998).Terry G.Vavra (1997), 
in his discussion of satisfaction, regards the term “positive disconfirmation” 
as “confusing” and prefers to use the words “affirmed,” “confirmed,” and 
“disconfirmed” to describe the three situations: 
expectations are confirmed when perceived performance meets them; 
expectations are affirmed (reinforced by positive disconfirmation) when 
perceived performance exceeds them; and 
expectations are disconfirmed (failed by negative disconfirmation) when 
perceived performance fulls short of them (p. 42). 
Clearly, his distinction also applies to service quality. 
EVALUATION:SERVICE AND SATISFACTIONQUALITY 
In some instances, authors have equated or confused service quality 
with satisfaction (e.g., see Andaleeb & Simmonds, 1998; Comm & 
Mathaisel, 2000). A number of writers have also referred to service quality 
as an antecedent to satisfaction; satisfaction as the antecedent to service 
quality; or service quality and satisfaction as either interrelated or discrete 
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concepts (Anderson & Fornell, 1994; Bolton &Drew, 1991; Cronin & Tay-
lor, 1992; Taylor & Cronin, 1994; Woodside &Wilson, 1994). Clearly, “the 
relationship between customer satisfaction and service quality is an ongo- 
ing question in service marketing” (White & Abels, 1995, p. 37). Both 
service quality and satisfaction can be an end in themselves; each is wor-
thy of examination as a framework for evaluating library services from a 
customer’s perspective. Service quality is an evaluation of specific attributes, 
and this judgment is cognitive. However, satisfaction focuses on a specific 
transaction or, in the case of overall satisfaction, it is a cumulative judg- 
ment based on collective encounters with a service provider over time. 
Satisfaction judgments are more affective and emotional reactions to an 
experience or collection of experiences: “Simply put, satisfaction is a sense 
of contentment that arises from an actual experience in relation to an 
expected experience” (Hernon & Whitman, 2001, p. 32). 
Because service quality as a means of evaluation probes precise state- 
ments on which the library seeks customer input, it serves as a planning 
tool. Judgments about satisfaction, on the other hand, tend to be global 
in the type of questions asked. Unlike service quality, satisfaction focuses 
less on specific statements and relies more on open-ended questions. In 
satisfaction studies, there can be a probing of how customers rate the 
library in a few specific areas, though the list is much shorter and more 
general than found in a service quality questionnaire. The intention of 
satisfaction studies is to identify if some general areas require scrutiny, 
whereas service quality studies offer data to examine specific problem ar- 
eas for improvement. Satisfaction surveys offer organizations the oppor- 
tunity to gauge the temperature of customers on an array of services they 
use (or have used). If a service quality questionnaire, such as the one used 
at Yale University (Nitecki & Hernon, 2000),asks for “Any other expecta- 
tions which you consider important?” and lets respondents insert what- 
ever they want and to rate it on a seven- or ten-point scale (p.271), then a 
study of service quality assumes a diagnostic function. 
MEASURINGSERVICEQUALITY 
Service quality deals with the interaction between customers and ser- 
vice providers. Customer opinions about the service provided, whether 
on service quality or satisfaction, might be measured through a passive 
approach (e.g., comment cards available for customers to pick up and 
complete at their discretion) or an active approach (e.g., a formal survey 
or interview in which customers are asked to identify those expectations 
they want the library to meet or to render an opinion about their satisfac- 
tion with the service provided). The literature on measuring service qual- 
ity has tended to focus on the former approach and, in particular, the use 
of SERVQUAL, a standardized instrument that has been used in various 
settings with only minor modification. It has been used in the consumer 
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retail environment, in banks, accounting firms, hotels, restaurants, real 
estate, the industrial market, hospitals, travel agencies, higher education, 
libraries, and other settings in the United States and other countries (e.g., 
see Nitecki, 1998; Parasuraman, Zeithaml, & Berry, 1994, p. 203; White & 
Abels, 1995, p. 38). 
SERVQUAL 
The fifth Gap-the difference between customers’ perceptions of what 
a service should deliver and how well that service meets idealized expecta- 
tions-is the conceptual basis for SERVQUAL. Zeithaml, Parasuraman, 
and Berry (1990) designed SERVQUAL as a generic instrument that could 
be slightly modified for use in any particular service industry. It is the 
most popular method for the measurement of the fifth Gap. 
One form of the SERVQUAL questionnaire is designed to be admin- 
istered to customers of the service organization under review. It consists 
of twenty-two pairs of statements about factors that a service provider de- 
livers. The first set of statements measures the customer’s expectations by 
asking each respondent to rate how essential each factor is for an excel- 
lent service to deliver. The second set of twenty-two statements formulates 
the same factors into descriptions about service delivered and ascertains 
the respondent’s perceptions of the level of service given by the institu- 
tion or organization examined. For each pair of statements, the differ- 
ence between the ranked perception minus the ranked expectation is cal- 
culated; the average of these Gap scores is the SERVQUAL overall quality 
score. Zeithaml et al. (1990) maintained that the set of twenty-two state- 
ments encompasses five interrelated dimensions that customers most value 
when they evaluate service quality in a service industry: 
1. tangzbles (the appearance of physical facilities, equipment, personnel, 
and communication material) ; 
2. 	reliability (ability to perform the promised service dependably and ac- 
curately); 
3. 	responsiveness (willingness to help customers and provide prompt ser- 
vice); 
4. 	assurance (knowledge and courtesy of employees and their ability to 
inspire trust and confidence); and 
5. 	empathy (the caring, individualized attention that a firm provides its 
customers) (p. 26). 
Using factor analysis, they further contended that the twenty-two state- 
ments relate to (and define) these five dimensions. 
As part of this basic version of SERVQUAL, respondents also rate the 
importance to achieving excellent service for each dimension by allocat- 
ing 100 points among a set of descriptions of the five dimensions. These 
descriptions of the service quality dimensions and average point allocations 
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among respondents in different service settings enable researchers to make 
comparisons among studies and service industries. 
A more recent version of SERVQUAL asks respondents to comment 
on a series of statements from three contexts (minimum service expecta- 
tions, desired seruiceexpectations, and the perception of service performance) 
using a nine-point scale. Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and Berry (1994) regard 
the three-column format as preferable for its reconceptualization of ex- 
pectations into desired and minimum expectations. Expectations, it has 
been argued, array on a continuum, with desired and minimum ones at 
either end; a zone of tolerancP falls in between. That zone “represents the 
range of service performance a customer would consider satisfactory” 
(Parasuraman et al., 1994, p. 202; see also Boulding, Staelin, & Zeithaml, 
1993). 
Some researchers maintain that perception scores alone explain more 
of the variation in service quality than the gap measures, that “questions 
about service expectations may be based on memory or biased by actual 
services received,” or that the difference between expectations and ser- 
vice perceptions may not measure quality (see Andaleeb & Simmonds, 
1998; Babakiis & Boller, 1992; Cronin & Taylor, 1992, 1994; Teas, 1993). 
Yet other investigators (Caruana, Ewing, & Ramaseshan, 2000) have shown 
that expectations scores have a direct effect on perception scores. Critics 
have questioned whether respondents can distinguish between desired 
and minimum expectations and about whether customers have formu- 
lated specific expectations about services (Caruana et al., 2000, p. 8). 
With the three-column format, respondents provide a perception score 
for the same statements for which they have just identified their mini- 
mum and desired expectations. As Caruana et al. (2000) note: “Although 
it is possible for respondents to provide perception scores that are below 
minimum expectations, it is likely that the prior scores allocated to expec- 
tations will anchor the either-end points in the desired-minimum expec- 
tations continuum determining the scale point width with which percep- 
tion scores will be obtained” (p. 3) .  They found that “respondents find it 
difficult to visualize [a] real difference between desired and minimum 
expectations, and the results obtained [from their experimental study] 
seem only to indicate the allocation of relatively lower scores to minimum 
expectations when this is asked in conjunction with desired expectations” 
(p. 8). They further question “the diagnostic usefulness resulting from 
the simultaneous collection of expectations and perceptions scores. It 
would appear that [the] collection of data about expectations and per- 
ceptions is best done separately. The former can be conducted on a less 
frequent basis than the latter” (p. 8). “Asking [about] desired expecta- 
tions in conjunction with minimum expectations and perceptions . . . ap-
pears to result in higher desired expectation scores than when these are 
asked separately. . .” (p. 8).The “addition of minimum expectations ap-
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pear to have added little that is of incremental value to the measurement 
of service quality” (Johns, Lee-Ross, & Tyas, 2000, p. 15). However, when 
both expectation and perception ratings are sought together, the data 
provide an opportunity to evaluate the relative difference between the 
two at the level of the twenty-two service statements (used in the basic 
version of SERVQUAL) ;when the data are collected separately, evalua- 
tion can occur only with the average rating of perceptions and expecta- 
tions but not between their gap relationship. 
There is disagreement over which version of SERVQUAL to use, and 
the instrument can only be slightly modified without having an impact on 
the dimensions that are probed. Although researchers often make com- 
parisons across service industries, “the nature of services may be such that 
it is impossible to ask the same series of questions meaningful to custom- 
ers in two different service industries” (e.g., see Babakus & Boller, 1992; 
Bolton & Drew, 1991; Carman, 1990; Cronin & Taylor, 1992; Dabholkar, 
Thorpe, & Rentz, 1996; Lapierre, Filiatrault, & Chebat, 1999; Teas, 1998). 
A number of authors concur that service dimensions are service industry 
specific: the number of dimensions and their stability across various ser- 
vice industries are likely to vary (e.g., see Babakus & Boller, 1992; Carman, 
1990; Van Dyke, Kapelman, & Prybutok, 1997). Parasuraman et al. (1994) 
have moved from five to three dimensions: reliability, tangibles and, as a 
single dimension, responsiveness, assurance, and empathy (p. 211).Some 
other studies support the consolidation and regrouping of dimensions 
(Dabholkar, Thorpe, & Rentz, 1996). 
Significantly modifjmg the scale and dimensions decreases the utility 
of SERVQUAL for cross-industry comparisons. Nonetheless, as discussed 
in this article, there are some important differences in LIS, such as with 
the information-gathering behavior of various groups, and therefore the 
set of dimensions selected must better represent LIS. 
SERWERF 
SERVQUAL is not the only generic instrument that has been used to 
gauge service quality. For example, SERVPERF, a modification of 
SERVQUAL, was developed in 1992 and measures service quality based 
solely on performance. It looks at the same twenty-two statements-worded 
the same as SERVQUAL-but it does not repeat the set of statements as 
expectation items. However, SERWERF has apparently been rarely used 
in libraries; researchers have shown a clear preference for SERVQUAL, 
which has broad application to service industries. 
PLANNING NORMATIVEVERSUS COMPARATIVE MEASURES 
The original intent of SERVQUAL was to provide a scale that a com- 
pany could use to understand better “the service expectations and per- 
ceptions of .  . . . [its] customers, [to] assess its overall quality of service as 
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perceived by customers . . . . [and to] identify the key dimensions, and 
facets within those dimensions, on which it should focus its quality-im- 
provement efforts” (Zeithaml et al., 1990, pp. 175, 177). In addition to 
offering an instrument that had value for local planning, SERVQUAL’s 
designers also suggested that other applications of the instrument were 
possible. Among these were comparing the service quality of several com- 
peting companies through tracking SERVQUAL perception scores along 
individual dimensions or overall senice quality and providing insight., about 
a company’s relative strengths and weaknesses (Zeithaml et al., 1990, p. 
178).The quantifiable measures of service quality that SERVQUAL offers 
intuitively appear attractive for drawing generalities about library services 
and for comparing service quality among different libraries. 
To use SERVQUAL scores to track changes in service quality within a 
library assumes that the monitored service (or services) provided has, at 
least, a consistent purpose, if not a commonly defined population served, 
and perhaps even adheres to a set of service standards. However, to use 
the instrument to compare service quality across different organizations 
implies that common service goals or norms exist against which customer 
perceptions are tracked. In some service industries, profit or customer 
retention define the common norm. In others, professional service stan- 
dards, such as accreditation standards in health care (e.g., safe and effi- 
cient patient care, improved health outcomes, and patient satisfaction), 
are established. Such commonly held norms are absent among research 
libraries. What one library aims to deliver by offering reference or docu- 
ment delivery services, for example, may differ from what another library 
defines the service to be. Among such differences, what does a compari- 
son of customer perceptions of services delivered and expectations from 
different libraries tell librarians? 
Service quality gap measures might mistakenly be confused with evalu- 
ation of the effectiveness of the library’s communication about its services 
and the customer’s awareness of such offering^.^ Comparisons of expecta- 
tions among users of different libraries might produce trends that suggest 
commonly held values about research library services. Whether research 
libraries can formulate commonly-held norms for service has not been 
determined. 
TEXAS A&M Study Seeks Normative Measures 
Seeking best practices that foster customer satisfaction and perceptions 
of high service quality motivate the development of commonly accepted 
service norms. The SERVQUAL instrument and structure might be used 
to help identify candidate institutions for such an analysis, leading to the 
formation of those norms. This has been one of the objectives of a pilot 
study initiated, in 1999, among twelve Association of Research Libraries 
(ARL) libraries led by Fred Heath, Colleen Cook, and Bruce Thompson 
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of Texas A&M University. The Texas study designed a “uniform” 
SERVQUAL and tested its application as the instrument shifted from hav- 
ing “strategic [decision making] and diagnostic utility at the local level” to 
“a mechanism for setting normative measures” applicable across institu- 
tions (Cook & Heath, 2000, p. 1).As explained by the research team, the 
purpose was to predict key elements of service quality across institution^.^ If 
the instrument has “utility as a best practices tool for research libraries” 
(p. 2) ,  it will be available for their use, presumably on an as needed cost- 
recovery basis. Their study instrument represents an effort to modify 
SERVQUAL to meet the needs of research libraries, presumably over time, 
and not to make comparisons across service industries. 
The 1999 version of the Texas study instrument (introduced as 
LibQUAL+)presents forty-one statements accompanied by the previously 
described three-column rating format: minimum service expectations, 
desired service expectations, and the perception of service performance 
of the library reviewed. Heath, Cook, and Thompson assert that these 
statements examine three dimensions (affect of service, reliability or ser- 
vice efficiency, and tangibles) and introduce a fourth dimension (re- 
sources), thereby, they claim, better reflecting the service quality dimen- 
sions of research libraries than the original SERVQUAL set of factors and 
dimensions developed across service industries. A critical set of questions 
relates to how these modified SERVQUAL statements and questions were 
produced and whether they reflect the new cluster of dimensions appli- 
cable to the service setting in research libraries. 
As the development process for LibQUAL+ continues, that process 
merits scrutiny for whether or not it devotes sufficient attention to reli- 
ability and validity issues. For example, in conducting our own limited 
pretest of the 1999 instrument, unfortunately, we discovered some short- 
comings (e.g., some questions relied too much on library jargon, were 
open to different interpretations, and failed to address adequately the 
full range of the library’s service role). Like some other researchers, we 
found that those pretested tended to be confused by the three-column 
format and would grow tired of moving the scroll bar from one column to 
another. They might simply insert a number that reflected neither their 
true expectations nor perceptions. Some of the pretest subjects felt that 
the first two columns influenced their perceptions and, consequently, they 
questioned the significance of the gap that emerged. 
The study plan included preliminary site visits through which library 
customers and staff were to be interviewed by the designers to develop a 
set of items that users perceive as critical in the delivery of excellent ser- 
vice quality in research libraries. However, an assessment of the applica- 
bility of these newly proposed forty-one statements as normative measures 
of service quality for research libraries will require a better understanding 
of the answers to questions such as: 
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Who decided what to ask? 
How much did customers and library staff at each site participate in 
the process of selecting those statements and questions and the order 
in which questions were asked? 
How important is each statement and question to each institution and 
its staff, customers, and mission? 
Why would these same statements, questions, and descriptive variables 
be of value to customers at all other research institutions? 
How well do the dimensions probed reflect the provision and receipt 
of library services from the perspective of the users of these services? 
This article is not the place for a detailed assessment of the findings 
of the pilot study. Rather, our intention is to focus on the instrument and 
the data-collection process as a possible mechanism to compare service 
quality among research libraries. We are eager to learn from the pilot and 
particularly to explore its premise that the LibQUAL+’s three-column 
framework of capturing customer opinions about expectations and per- 
ceptions of services delivered in different libraries will result in a set of 
comparative assessment factors to use across library settings. However, for 
purposes of identifying “best practices” through normative comparisons, 
more than statistical relationships among LibQUALt scores will be needed. 
Hernon and His Colleagues Seek Planning Tools 
Believing that SERVQUAL does not sufficiently address local expec- 
tations and priorities, Peter Hernon and his colleagues in the United States 
and New Zealand developed a generic set of expectations that individual 
libraries could use as a guide for deciding on those statements that they 
might treat as priorities (Calvert & Hernon, 1997; Hernon &Altman, 1996, 
1998; Hernon & Calvert, 1996). Central to their approach is the belief 
that whatever expectations are probed should result from local review and 
the input of library staff and some customers. Their research has focused 
on one library or service location and has not attempted to determine the 
relevancy of the statements across institutions or over time. 
Recently, Nitecki and Hernon (2000) combined the local approach 
to identify service factors with the earlier version of the SERVQUAL ques- 
tionnaire framework, trying to produce an instrument useful for local plan- 
ning and diagnostic purposes. Their study took place at Yale University 
libraries, and the success of the project suggests that it be replicated at 
other institutions. Central to this approach is that the statements require 
modification from setting to setting, as determined by the priorities for 
service improvement established by service providers and managers. 
CONCEPTUALISSUESTO ADDRESS 
It may be that some librarians will call for continuation of the Texas 
A&M approach to finalize a set of statements, questions, and dimensions 
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applicable across institutions, while simultaneously pursuing the approach 
proposed by Nitecki and Hernon. Before proceeding, a number of con- 
ceptual issues merit consideration. We encourage a national dialogue over 
these issues as well as the same type of research that is presently underway 
in marketing-research looking into service quality, satisfaction, value, 
worth, and how they fit together into a model of service provision and 
improvement. 
Can Service Quality Be Predicted? 
In their literature review, Andaleeb and Simmonds (1998) note that 
some authors “have suggested that service quality can be predicted ad- 
equately by using perceptions alone” (p. 157). The idea of prediction 
assumes that service quality deals with behavioral intentions-a topic that 
some researchers are only now investigating (Cronin, Brady, & Hult, 2000). 
There is disagreement about whether service quality should be measured 
as attitudes, perceptions, or disconfirmation. Furthermore, expectations 
are likely to change over time and from institution to institution, and ex- 
pectations involve subjectivity. 
Those challenging the disconfirmation theory and the Gaps Model 
have argued that “scales ‘performance’ data alone is a more robust mea- 
sure of service quality than the ‘performance-expectations’ construct pre- 
dicted by disconfirmation theory” (Johns, Lee-Ross, & Tyas, 2000, p. 25). 
Johns, Lee-Ross, and Tyas (2000), for instance, suggest that “subtracting 
customers’ expectations from their perceptions destroys much of the dis- 
criminating quality of SERVQUAL data and produces a great deal of sta- 
tistical ‘background noise”’(p. 25). Nitecki (1995) used discriminant analy- 
sis to try to determine which SERVQUAL factors best characterized differ- 
ences among users of three different library services (interlibrary loan, 
reference, and reserve services) in a research library (pp. 15461). She 
concluded that “the SERVQUAL dimensions as calculated from the aver- 
aged difference of perceptions and expectations rankings according to 
the factor groupings described by the scale’s designers are not good dis- 
criminating factors to differentiate the three library services groups” (p. 
161). Furthermore, perception discriminating variables are more impor- 
tant than expectation variables in predicting customers by service. Be- 
cause trying to use SERVQUAL data for predicting service differences has 
never been examined within a library setting, such an application merits 
considerable scrutiny and cautious interpretation of the findings as well 
as an extensive examination of issues related to reliability and validity. 
The Gaps Model and SERVQUAL 
The Texas A&M project applies data collection to the entire campus 
population, not all of whom are library customers. It seems appropriate 
that there be a review of the value of gathering insights into service qual- 
ity for non-customers, some of whom would never use a library, and that 
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ways be developed to represent excellence more as a core component of 
service quality. That review should also examine all five gaps and deter- 
mine whether or not service quality should be more inclusive of the five 
gaps (Gaps Model). Input from non-customers may contribute to an un- 
derstanding of other gaps, but it has no relevance to Gap 5-the defining 
gap for service quality. 
Is it sufficient to focus on the perception portion of SERVQUAL or 
LibQUALt and to de-emphasize expectations, either “ideal” expectations 
(the earlier form of SERVQUAL) or minimum and desired expectations? 
Do we need to develop “an attitudinal approach that is operationalized 
within the perceptions side of SERVQUAL . . . ?” (Caruana et al., 2000, p. 
9).  Caruana et al. (2000)concluded that “it may be that customers’ expec- 
tations about services are often passive and ill defined. Therefore, direct 
measures may elicit expectations that otherwise might not operate in cus- 
tomers’ cognitive evaluations” (p. 8). 
Dimensions 
Nitecki (1998) noted that SERVQUAL “respondents were asked to 
confirm whether or not the twenty-two statements and the five described 
dimensions adequately reflected the expectations for excellent library ser- 
vice quality and whether any were judged ‘not at all essential”’ (p. 185). 
Her conclusion was that “the clear majority of respondents . . . confirm 
that there are no other expectations or service factors beyond what are 
cited on the questionnaire which are important to their evaluation of li- 
brary service quality” (p. 185). Based on the findings of the Yale study, we 
speculate that her observation may have reflected the passive nature of 
library users on the question of expectations rather than a measure of the 
truth about the list’s comprehensiveness at any one time. Similar to the 
research on various service industries in the profit sector, investigators 
using SERVQUAL in libraries have tended to find “reliability” as the most 
important dimension and “tangibles” as the least important one. Susan 
Edwards and Mairkad Browne (1995) suggest that the five dimensions 
“may not hold for information services in a university library” (p. 179). 
Dimensions, they maintain, should address “technological features of ser- 
vice”: 
There is also evidence that some items which cluster around com- 
munication are rated relatively highly by academics and stand out 
from the other components (e.g.,competence) as an aspect of the 
assurance dimension. User education, which is included in “commu- 
nication,” may also form a separate dimension. (p. 179) 
Cook and Thompson (2000c, p. 256) found that three dimensions 
applied to their institution: tangibles, reliability or service efficiency, and 
affect of library service, which comprises the more subjective aspects of 
service, such as responsiveness, assurance, and empathy. Cook and 
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Thompson (2000a, b) also called for more research on the dimensions 
applicable to libraries. Nitecki and Hernon (2000) concur and found that 
there might be other dimensions for library service, such as the customer 
preference for self-sufficiency or self-reliance. However, given their change 
of SERVQUAL from a generic form to one that is institution specific, it is 
not surprising that another dimension surfaced. 
In a subsequent study, Cook and Health, in this issue of Library Trends, 
suggest that service quality may encompass the following dimensions: 
affect of service (empathy, responsiveness, and assurance) 




comprehensive collections; and 
library as place (utilitarian space and symbol of the intellect). 
These six dimensions may well serve as a foundation on which additional 
research can build. The work of Hernon and his colleagues consistently 
reflects the importance of self-sufficiency or self-reliance, a dimension not 
likely to occur in retail settings except perhaps in e-commerce. It seems 
evident that library researchers are not focusing on dimensions that en- 
able a comparison across service industries. Rather, they are focusing on 
dimensions that explain service quality within libraries. In conclusion, 
managers should be cautious in their use of any set of dimensions as re- 
flecting service quality in libraries at this time. 
Study Purpose 
As Vavra (1997) notes, “the very act of surveying customers conveys a 
very positive message; the organization is interested in its customers’ well- 
being, needs, pleasures, and displeasures. While this is admittedly a ‘mar- 
keting message,’ there is nothing wrong . . . in allowing a survey to serve 
both . . . informational and communication roles” (p. 28). He defines the 
informational role as collecting information from customers about what 
“needs to be changed (in a product, service, or delivery system) or . . . 
how well an organization is currently delivering on its understanding of 
these needs” (p. 28). Communication focuses on messages and the image 
that the organization wants to portray. 
Vavra comments that response rates for surveys of service quality and 
satisfaction “are declining” because they are often conducted with “a re- 
search mentality” and do not adequately address the informational role 
or re-involve customers in providing ongoing feedback to the organiza- 
tion about its services. The tendency is to downplay “the importance of 
reinforcing the customer’s participation” (p. 83).Clearly, customers must 
see that their input directly affects services and their delivery or, as Vavra 
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explains, “the research mentality must be replaced with a customer-rela- 
tionship mentality. In such a perspective, reinforcing the customer’s par- 
ticipation is essential” (p. 84). 
If Vavra is correct, more studies must use the data collected to im- 
prove their services over time, thus showing respondents that their views 
and comments were heard. The communication aspect must be stressed 
more and linked to an informational role, while the research mentality 
must give way to the planning needs of an organization. 
Method of Survq Delivery 
The basic approach has centered on use of a printed and mailed ques- 
tionnaire, but Hernon and Altman (1998), as well as others, employed an 
in-house survey. Response rates for studies using SERVQUAL have ranged 
from 27 percent to 76 percent, with the majority of mailed surveys pro- 
ducing over a 50 percent return rate (Nitecki, 1998, p. 185).In their ad- 
aptation, Nitecki and Hernon (2000) had a response rate of 45.2 per- 
cent but determined that there was no significant difference between those 
who responded and those who did not. 
Marketing research using SERVQUAL often accepts response rates 
around 20 percent. However, LIS has typically sought much higher re- 
sponse rates.5 The Texas A&M research team planned to deliver the multi- 
institutional survey via the Web with e-mail notification and were willing 
to accept a response rate of 20 to 30 percent.G Such a response rate risks a 
self-selected sample in which responses are not representative of the sur- 
vey population. Furthermore, Vavra (1997) observes a tendency among 
people who communicate electronically, via e-mail, to provide less thought 
out, less reasoned, and quick responses (pp. 207-08). Research into ser- 
vice quality must return to Vavra’s view of communication and explore 
ways to get respondents to accept the imposition and share their opinions 
truthfully. 
If low expectations for a response rate are set, and if respondents do 
not represent a population, the implications of these issues should be 
discussed and debated widely in the LIS literature. Thompson (2000) ar- 
gues that response rates of less than 40 or 50 percent are common; how- 
ever, this is not true of library and information science, where a number 
of studies have produced higher rates of response (p. 4). Clearly, response 
rates of less than 20 percent are uncommon in library and information 
science. It is critical that claims of representativeness for small response 
rates produced from a sampling frame of 5,000 (basis of LibQUAL+) be 
treated with caution, especially where a culturally diverse student popula- 
tion represents a significant part of the campus community (Metoyer, 
2000). 
In some instances, it might be impossible to produce a sample reflec- 
tive of a population, especially for those electronic services in which any- 
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one who has access to a library’s Web site may be a customer. There is also 
need for methods of data collection on service quality that go beyond self- 
reporting. 
Data Analysis 
The studies that have examined service quality have employed such 
techniques as factor analysis, analysis of variance, discriminant analysis, 
and quadrant analysis. Some have also produced mean scores for the ex- 
pectation items and compared those scores to perception items. Differ- 
ent methods of data analysis portray different things about the topic stud- 
ied. Factor analysis is a statistical technique based on correlations that 
group (load) a list of items from which a few dimensions can be identi- 
fied. This allows a reduction of data in order to formulate more generaliz- 
able observations about them. Analysis of variance is another statistical 
technique used to compare the means of two or more groups in order to 
decide if observed differences between them are significant or are a result 
of chance. Discriminant analysis is a technique used to make predictions 
about the classification of variables. In studies, such as ones on service 
quality, this technique can help determine if a factor can predict satisfac- 
tion among customers (Vavra, 199’7, p. 349). Quadrant analysis provides a 
graphic means of responding to the managerial need to determine how 
to allocate remedial attention and resources to services. The chart typi- 
cally is fornied by the intersection of two axes: one represents importance 
ratings and the other addresses performance ratings. The application of 
this technique assumes that service managers listen to their customers 
and allocate resources and attention in proportion to their voiced impor- 
tance of service attributes and perceived success in service delivery (Vavra, 
199’7,pp. 311-12; Hernon &Atman, 1998, pp. 198-202; Nitecki & Hernon, 
2000). 
WHEREDo WE Go FROM HERE? 
Any emerging model of service must pursue whether or not there is a 
“causal l ink between service quality and customer satisfaction (Teas, 1993), 
either overall or specific service encounters, and identify the basic dimen- 
sions of service quality for libraries. That depiction must show where (or 
iQ behavioral intentions fit and how it results in improved service provi- 
sion. An important question is “Does service quality, either directly or in- 
directly, have any impact on outcomes assessment?” 
As libraries continue to provide remote access to resources and ser- 
vices and to support distance education, the value of looking at the Gaps 
Model increases in importance. Research might also see if all five Gaps 
contribute to a service model. As well, it is important to look more closely 
at expectations and perceptions and value and excellence. Can service 
quality be examined from both specific service episodes and global 
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perspectives, as is done with satisfaction, and the insights gained applied 
to a senice model? Can research go beyond measures of perceptions and 
move to address the even more challenging questions of what value li-
brary services offer? How do customer perceptions about the benefits, 
delivery, costs, and so on associated with library services affect the efforts 
of libraries to improve the quality of the services offered? Case studies, for 
instance, might examine such questions and see how (if) library service 
plans and goals change over time. 
Some Other Assessment Approache3 
Many successful high performing companies have developed an as-
sessment process that is central to their improvement of the services they 
provide. They challenge leadership and staff, systematically gather data, 
analyze and communicate results of their data-gathering efforts, and de- 
velop and implement improvement plans. Criteria used to evaluate and 
recognize the success of such assessment programs have emerged as com- 
ponents of national and international recognition and certification pro- 
grams. Among their evaluation criteria, these programs commonly address 
the need to discover customer requirements and views of what they re- 
ceive from the company. In other words, the basis for service quality-the 
relationship between customer expectations of quality and perceptions of 
performance-plays a central role in overall assessments of a company’s 
success. Though few U.S. libraries participate in the rigorous evaluation 
process to compete for the awards or register for the certification, aware- 
ness of some of these efforts for improving business organizations may 
trigger ideas about how to improve senice quality through assessment in 
research libraries. 
The Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award, a program legislated 
by the U.S. Congress, in 1987 (see http://www.quality.nist.gov/law.htm), 
recognizes businesses, government agencies, and other organizations for 
satisfying the expectations of customers, and the award creates a means to 
share best practices among organizations. The intention of the award goes 
beyond honoring organization., to stimulate them to improve quality and 
productivity (Hagen, 2000b, p. 32). Among its seven criteria areas, it in-
cludes methods by which an organization ascertains its customers’ satis- 
faction. Extensive feedback through self-appraisal guidelines, program ex- 
aminations, and audits provide an educational tool for organizations par- 
ticipating in the program. The Baldrige Award, as well as related re- 
gional, state, and local awards, has value as an advertising tool and as a 
method to motivate staff. Awards comprise a means to encourage and 
praise staff; such value should be neither ignored nor under-appreciated. 
IS0  9000 (9001-9003) is an international standard for quality systems 
that provides a method for certifying companies that meet its require- 
ments. Originally published in 1987 and revised in 1994 and 2000, it speci- 
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fies twenty elements for a company to address to assure its customers that 
it provides the services and products promised. Like the Baldrige Award, 
the I S 0  standard is customer and process oriented, and it includes crite- 
ria on identifying customer requirements and measuring customer satis- 
faction with the company’s performance. Libraries outside the United 
States have investigated, or might be mandated to apply, the criteria of 
the I S 0  standard to their operations. For example, the Nordic Council 
for Scientific Information and Research Libraries (NORDINFO) under- 
took a project in 1993 and 1994 to “step up quality in the LIS sector by 
gathering and passing on experience of the application of I S 0  9000 
certification”(IS09000for Libraries and Information Centers, 1996).As the 
report on the project noted: 
The IS0  9000 series does not serve to standardise quality goals . . . . 
What the IS0 9000 series does standardise are the requirements of 
quality systems . . . .Among the . . . elements which are central to the 
management philosophy of the IS0 9000 series are the involvement 
of the subject-i.e., the LIS organisation-in the formulation of the 
requirements for which it will be certified and its ability to monitor 
compliance with those requirements itself. (p. 5 )  
The American Satisfaction Index (AS4  , initiated in 1990 at the Univer- 
sity of Michigan, is based on a Swedish program. The ASIis created from 
data regularly gathered on more than 200 companies and government 
agencies through interviewing thousands of consumers. The survey’s goal 
is to understand the impact of quality on the gross national product (GNP), 
national competitiveness, and the U.S. standard of living. It tracks trends 
in consumer satisfaction with products and industries. Although gaining 
in popularity among financial analysts and drawing attention to the need 
for the inclusion of customer viewpoints, the index does not address mea- 
surement techniques for service quality; it focuses exclusively on satisfac- 
tion. 
Numerous other awards exist and focus attention on the importance 
of quality as judged by customers and on the need for developing meth- 
ods for the identification of customer requirements that can guide an 
organization’s improvement management plans and processes. The U.S. 
Office of Personnel Management, for instance, administers the President’s 
Quality Award Program that, among its four purposes, provides “models 
[that] other organizations can use to assess their overall performance in 
delivering continuous value to customers” (Mehta, 2000, p. 57). Govern-
ment agencies, businesses, and international associations are widely adopt- 
ing the quality performance and assessment guidance that award programs 
offer organizations (Hagen, 2000a, p. 57). Their established methods of 
assessment techniques used to gauge customer expectations and percep- 
tions of performance might provide new perspectives on how to assess 
service quality in research libraries. 
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CONCLUSION 
The general perceptions versus disconfirmation debate should include 
contributions from LIS researchers. LIS should be integral (not tangen- 
tial) to that debate. After all, whatever decisions made about service qual- 
ity as a concept and its relationship to behavioral intentions should reflect 
a wide range of service settings. Thus, more LIS research should be placed 
in non-LIS journals. 
It is troubling to see some accrediting bodies discredit the value of 
service quality and satisfaction, preferring instead for the institution to 
focus on learning outcomes. Such thinking ignores the role of research 
outcomes and, most importantly, how customers’ views of quality have an 
impact on outcomes. Outcomes assessment is important but so are service 
quality and customer satisfaction. The mosaic of evaluation components 
(e.g., performance and outcomes measures, service quality, customer sat- 
isfaction, and effectiveness) will only grow. It is up to the profession to 
settle on those aspects most useful for planning and diagnostic purposes. 
The need to listen to customers will continue to increase as libraries align 
serviccs with expectations, remain competitive, provide more services to 
remote users, and ensure that their institutional mission and vision are 
realized. 
NOTES 
Stakeholders “have an interest in the organization, usually related to funding. . . . [They] 
may exert influence, primarily through funding or legislation, but they are not custom- 
ers” (Ilernon & Altman, 1998, p. 5 ) .‘ Adapted from Reeves and Bednar (1994, p. 437).’ This point addresses the other four gaps defined in the Gaps Model that contribute to 
the delivery of service qrrality. 
Presentation by the research team (Fred Heath, Colleen Cook, and Bruce Thompson) 
at AIA Midwinter Meeting, 1999, San Antonio, Texas. 
‘I It is interesting to note that in the state of Minnesota, state agencies conducting satisfac- 
tion surveys are expected to get a return rate of at least 70 to 75%. See Minnesota Office 
of the Legislative Auditor (1995). ’ Comment by the research team (see note 4) .  
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Performance, Processes and Costs: Managing 
Service Quality with the Balanced Scorecard 
ROSWITHAPOLL 
ABSTRACT 
A GERMANPROJECT, SPONSORED BY THE German Research Council, uses 
the Balanced Scorecard as a concept for an integrated quality manage- 
ment system. Performance indicators across four equally significant per- 
spectives-users, finances, internal processes, and potentials (innova- 
tion)-are combined to produce a “balanced” evaluation of the library. 
The project is ajoint effort of the University and Regional Library Munster 
with the Bavarian State Library Munich and the State and University Li- 
brary Bremen. The three libraries are among the largest in Germany, each 
with special activities and operating conditions. Thus the project takes a 
broad view of management issues in academic libraries. Work started in 
June 1999 and will be finished in autumn 2001. The results will be pub- 
lished in a handbook including software that will enable academic librar- 
ies to establish an integrated controlling system and to collect and evalu- 
ate performance as well as cost data for management decisions. 
QUALITY MEASURES 
The mission of libraries is generally to provide and deliver informa- 
tion for the needs of a specified population. Other tasks-e. g., legal de- 
posit rights, preservation of rare materials, or special collections in a na- 
tionwide program-are, in most cases, subservient to the main purpose. 
Therefore, the best testimony for a library’s quality would be the in- 
fluence of the library’s products and services on the information literacy 
of its population. For academic libraries, that would be the library’s im- 
pact on the educational process and the research results in the university. 
Roswitha Poll, University and Regional Library Miinster, Krummer Timpen 3-5, Miinster, 
D48143, Germany 
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Libraries have tried to find and test quality indicators that might prove 
the direct effect of their activities on the academic population (compare 
Hiscock, 1986;Self, 1987;Wells, 1995;de Jager, 1997).Some such indica- 
tors that were proposed include: students’ success compared to library 
use; years of studying time compared to library use; and number and/or 
impact factor of research publications compared to library use. 
But the direct influence of the library remains doubtful. If frequent 
library users get better marks, this might well be attributed to their gen- 
eral application and industry, using every means of information more in- 
tensively than others do. And faculty have many ways of finding informa- 
tion for their research, the library being only one of them. 
In order to show their value for education and research, libraries have 
therefore developed more indirect measures of evaluation, such as study- 
ing the use of their collections and services; the speed of delivering infor- 
mation and services; the accuracy of delivery; the costs of the library’s 
products and services; the adequacy of processes; and the satisfaction rate 
of the population served. 
When libraries substitute these measures with more direct outcome 
measures, they assume that high use (library visits, issues, reference trans- 
actions) indicates benefit to users’ information needs, that quick and reli- 
able delivery will heighten this benefit, that cost-efficiency and well-orga- 
nized processes will set resources free to enlarge and improve services, 
and that user satisfaction indicates good performance. 
THESTAKEHOLDERS’VIEWS 
Libraries have developed sets of statistical data, performance indica- 
tors, cost analysis data, and user and staff surveys in order to assess the 
quality of their products and services. They must, however, keep in mind 
that there are certainly different views as to what service quality in librar- 
ies actually means. Quality concepts usually name as the library’s “stake- 
holders” the population served, the institution, financing authorities 
(which must not correlate with the institution), staff, and the general 
public. The two most interested stakeholder groups are the population 
the library is set up to serve and the institution to which it belongs. 
The users’ view as to library service quality concentrates on the fulfill- 
ment of their special needs. In other words, the library is good if1 get the 
material I need at once or at least with quick delivery, if I get correct 
information and help the moment I need it, if I always find a seat and 
well-functioning equipment in the library, and if I feel well in the library. 
Service quality in this sense could be assessed with data like: opening 
hours, availability of requested titles, delivery time for books out of closed 
stacks or by ILL, percentage of material in open stacks, queuing times at 
reference desks or computer stations, and seating occupancy. Data out of 
satisfaction surveys could corroborate the aforementioned indicators. 
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The institution, especially if it provides funding, will see library qual- 
ity on another scale-i.e., the library is good if it helps to shorten studying 
time, produces graduates that quickly find a job, supports research in an 
effective way, helps to raise the image of the institution, and if it is cost-
effective overall. The last issue will often be the most important when 
resources are scarce. 
Indicators for these issues might be the market penetration of the 
library, high use statistics, acquisitions expenditure per member of the 
population, library costs per student, and user satisfaction. There are, of 
course, other concepts of service quality-e.g., from the point of view of 
the library’s staff or the responsible ministry of science. 
DATAFOR THE PROJECT 
The current process of reforms in the academic sector favors finan- 
cial autonomy of universities. Universities will work with an overall budget 
and will be able to decide independently on its use. Mechanisms of input- 
oriented regulation are replaced by performance indicators supporting 
allocation of budgets. Such indicators are, for instance, “number of gradu- 
ates per term,” “length of study time,” and “proportion of research projects 
funded externally.” Indirect service institutions, like the central adminis- 
tration, the computer center, and the library, are included in this trend 
and must prove the quality and cost-effectiveness of their services for edu- 
cation and research. 
In previous years, libraries have developed, tested, and standardized 
methods for the evaluation of their products and services. The project at 
Miinster relied especially on handbooks, standards, and projects in which 
the library had cooperated earlier. 
For Statistics 

IS0 / DIS 2789. (2000). Information and Documentation-International Li-

brary Statistics (Two different standards) :Deutsche Bibliotheksstatistik Eil  I? 

Wissenschaftliche Bibliotheken (revised version 2000). 

For Performance Measurement 
IS0  11620. (1998). Information and Documentation-Performance Indi-
cators for Libraries (Two different standards) :Poll, Roswitha, &Boekhorst, 
Peter te. (1996). Measuring Quality: International Guidelines for Performance 
Measurement in Academic Libraries. Miinchen: Saur. 
EQUINOX: Library Performance Measurement and Quality Management System 
(Electronic Library Performance Indicators). http://equinox.dcu.ie. 
For Cost Analysis 
Ceynowa, Klaus, & Coners, Andrt .  (1999). Kostenmanagement f u r  
Hochschulbibliotheken.Frankfurt am Main: Klostermann (for a short descrip- 
tion of the cost analysis project, see Poll, 2000). 
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In addition, the library has implemented its experience in staff satis- 
faction surveys, regional surveys of library operating data, and process 
evaluation by commercial firms. Thus, a large collection of data is avail- 
able for the evaluation of services. Table 1shows data that could be used 
for assessing the quality of the lending service. 
Table 1. Possible Data for Assessing Lending Service Quality. 
Active users 40.999 
Issues per year 990.987 
Availability of requested titles 
in the collection 87% 
for direct use (not lent out) 63% 
Time of document retrieval in open stacks 3 minutes 
Book processing time 25 days 
Cost of one issue (staff costs, operating 
costs, building costs, ...) 1,SO DM 
User satisfaction with lending system 
(from 1= very satisfied to 5 = dissatisfied) 1,9 
Satisfaction of lending staff with their job 
(very satisfied/satisfied) 95% 
Comparison between data from satisfaction surveys and more “objec- 
tive” performance indicators showed that there may be vast gaps. In the 
user satisfaction survey of 2,000 users, responses indicated that, on aver- 
age, 60 percent of the material users wanted was not available (it was ei- 
ther lent out or in in-house use). An availability study showed a rate of 
only 37 percent. Though it is quite understandable that disappointed us- 
ers overrate the frequency of failure, the example shows that several meth- 
ods must be used to get relevant management data. The quantity, diver- 
sity, and complexity of management data collected by libraries stresses the 
need for an integrated system that connects strategy, evaluation, and ac- 
tion. 
THEBALANCEDSCORECARD 
The tool chosen for the management system is the Balanced Scorecard 
(see Kaplan 8c Norton, 1992, 1996), a concept originally developed for 
the commercial sector. The concept “translates” the planning perspective 
of an institution (mission, strategic vision, and goals) into a system of per-
formance indicators that covers all important perspectives of perfor- 
mance-i.e., finances, users, internal processes, and improvement activi- 
ties. 
The system thus integrates financial and nonfinancial data, input and 
output data, the external perspective (funding institutions, users), and 
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the internal perspective (processes, staff), goals and measures taken, and 
causes and results. 
The basic model of the Balanced Scorecard, adapted to the condi- 
tions of academic libraries, deviates from the original model in placing 
not the financial, but the user perspective, foremost. Libraries do not strive 




Fimre 1. The Balanced Scorecard. 
The indicators chosen for the userperspective correspond to the funda- 
mental goals of reaching as large a portion of the population as possible 
and of satisfying their information needs by the services offered: (1) market 
penetration (percentage of the population registered as actual users); (2) 
user satisfaction rate; (3) opening hours compared to demand; (4) cases 
of use (issues, in-house use) per member of the population (use of elec-
tronic resources to be included as soon as possible); and ( 5 ) immediate 
availability-percentage of immediate loans over total number of loans 
(including reservations and ILL). 
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The last indicator shows whether the collection covers all topics asked 
for by users and whether there are sufficient copies. Two indicators assess 
the use of electronic services offered by the library and the growing por- 
tion of that use coming from outside the library: (1) the percentage of the 
population using electronic library services, and (2) percentage of remote 
accesses to electronic library services of all accesses. The indicators for  the 
f inancial  pprspective answer the question regarding whether the library is 
functioning in a cost-effective way. The goals comprise low costs per in- 
stance of use or per product and a high proportion of the total budget 
spent on the print and electronic collection. These indicators include: 
total costs of the library per member of the population; 
total costs of the library per case of use; 
acquisitions expenditure compared to staff costs; and 
percentage of staff costs per library service /product to total staff costs. 
A last indicator shows the allocation of resources to the electronic library: 
percentage of acquisitions expenditure spent on electronic media. 
For the perspective of processes, the underlying goals are to organize all 
processes in a way that, in spite of budget restrictions, allows space for 
investment into new developments and improvement of service. The in- 
dicators pick out background activities as examples of process organiza- 
tion: 
acquired media per staff year (staff persons in the processing depart- 
ment counted as FTE); 
average media processing time; and 
number of stages involved in providing a product/service (for every 
library service). 
Again, one indicator was chosen to show the allocation of resources to the 
electronic services: 
percentage of all staff costs spent on electronic services and provision 
of electronic media. 
The last perspective, named “potentials,” describes the capability of the 
library to cope with the challenges of the fiiture and its ability to change 
and improve. The institution’s support for the library is indicated by the 
budget it allocates to the library; its expenditures for Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT) prepare the infrastructure for techno- 
logical development and, the main factor for all development, the staff, is 
represented by two indicators for teaching and engagement: 
library budget as a percentage of the institution’s budget; 
percentage of current expenditure for information and communica- 
tion technology; 
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number of formal training hours per staff member; and 
number of short-time illnesses per staff member. 
STRATEGY WITH THE BALANCEDSCORECARD 
One great advantage of the Balanced Scorecard is that it can visualize 
relationships of cause and effect among target values, evaluation data, 
and actions taken. Figure 2 shows the planning process from the defini- 
tion of goals and target values, and the choice of adequate indicators, to 
the actions that the library takes to achieve the target values. 
DcfUning Ldrrinytargtt Planning 
indicdors wlws mcauresto 
the 
Figure 2. Managing with the Balanced Scorecard. 
As the mission of academic libraries is, in many aspects, identical, the 
indicators system of the project described here might be used as a refer- 
ence model for benchmarking purposes. Individual variations in libraries 
can be expressed by different target values and operational actions. Thus, 
a library whose main task is to provide basic information for students will 
further the use of electronic media by offering multimedia learning 
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material. A special research library, however, would perhaps offer its sci- 
entific journals in electronic form to achieve the same result. In spite of 
such differences, benchmarking would be possible. 
The implementation and continuous use of the Balanced Scorecard 
demands a large set of data. The project has developed a special tool named 
Library Audit based on a system of data analysis, Online Analytical Pro- 
cessing ( O W ) ,that allows the multidimensional and flexible analysis of 
data collections. The library in Munster has already filled Library Audit 
with extensive data regarding the library’s products and services. 
Benchmarking data from other libraries are added continuously. Many of 
these data will not be used in the strategic evaluation of the Balanced 
Scorecard, but the large data pool can be useful for many operational 
problems. 
The number of indicators for the Balanced Scorecard has been pur- 
posely kept small in order to avoid a flood of data without direct relevance 
for strategic management. When choosing the indicators for the Balanced 
Scorecard, the project libraries were focusing on the concept of the hy- 
brid library that combines electronic and traditional library services in a 
comprehensive function. Structuring and implementing a scorecard model 
for a library demands a clear formulation of mission and strategic goals- 
a duty that has not yet been performed by every academic library. 
The most important issue in the integrated controlling concept is not 
to look at different quality aspects separately, but to keep them all in view. 
The following shows the steps of measuring quality in collection building: 
1. The costs per document processed are low. Does that mean that there 
are backlogs? 
2. 	Processing time proves quick and adequate. Processes are well orga- 
nized, but perhaps there is no time for claiming overview orders? 
3. 	Claiming is done regularly and in good time. Maybe staff is overworked 
and absence rates are rising because of illness? 
4. 	Illness rates are quite normal, and a staff satisfaction survey shows high 
satisfaction with the job. 
Everything looks fine, but collection use is declining, and a user survey 
shows dissatisfaction with the collection. Apparently much well-organized 
labor has been spent on the wrong material. The example shows that ser- 
vice quality has many aspects-the Balanced Scorecard attempts to inte- 
grate them. The project will be finished in 2001 and will result in a hand- 
book including the software Library Audit. A first direct outcome is an 
initiative in Nordhrein-Westphalia, where seventeen university libraries 
consented to use a set of “ten core data” that relies on the Balanced 
Scorecard project. The core data are grouped as to input, services, and 
usage. 
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Input 
Acquisition expenditure per capita (members of the population served) 
Proportion of acquisition expenditure spent on electronic documents 
Library costs per capita 
Services offered 
Opening hours per week 
Immediate availability of the loan collection 
Percentage of PC-places of all user working places 
Processed accessions per employee man-year (this is the only indicator 
showing the efficiency of background processes). 
Usage 
Market penetration 
Loans per capita 
User satisfaction rate 
The objective of the “ten core data” initiative is to give a concentrated 
view of a library’s performance and to facilitate benchmarking between 
libraries of similar mission and structure. Such concentrated sets of data 
for the quantity, quality, and costs of the library will be indispensable for 
representing library services to institutions, funders, and the general pub- 
lic. 
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Innovative United Kingdom Approaches to 
Measuring Service Quality 
IANWINKWORTH 
ABSTRACT 
THISARTICLE REPORTS ON APPROACHES TO MEASURING the service quality 
of academic libraries that are innovative in the United Kingdom. Some of 
them will, it is hoped, also be innovative in the United States. The discus- 
sion is also intended to draw out particular themes where there are marked 
similarities and differences between the two countries. After a brief intro- 
duction to the UK national background of quality measurement, the ar- 
ticle deals with four topics-measurement frameworks, better use of sta- 
tistics, benchmarking, and measuring user satisfaction-before offering 
some suggestions about likely future developments. 
THEUNITEDKINGDOMQUALITY BACKGROUNDMEASUREMENT 
Despite widespread adoption of quality frameworks such as IS0  9000 
or the various “Quality Award systems in commerce, public services in 
the United Kingdom have, for the most part, not followed this lead. Yet 
there is growing pressure from national government and customers for 
accountability interpreted as the high quality services sought by custom- 
ers. This disjunction is perhaps partly responsible, along with natural ten- 
dencies for a socialist government, for a growing culture of government 
bureaucratic enforcement of performance measurement for public ser- 
vices. This is typified by the setting of compulsory government-prescribed 
performance indicators, required comparison between similar organiza- 
tions (e.g.,different local councils or different schools), and compulsory 
publication of results to both customers and national government. 
Ian Winkworth, University of Northumbria, Library Building, Ellison Place, Newcastle-upon- 
Tyne, NF.l SST, England 
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As an example of this, we can look at recent draft proposals for twenty- 
five compulsory performance measures for public libraries. The public li- 
brary service is the legal responsibility of the district or county council. But 
the legal framework controlling public libraries is set by national govern- 
ment. The 1964Public Libraries Act required the provision of “comprehen- 
sive and efficient” public library services. But the definition of this was vague 
until the 1990s. In 1993,five compulsory performance measures were set, 
and each library authority must publish its results annually together with 
comparative results. From 1998,authorities were further required to sub- 
mit a formal annual plan to the central government. The plan, among other 
requirements, must indicate how the authority will improve performance 
on the standard measures. It is now proposed (summer 2000) to extend the 
set of measures to twenty-five. A new concept is also proposed of a “target” 
level of performance and an “intervention point” for each measure. Fre- 
quently the intervention point is set at the level currently achieved by 50 
percent of authorities while the desired level is that achieved by the top 25 
percent, so there is a clear agenda of improvement as well as measurement. 
Some examples are given in Figure 1. 
The strong role of national government in the United Kingdom re- 
flects the political framework where most power and tax resources are 
held by the national government and the regional or local governments 
Measure Target Intervention Point 
User satisfaction with helpfulness 95% good+ 90% good + 
of staff 
Active borrowers 45% ofrelevant 30% ofrelevant 
population pgpulation 
Opening hours 45 hours per 45 hours per week for 
week for large large branch 
branch 
Reset vation turnround 50% in 7 days 35% in 7 days 
Bookspend f3,500 per 1000 f1.970 per I000 
population population 
ITworkstations 0 7 per 1000 0 35 per 1000 
population population 
Figure 1.  Examples of Twenty-Five Draft Public Library Performance Measures. 
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have their powers, and most of their funding, set by national government. 
In the United Kingdom, the national government can close a poorly per- 
forming school or remove the right of a local authority to run its schools if 
there is evidence of poor management. This is arguably the reverse of the 
U. S. situation, where the national federal government has only the pow- 
ers ceded to it by the states, and local services are locally funded and 
controlled. So here is a first key difference between the United States and 
the United Kindgom. But there is also a key similarity in the generally 
growing pressure for more and better performance measurement and 
pressure for improved service quality. 
ACADEMIC QUALITY FRAMEWORKSLIBRARY MEASUREMENT 
Since higher education in the United Kingdom is predominately pub- 
licly funded through government agencies, it is no surprise that there is 
here, too, a sharp-edged and bureaucratic framework for the measure- 
ment of performance and service quality. Academic quality is competi- 
tively audited through three processes covering research, teaching, and 
quality assurance. 
The level of core research funding for each university depends on a 
four-yearly “Research Assessment Exercise.” For each of some seventy sub-
ject areas, universities and colleges are invited to submit a report on the 
productivity of the last four years and a plan for the next four. The sup- 
porting evidence required includes details of publications, project-spe- 
cific research grants obtained, and other data. The submissions are peer- 
reviewed by committees of subject experts who assess the quality of re- 
search performed and likely future productivity against a seven-category 
scale ranging from “poor” to “major international significance.” The re- 
sulting funding is based on the number of researchers and their overall 
performance as a group. The funding per researcher is zero for the two 
lowest categories, and from one to some five times the minimum amount 
for the higher categories. 
The quality assurance process follows an audit model. The institution 
sets out its processes. An inspection panel then, once every five years, 
visits and checks whether the quality assurance processes are effective and 
makes suggestions for improvements. 
The area which has the most direct effect on university libraries is the 
process for “Teaching Quality Assessment” (TQA) .This is again currently 
based on periodic review (every six years) by a visiting inspection team for 
each subject area taught. There are approximately forty-two subject areas. 
Each subject visit to each institution results in a published report incorpo- 
rating gradings against six “aspects” of teaching quality. The gradings go 
from one (fai1)to four (excellent) for each aspect. 
Low rating on any aspect results in the threat of closure of the courses 
concerned and withdrawal of funding for them unless satisfactory reme- 
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dial action is taken within twelve months. In theory, there is no overall 
grade but, of course, in practice, institutions and compilers of league tables 
cannot resist totaling the scores to give an overall grade (e.g., “twenty- 
three out of twenty-four’’ or 72 percent) and then aggregating scores for 
all the subjects reviewed to give some kind of overall teaching quality com- 
parative metric. It seems likely that very few prospective students, parents, 
or employers ever read the individual reports. Any public relations out- 
come, good or bad, is also suffused within many other factors (mainly 
prejudice!). But the system has undoubtedly focused minds very hard on 
achieving holistic quality of the student experience. Over time, average 
scores have risen. Cynics ascribe this entirely to growing expertise at “play- 
ing the system.” There is no doubt about some of this, as well as fewer 
tactical errors by institutions making claims they could not substantiate, 
but there has actually been objective improvement, too. 
Improvement can readily be demonstrated by reference to the library 
aspects of Teaching Quality Assessment. Library services are reviewed un- 
der a broader “Learning Resources” aspect, which also covers teaching 
facilities, laboratories, any departmental libraries, and so on. The guid- 
ance to assessors on reviewing libraries boils down to three questions: 
1. Is there an overall learning resources strategy consistent with the course 
aspirations? 
2. 	Are library services available, accessible, and appropriate in terms 
of.  . . stock, study space, induction, opening hours, and user support? 
3. 	Is there effective liaison with subject staff? 
The answer is based prominently on student feedback, also on assessors’ 
ownjudgments, evidence offered, and conversations with library and teach- 
ing staff. The assessors “triangu1ate”the answers from each source and are 
particularly sharp about inconsistencies and whether the “learning re- 
sources” answers fit with what they have been told about curriculum, stu- 
dent workloads, and so on. 
The Standing Conference of National and University Libraries 
(SCONUL) has been involved in shaping the process through lobbying 
the (successive) agencies concerned over the last eight years and offering 
advice and guidance (sometimes accepted) to improve on the early poor 
and patchy handling of library issues. Specifically, the official guidance to 
assessors reflects and is supplemented by a “SCONUL aide-memoire” which 
fills out for assessors the three basic questions and suggests what kinds of 
answer might be acceptable. There has also been a significant local effect. 
The impending arrival of a subject review significantly increases academic 
keenness to talk seriously and systematically to library colleagues, and li- 
braries can build on this by using the SCONUL aide-memoire as a kind of 
script for these discussions. SCONUL has helpfully provided libraries with 
a further aide-memoire which fleshes out the kind of answers we believe 
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assessors will be looking for. These answers are not prescriptive or num- 
ber-based. The core is to look at how effective liaison, resourcing, and 
monitoring takes place. Finally, in this area, SCONUL continues to moni- 
tor how the process works and what the reports say for evidence of progress 
or backsliding. 
In terms of library-specific measurement frameworks, the most com- 
plete is “The Effective Academic Library” (Joint Funding Councils Ad-hoc 
Group on Performance Indicators for Libraries, 1995). This was drawn up 
in response to a recommendation in the 1993 Follett Report (Joint, 1993) 
that “a coherent and generic” set of performance indicators for academic 
libraries should be developed. It might be argued that this was a classic 
piece of buck-passing from a report which made its major contributions in 
respect of obtaining national funds for library buildings and the develop- 
ment of electronic library services. 
“The Effective Academic Library” takes a broad approach, incorpo- 
rating a mixture of numerical and other indicators, formulated sometimes 
nationally and sometimes locally. In all, the report suggests thirty-three 
indicators split into five facets of performance. The five facets are: 
Integration (relevance to institution) 
User satisfaction 
Delivery (meeting targets; output) 
Efficiency 
Economy 
An initial consultation with vice-chancellors (who, of course, mostly 
passed on the task to their librarians) produced many long replies and no 
consensus. If there was a typical response, it ran something like “There 
are too many indicators here . . . . please add one on . . . .” After a year’s 
pause, the agencies which fund higher education passed the issue to the 
Committee of Vice-Chancellors and Principals, who passed it on to 
SCONUL. Later sections of this article will describe the outcomes, but it 
might be argued that at least the beginning of a “coherent and generic” 
set of indicators has now been established. 
There has been work in the United Kingdom on two other issues 
which bear on the framework question. One is the notion that there are 
multiple stakeholders with different performance measurement require- 
ments. For example: 
End-customers: students 
Service purchasers: academic departments, institutions 
Funders: funding councils, government, the taxpayer 
Guardians of quality: QAA, professional bodies 
Service managers 
Staff 
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John Crawford of Glasgow Caledonian University has been particu- 
larly active in carrying out research to identify the key issues for different 
groups and assess how far they overlap. This is an important insight, often 
overlooked and often responsible for fruitless debate about which are the 
right indicators to use. Which are right depends, of course, on the audi- 
ence and the purpose. 
An acknowledged omission from “The Effective Academic Library” 
were any indicators for electronic services. There is no need here to 
recap the difficulties in achieving this. Suffice to note that everyone wants 
indicators, and no one has satisfactory answers. SCONUL has tackled 
this issue by relying on the work of funded researchers on United King- 
dom and European Community projects. These are currently coming to 
fruition through the EQUINOX project. EQUINOX combines a sug- 
gested set of twelve electronic indicators with a software package de- 
signed to demonstrate the linkages between each indicator and library 
(and institutional) objectives. The full set of indicators are shown on 
the Web site. Examples include: percentage of target population reached 
by electronic services; number of “sessions” per head; cost per session/ 
document delivered; and percentage of activity which is electronic. Cur- 
rently there seems to be some diverging of the paths between the Euro- 
pean researchers and their equivalents in the United States. It is hoped 
that this gap can be closed again. In any event, SCONUL libraries (as 
well as libraries in some other European countries) are currently testing 
the EQUINOX products. 
BETTERUSEOF THE STATISTICS 
Like their American cousins, United Kingdom academic libraries have 
been collecting statistics for many years. But it has to be admitted that, in 
1995, there were still many failings. The statistics had achieved little rec- 
ognition outside libraries. Analysis, presentation, and interpretation of 
the data were all poorly developed. Several attempts at a conceptual frame- 
work had failed to achieve acceptance. Overall, impact had been limited, 
particularly given the effort that has been spent over the years. The 
SCONUL Advisory Committee on Performance Indicators (ACPI) ,which 
has responsibility for this area, determined a number of steps to try to 
move forward, including: 
use of a professional statistical agency: Library and Information Statis- 
tics Unit (LISU) ,University of Loughborough; 
empirical testing of theory: the Cranfield Study; 
getting “official” recognition-HELMS (Higher Education Library 
Management Statistics) ; 
electronic submission of data; and 
joint work with university IT directors. 
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The United Kingdom is fortunate to possess a grant-funded specialist 
agency devoted to library statistics-LISU. For SCONUL, LISU has taken 
over data input and storage, created a ten-year database, and cleaned the 
data, filling some gaps and correcting obvious errors. It has then begun 
publication of an annual discursive “trends” volume (Standing Confer- 
ence of National & University Libraries, 2000, for the latest issue), offered 
a customized statistical comparison service to individual libraries (allow- 
ing libraries to have created, to their individual specification, a selective 
set of results for selected comparator institutions), and is a useful source 
of expert statistical advice and data in electronic form. Figure 2 shows the 
kind of table which is included in the “trends” volume, giving compari- 
sons over time and between broad groups of institutions. Figure 3 gives an 
example of the kind of local data that can be generated. 
At Northumbria, the library has become concerned that use of con- 
ventional study seats is gradually falling off, leaving the facility with a grow- 
ing waste of space. A two-week survey showed that, during this period, 
utilization of study seats barely extended beyond 50 percent at any time, 
350 T I  1 
Figure 2. Library Expenditure Per Capita(€). 
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Figure 3. Percentage of Occupancy of Library Seats. 
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and the average was around 30 percent. It happens that one of the 
SCONUL data series is based on counts of occupation of study seats on 
specified sample days of the year. Figure 3 shows Northumbria’s results 
against the national average. Both show a gradual lowering of occupancy 
over seven years. The Northumbria decline is more rapid. This helps to 
confirm that it would not be imprudent for the library to consider remov- 
ing some study seats in order to create badly needed shelf-space-or IT 
seats-or possibly return to the university some unneeded space. 
The second strand in better use of statistics was to undertake some 
empirical testing of the alternative measures about which debate some- 
times takes place: whether to use gross student numbers or numbers of 
students and academic staff as a divisor in ratios, and whether to intro- 
duce weighting of any kind; which output measures discriminate most 
usefully? John Blagden, former chair of ACPI, obtained research funds 
to employ a research assistant for one year to test the quality of the 
SCONUL data and explore the discriminatory power of various mea- 
sures proposed in “The Effective Academic Library” and other interna- 
tional sources. The project was successful in answering many of the ar- 
guments and in generating a genuinely small set of proposed indicators 
which, after review by a group of university heads, have led to a new 
annual publication, “UK Higher Education Library Management Statis- 
tics” (HELMS), aimed at university administrators (Standing, 1999).This 
publication incorporates a number of new features for the United King- 
dom. All institutions, not just members of certain library organizations, 
are included in principle-though not all choose to supply data. The 
library data are brought together with relevant data supplied by the offi- 
cial government agency for data about universities and colleges-the 
Higher Education Statistics Agency (HESA)-and is presented using tem- 
plates supplied by HESA. Contact with HESA and university heads has 
led to the use of the term “management statistics” rather than measures 
or indicators and to the separation of two sets of “contextual data” about 
the libraries and the institutions from the management statistics. There 




Total library expenditure per FTE user 

Expenditure on information provision per FTE user 

Expenditure on staffing per FTE user 

Output Measures: 
Seat hours offered per week per FTE user 
Loans per FTE user 
(In the future: Stock on loan; electronic services; user education) 
Interlibrary loans as a percentage of all loans 
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There are six items of library contextual data, designed mainly to give an 
idea of scale of operation: 
1. Number of libraries 
2. Space occupied 
3. Size of collection 
4. Number of seats 
5. Number of workstations 
6. Total library expenditure 
Finally, there are five items of institutional context data, designed mainly 
to give background on size and emphasis between teaching and research: 
1. Number of mE students 
2. Percentage of postgraduate students 
3. Percentage of part-time students 
4. Number of academic and research staff 
5. Government research funding as a percentage of all government fund- 
ing 
There is some evidence that this new approach has attracted the interest 
of some university heads. Depending on the circumstances, this interest 
may, of course, be felt as beneficial or otherwise. But it must be progress 
to feel that at least some of the decisions and judgments are partly based 
on data in which we have reasonable faith. 
In the second year, graphic presentation has been added. In the fu- 
ture, we hope to improve coverage of institutions and to increase the out- 
put indicators to cover areas such as library instruction and electronic 
services. Figure 4 gives an example of the graphic presentation. 
an , 
Figure 4. Loans Per FTE User. 
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Within the graphics, initial attempts have also been made to relate 
inputs to outputs, not a common feature of library statistics. Figure 5 plots 
an output (loans per year per user) against an input (total expenditure 
per user). It is often assumed that there will be some correlation. Initial 
inspection of this graph does not offer any confirmation. 
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Figure 5. Expenditure Versus Loans. 
Loans are only one output, and the graph produces more questions 
than answers. But this is surely the kind of analysis which is long overdue 
alongside the ritual demonstrations that resources are not keeping up 
with costs and user numbers. 
BENCHMARKING 
The SCONUL Benchmarking Pilots Project, 1997-99 (Town, 2000), 
has been a successful attempt to apply standard benchmarking approaches 
to libraries, rather as the Association of Research Libraries is building on 
SERVQUAL. Led by Stephen Town of Cranfield University, the project 
has set up six volunteer self-selected groups of two to five partners, each 
exploring a particular area of library service. Two have focused on advice 
desks, two on library skills training, and one each on “counter services” 
and the library environment. The project has based its work on detailed 
analysis and comparison using a wide variety of measurement techniques. 
Figures 6 and 7 give much simplified and compressed overviews of the 
methods and outcomes relating to aspects of two of the pilots: enquiries 
and physical space. 
More details will be available in the “SCONUL Benchmarking Manual,” 
due to be published in December 2000. The manual is the major outcome 
of the project. It is designed to offer a practical “how to do it” guide based 
on standard methods, modified for United Kingdom higher education 
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Counter Services: Enquiries 
- Cntical Success Factor provide accurate answers to personal queries 
- End product Correct answer 
- Processes 
- Benchmarks and method of testing 
Is service clear to customer? v i s i t )  
Answers accurate'7 (Mystery shopper) 
Referral process? (Staff questionnaire) 
Figure 6. Case Study Example 1. 
Library Environment Physical Space 
- Cntical Success Factor space works appropriately 
- End product. Comfortable customer 
- Processes 
-	 Benchmarks e.g 
Customer satisfaction (Customer survey) 
Good planning (Visit I Checklist) 
Amount of space (Library questlomaire I SCONUI, statistics) 
Figure 7. Case Study Example 2. 
libraries. The benchmarking model used envisages a loose seven-stage 
process comprising: (1)Defining, (2) Partnering, ( 3 )Agreeing, (4) Mea-
suring, (5)Collecting, (6)Analyzing, and (7)Acting. In practice, the seven 
stages are rarely as distinct as shown and may sometimes be carried out in 
parallel. 
Added to the overall model are case study reports from the pilot 
projects, which give an excellent insight into the issues and benefits of 
benchmarking. 
USERSATISFACTION 
The final United Kingdom initiative to be covered is the SCONUL 
User Satisfaction Project, 1998-99. Led by yet another ACPI member, 
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Jacqueline Whiteside of Lancaster University, this project was the third or 
fourth attempt at a standard nationally used user satisfaction assessment 
method. The aim was to devise a popular method which would be easy to 
use and would also generate a database of comparative data which might 
help to establish whether a local user satisfaction rating of 70 percent 
equaling “good” indicates a good, bad, or indifferent situation. The inno- 
vative aspects included: 
working with a commercial agency-Priority Search Ltd.; 
new data collection methods using a digitizer tablet and light pen to 
read questionnaires; 
use of specialist software to analyze data and present the results; and 
innovative graphic presentation of the results. 
The questionnaire is composed entirely of tickboxes to permit machine 
reading, with sets of questions on how successful users were in using par- 
ticular services, how satisfied they were, how important particular services 
were, whether expectations had been met (an echo here of the SERVQUAL 
methodology), use of other libraries, and satisfaction and importance over- 
all. Figure 8 shows a specimen output from the pilot project. 
Each bar represents the result for one of the pilot group of libraries, 
with an indication of the number of questionnaires and the average score 
achieved. It is interesting that the method achieves statistically significant 
Figure 8. Libraries Rated for Course Books and Essential Texts. 
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results with quite small numbers of questionnaires in each library. The hori- 
zontal scale plots positive and negative results against a notional -100 to 
+100scale. The vertical line shows the average score for the whole group- 
fortunately slightly on the positive side of neutral. It can be seen that there 
are marked differences in ratings and why, therefore, the results are anony- 
mous. The shading of the bars shows whether the difference from the mean 
is statistically significant or not. The project report will itself provide a use- 
ful broad benchmark of scores for different services. The report can point 
to an apparently useful standard method for further testing and a database 
of results for comparison. One additional result of interest is that people 
who have used other libraries tend to be about 10 percent more critical 
than those who have not. 
The technology and methods are already in use in a significant num- 
ber of United Kingdom libraries. In local surveys, a recommended tech- 
nique is to ask respondents to rate the relative importance of two ran-
domly generated statements about possible improvements in library ser- 
vices. The statements are generated as a result of focus groups with users 
rather than by a priori guessing by library staff or researchers. The com- 
puter then randomly generates pairs of statements (e.g., “more study seats” 
versus “longer opening hours on weekends”; “more catalog terminals ver- 
sus more user education”). Figure 9 shows the kind of matrix a respon- 
dent is asked to complete. 
The outcome is a list of desired improvements in a prioritized or- 
der-not just an unquantified wish list, something which Northumbria 
has applied usefully in review of our IT facilities. 
CONCLUSIONSAND THE FUTURE 
In the last five years, there has been innovative progress on a number 
of fronts, some more successful than others. At the very least, some of the 
long-standing roadblocks have been moved or shifted to one side. For the 
future, the key objective is to continue this work, taking advantage of op- 
portunities that arise from developments in other sectors or countries. 
The draft plan for SCONUL includes: 
continue with a search for better presentation, interpretation, and 
publicity; 
review the items collected and the use made of them by a sample of 
libraries (a new 1999/2000 project); 
encourage use of the customized comparison service from LISU; 
encourage adoption of the benchmarking method; 
more use of standard instruments, including the User Satisfaction 
Method; 
incorporate measures for electronic services; 
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Figure 9. SamDle ResDonse Form. 
renew the search for a satisfactory overall framework for performance 
measurement (EAL2?UK Balanced Scorecard?) ;and 
perhaps, if ARL is willing, LibQUALt: the UK Pilot? 
It is stimulating for a United Kingdom librarian to see the potential 
of cross-Atlantic collaboration. It is hoped that some of the work reported 
here will strike a chord with librarians in the United States and elsewhere. 
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ONEOF THE PROBLEMS WITH USING GAP ANALYSIS is our partial under- 
standing of customer expectations. A survey of Chinese university library 
students’ expectations of service quality was compared to a similar survey 
done previously in New Zealand. Marked similarities in results show that 
there is perhaps a global set of customer expectations that can be used to 
measure academic library service quality. Three dimensions that concern 
staff attitudes, the library environment, and services that help the cus- 
tomer to find and use the library’s materials efficiently, are found in both 
studies. A secondary study investigated national culture as a source of atti- 
tudes to customer service. Using Hofstede’s dimensions, Library and In- 
formation Science (LIS) students in China and New Zealand were com- 
pared. Apart from some variation in the role of the manager in setting 
service standards, little variation appeared. The two surveys both suggest 
that national culture is not a major precursor of attitudes to service qual- 
ity, so it will not impede efforts to set international measures of service 
quality for libraries. 
INTRODUCTION 
The increased emphasis on customer care seen in the 1980sand 1990s 
has also affected university libraries around the world and, as a result, the 
need to understand what library customers expect in terms of service quality 
is now necessary for good management. Service quality can be defined in 
different ways, but the most common approach used in libraries is 
PhilipJ. Calvert, Library and Information Studies Programme, School of Communications 
& Information Management, Victoria University of Wellington, P. 0.Box 600, Wellington 
6001, New Zealand 
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disconfirmation theory that examines the difference between a customer’s 
expectations and the customer’s perceived sense of actual performance. 
Surveys look for the extent that customer expectations of service are 
disconfirmed in practice; this is also called “gap” analysis. The SERVQUAL 
model of establishing service quality by employing gap analysis has been 
used in libraries for several years, and research shows it “offers service 
providers a diagnostic tool to assess what is important to meet or exceed 
their readers’ expectations for quality service and a monitor of how well 
they do so” (Nitecki, 1998, p. 190). 
Quinn (1997) argued that customer expectations can only be as- 
sessed by professionals, yet it has been established that customers and 
librarians have different expectations of the library, and “If there is a 
lack of congruence between users’ expectations and providers’ expecta- 
tions, service qualitywill suffer regardless of how well services are planned, 
delivered, and marketed” (Edwards & Browne, 1995, p. 164). Hernon, 
Nitecki, and Altman (1999) say the belief that librarians already know 
what customers want, need, and expect is one reason they have been 
slow to accept the need to investigate service quality (p. 13). Customers 
have expectations about the service they will receive from an organiza- 
tion, and it is widely accepted that the key to good service quality lies in 
providing performance that meets or exceeds customer expectations of 
the service. That places the onus on library managers to know the ex- 
pectations of their customers. Separately, but perhaps as importantly, a 
fuller knowledge of the origins, or antecedents, or customer expecta- 
tions will provide management with a fuller understanding of the com- 
plex nature of service quality. 
The twenty-four statements in SERVQUAL have been so thoroughly 
tested that their reliability and validity is well established (see Zeithaml, 
Parasuraman, & Berry, 1990). Still, doubts have been expressed about 
the SERVQUAL’s applicability to contexts not close to its original set- 
ting (Robinson, 1999, p. 29). Its generality, as opposed to the specific 
context of a particular service sector such as libraries, has encouraged 
some LIS researchers to try a variation of gap analysis. Hernon and 
Altman (1998) pioneered a method of comparing customer expecta- 
tions with objective indicators of service quality (p. 106) that has been 
tested in academic libraries in the United States, New Zealand, and 
Singapore (Calvert, 1997). This method is, in essence, similar to 
SERVQUAL but uses statements developed in consultation with library 
staff and customers that cover a wide range of aspects of service quality 
in libraries, though even the large number of statements generated so 
far cannot be said to be comprehensive. It also has the merit of being 
flexible enough to allow individual libraries to frame survey question- 
naires to suit their own needs. 
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SEARCHINGFOR GLOBALDIMENSIONSOF 
LIBRARYSERVICEQUALITY 
A problem with the gap model is that we have an inadequate under- 
standing of customer expectations. Nitecki (1999) has pointed out that most 
research into library service quality has been case studies and has not prc- 
duced normative results. She said: “Additional investigation is needed in 
library settings to draw insights about what library users find important in 
judging service quality and to speculate if universally prioritized factors ex- 
ist across all library settings” (p. 225). In this project, it was hoped that, by 
investigating customer expectations in Chinese university libraries, the re- 
sults would aid researchers around the world to move toward Nitecki’s ideal 
of a global understanding of customer expectations. Comparisons between 
the Chinese results and those from a similar survey conducted in New 
Zealand will add to our understanding of customer expectations. 
PRECURSORS QUALITYOF SERVICE 
Writers have identified different precursors of customer expectations. 
The SERVQUAL authors list word-of-mouth communication between cus- 
tomers; the personal needs of customers; past experiences of customers; 
and the external communications from service providers (Zeithaml, 
Parasuraman, & Berry, 1991, p. 19).A list produced from an LTS perspec-
tive included word of mouth, customer’s prior experience, and competi- 
tive behavior (Hernon & Altman, 1998, p. 11).To those lists, the impact 
of national culture can be added. The resulting six factors can be config- 
ured as follows: 
l h e  customer: 
1. past experience of the customer; 
2. word-of-mouth from other customers; 
3. personal needs of the customer; and 
4. national culture of the customer. 
The service provider: 
5. communications (direct and indirect) about what the customer can 
expect. 
Competitors: 
6. service provided by other providers that acts as a benchmark. 
There seems to be no research that tries to establish priority among 
the various sources of expectations. Millson-Martula and Menon (1995) 
say that “needs” may be accorded the most worth because of their sup- 
posed objectivity; yet, however true this may be, personal needs vary so 
much between customers that management will find it extremely difficult 
to incorporate any knowledge of individual needs into strategic plans. Only 
when a pattern of needs emerges is the information of value. 
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Of the other four factors given in the literature, the most influen- 
tial in forming expectations is likely to be the customer’s personal expe- 
rience of the service. In a project that examined the relationship be- 
tween customer perceptions and expectations of a pubic library service, 
British researchers concluded: “User’s experience has emerged as the 
most important factor impacting on the way that they form expectations 
and perceptions of the service.” It was the “snapshot” of service received 
during a service experience that had a significant impact on percep- 
tions, and also that subsequent expectations were formed as a result of 
the experience (Lilley & Usherwood, 2000, p. 16).A series of such en- 
counters will form the customer’s expectations of service quality. A prac-
tical difficulty that results from this is that expectations are likely to 
change with familiarity (Carman, 1990) so, if possible, the level of famil- 
iarity should be gauged along with the expectations or, alternatively, take 
only the views of individuals with experience of the service and use their 
responses as a norm for all customers’ expectations (Robinson, 1999, p. 
28).  Chinese university students will have had few true library experi- 
ences prior to starting a degree, for school libraries are nonexistent 
throughout much of the country and rudimentary where they do exist. 
This is not so in New Zealand, so the impact of school library experi- 
ences on university student expectations needs to be borne in mind as a 
possible factor, though this research has not produced any conclusions 
about its effect. 
Presumably, word-of-mouth communication is a by-product of personal 
experiences of the library by different individuals who then share the knowl- 
edge they have gained with their friends. This might be modified by li- 
brary communications, but it seems as though it is the personal experi- 
ence that has the strongest effect-as one might intuitively expect. As 
libraries raise their marketing efforts, they will presumably be conscious 
of the impact their messages have on customer expectations. Indeed, mar- 
keting services can help to create reasonable expectations of a service 
before it is experienced in person, as can the use of service level agree- 
ments, provided they are widely publicized. Both Chinese and New Zealand 
university libraries produce written material introducing customer services, 
and they are increasingly using Web sites to promote access to electronic 
services, so this will surely have some impact on expectations. This sort of 
promotion runs the risk that unmediated customer use of electronic ser- 
vices may result in some very unhappy “snapshot” experiences. Marketing 
is also important in changing those customer expectations that manage- 
ment believes are below a desirable level. For example, the University of 
Waikato discovered very low customer expectations of “reader education” 
classes (or bibliographic instruction, as they might be called in North 
America) so set out to raise expectations in order that more students would 
take advantage of the classes offered (Harwood & Bydder, 1998). 
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Significantly, the research that produced most of these “factors” in 
forming attitudes to senice quality has all emanated from the United States 
and so is representative of a single national culture. It is worth asking if 
the same antecedents of customer expectations will be found around the 
world or if national culture exercises a major influence on the formation 
of attitudes to senice quality. Every person carries patterns of emotions 
and potential behavior learned throughout a lifetime. Much of this is ac- 
quired in early childhood from family members and the social environ- 
ment such as friends, television, and pop music, and it forms what Hofstede 
(1997) calls “mental programs” that partially predetermine a person’s 
behavior (p. 4). People have a learned reaction to any given situation, so 
it would be logical to expect customer service to include many moments 
when cultural characteristics play a part in the behavior of the customer 
or staff member concerned. As an example, it could condition the re- 
sponse a staff member shows to a customer’s dress or speech, to the amount 
of certainty the staff member feels she must show in the answer provided, 
to the extent she shows personal initiative in seeking a satisfactory answer 
to the customer’s question and how much she might fall back on stock 
responses from a manual, even to how much the staff member attempts to 
impress superiors with her behavior. Later, this article will tentatively ex- 
plore the potential impact of national culture on the formation of atti- 
tudes to service quality in library and information management. It is worth 
adding at this point that Hofstede did not claim that “mental programs” 
were unerasable, but he suggested that certain behavior might need to be 
unlearned while new behavior patterns are acquired. 
OBJECTIVES PROJECTOF THE PRIMARY 
There were two objectives set for the research reported here: (1)to 
compare the customer expectations among university library customers 
in China and New Zealand to identify similarities and differences, and 
(2) to produce global dimensions for customer expectations of academic 
library service quality. 
Methods 
Focus groups of between four and eight library staff were held in 
Peking and Tsinghua Universities in China. The focus group members 
were presented with a list of statements produced in New Zealand by 
Hernon and Calvert (1996) and asked to consider their appropriateness 
to the Chinese situation. The statements on the list were amended and 
deleted according to the opinions expressed in the focus groups, with 
more statements being added to make the list truly representative of ser- 
vice quality as it is understood by university library staff in China. As an 
example of this, statements about drinking fountains were removed, but 
one on an adequate supply of clean water (for making tea) was added. 
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Although this reduced the comparability of the two lists, there was also a 
need to produce outputs useful to the hosting university libraries so that 
the final list of statements included some elements of compromise to 
achieve that result. 
The statements were put into a questionnaire that asked library cus- 
tomers to rate their expectations of service quality in an “ideal” university 
library on each statement. The survey was completed by 135 customers 
(all of them students) in the two libraries. 
The data were entered into SPSS running on a PC. The mean of re- 
sponses to each statement was calculated for each university separately, 
then the combined mean for all 135customers. Ranked lists with the high- 
est means at the top were produced for each university and then for the 
combined means (Table 1).Both universities have been given their own 
ranked lists together with calculated means, so a by-product will be a list 
of statements that each individual university library will be able to use if 
they wish to conduct a separate analysis of service quality. A Spearman 
Rho correlation for the two universities was .73,perhaps lower than might 
be expected considering the similarity between the student bodies but 
significant nonetheless. Further analysis of the ranked lists for Peking and 
Tsinghua showed forty of the eighty-six statements within ten spaces of 
each other, showing considerable similarity on some aspects of service. At 
one university, statements on staffing scored quite highly while, at the 
other university, statements about the library’s catalog ranked higher. 
The data were subjected to principal component analysis followed by 
Varimax rotation. Nine factors could be produced using all eighty-six vari- 
ables, but it required the removal of two statements before more factors 
could be produced and, once thirteen factors had emerged, it was not 
possible to produce more, even after forty rotations, without removing an 
excessive number of variables. Thirteen factors produced the most easily 
comprehensible output (see Appendix A). Reliability analysis of all thir- 
teen factors produced high Alphas between .919 (the first factor) and 
.579 (the eleventh factor), showing that the results are robust. Only state- 
ments loading at higher than .4 are displayed. 
COMPARISON AND NEWZEALANDRESULTSBETWEEN CHINESE 
Table 1shows the combined means and resulting ranked list ofstate- 
ments from the two Chinese university libraries. Customers have said their 
expectations on the statement “It is easy to find where materials (books, 
journals, videos, maps, etc.) are shelved” exceed all others. If expecta- 
tions are based on personal experience, then the sheer size of the two 
university library buildings at Peking and Tsinghua may account for this 
because students, in particular, will find it challenging to find what they 
need unless a rational layout supported by good signage aids them in their 
search for materials and service desks. Avisitor to either one of the libraries 
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Table 1. The Mean of All Responses, Ranked from Highest Expectations to the 
Lowest. 
1. It is easy to find where materials (books, 

journals, videos, maps, etc.) are shelved. 

2. The information I get from library 

materials is accurate. 

3. The library’s Web pages contain correct 





4. Information displayed on the computer 

catalog is clear and easy to follow. 

5. Study areas in the library are kept quiet. 
6. Lighting in the building is adequate to my needs. 
7. Catalog computers are in good working order. 
8. Documents I want are in their proper 

places on the shelves. 

9. The computer catalog is an accurate source 

of information about all documents held 

by the library. 

10. The range of materials held by the library 
meets my course needs. 
11. Instructions on remote access to the 
computer catalog are easy to follow. 
12. Directional signs in the library are clear, 
understandable, and helpful. 
13. Library materials are reshelved promptly after use. 
14. The library material I need is in good 
condition (e.g., not brittle or falling apart). 
15. The toilets are clean. 
16. Internet, CD-ROM, and database computers 
are in good working order. 
17. The library purchases new materials which 
are relevant to my course needs. 
18. I can usually find a seat or study desk when I want one. 
19. I find the temperature in the building is comfortable. 
20. Computers for the library catalog are 
conveniently distributed throughout the library. 
21. Library staff give accurate answers to my questions. 
22. Library staff are approachable and welcoming. 
23. It is easy to find out in advance when 
the library will be open. 
24. I find the ventilation in the building 
is comfortable. 
25. When I connect remotely to the computer 
catalog I do not get a busy signal or get disconnected. 
26. The material I need from the course materials 
collection is usually available to me when I want it. 
27. Library staff are courteous and polite. 





























(Table 1 continued on page 739) 
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29. Library staff are available when I need them. 
30. Librarians provide teaching programs 
to help me make more effective use of the library. 
31. Staff communicate with me using 
terms I understand. 
32. I find displays of new materials helpful. 
33. The computer catalog has a “Help” option 
which I understand. 
34. Hours when the library are open 
match my schedule and needs. 
35. When I enter the library I can see 
where I can go for help. 
36. Library staff are friendly and easy to talk to. 
37. I find the humidity in the building is comfortable. 
38. The documents I need have not been mutilated 
(e.g., torn pages or highlighted text). 
39. Photocopiers are in good working order. 
40. I do not have to wait more then three 
minutes when I ask for assistance at a reference desk. 
41. Library staff offer suggestions where to look for 
information in other parts of the library. 
42. Library furniture is comfortable. 
43. I do not have to wait more then three 
minutes when I use the computer catalogue. 
44. There is an adequate supply of clean 
drinking water in the building. 
45. The library provides timely, accurate, and 
clear information about equipment 
not in working order. 
46. It is easy to make a compliment, complaint, or 
suggestions about library services or conditions. 
47. The library acts promptly when I make a complaint. 
48. I do not have to wait more then three minutes 
when I use the course materials collection. 
49. 	Knowledgeable staff are available to 
assist whenever the library is open. 
50. There is a sufficient number of toilets in the building. 
51. When I request an item currently on loan to 
another person, I am told how long it will 
take to arrive. 
52. I do not have to wait more then three minutes 
when I borrow materials. 
53. Library staff are willing to leave the desk 
area to help me. 
54. Audio-visual equipment is in good working order. 
55. Library brochures and help sheets are helpful. 
56. Library furniture is designed to meet 
my practical needs. 
57. Accurate and helpful written instructions 
are available next to all equipment. 





























































(Table 1 continued on page 740) 
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Table 1.  continuedfrom page 739 
59. Library staff encourage me to come back 
to ask for more assistance if I need it. 
60. I do not have to wait more then three 
minutes when I use Internet, CD-ROM, and 
database computers. 
61. Microfilm and microfiche readers are 
in good working order. 
62. When I request an item from a closed shelf, 
I am told how long it will take to arrive. 
63. When I request an item by interlibrary loan (ILL), 
I am told how long it will take to arrive. 
64. There are an adequate number of lockers 
in which I can store my personal belongings. 
65. Library staff demonstrate and teach the 
use of the Internet, CD-ROMs, and databases. 
66. Library staff understand what information 
I am looking for. 
67. Library staff offer suggestions on where 
to look for information outside the library. 
68. Computer printers are in good working order. 
69. Library staff do not refer me unduly from 
one service area to another for my enquiry 
to be answered. 
70. I do not have to wait more then three 
minutes when I use pnordcopi’ers. . 
71. Library staff help me select appropriate 
electronic resources. 
72. Library staff mention interlibrary loan 
as a means to obtain material the library 
does not have. 
73. Library staff personally help me to 
use electronic resources. 
24 1dn nnt have_tclwaitm.oxe then three 
minutes when I phone the library for 
assistance or information. 
75. Library staff direct me to library 
brochures and help sheets. 
76. All public service desks throughout the 
library are served by knowledgeable staff. 
77. Library staff do not overwhelm me 
with too much information and detail. 
78. Library staff demonstrate cultural sensitivity. 
79. Library staff show me how to use the 
computer catalog. 
80. There are places for me to use a laptop 
computer within the building. 
























hole punchers, pencil sharpeners, and giving change. 4.733 1.603 
(Table 1 continued on page 741) 
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82. I do not have to wait more then three minutes 
when I need prints from a computer. 4.658 1.682 
83. There is a sufficient number of group study rooms. 4.659 1.830 
84. I do not have to wait more then three minutes 
when I use microfilm and microfiche readers. 4.542 1.656 
85. There are study areas where talking is permitted. 4.489 1.963 
86. Library staff take me directly to documents I want, 
instead ofjust pointing or telling me where to go. 4.378 1.757 
will notice the efforts being made to set out collections and services clearly 
and to support the layout with directional signs. 
The rankings in Table 1were then compared with the results from a 
similar survey conducted in New Zealand (Calvert & Hernon, 1997). 
Twenty-two statements were ranked highly (higher than fortieth place) in 
both China and New Zealand (see Table 2).  The twenty-two statements 
can easily be reduced to six broad groups: 
1. Study environment-environment, personal safety, provision of study 
desks, toilets. 
2. 	Materials-matching course needs, accuracy. 
3. 	Equipment-maintenance, in good working order. 
4. 	Organization of materialedirectional signs, OPAC clarity and accuracy. 
5. 	Services provided-speed and accuracy of reshelving, notice of opening 
hours. 
6. 	Staffattributes-welcoming behavior. 
Recognition of the importance of environmental factors and signage 
echo Birknell’s (1994) findings for reference services. 
All twenty-two statements can be placed into a simple scenario. In this, 
the customer is perhaps already aware that the library’s collection matches 
her needs and that information she will find in the materials is accurate so, 
as she prepares to visit the library, she discovers that it is easy to check that 
the library will be open at a time that suits her. On entering the library, she 
sees the clear directional signs. Sufficient OPAC computers are working, 
and the information on the OPAC is displayed clearly. Using accurate infor- 
mation from the OPAC, she then proceeds to find with ease where the 
materials she needs are shelved. The documents have been reshelved quickly 
and accurately so they are available when she needs them. There is a study 
desk readily available, and the library environment (temperature, ventila- 
tion, and lighting) are all adequate to her needs. Her chosen study area is 
quiet, and she feels safe in the library. When she needs to question staff, 
they are approachable and give her accurate answers. During her visit to 
the library, she finds that the toilets are clean. Her study needs require use 
of an Internet capable computer and a photocopier, so she is pleased to 
find sufficient numbers of them working. As she leaves the library, she may 
well reflect on a way that the library met her expectations of good service. 
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Table 2. Statements Ranked Highly in China and New Zealand. 

Catalog computers are in good working order 
Directional signs in the library are clear, 
understandable, and helpful 
Documents I want are in their proper 
places on the shelves 
Hours when the library are open 
match my schedule and needs 
I can usually find a seat or study desk 
when I want one 
I feel safe in the building 
I find the temperature in the 
building is comfortable 
I find the ventilation in the 
building is comfortable 
Information displayed on the computer 
catalog is clear and easy to follow 
Internet, CD-ROM, and database computers 
are in good working order 
It is easy to find out in advance when 
the library will be open 
It is easy to find where materials (books, 
journals, videos, maps, and so on) are shelved. 
Library materials are reshelved promptly after use 
Library staff are approachable and welcoming 
Library staff give accurate answers to my questions 
Lighting in the building is adequate to my needs 
Photocopiers are in good working order 
Study areas in the library are kept quiet 
The computer catalog is an accurate source 
of information about all documents held 
by the library 
The information I get from library 
materials is accurate 
The range of materials held by the 
library meets my course needs 
The toilets are clean 
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The emphasis on self-sufficiency is obvious. Academic library custom- 
ers prefer to work on their own and value organization and clear signage. 
Both Chinese and New Zealand students gave a very low ranking to the 
statement “Library staff take me directly to documents I want, instead of 
just pointing or telling me where to go.” Library staff need not fear this 
discovery, for who else is it that plans for, and provides, the good organiza- 
tion that customers desire? In a similar example, a customer may enter a 
wine shop intending to purchase a good Chardonnay from a particular 
winery. Initially the customer needs to know the opening hours of the 
shop, and that it is likely to stock the Chardonnay of choice. On arriving 
at the door, the customer wants good signage to point out the Chardonnay 
section. The internal environment of the shop should be pleasant and the 
layout of the shelves and the purchase counter should be clear. Only if the 
customer discovers that the Chardonnay is not available is she likely to ask 
shop assistants for help, though she will find it agreeable to meet pleasant 
and courteous staff. One could pursue this analogy further, but the inten- 
tion of its provision should be apparent. 
If the twenty-two statements are reduced to ones that only appear in 
the top ten in both countries, five remain: 
1. Computer catalogs are in good working order. 
2. 	Information displayed on the computer catalog is clear and easy to 
follow. 
3. Lighting in the building is adequate for the user’s needs. 
4. 	The computer catalog is an accurate source of information about all 
documents held by the library. 
5. The information from library materials is accurate. 
The library’s catalog (or OPAC, if you will) is included in three of the five 
statements. Perhaps not even the most enthusiastic proponent of library 
automation would have expected customers to place so much importance 
on the catalog, but the evidence from this research seems clear. 
The Dimensions of Customer Expectations 
Academic libraries perform numerous functions for a diverse com- 
munity, making it difficult for managers to identify key aspects of cus- 
tomer service. This research project alone used eighty-six separate state- 
ments, each describing a different aspect of service quality, and this makes 
it hard for the manager to convert the theory into practical resource allo- 
cation decisions. The results of the research are easier to understand once 
data reduction has simplified the output. Factor analysis attempts to iden- 
tify underlying factors, or dimensions, that explain the correlations within 
the variables (statements) that have been used and, further, researchers 
can describe what the factors represent conceptually. This tool has suc- 
cessfully been used to identify the dimensions of academic library 
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effectiveness (McDonald & Micikas, 1994), and here it is applied to the 
similar but different topic of service quality. 
Not all the factors display interpretable results. Factor 1of the Chi- 
nese survey is clear and shows considerable similarity to the New Zealand 
factor 1. Many of the statements here are also in Table 2, meaning that 
customers have high expectations of these aspects of library service. Sig- 
nificantly, many are about services provided by the library as mediation 
between customer and collections, though often with no direct personal 
communication. The range of this factor is about customer self-service 
and the materials being readily available for use. The most similar dimen- 
sion in SERVQUAL is “reliability.” The highest loading statement in the 
China survey is “Information displayed on the computer catalogue is clear 
and easy to follow.” Remarkably, once two statements not used in China 
are deleted, exactly the same statement is the highest loading variable in 
New Zealand factor 1,so this once again emphasizes the centrality of the 
OPAC to good service quality. Factor 2 is something of a farrago but has 
some similarities to New Zealand’s sixth factor. Even though there is not 
much coherence in the statements, the repetition between the two sur- 
veys is worth noting. 
Chinese factors 3 and 4 are both about staff attributes. If‘any differ- 
ence can be discerned, it lies in the higher expectations (from Table 1) 
given to the statements in factor 3, which also coincides with much of the 
New Zealand factor 4. Put another way, the miscellany of statements in 
China factor 4 should not be considered as important, though it looks 
similar to New Zealand’s third factor. The highest loading variable in China 
factor 3 is “Library staff are courteous and polite,” and this statement loads 
second in New Zealand factor 4. Factor 6 contains several statements that 
are important, such as safety, photocopier maintenance, clean toilets, and 
good lighting. Several are about the library environment, and perhaps it 
shows that, to library customers, some equipment-e.g., photocopiers-
equates with furniture and lighting and is part and parcel of the library 
environment. The elements similar to SERVQUAL dimensions are “assur- 
ance” and “empathy.” 
Of the other smaller factors, number 8 includes important statements 
about signage and knowing opening hours in advance. Factor 10 includes 
the statements on reshelving materials promptly and having materials in 
good condition. Factor 13 has two broad statements that correlate well, 
about having opening hours that match customer needs and good organi- 
zation that aids customers to find the materials they want. 
Findings on Expectations 
The surveys conducted in New Zealand and China have shown that 
customers in two apparently diverse countries display many similarities in 
their expectations of service quality. The focus is on intermediation largely 
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without personal contact, making the library and its services readily avail- 
able when the customer wants them, and offering a collection in good 
order that matches the customer’s needs. Perhaps of more importance is 
that neither the library staff focus groups nor the survey of university stu- 
dents produced any results that were significantly different to similar re- 
search held in New Zealand. The similarities between the two move some- 
what toward satisfying the call for more knowledge of global dimensions 
of library service quality. It also satisfies the need for normative results in 
customer expectations research. 
OBJECTIVES PROJECTOF THE SECONDARY 
Here is also included a report from a secondary project that served 
the following purpose: to test if underlying attitudes to service quality 
among LIS students are similar in different cultures. 
The Attitudinal Surzq 
One possible explanation of attitudes to service quality and, there- 
fore, part of the formation of expectations, might be the national origins 
of the respondents. Service quality is itself such an intangible and emo- 
tional concept that it is reasonable to point at national cultures as a source 
of these subjective attitudes. If national culture plays a part in forming 
attitudes to service quality, then, first, the goal of a global set of academic 
library service quality expectations may be too hard to attain and, second, 
managers will need to adapt customer service training methods to suit 
national variations. As a way of testing the impact of national culture, a 
survey was conducted that examined basic attitudes toward service quality 
among library and information studies (LIS) students at Peking Univer- 
sity in China and Victoria University of Wellington in New Zealand. The 
instrument used was based heavily on the four dimensions of national 
culture developed by Hofstede (1997) that has been widely accepted in 
the disciplines of cross-cultural psychology and ethnography. Despite its 
apparent suitability for this kind of international study, Hofstede’s work 
does not seem to have been used before in LIS. One reason for supposing 
that there would be differences in attitudes to service quality is that China 
is still influenced by Confucianism (though some might argue that this 
influence is declining), and Confucian philosophy considers human rela- 
tionships as the basis of all human society. New Zealand, by contrast, is a 
more egalitarian, individualistic culture. 
Hofstede’s four dimensions and their implications for library service 
quality are as follows. Attitudes measured according to the power distance 
(PD) dimension deal with the way a society handles inequality. The more 
that a society accepts the idea that power is to be distributed unequally, 
the higher its PD. The PD dimension also includes the emotional distance 
that separates subordinates from their bosses and, in a high PD culture, it 
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is common for bosses to have an autocratic or paternalistic style at the 
head of an organization with a highly vertical structure. Employees will be 
afraid to express disagreement with their managers and, indeed, if a man- 
ager asks for advice from employees, it may be taken as a sign ofweakness. 
A low PD culture is more egalitarian, and organizations are likely to be 
vertically flat. “In a collectivist culture, while a high-status person can chal- 
lenge the position or opinion of a low-status person, it is a norm-violation 
for a low-status person to directly rebut or question the position or the 
opinion of the high-status person, especially in the public arena” (Ting- 
Toomey, 1997, p. 399). 
In contrast to the “rugged individualism” fostered in the west and 
popular in American legend, the view of “self’ cultivated in the east and 
strengthened by its dominant philosophies is that of a person embed- 
ded within an unchanging social order. Identity is acquired from mem- 
bership in groups, so the sense of self that emerges is not the western 
“existential ego” but a “social ego.” It is not self-sufficiency and the good 
of the self that is fostered, it is the collective good of the in-group. 
Hofstede labeled this as indiuidunlism and collectivism (IND), in which: 
“Individualismpertains to societies in which the ties between individuals are 
loose: evmyone is expected to look after himself or herself and his or her immediate 
fnmilj. Collectivism as its opposite pertains to societies i n  which people from 
birth onwards are iiategrated into strong, cohesive in groups, which throughout 
people’s lifetime contiuue to protect them in  exchange for unquestioning loyaltj ” 
(Hofstede, 1997, p. 51).Application of this dimension to library service 
quality should see a contrast, on the one hand, between the collectivist 
concern for nurturing relationships with customers and the avoidance 
of conflict and, on the other hand, the individualists whose interests lie 
in personal gain. It will pose particular problems at the reference inter- 
view and at all other times when customers need to communicate their 
information needs or other desires to library staff. In the context of an 
Asian customer asking a western librarian for assistance, the staff mem- 
ber may be bemused by the unwillingness, which will seem as an inabil- 
ity, to express needs specifically. 
The uncertainty avoidance (UA) dimension refers to the way that people 
within a culture deal with uncertainty. Those high in UA feel threatened 
by ambiguous situations and so like to have rules and set procedures to 
guide them. Those low in UA can tolerate ambiguity and actually prefer 
to be left with flexibility in how they respond to any given situation. Con- 
fucian thought says that it is the responsibility of the manager to lead 
employees to a perfect working environment. “Amanager has to inform 
employees clearly about the goal of and behavioral criteria in the com- 
pany” (Chen & Chixng, 1997, p. 323),  meaning library staff will expect 
clear customer service guidelines from their managers and will not wish 
to deviate from them. By contrast, individuals in a low UA culture will 
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always look for innovative new ways to improve customer service, and pro- 
viding good service is part of the challenge and enjoyment of working. 
Rather confusingly, masculinity/femininity (MAS)does not refer to gen- 
der roles but the degree to which a society focuses on assertiveness and 
the acquisition of things, as opposed to societies that give value to quality 
of life issues, such as caring for others. High MAS cultures endorse aggres- 
sive behavior that results in success, such as promotion at work, so 
assertiveness and competitiveness are accepted as sensible behavior. The 
challenge of good customer service as a career move is willingly accepted 
by those high in MAS. The opposite culture in this dimension is one that 
values caring, compromise and cooperation, the nurturing of relation- 
ships, and modesty. 
Comments on the Four Dimensions 
In an attitudinal study of 9,000 male commercial pilots, Merritt fol- 
lowed Hofstede’s cross-cultural study with the intention of replicating all 
four dimensions. The dimensions of Power Distance and Individualism- 
Collectivism were replicated successfully. The report’s author considers 
that the nature of the profession may account for this, “partly because 
they are at the forefront of their cultures with regard to technology and 
global communications, but also because of their self-selection into a very 
individualistic profession.” Merritt then attempted to correlate the UA 
dimension with attitudes to automation and discovered that those cul- 
tures whose members endorse rules and procedures as a way of resolving 
uncertainty also endorse the use of automation, perhaps because the com- 
puter takes over decision-making and offers the “correct” solution to a 
problem. Pilots can be drawn to automation for two reasons, he postu- 
lates. Those pilots with low PD and low UA regard the machine as a chal- 
lenge to be used and conquered. Those with high PD and high UA accept 
the “expert” role of automation and appreciate the security it brings. It 
could well be that the nature of a profession or a career that displays an 
inherent need for a particular type of personality may succeed in attract- 
ing just that kind of individual to its ranks. If this is true for the library 
profession, then it will attract people high in collectivism, probably low in 
masculinity, and perhaps high in uncertainty avoidance (though not con- 
sistently so). Librarians may be different in PD according to the cultures 
of library organizations in their own countries. 
The Survey Instrument 
The researcher developed sixteen statements describing attitudes to 
service quality that drew heavily upon Hofstede’s work (see Appendix B) . 
In order to ensure that respondents in both countries understood the 
statements equally well, it was essential that the survey instrument be writ- 
ten in both English and Chinese languages, and that the intention of the 
statements be the same in both languages. The first version of the survey 
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instrument was written in English. Commonly, back-translation has been 
used to create the second version-that is, the original version is trans-
lated into the target language then a second translator takes that version 
and translates it back into the original language. The investigator then 
checks with both translators for inconsistencies. An alternative way of pro- 
ducing survey instruments in two languages is the method of decentering- 
a method that considers both languages equally important in the design 
of the instrument. This uses “continuous revision in which the original 
draft yersion changes as the translation process attempts to account for 
lack of verbal equivalence in the target language” (Metoyer-Duran, 1993, 
p. 23). For this survey, the method used was closest to back-translation, 
but statements in the original version were rewritten into a completely 
different form when translation into Chinese proved cumbersome from 
the original. In that respect, decentering was used when difficulties were 
encountered. 
Researchers involved with any culture other than their own should 
beware of monocultural assumptions. This research project, however, was 
actually looking for different cultural attitudes rather than trying to jus-
tify the researcher’s own assumptions. Using statements rather than ques- 
tions in the survey instrument, with the only requirement being that the 
respondent “rated” them on a Likert scale, avoided the potential pitfall of 
Asian respondents inaccurately answering “yes” to closed questions in or- 
der to avoid the impoliteness of a negative answer (Metoyer-Duran, 1993, 
p. 23). 
Analpis 
Responses from all Chinese students ( n= 58) were cross-tabulated 
with responses from all New Zealand students ( n= 59) (see Table 3). Only 
one statement showed any strong difference in attitudes: “I do not expect 
my manager to serve customers because they have the privilege of choos- 
ing not to do so.”The Chinese were much more likely to agree with this 
statement than their New Zealand peers. This underscores the belief that 
cultures high in PD give deference/respect to those of a higher status. 
Implications for service quality are that managers may decide not to work 
on service desks, leaving the work to junior staff, and thatjunior staff will 
be very reluctant to question decisions made by their superiors even if it 
leads to reduced service quality. Interestingly, the statement with the next 
highest difference between countries is “Ineed training for customer ser- 
vice from my managers to give me the skills and abilities to do the job 
properly” which emphasizes a strong underlying variation in national cul- 
tural attitudes when librarians consider their relationships with manage- 
rial superiors. Another implication is that any customer service training of 
staff in countries high in PD must take into account the very influential 
position of senior managers. It comes as no surprise, perhaps, that the 
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third highest difference (MAS2) also involves attitudes toward manage- 
ment. There could be a strong message here about internal communica- 
tion (Gap 1 in the SERVQUAL model), though the evidence does not 
point to the Chinese or western approaches as being superior. 
Table 3. Cross-Tabulations on Each Statement by Country of Origin. 
1.iLvlitinocI r;riin rl f 
. - ~ -
PD1 3.521 8 398  
PD2 119.478 8 .ooo 
PD3 21.378 8 .006 
PD4 11.167 8 .192 
IND1 7.195 8 .516 
INDS 36.607 8 ,000 
INDS 14.410 8 .072 
- -T T r . 1.A- 1 
 1.1I x _  
I mu LJ.OL‘i L.C “I.” U .UUl 
MAS1 16.547 8 .035 
MAS2 29.382 8 ,000 
MAS3 4.001 6 .677 
MAS4 5.085 6 .533 
UAl 10.057 8 ,261 
UA2 3.475 6 .747 
UA3 7.404 8 .494 
UA4 11.905 8 .155 
No one dimension shows complete unity, although the PD dimension 
shows some differences between the two country responses. The uncer- 
tainty avoidance dimension shows almost no significant difference between 
countries (Merritt’s study, mentioned earlier, throws doubt upon the va- 
lidity of the UA dimension). Thus there is no evidence that strong na- 
tional cultural differences are showing through and that it is necessary to 
reject the belief that national cultural differences have strongly influenced 
attitudes to library service quality among LIS students. There is no reason 
to suppose that national culture is a major element in the formation of 
service quality expectations, certainly not a more significant factor than 
previous experience of a service. 
Just as Merritt explained the high IND scores for pilots as a result of 
the profession’s very nature, so the low variation on the IND dimension 
between librarians in China and New Zealand may be accounted for by 
two explanations. First, library staff everywhere deal with “strangers” for 
much of the time, and there is a point beyond which the sense of collec- 
tive good ceases to influence behavior. Second, Hofstede dealt only with 
national cultures as generalities and never claimed that all people in one 
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nation would behave the same way, so naturally New Zealand will have a 
proportion of people with a higher sympathy for collectivism than for in- 
dividualism, although the majority may be individualists. It is possible that 
librarianship, by its very nature, attracts those with a collectivist mentality, 
for “loaning, borrowing, and giving are all ways of building or maintain-
ing a social network of reciprocation; collectivists would go to great lengths 
to maintain social relationships by this means” (Hui & Triandis, 1986,p. 
229). Collectivists also have a strong feeling of involvement in the lives of 
others to the extent that others’ experiences could have direct or indirect 
consequences for themselves. 
Problems 
Perhaps this rcsearch attempted a “bridge too far.” Hofstede’s work 
has not previously been applied to LIS so perhaps it would be a more 
reliable starting point to assess librarians in general on the Hofstede di- 
mensions rather than changing the statements to measure attitudes to 
service quality. Factor analysis did not show the four dimensions emerging 
from the responses, which may mean that the statements were not an 
accurate reflection of Hofstede’s intentions though, as has been pointed 
out earlier, there are already critics who doubt the strength of some of his 
dimensions. 
Hofstede’s work has gained widespread acceptance in cross-cultural 
psychology, but it is not without its critics. A group calling themselves the 
Chinese Culture Connection (1987) constructed a rather different survey 
to Hofstede’s, one that attempted to avoid the limitations of a western 
viewpoint being used to analyze cultural psychological processes that did 
not share the same origins. By creating an artefact based entirely on Chi- 
nese values, the authors searched for dimensions reflective of Chinese 
culture only. They created four new dimensions; three of them showed 
similarities with Hofstede’s PD, IND, and MAS but none with UA. They 
labeled the new dimension “Confucian work dynamism.” Interestingly, li- 
brarians in the Chinese focus groups were eager to mention “trying hard” 
as the most important element of good customer service. No matter how 
hard the problem, they said, do your best to provide each individual cus- 
tomer with what he/she wants. This could be evidence of Confucian work 
dynamism. 
CONCLUSION 
It has become increasingly clear, following research in the United 
States, New Zealand, Singapore, and the People’s Republic of China, that 
academic library customers have very similar expectations of service. The 
three most common dimensions revealed so far concern staff attitudes, 
the library environment, and services that help the customer to find and 
use the library’s materials efficiently. The case study approach has revealed 
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much the same results in four countries, so there is probably no need to 
take this research method any further. A secondary survey of LIS students 
in China and New Zealand showed strong similarities in attitudes toward 
service quality, though variations appeared in deference to management 
among Chinese students that was not shared by their New Zealand peers. 
Although further research could test the strength of the “Confucian 
work dynamism” dimension, research so far supports a belief that indi- 
viduals select their careers according to personality types, and that librari- 
anship attracts people with similar attitudes to service quality. National 
culture does not seem to be a major precursor of service quality attitudes. 
The two projects together give strong support to the use of internation- 
ally accepted measures of academic library service quality. 
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APPENDIXA 
Thirteen Factors Emerging from a Survey of Expectations in Two Chinese 
University Libraries 
Factor 1 
Information displayed on the computer catalogue is clear and easy to fol-
low. 
The material I need from the course materials collection is usually avail- 
able to me when I want it. 
Instructions on remote access to the computer catalogue are easy to fol- 
low. 
The range of materials held by the library meets my course needs. 
The information I get from library materials is accurate. 
Documents I want are in their proper places on the shelves. 
The library’s Web pages contain correct and useful information about 
library services and materials. 
The computer catalogue is an accurate source of information about all 
documents held by the library. 
Computers for the library catalogue are conveniently distributed through- 
out the library. 
The library purchases new materials which are relevant to my course needs. 
Internet, CD-ROM and database computers are in good working order. 
The documents I need have not been mutilated (e.g., torn pages or high- 
lighted text). 
I do not have to wait more then three minutes when I use the computer 
catalogue 
Factor 2 
When I request an item currently on loan to another person, I am told 
how long it will take to arrive. 
When I request an item by Interlibrary loan, I am told how long it will take 
to arrive. 
The computer catalogue has a “Help” option which I understand. 
When I request an item from a closed shelf, I am told how long it will take 
to arrive. 
There is an adequate supply of clean drinking water in the building. 
When I connect remotely to the computer catalogue, I do not get a busy 
signal or get disconnected. 
When 1enter the library I can see where I can go for help. 
Library staff mention Interlibrary loan as a means to obtain material the 
library does not have. 
Catalogue computers are in good working order. 
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Library staff offer suggestions on where to look for information in other 
parts of the library. 
Library staff offer suggestions on where to look for information outside 
the library. 
Computer printers are in good working order. 
Factor 3 
Library staff are courteous and polite 
Library staff are willing to leave the desk area to help me. 
Library staff are approachable and welcoming; are friendly and easy to 
talk to. 
Library staff encourage me to come back to ask for more assistance if I 
need it. 
Library staff are approachable and welcoming. 
Library staff do not overwhelm me with too much information and detail. 
Library staff are available when I need them. 
Library staff understand what information I am looking for. 
Factor 4 
Library staff show me how to use the computer catalog. 
Library staff take me directly to documents I want, instead ofjust pointing 
or telling me where to go. 
Library staff personally help me to use electronic resources. 
Library staff demonstrate cultural sensitivity. 
Library staff direct me to library brochures and helpsheets. 
Library staff do not overwhelm me with too much information and detail. 
Library staff help me select appropriate electronic resources. 
Factor 5 
It is easy to make a compliment, complaint, or suggestions about the li- 
brary services or conditions. 
I do not have to wait more then three minutes when I use the course 
materials collection. 
Audiovisual equipment is in good working order. 
The library provides timely, accurate, and clear information about equip- 
ment not in working order. 
The library provides services such as staplers, hole punchers, pencil sharp- 
eners, and giving change. 
I do not have to wait more then three minutes when I use Internet, CD- 
ROM, and database computers 
Microfilm and microfiche readers are in good working order. 
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Factor 6 
Library furniture is comfortable. 
I feel safe in the building. 
Photocopiers are in good working order. 
The toilets are clean. 
Staff communicate with me using terms 1understand. 
There is a sufficient number of toilets in the building 
Lighting in the building is adequate to my needs. 
Factor 7 
I do not have to wait more then three minutes when I phone the library 
for assistance or information. 
I do not have to wait more then three niinutes when I use microfilm and 
microfiche readers. 
I do not have to wait more then three minutes when I use photocopiers. 
I do not have to wait more then three minutes when I need prints from a 
compute r. 
Factor 8 
Directional signs in the library are clear, understandable, and helpful. 
It is easy to find out in advance when the library will be open. 
All public service desks throughout the library are served by knowledge- 
able staff. 
Library furniture is designed to meet my practical needs. 
Factor 9 
Librarians provide teaching programs to help me make more effective 
use of the library. 
Library brochures and helpsheets are helpful. 
Knowledgeable staff are available to assist whenever the library is open. 
I find the ventilation in the building is comfortable. 
Library staff demonstrate and teach the use of the Internet, CD-ROMs, 
and databases. 
I find the temperature in the building is comfortable. 
I find displays of new materials helpful. 
Factor 10 
Library materials are reshelved promptly after use. 
The library acts promptly when I make a complaint. 
The library material I need is in good condition (e.g., not brittle or falling 
apart). 
This Page Intentionally Left Blank 
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APPENDIXB. 

Sixteen statements on attitudes to library service quality. 

PD1 My manager will tell me how to serve a customer and I 
should listen to him/her to do a goodjob. 
PD2 I do not expect my manager to serve customers because 
they have the privilege of choosing not to do so. 
PD3 All the library staff should join together to set 
management objectives for good customer service. 
PD4 	 It is good to make decisions about customer service at 
the local level and not be told what to do by a central 
au thori tv. 
IND1 Customer service is done best when I adopt my own 
approach to the job. 
INDP I need training for customer service from my managers 
to give me the skills and abilities to do the job properly. 
IND3 	 I would prefer to say that I can’t answer a question rather 
than give a customer information that may not be 
accurate. 
IND4 It is right to deal with all customers equally in all situations, 
even though I do not know them personally. 
MAS1 If a customer argues with me then I will do everything I 
can to resolve the conflict by compromise and negotiation. 
MAS2 	 I want to serve customers well because that way 
management will recognize my ability and so I will 
rise in status. 
MAS3 	 Providing good customer service is a challenging part of 
myjob, and it is by doing challenging work that I get the 
greatest personal satisfaction. 
MAS4 	 One of the key skills I need for good service is looking 
after my relationships with customers. 
UAl 	 I want a full set of written rules that tell me how to serve 
a customer. 
UA2 	 When I deal with customers I am always looking for new 
ways to improve the service. 
UA3 	 My managers have learned broad general principles for 
good customer service and they will help me apply them 
to my customers. 
UA4 	 All my customers are different and that makes every day 
different and I enjoy that. 
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Measuring Service Quality in the Networked 
Environment: Approaches and Considerations 
JOHN CARLOBERTOT 
ABSTKACT 
THENF.TWORKED ENVIRONMENT OFFERS LIBRARIES challenges and oppor- 
tunities in a number of areas including management, service provision, 
and collection development. A particular challenge that libraries face in 
the networked environment is that of measuring and evaluating network- 
based services. This article offers a number of statistics and performance 
measures that libraries may find useful in determining the overall quality 
of their network-based services; identifies a number of service quality cri- 
teria; and provides a framework to assist librarians in selecting statistics 
and performance measures based on service quality criteria. The statistics 
and performance measures, criteria, and framework are the result of a 
number of current and past research projects conducted by the author 
and others across library types. 
INTRODUCTION 
The development of library networked statistics and performance 
measures is an important undertaking that is receiving increased atten- 
tion and support. There is a great need for statistics and performance 
measures that: 
assist libraries to make a strong case for support for a technology and 
information infrastructure by documenting their Interne t-based ser- 
vices and resources; 
,John Carlo Bertot, Information hcdnagement Use and Policy Institute, School of Informa-
tion Stiidies, Florida State University, Tallahassee, FL 32306 
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allow libraries to effectively compare themselves to others in terms of 
Internet development, costs, provision of services, connectivity, and 
use; 
enable library directors and administrative library agencies to com- 
pete for resources with other organizations and/or departments by 
documenting the range, extent, and impact of library-provided net- 
worked services; 
facilitate the transition from traditional library use measures such as 
circulation, reference transactions, interlibrary loans, and so on, to 
network measures that describe the nature and use of library-based 
network activities and resources; 
provide a decision-making framework for library staff, managers, and 
administrators to determine resource allocation strategies and meet 
other management needs; and 
provide the means to measure the quality of library services and re- 
sources in the networked environment. 
These and other factors point to the overall importance for research that 
generates library network statistics and performance measures. 
METHODOLOGY 
This article draws upon findings from a number of research efforts: 
Institute of Museum and Library Services National Leadership Grant 
to develop national public library network statistics and performance 
measures (January 1999-August 2000). The study used a multi-method 
approach to the development of national network statistics and per- 
formance measures (see Figure 1 ) .  The data-collection efforts en- 
compassed a variety of data-collection activities that involve library 
researchers, practitioners, policy makers, state library agencies, da- 
tabase vendors, and public library administrators and staff. In par-
ticular, the study team worked with six states throughout the data- 
collection process (Delaware, Maryland, Michigan, North Carolina, 
Pennsylvania, and Utah) to develop, test, and finalize the network 
statistics and performance measures (see Figures 2 and 3) .Additional 
study findings, statistics, and performance measure collection, man- 
agement, and evaluation techniques are available in Bertot, McClure, 
and Ryan (2001). 
Evaluating the statewide electronic networks of the state libraries of 
Delaware (DelAWARE, http://www.lib.de.us/) and Maryland 
(Sailor, http://www.sailor.lib.md.us/) , as well as the state library of 
California’s InFoPeople project (http://www.infopeople.org/)(1996-
1999). The Sailor and DelAWARE evaluation projects focused on as- 
sessing and measuring the networked environment for statewide net- 
works, while the InFoPeople evaluation project centered on the 
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Case Sites 	 In-depth exploration of selected communities and tar- 
get audiences in those communities, use of, and in- 
volvement with, the network. 
Use findings to inform broader quantitative data-col- 
lection activities such as mail and electronic surveys. 
Content Analysis 	 Gather various documentation and reports to review 
historical development, evolution of network-related 
activities, and future directions. 
Critical Path Analysis 	 In-depth exploration of user-based interactions with 
project-related components (e.g., training, workstation 
use, and searching). 
Use findings to uncover specific instance issues. Par- 
ticularly appropriate for in-depth analysis of training 
and use issues. 
Focus Groups 	 Explore identified key issue areas of network content, 
services, management, and performance. 
Use findings to inform broader quantitative data-col- 
lection activities such as mail and electronic surveys. 
Policy Analysis 	 Systematic review of policy instruments (e.g., legisla- 
tion, regulations, standard operating procedures, gov- 
ernance documents) to assess scope, formation, imple- 
mentation, execution, and impact of network policies. 
Use findings to develop context of network activities, 
identify key governance issues, and develop recommen- 
dations for future network policy development. 
Small Group In-depth exploration of network content, services, 
and Individual management, and performance with key project ad- 
Interviews ministrators and users. 
Assess the relationship between components of the 
network and future educational use and development 
of network resources. 
Use findings to inform broader quantitative data-col- 
lection activities such as mail and electronic surveys. 
Figure 1.Methodologies for Measuring Electronic Networked Services. 






Further explore identified key issue areas of network 
content, services, management, and performance with 
broader project population. 
Test findings from qualitative data-collection activities 
with broader network population. 
Pop-up Surveys Web-based surveys triggered by access to a particular 
portion of a Web site. 
Focused exploration of section of Web site. 
WhArnrk Tramc. .-.,. -_ nP~*rnr~J&eL&~dLtraf& s.-. &~,...!&GL 	 Lwastd&ics.nL1sh.? . 
Measures 	 users, user access points, information and service con- 
tent use, and network server and router load. 
Provides sense of network load, capacity, and what ser- 
vices are used and with what frequency. 
Web Log File Measure Web-based services by the analysis of Web 
Analysis server log files. 
Figure 1.Methodologies for Measuring Electronic Networked Services. 
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Public Access Workstations 
Number of public 
access workstations 
Number of public 
access workstation 
users 




Number of full-text titles 
available by subscription 
Report: Serial titles, 
Other titles, Total titles 
Number of database 
sessions 
Number of database 
queries/searches 
Number of items exam- 
ined using subscription 
services 
Annual count of the number of library-owned 
public access graphical workstations that connect 
to the Internet for a dedicated purpose (to ac- 
cess an OPAC or specific database) or multiple 
purposes. 
Annual count of the number of users of all li- 
brary graphical public access workstations con- 
nected to the Internet computed from a one- 
week sample. 
Indication of the maximum bandwidth of pub- 
lic Internet access, e.g., less than 56kbps, 56kbps, 
128kbps, 1.5mbps, etc. 
Count of the number of full-text titles that the 
library subscribes and offers to the public com- 
puted one time annually. 
Total count of the number of sessions (logins) 
initiated to the online databases. Definition 




Total count of the number of searches con- 
ducted in the library’s online databases. Subse- 
quent activities by users (e.g., browsing, print- 
ing) are not considered part of the search pro- 
cess. Definition adapted from proposed ICOLC 
standard http://www.library.yale.edu/consor-
tia/webstats. html. 
Count the number of views to each entire host 
to which the library subscribes. Aview is defined 
as the number of full text articledpages, ab- 
stracts, citations, and text only, text/graphics 
viewed. Definition adapted from proposed 
ICOLC standard http://www.library.yale.edu/ 
consortia/webstats. html. 
Figure 2. Public Library Network Resources and Services Statistics (Continued on 
6. 763). 
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Number of virtual 
reference transac- 
tions 




technology staff, Paid 
public service staff (Pro- 




Number of virtual visits to 
networked library re-
sources 
Report: Number of inter- 
nal virtual visits, Number of 
external virtual visits, Num- 
ber of total virtual visits 
Instruction 
User information technol- 
ogy instruction 
Report: Number of users in- 
structed, Number of hours 
of instruction 
Annual count of the number of reference trans- 
actions using the Internet. A transaction must 
include a question received electronically (e.g., 
via e-mail, WWW form, etc.) and responded to 
electronically (e.g., e-mail). 
Ann9al ccscnt of ihe staff hours spent in seruic- 
ing information technology resource and service 
activity in public service areas computed based 
on a one-week sample. 
Count of visits to the library via the Internet. A 
visit occurs when an external user connects to a 
networked library resource for any length of 
time or purpose (regardless of the number of 
pages or elements viewed). Examples of a net- 
worked library resource include a library OPAC 
or a library Web page. In the case of a user visit 
to a library Web site, a user who looks at 16pages 
and 54graphic images registers one visit on the 
Web server. 
A count of the number of users instructed and 
the hours of instruction offered in the use of 
information technology or resources obtainable 
using information technology in structured, 
informal, and electronically delivered instruc- 
tion sessions conducted or sponsored by the li- 
brary. 
Staffinformation technology Annual count of the total number of staff in- 
instruction structed and the number of hours of formal 
Report: Number of staff in- instruction in the management or use of infor- 
structed, Number of hours mation technology or resources obtainable us-
of staff instruction ing IT. 
Figure 2. Public Library Network Resources and Services Statistics. 
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Public access In te rne t  
workstations in propor- 
tion to the legal service 
area population 
Average annual use per 
public access In te rne t  
workstation 
Total reference activity 
Percentage of virtual ref- 
erence to total I-eference 
questions 
User information technolo<gy 
instruction as percentage oi 
total reference activity 
Level of paid public service 
effort in servicing informa- 
tion technolo,w 
Total library materials use 
Percentage of electronic ma- 
terials use of total librarv ma- 
terials use 
Total number of serial 
titles offered 
Percentage of serial titles 
~ 
of-
fered in electronic form 
Total library visits 
Percentage of remote li- 
brary visits 
Percentage of legal service 
area population receiving 
information technology 
instruction 
Hours of formal informa- 
tion technology instruction 
per staff member 
Number of users of elec- 
tronic resources and services 
The ratio of the lrgal service area populatzon to the 
number of public ~ C L C S SIntrrnrt workstationc. E.g , 
XYZ library proxides 1public access Internet work- 
station per 3,000 legal senice population. 
The ratio o f  the number of publzc acwcs Internet 
worketation mrrs to the number of public access 
Intrrnet workctattonr 
Combine traditional measures of reference service 
with electronic measures. 
~~ ~~ 
Percentage of the number of vzrtual rpfrrnce trans- 
actzons to total reference questions (both tradi- 
tional and virtual). 
The number of urrrs instructed zn znfoirnatzon tech- 
nolog as a percent of total rejmrnce actzvzty. 
Percentage of paid public service staff time spent 
serving the public that is spent servicing informa- 
tion technoloo durinq n sample period. 
~~ ~~~ 
This composite measure combines the circulation 
and use figures for all of the paper; multimedia, 
and electronic collections that the public library 
owns or provides access to. 
Compares electronic materials use in the form of 
the number of itrms rxaniimd using subscription ser- 
vices with the total library materials usr. 
Count of paprr based serials titles added to the 
number of ftill-text smid  titlrc UlJaalabb by Jubscrip-
tiori 
Compares the number of unique elrctronicfull-text 
serial titles available by subscription to the Total num-
ber o f  serial titles offered. 
Physical attendance at the library and the num- 
ber of virtual visits combined into one total. 
The percent of virtual visits to total library visits 
(virtual plus physical library visits). 
The percentage of the legal smvice arra population 
receiving information technology instruction an- 
nually from the public library. 
The average number o f  hours of formal informa- 
tion technology instruction a public library staff 
member receives per year. 
This composite figure adds the number of virtual 
visits to networked library resources, the number of 
users instructed i n  information technology and the 
number of virtual reference transactions. 
Figure 3. Public Libraw Network ComDosite and Performance Measures. 
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impact of Internet connectivity on public libraries (Bertot, McClure, 

& Ryan, 1999; Bertot & McClure, 1996,1999a). 

National studies assessing public library involvement with, and use of, 

the Internet conducted between 1994 and 2000. These studies focused 

on public library-based Internet and technology infrastructure, issues, 

and use (Bertot & McClure, 199913, 2000). 

In-progress research sponsored by the Association of Research Librar- 

ies (ARL)to develop network statistics and performance measures for 





Together, these studies provide substantial findings that inform the net- 
work statistics and performance measures and quality measurement frame- 
work presented in this article. 
The types of data-collection techniques used in the above mentioned 
studies included: 
case studies/site visits to various libraries, state library agencies, and 
other appropriate organizations; 
interviews and focus groups with key stakeholders in libraries, state 
and local government, library professional organization staff members 
and relevant working committees, state library data coordinators, and 
others; and 
national and statewide mail and Web-based surveys. 
The methods were used generally in some combination and employed 
an iterative learning strategy in which the data-collection activities were 
sequenced so that the findings from one data-collection event were incor- 
porated into subsequent data-collection activities. This technique ofitera- 
tive learning allowed for the refinement, modification, and adaptation of 
data-collection approaches as the studies progressed. 
The study teams involved in the various research efforts engaged in a 
number of activities to ensure reliable and valid findings as described in 
Krueger (1994), Creswell (1994), and Babbie (1997). Additional informa- 
tion on the methodologies for each study is available in the study reports. 
DEVELOPING SERVICE INA MODELFOR MEASURING QUALITY 
THE NETWORKEDNVIRONMENT 
There are a number of approaches in developing a quality measure- 
ment framework for networked library services and resources. Thus, while 
this article presents one quality framework, others are possible. Indeed, 
Bertot et al. (2000) identify at least four models for determining library 
network statistics and performance measures: 
1. Audience Model, in which the consumer of the network data is the 
primary lens for developing network statistics and measures; 
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2. 	Technology Infrastructure Model, in which the existing information 
technology (IT) architecture and/or equipment drives the types of 
statistics and measures in which a library is most interested and finds 
most useful; 
3. 	Network Component Model, in which various network service and re- 
source dimensions are measured along a number of service quality 
indicators; and 
4. 	Composite Model, in which aspects of the various models are incorpo- 
rated into a service quality approach. 
Each model presents a different lens for developing statistics and per- 
formance measures and has both strengths and weaknesses. The Network 
Component Model, however, offers a more robust approach to develop- 
ing network statistics and performance measures as well as providing a 
service quality framework. 
The Network Component Model 
As first described by Bertot and McClure (1998),this model provides 
a two-dimensional framework for the development of electronic statistics 
and performance measures (see Figure 4).  The model suggests that there 
are numerous components to electronic measures: 
Technical infrastructure: The hardware, software, equipment, communi- 





Injiormation content: The information resources available on the net- 

work (e.g., local government information, special collections). 

Information services: The activities in which users can engage and the 

services that users may employ to complete various tasks (e.g., 

EbscoHost, Uncover, online applications). 

Support: The assistance and support services provided to help users to 

benefit from the network (e.g., training, help desk). 

Management: The human resources, governance, planning, and fiscal 





In addition, there are different types of evaluation criteria that are 
used to describe library Internet-based-use and services: 
Extensiveness. How much of a service the network provides (e.g., num- 
ber of users accessing a Web page per week, number of database ses- 
sions); 
Efliciency. The use of resources in providing or accessing networked 
information services (e.g., cost per session in providing access to re- 
mote users of an online database, average number of times users are 
unable to successfully connect to the library’s servers) ; 
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Effectiveness.How well the networked information service met the ob- 
jectives of the provider or the user (e.g., success rate of identifying 
and accessing the information needed by the user) ; 
Service quality. How well a service or activity is done (e.g., percentage 
of transactions in which users acquire the information they need) ; 
Impact. How a service made a difference in some other activity or situ- 
ation (e.g., the degree to which network users enhanced their ability 
to gain employment or pursue business); 
Usefulness.The degree to which the services are useful or appropriate 
for individual users (e.g., percentage of services of interest to differ- 
ent types of user audiences); and 
Adoption. The extent to which institutions or users integrate and adopt 
electronic networked resources or services into organizational or indi- 
vidual activities (e.g., answering reference questions, generating in- 
terlibrary loan requests). 
These types of criteria provide an important roadmap for thinking about 
the various data elements and statistics that would be necessary to pro- 
duce such measures as well as providing a quality measurement frame- 
work for library networked services and resources. 
Figure 4.The Network Component Model. 
The Network Component Model as a Quality Measurement Tool 
As Figure 5 shows, the Network Component Model also serves as a 
mechanism through which to measure the quality of specific aspects of a 
library's networked services and resources using a number of evaluation 
criteria. It is possible to examine the technical infrastructure aspect of a 
network and consider network statistics and performance measures for 
that aspect along the evaluation criteria of extensiveness, efficiency, and 
so on. This framework enables one to map the network statistics and per- 
formance measures presented in Figures 2 and 3. For example: 
Technical Infrastructure and Extensiveness: Number of public access 
Internet workstations, maximum bandwidth of public access Internet 
workstations; 
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Technical Infrastructure and Service Quality: Public access Internet 
workstations in proportion to the population of legal service area; 
Information Content and Efficiency: Percentage of remote library vis-
its, number of users of electronic resources and services; 
Information Services and Extensiveness: Number of database sessions, 
percentage of serial titles offered in electronic form; 
Information Semices and Efficiency: Percentage of electronic materi- 
als use of total library materials use; and 
Support and Extensiveness: User IT instruction, staff IT instruction. 
Figure 5 also presents additional statistics and measures that selected 
library and state library staff and administrators, as well as various govern- 
ment officials and governing board members, found of interest. These 
include: 
Information Services and Service Quality: Number of rejected logins, 
percentage of rejected sessions to total sessions; and 
Management and Efficiency: Cost of online subscription material, cost 
per session/visit. 
These statistics and measures, however, require additional development 
and testing. 
The Qualitj Picture 
Through these statistics and measures, it is possible to gain a sense of 
the quality of networked services and resources in specific areas or across 
a number of areas. Moreover, by selecting statistics and performance mea- 
sures relevant and of interest to library staff and niaiiagers (required for 
reporting purposes) or other motivational factors, it is possible for librar- 
ies to develop an overall sense of their networked services and resources 
along the network dimension and evaluation criteria. 
For example, should libraries desire to measure the quality of their 
database information services, they could use the following questions: 
How much? Such statistics and performance measures as the number 
of full-text titles available by subscription, number of database sessions, 
number of itenis examined using subscription services, and percent- 
age of serial titles offered in electronic form. 
How well? Such statistics and performance measures as the number of 
rejected sessions, percentage of rejected sessions to total sessions, per- 
centage of the time the network is functioning. 
Is it cost effective? Such statistics and performance measures as the 
cost of online subscription material, cost per session/virtual visit. 
With what effort? Such statistics and performance measures as the 
number of staff hours spent servicing public service information tech- 
nology (IT), user IT instruction, and percentage of the population 
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Academic libraries could substitute campus populations such as stu- 
dent body, faculty, staff, and so on. 
Such a systematic approach to network service quality measurement 
thus provides a library the ability to look in-depth at particular aspects of 
their networked services and resources. 
Issues with Statistics, Performance Measures, and Framework 
Areview of the statistics, performance measures, and framework points 
to a number of issues that require additional research and testing: 
Network service and resource measurement across library types. Many 
of the statistics and performance measures presented in Figures 2 and 
3 were developed in the public library and/or statewide library net- 
work environments. It is unclear as to whether these statistics and 
measurcs apply across an ever-complex library environment of coop- 
eratives, consortia, regionals, multi-type digital libraries, or institutional 
libraries such as academic, research libraries, or others. There is a 
sense that some (i.e., online database statistics and performance mea- 
sures) do translate across libraries or library service providers, but which 
ones, in what context, and so on, remains untested. 
Time-sensitive statistics and performance measures. Many of the sta- 
tistics and performance measures presented in Figures 2 and 3 will 
have a limited utility time. Technology changes, measurement needs 
change, and libraries change. Thus, network statistics and performance 
measures will be in a continual state of development, testing, modifi- 
cation, and adoption. 
Control of the data. Some of the most central data to libraries is now 
out of the control of libraries-i.e., online vendor databases. Thus, 
the ability of libraries to collect, analyze, and use critical data is depen- 
dent on the ability of libraries to receive desired data back from the 
vendors in a timely, uniform, and consistent manner. 
Critical gaps. Figures 4 and 5 clearly demonstrate that there are a num- 
ber of evaluation criteria and network components for which there 
are no tested statistics and performance measures to determine the 
quality of those networked services and resources. In particular, there 
is a need for quality indicators in key evaluation criteria of impact and 
usefulness. At present, quality measurement is limited to predominantly 
technology-generated logs, counts of equipment and/or equipment 
usage, and transaction data (e.g., reference). The more difficult ques- 
tions of impacts, benefits, outcomes, and barriers remain unanswered. 
Mutual exclusivity of the statistics and performance measures. The 
quality framework presented in Figure 5 ,  while parsimonious, has the 
obvious limitation of oversimplification. That is, a number of statistics 
and performance measures can serve as quality measures along more 
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than one evaluation criterion. For example, one might use the num- 
ber of virtual reference transaction statistics as both a quality indicator 
of information services’ extensivenessand adoption. 
Evolving methodologies. In part, the limitations to the types of net- 
work statistics and performance measures presented in the article are 
a result of the limitations of current data-collection techniques. More 
often, researchers rely on qualitative methods to gain a sense of user- 
based impact and utility measures. Relying on these methodologies to 
measure service quality across libraries, library types, and so on, is prob- 
lematic at best. There is a need to modify existing data-collection tech- 
niques and/or develop new techniques (i.e., Web log file analysis) to 
better address measurement in the networked environment. 
Library data collection, analysis, and presentation management sys- 
tem. The research activities demonstrated that, in general, public li- 
braries do not engage in a systematic quality-focused data-collection 
system. Few, if any, have staff that are responsible specifically for li- 
brary-wide data-collection efforts, analysis efforts, or reporting and 
presentation efforts. Moreover, library staff may not be appropriately 
trained in the various methodologies and data analysis techniques re- 
quired to engage in statistical and performance measurement activi- 
ties. Were it not for state library and/or local governance mandated 
data-collection efforts, it is likely that many public libraries would en- 
gage in few, if any, data-collection efforts beyond circulation and visit 
counts. The data-collection situation is particularly problematic in the 
networked environment, as data-collection efforts in this area require 
additional technical and research skills. 
These issues point to the need for additional research, testing, and valida- 
tion in the area of network resources and services quality measurement. 
They also indicate a need for libraries to work with vendors to receive 
desired usage reports, as well as the enhancement of librarian technical, 
evaluation, and methodological skills to better understand the networked 
environment. 
NEXTSTEPS 
The framework presented in this article shows that it is possible to 
develop, define, and collect a number of statistics and performance mea- 
sures that reflect networked library services and resources. The statistics 
and measures, however, reflect the embryonic state of network service 
and resource measurement due to a number of methodological, organi- 
zational, and complexity issues. As such, a large number of the statistics 
and measures reflect a “counting” approach to measurement. 
While an important first step to network service and resource 
measurement is establishing a foundation for measurement, it is important 
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to move beyond counting instances and occurrences. The SERVQUAL 
methodology, which is reviewed substantially in other articles in this jour- 
nal issue, provides a robust framework that network measurement activi- 
ties need to consider in moving toward developing user-based measures 
of library network service quality. For example, a clear starting point is to 
consider statistics, performance measures, and approaches that incorpo- 
rate the Gaps Model of Service Quality (Zeithaml, Parasuraman, & Berry, 
1996): 
Gap 1-customers’ expectations and management’s perceptions of 
these expectations; 
Gap 2-management’s perceptions of customer’s expectations and ser- 
vice quality specifications; 
Gap 3-service quality specifications and actual service delivery; 
Gap &actual service delivery and what is communicated to custom- 
ers about it; and 
Gap 5-customers’ expected services and perceived service delivered 
(p. 16). 
These gaps provide an overall research approach within which the net- 
work statistics and performance measure model presented in Figure 5 
can serve to guide the development of specific network statistics and per- 
formance measures with the gap dimensions. As research in this area con- 
tinues, adopting a user-based approach to library network service quality 
assessment is critical. 
CONCLUSION 
The network statistics, performance measures, and quality framework 
presented in this article consolidate the findings from a number of re-
search activities conducted over several years. It is clear, however, that the 
development of service quality measures for libraries in the networked 
environment is still in the initial stages. It is also clear that, as library net- 
work usage measurement evolves, it is necessary to incorporate user-based 
quality assessment approaches such as those offered through the 
SERVQUAL methodology. 
To stimulate research and practice in this area, though, it may be 
necessary to balance the more rigorous requirements of valid and reliable 
data with the very real needs of libraries and librarians of all types to dem- 
onstrate, in a standardized manner, the use and uses of their networked 
resources and services. This is not to say that researchers and practitio- 
ners should abandon sound social science research practices in their ef- 
forts to develop methodologies, variables, statistics, and performance mea- 
sures that yield accurate, valid, and reliable network resource and service 
usage and quality data. Rather, in a rapidly evolving and constantly chang- 
ing environment, such as the networked environment, researchers and 
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practitioners are likely to be in a continual cycle of developing new mea- 
sures or modifying existing ones and developing new methodologies or 
modifylng existing ones. This perpetual “under construction” scenario 
requires researchers and practitioners to experiment with new approaches 
to service quality measurement until such approaches are accepted by the 
broader research and library communities. 
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